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ABSTRACT 

This thesis consists of two parts. In the first 

part, life cycle patterns of consumption, work hours, 

savings and as~ets of an individual under uncertain 

lifetimes with actuarially fair life insurance and annuities 

are studi@d and the effects on consumption and work hours of 

changes in survlval probabilities, the age specific wage 

rates and the rate at interest are analyzed. 

A substitutability relation between consumption and 

leisure and the availability of actuarially fair annuities 

~an explain the lack of decumulation even after retirement. 

The marginal saving rate out of an~icipate~ labour 

income is positi~e. Under certain conditions, t~e marginal 

~onsumption rate could also be positive. Thus the K~ynesian 

absolute Income hypothesis may be fully supported in the 

lif~ cycle context. 

A genera! increase in survival rates creates c~ly a 

~ealth effect by changing the actaaria!ly fair rates of in-

ter~st. The resulting lntertemporal substitution effect is 

af~set by a change 1n discount factors applied to tne utill-

ty function due t~ life uncertainty. On the other hand. an 

increase in sur-rival probabilities for one individual only~ 

creates 3n in~~rtemporal substitution effect. 

An evolutionary increase in wage rates creates ~n 
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intertemporal allocation effect by changing the relative 

price of expenditure (on consumption and leisure) at dif

fer~nt ages and an intrat~Mporal substitution effect by in

creasing the price of leisure relative to consumption. On 

the other hand, a param~tric increase in wage rates creates 

e w~alth effect, an intertemporal reallocation effect and an 

int~atemporal substitution effect. The compensated ~ff~ct 

cf a parametric wage increase, =on~istin9 0+ the intratem

paral substitution effect and the intertemporal reallocation 

effect, on work hours (consumption) i9 smaller Cgreat~r) 

than the effects of an equal evolutionary wage Increase. 

In the second part, a dynamic general equilibrium 

model based on th~ Samuelson-Diamond overlappin9 generations 

framework, 3S developed. The model is based on the stdnda~d 

continuous time lIfe cy=le model I .. li'lder life uncer-tainty and 

incorporates all th~ demographic aspects o~ overlappio9 gen

'?t"-at ions. 

The implications cf mDrtalit~ chanses for aggregata 

~ccnDmic b'?havicur are discussed. ~ mortality change ca.r-

ri~s a reallcc3tion e+fect by aff~~tin9 the lifetime 1eci-

510n of Jndividuals, an ase ~e~i5tribution effect by =hang

in9 the rel3tive size of diff~rent cohorts w and a demograph-

ic effect by changing the growth rate of population. An in-

crease in survival rates at the joyng or middle (old) age 

will reduce (increasel the capi~al-!abour ratio and the wage 

rate and inc~ease :decrease) the rate of interest. 
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~HAPiER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1h~ maln object of this the:is is to study the im-

plications of life unc~rtalnty and the positive economiCS 

consequenc~: of life expectancy Improvements in life cycle 

model of an individual and In ~ dynamic general equIlibrIum 

model with overlapping generations. A secondary object is 

the study of life c/c!e patterns of consumption, work hours, 

saving: and asset holding of an individual in an endcgen~us 

work-leisure chci~e model with uncertain lifetimes. 

~he i~pllcations of life uncertainty for the life 

c"cle consumption and savi~9s behaviour of an individual 

have bee~ :tu1ied in detail by Davles (19811, Hurd {1986}~ 

levhari and Mirman (1977 ), Hirer l1987), Yaarl (1965) ana 

~ilcha and Frleaman (1985~. These studIes do net include 

~ork-lelsure choice prob!em into the anal/sls ~nd assume 

en e~o9E~ously fixed income stream over the life cycle. 

!~ re~ent ~'ears, overlapping generations models have also 

be~n e~te~de~ ~o i~~or~orete uncertainty of li~e (Abel 

:ohnsten and Dona11son (198~)~ Karnl 
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Skinner- {1985})' But the analyses have been limited to a 

two period discrete model with no uncertainty in the first 

pericd. Fer the study of life expectancy impro~ements, this 

model seems to be restrictive as it does nat allow the st~dy 

of ~arious types of mortality changes. 

Life e~pectancy in many countries has been impro~ing 

for the past few decades. fhe recent trend in mortality im-

provements has led economists to study its economic aspects. 

The typical contribution of economists in this conte~t has 

been to conduct the cost benefit analyses of different life 

saving schemes (For e~ample, Arthur (1981) and Jones-Lee 

Put there are also a few studies on the pos-

jti~e economics aspects of the issue (Abel (1986), Hamerme~h 

Sh.:?sn i nsh i and 

Hamermesh !lQ841 an1 Nalebuff and Zeckhauser (1~e4) 

dJSCU5Sed the effects of increasing the length of a certaln 

life h~ri=o~ on the life c~cle consumption and work deCIsion 

of an individ~al. ~side fr~m being unrealistic, the assump-

tion of a ~on-stochgstic lif~ horIzon is not an appropriate 

choice Lor the study of mortal it} variations because under 

this essumption j ~he only way Mortality ca~ var1 is ~y addi-

t~cn or 5ubtractian of some jears at the end of a certain 

~ppear to te the result c; more people surviving to the 
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later part of a given horizon rather than an increase in 

horizon (Fries (1980)). On the other hand, Abel (1986), 

Sheshinski and Weiss (1981» assumed uncertain lifetimes in 

their 9nalyses of the effect of an increase in life expec

tancy on the steady state levels of consumption and savings 

of an irdividual in an overlapping gene~ations ~odel. 8;';io-

ner (1985) and Sinha (1986) also assumed uncertain lifetimes 

in aralyzing the effect of increased longevity on capltal-

labour ratio. In all these studies the analysis has been 

simplified by choosing a two period model in which there is 

no uncertainty of survival through the first perIod. Thus 

lif~ expectancy can be increased only by increasing the sur-

vival rate in the second period. This model is r~strictive 

for the stud~ of life expectancy imorovements as It does not 

allow a distinctive analysis of chan9ing survival prospects 

at differ.;?nt segments of life horizon and tnu5 fails to re

late increa5e in life expectancy to different saving and 

work habits of individuals across ~arious segments of life. 

Another com~Qnly maintained assumption in a t~o per

iod mOd~l is that all births take place in the first period 

when there is no uncertainty of survival. Due to thi: as-

SU1~ption growth rate of papulation becomes independent of 

survival rate. Thus the model ignores the possible 

demogr9phic e+fects of an increase in life expectancj 

thr~u9h a change in the growth rate of populatlon. 
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The above discussion sU9gests that for a detailed 

study of mortality variations, a more general model is 

needed which permits sufficient variation in savings, work 

and reproductivity pattern across various segments of life. 

Therefore a continuous time hcrizon modeJ is developed in 

which many gener~tion3 ~verlap. Survival to each point 1n 

the horIzon is assume1 tD be uncertain and reproductivlty 

rates are assumed to vary smoothly with age. ThIS framework 

has also been used by Arthur (1981) in his analysis of the 

~alue of life under the golden rule of accumulatIon. This 

frame~ork is preferred to an alternative choice of a three 

perIod discrete model due to the following reason. In a 

1;screte model the 3ge pattern ~f consumotion~ savings, et=. 

is ~i~ed in ~n arbltrarii/ pre-marked segment of ll;e. The 

contInuous time model, on the other hand, does not impose 

such behaviour. Rather it is the behavioural pattern which 

classifies th~ horizon into various segments. 

Anoth~r consi1eration for choosing a continuous time 

model has to do with the study oi life cycle model of an l~

dividual WhlC~ also constitutes an important part of the 

thesis~ ~ continuous time framework allows application of a 

convenient technique of optimizatlon: the non-linear pro

~remming, to find a solution in an endogenous work-leisure 

=hoice model with the provision of retirement. 

this framework will enable an easy comparison of our find-
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ings with those of two basic studies on which our model is 

These studies are Yaari's (1965) life cycle medel 

of consumption under uncertain lifetimes and Heckman's 

(1974) life cycle madel of consumption and work hours under 

cer~ain iifetimes. 

Since the time of death is not known, an indi~l~ual 

can not plan a life cycle alloc~tiQn scheme w~ich guarantees 

zero asset holding at the time of death. This raises some 

accounting problems. In particular, if an individual dies 

with positive wealth, it is necessary to identify a distri

bution scheme by which this wealth is passed en to other3. 

There are two approaches commonly ad~pted to deal with this 

issue. One of these is to assume that all the wealth of a 

deceased indi~idual is passed on to his/her descendants. 

The ot~er approach is to assume the existence of a perfect 

insurance market which intermediates in the risk sharing 

process arno",:! different members of each cohort.. The wealth 

~+ a deceased individual is equally distrib~tad ameng 5ur-

viving members in the cohort. The first approach reqUIres a 

1etai!ed ~ccount of th@ dist~ibutionai consequences of ~n 

uncertain amount of inherit3~c~ an individual may recei~e. 

Such an analysis does not seem to be possible in a con

tinuous time model in which there is no iJentification ~f 

fami 1 ies. Ther~fore, throughout the thes's a perfect in-

surance mark~t is assumed to exist. 
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Life cycle model of an individual is an integral 

part of an ~quilibrium mod~l based on overlapping genera-

tions. While the life cycle model of an individual has been 

studied in detail in the literatu~e, there seems to be a 

tendencv to include a simplified version of it in the Qver

lapping generations models due to the complex nature of the 

latter. In the present research the modelling of an indi-

vidual's life cycle allocation decision is ccnsidered to be 

an important aspect of the equilibrium model. Due to this 

consideration J the thesis is divided into two parts: an in

dividualisti~ life cycle model and an equilibrium moael 

based on ~v~rlappin9 generations. 

In first part. an individualistic life cycl~ model 

of consumption and wor~ allocation declsion under 'Incertain 

lifetim?: is presented. In chapter 2, a su~vey of 3cme re-

lated studies on the life cycle theory is presented. The 

general features of life cycle models with life uncert~inty 

3r~ described and previous contributions on the study of 

mortal it:' variations are summarized. The tr~atment of Nork-

lelsur@ choice in the life cycle context is also dlscussed. 

7he chapter concludes with a motivation fer the propo3ed 

life cycle mode!. 

In c~apter 3 9 ~e adopt a two stage budgeting ap-

prosch to e~p13i~ th~ life =:'=le motive far consumption and 

work 3!location ~ver time under life uncertainty in the 
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presence of actuarially fair life insurance and annuitIes. 

The analysis allows for r@tirement as a possible outcome of 

the optimal work allocation plan. The effects of evolution-

ary changes in wage rates over the life cycle ~n cor3~mption 

and work hours are decomposed into intert~mporal effects and 

an intra~empcral effects. The relationships of consumption 

a~d savings with anticipated income are studied. The assets 

accumulation beha~lour of the individual i5 a150 spelled 

out. 

Chapter 4 deals with the comparative static analysis 

of the model. Of particular interest are th~ implications 

of mortality improvements for the life cycle allocation be" 

haviour. Two types of mortality variations are discussed: 

3n increase in survival probabilities equal t~ a general in

crease in su~vival rates in the societj and an increase in 

5ubjective survival probabilities independent of the general 

mortalit~ risks in the societ~. In the presence of ac-

tuarial1; f~lr life 1~5urance and annuities, a general in

~rease in survival probabilities carries a wealth effect by 

changing the act~arial rate of interest. The resultlog 10-

tertemporal 3ubstituti~n effect is offset by an equivalent 

~han3e in subjective discount rate applied to the lifetime 

utility functi~n due to life uncertainty. On the other 

~ani. 1f actuarIa! rates Qf interest are based en 3eneral 

5urvl~al ~i~ks in the sDciety, an increase in subjective 
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survival probabilities does not affect the actuarial rates 

of interest and therefore carries only an intertemporal sub-

stitution effect. The implications of an increase in risk 

to life are also studied by adopting the notion of a mean 

preserving spread in the distribution of life. 

The effects ~f increasing the rate of interest ar~ 

e~plained by Slutsky equations showing both the i~ter

temporal substitution effects and the wealth effects. The 

effects of parametric changes in wage rates are accounted 

for by Slutsky equations showing the wealth effects, the in

tertemporal reallocation effects and the intratemporal sub-

5titution effects. The distinction betwe~n parametric and 

evolutionary changes in wage rates is also explained. 

A summary of major findings of the individualistic 

life cycle model is ~resented in chapter 5. 

Part r1 of the thesis starts with an introduction 

(chapter 61 which provides seme motivation for the study of 

the effects of mortality variations en the agsregate aconom-

ic variables. 

Chapter 7 ~resents a selected review of the litera

ture on overlapping generations model wnich lS the baSIC 

tool of ~nal~sis ~Qr the general eqUIlibrium effects of 

This revil?i'I is nat c!Jr,tined to studies 

The general structure of oveclapPlng 
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generations models and some of the basic issues surrounding 

the literature are also discussed. 

Due to its complex natu~e, the analYSIS of mortalIty 

changes is performe1 in a step by step process in the next 

three chapters. First, in chapter 8 an aggregate household 

model is presented. The main concern there is to form the 

asgresate househoJd variables a:"id relate them to their e::o-

nomic and demographic determinants. Then a production func-

tion which is linear in each of the two factor inputs, capi-

tal and labour, is added to the model. The purpose of this 

unrealistic but ad hoc linearity assumptlon is to make the 

two factor prices, the rate of interest and the wage rate, 

technologically fixed and thereb~' isolate the household 

model from endogenous changes in the factor prl~es which 

'10t)!::1 ot"~"":,! i ':5e take o13c-? due to mort<J.l it:; changes. The 

life cycle work allocation plan of an individ~al is also as-

5um~~ to be fixed in thi~ chapter. 

The ef4ects of a small increase in survival rates dt 

various point3 of the life horizon en the agsregata =~pltal 

stocl r • norma!iz~d by the number ~f current births, are cal-

culatea. Given the growth rate of population, capita! 5tOC~ 

is affected an two account, a reallocation of savlngs by 10-

1ividua!s due to the wealth ~f~ect of a change In survival 

probabilIties and an age redistribution effec~ brcught about 

fha effects of mortalltj 
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changes on the employment of labour are also obtained. An 

increase in survival rates during reproductive years of life 

~il1 increase the growth rat~ of population. This, in tUY-fl J 

will increase the relati~e proportion of young individuals 

in th~ ~opulation. The Capital stock and the labour employ-

ment are affected 3ccordin9 to the age pattern of asset 

holding and wor~ hours. 

The anal/sis of chapter 8 provides some groundwork 

fer a more realistic study of ~ortality changes in chapter 9 

where the assumption of fixed factor prices is relaxed by 

introducing a ne~-classical linear homogeneous production 

activity into the model. The assumption of a fix~d work 

plan of an individual is maintained in this chapter. The 

=onditions for a Diamond CIQ65) type competitIve eqUIlIbrium 

soluti~n gr~ establl~hed. Assuming that tne equilibrium is 

stable~ these ccndition~ form the basis of analysis of 

m~rta!ity variations. The partial effects of mortality 

changes on the capita! stack and labour employment are 

brought in from chapter 8 and the 3eneral equilibrium ef-

f~cts of mcrtali~y changES an the capital-laDoar ratio, the 

rate of i~terest and tM~ wage rsta sre derived. 

resv1t is that an increase in the sur~lval rate for a youn~ 

or middle 3ge wi:! reduce the cspitsl-labour ratlQ~ though 

~:'l i'":c:-'ease if: ';'.H".r-:'.Ia: rate for an el:1 age will increase 
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In chapt~r 10, the assumption of a fixed work plan 

of an in1ividual is relaxed. The lIfe cycle model of an op-

tima! consumption-work allocation decision, developed in 

chapters 3 and 4 is included in the general equilibrium 

model and the analysis Qf chapters 8 and 9 is repeated. An 

i~cre3se in survival rates ~Qr a young age or fer the later 

part of middJe age results in a lowe~ capital-labour ratio, 

as found in chapter 9. Due to the complex nature of the 

model, the effects of an increase in surVIval rates for the 

other ages are not obvious. However, under certain condl-

tions, the relaxation of the assumption of a fixed work plan 

of an individual does not change the qualitative nature of 

the results obtained in chapter 9. 

Finally, a summary of all the findings of tne gener

al equilibrium analYSis is ~resented in chapter 11. 



PART 1 

AN INDIVIDUALIST!C LIFE CYCLE MODEL: 

THE AGE PATTERNS OF CONSUMPTION, WORK HOURS, 

SAVINGS AND ASSETS UNDER UNCERTAIN LIFETIMES 



CHAPTER 2 

SURVEY OF SELECTED LITERATURE ON THE 

LIFE CYCLE MODEL OF AN INDIVIDUAL 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we will review briefly ~ome of the 

stu~ies on life cycle allocation theory. The main object of 

the first part of this thesis is to build a model of life 

cycle consumption and work decisions under life uncertainty 

and to study the implications of life expectancy and other 

~arametric changes for life cycle allocation behaviour. 

Therefore this review is liMited basically tc the literature 

dealing ~~ith the treatment of life uncertainty in life cy~le 

~odels and the study of life expectancy lmprovements. 

The literature on life cycle models under liTe un

certainty is mainly in the context of a consumption profile 

decision Hi~h a given income stream over the life cycle. We 

plan to extend Yaari's C1965J uncertainty mod~l to include 

work-leisure choic~ as a part of the liie cycle problem. 

rherefore we will also review some of the literature dealing 

~ith the life cycle work allocation decision, though this 

lIterature is mainly in the context of certain lifetimes. 

page 12 
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2.2 LIFE CYCLE MODELS OF CONSUMPTION ALLOCATION UNDER LIFE 

UNCERTAINTY 

The fact that a consumer who is to make a choice be

tween pr~sent and future consumption is uncertain about the 

length of his/her life, has long been recognized. At least 

beth Marshall t1920} and Fisher {1930) acknowledged this 

fact in their discussion of the lifetime allocation problem 

of a consumer. But it was only afte~ Yaari (1965) that an 

explicit treatment of this aspect was si~en by systematIcal

ly introducing uncertainty of life in a standard life cycle 

model of a consumer. 

Yaari (1965) studied the effect of life uncertainty 

an the life cycle consumption plan of a risk averse individ

ual under four different circumstances, depending on the 

presence or absence of actuarial1y fair life insurance and 

annuities and of a bequest motive. His conclusions are as 

follows. In the absence of a bequest motive and life in-

surance, the effect of life uncertainty is to increase the 

~ate of preference for present over future consumption. 

This type of behaviour for a consumer facing an uncertain 

lif~. had also been pr~~icted earlier by Fisher (1930}. 

The fact that uncertainty of life increases the rate 

of preference for present over future consumption does nat 

impl}, however, that under uncertainty, the absolute level 

cf consumption will be higher at early pericds of life as 
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compa~ed to that unde~ certainty. This is the basic theme 

of Levhari and Mirman (1977) which has also been picked up 

by Davies (1981) in his effort to explain the observed lack 

of 1ecumulation by the ~lderly. We will discuss these two 

5tudle~ later in this chapter 

Ysari showed that in the absence of a bequest mo-

ti~e, th~ effect of actuarially fair life insurance and an-

~uities IS to remo~e the impatience resulting from un-

certainty of life.! However, the consumption plan does not, 

in general~ coincide with the one chosen under certain 

lifetimes because of the difference in the budget con-

st~ajnts across the two situations. 

Far 3 consumer ~avin9 a bequest motive, uncertainty 

of life in the absence of life insurance and annuities will 

i~crease 'decrease) impatience if the marginal utility of 

~onsumption exceeds (falls ~hort of) the marginal utility o~ 

bequest':_ This 2'mbi'3IJit)' h,3.d also been recogniz<::d b)' Fisher 

(19301, though he did not 3~va the pr~cis~ IDar31nal =cndl-

t i.nns "jhien deterr!l1ne tbe effect of I ife uncertailt~' :;(1 the 

iegre~ ot impatience. 

,"", 
-/ )' aar' i 3. bequest ;,)0-

tjve is present a~d 3ct~a(ially ~air life insurance and an-

! In ne~t chapter we will discuss in jetali, in what 
se~se !if~ Insur2nce and ann~i~ies a~e act~arial!j ;a1r. 
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nUlties are available. Yaari 5howed that life insurance 

en3bl~5 the consumer to separ~te the consumption decision 

from the bequest decision in the sef.s>? that savHI'3 and ccn-

sumptio~ pl~ns affect each ot~er g!obal11J but nst locally_ 

desired ?mount ~ather t~an going without them. 

~st j~ the Ijteratur~ in the 5tud~ of V2rlC~S 3spec~s cf 

'0'=.=\ .I.. _'..1 

~~~~~rnp~icn i~ the initial period of life. 

studie:l the ef-
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live~ on the average for the same number of periods as the 

consumer with certain life, his/her desire to avoid risk by 

consumin3 more in the present and the desire to provide for 

a possible longer life, pull in opposite directions. The 

r.et effect of life uncertaint~ on consumption in the initial 

~eriods of life is uncertain. 2 Acc.ording to Levhari and 

Mi~man, Champernowne's result is not general as it depends 

on his speciflc parametric assumptions. Using the iso-

elastic class of utility functions: utc) = c 1 - r /l- r , T ) 0, 

Levhari and Mirman concluded that the effect of uncertainty 

on consumption in the initial period of life depends, both 

in sign and magnitude, on the magnitudes of the coefficIent 

of relative risk aversion, the rate of interest and the sub-

j~ctive rate of time preference (other than the one result-

i~g from life ~ncertainty). 

The assumption that life insurance is not available 

restricts the consumer to consume no more than hIs/her car-

rent wealth in any ~eriod of lifa. If this ccnstraint is 

2 Instead of comparing the =ase of uncertainty with 
the case of perfect certainty, Levhari and Mlrman stud led 
the eff~ct of increasing risk in the distributi~n of life on 
the consumption pattern of a consumer al~eady facing an un
certain lifetime, with the assumpt~on that the expected 
length of life does not chaose when the distribution of life 
becomes more risky. In chapter 4 we will adopt the ~oncept 
of a mean ~reservin9 spread introduced by Rothschild and 
Sti31itz t1970} and also used by Levhari and Mirman ,1977', 
to characterize increased riskiness. 



binding in the initial period, an increas~ in uncertainty 

of lif~ C3n i~ no ~ircumstances result in higher consumptlon 

!f"! tt-!at per"iod. Levhar- i and tH r ftian' 5 consumer, hOl-ieVer", i:5 

~ot bo~nd t~ ~his constr~int because he/she is endowed with 

all of his/her lifetime resources at the time of birth. 

n?~:es ~1ge1) ~tudied the eftect of uncertaint; on 

planne~ consumption at different ages. He examined ~hether 

t~e continued accumulation or mild decuMulation obser~2d 

among .any elderly consumers can be e~plained by the un-

cert=-i~1t~' ':If life i.n the absence of lii~ insurance and ar!-

':) 

n0jties. - Usi~g the iso-el~stic class of utilit; functions, 

'J {c, D3vies derived consumption path::; 

both ~n1eF cert3in and uncertain lifetimes and analy=ed the 

HIS si~~lat~~n results 5ho~ that t~e 

3~~ pstt~~~ cf this ~3tio depends on th~ ma3nitud~s of rate 

Hc~everJ Davies Showed 

-3 n-l\? empit~i::al evidence pro,,;ided by irIan:; studIes 
suggests that cont~3r~ to t~e t~ajltionBl life cycle ~~ecrJ, 
retired ~o~se~cI1s c~n~inue 3cc~mulat~ng wea!th. ;ee, +=r 
ex?mple, Atl'lnscn (1 0 71), Hamer~~sh t1984bJ, Kurz (19S~), 

L"13.11 (1 0 -:;5), l>~-?nchiv. ?nd Da'Jij ::'=':;::;:), l'~i!'"er : 19-:'c) ct,-;;:! 

Shcrrcc~s '!~-:'~~. ~~ the o~her h~nd, ~h2re a~e a!so ~c~e 
=::;tu.di,'?s i";,i'::"~ suqi::est tl,e cPQ~sit:- ~~i3.filol'd :3.:,d Hausf:lar: 
,r19S4i~ u;}r-:: {lo3=~ !cg"?} and ~'i;··~ snd Dir:::.s-f'~ir":oa:J.-" (1:;3:' 
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of the plausible values of inte~est ~ate and subjective time 

preference rate~ uncertainty of life depresses consumption 

by a proportion inc~easing with age. He argued that the 

available empirical evidence suggests that the value of r is 

large enough to produce this re~ult. DaVles concluded from 

this result that uncertainty of life explains much of the 

lack of decumulation by the elderly. 

Another explanation of this phenomenon is provided 

by Zilcha and Frieuman (1983). They abandoned the assump-

tion of a fixed utility function and a fixed probability 

distribution of lif~ and analy=ed toe consumption and 

savings behaviour of an individual who is about to retire. 

They SU9gested that ~eople replan their future consumption 

as they age in the light of c~an9ing tastes and subjective 

life distrjbution. Thus pecple may continue to accumulate 

~s th~y age either because they become ~cre optimistic about 

Ji4e expectancy or because they beccm~ more risk averse. 

Like Davies (19811, Zilcha and FrIedman also used 

the iso-elastic utility function, u{c) 
~ _ T 

= c'" '/l-r, r > O. 

:he1r a~al~sis shows that if the optimal =onsumption-age 

pro~ile slopes downward, an increBse in the coefficient of 

relative rIsk aversion, ~, will flatten the consumption-agE 

profile and therefore result in less consump~ion during some 

early ~ears of planning horizon. This may explaIn the con-

tinued ac=u~ulation of wealth by the elderly. To the best 
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of our knowledge there is no empirical study which sU3gests 

anything about the behaviour of a consumer's risk aversion 

over the life cy~le. However, the other explanation for the 

~ 

continued accumulation by the elderly y provided by Zilcha 

and Friedman, seems to be compatible wlth the empirical 

Lif~ exoectancy in many countries has in fact sub-

stantial1y increased during the last few decades (See, for 

example, Hamermesh (1985) and Fries {1980}}. There is also 

some empirical evidence that people are aware of the current 

changes in the life tables and they incorporate this in-

formation in determinIng their subjective life horizon 

tHamermesh (1985)). Therefore, as Zllcha and Friedman 

(1983) sU9gest, continued accumulation by the people as they 

age may be due to an increase in their expected horizons 

which may net have been anticipated at an earlier age. 

In a subsequent study, Ziicha and Friedman (1985) 

used a concave utility function without specifying its para-

met~rs. Measuring an i~crease in risk aversion by a concave 

tran5for~aticn of the original ~tilitj +unction~ they 

reached the same conclusi~n as in their crisinal study. 

In a ~ecent study, Hirer !1987) argued ~hat the mere 

fact that lifetimes are uncertain a~d life ins~rance ana an-

nuities are not available, may explain the lack of dlssav-

iogs in re~irement. Since the ccnditional prc~abilltj c+ 

d~ath is expected to increase with age, the rate 0+ discount 
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applied to utility at a later age will be more than the one 

applied to utility of an earlier age. Therefore, If rate of 

interest is not too high to dominate the effect of discount

ing, at a certain point in life cycle when the conditional 

probability of survival has sl1ffi~iently in~reasedJ ~onsump-

tion will start decreasing with age. This may result in ac-

cumUlation of assets b) a retired individual. 

Hurd (1986) discussed the life cycle allocation be

haviour of a retired consumer under uncertain lifetimes. He 

showed that in the absence of annuities (or pensions, etc.) 

and 3 bequest motive, if the subjective rate of Impatience 

exceeds the rate of lnterest, both consumption and wealth 

will 1ecrease with age. If wealth were ever to increase~ it 

would always increase due to declining consumption. But 

Hurd poi~ts out, this contrad~cts ration~l consumer be~av

iour r~quirin9 that all wealth be consumed by the maximum 

possible ase if the individual survives. The sUbjectIve 

rate of impatience is the sum of the subjecti~e dis~cunt 

rete 'other than the one ~esultlng from life uncertainty) 

and the instantaneous pr~babilitj of death. Since the lat-

te~ increases with age (approaching towards! at the maximum 

possible age), the s~bjective rate of impatience will 

eventu311~ exceed the rate of interest at some age and 

remai~ so after that. Hurd concluded therefore that con-

5umption and wealth wlil eventaally decline wlth age no mat-
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ter how high is the rate of interest. 

Hurd then introduced a bequest motive in his model 

and showed that it causes the consumption trajectory to 

flatte~. Since the consumer holds additional wealth for be-

quests, consumption in the initial periods will be smaller. 

Therefore. wealth will decline slower than without a bequest 

motive. 

Barro and Friedman (1977) discussed the welfare 

aspects of life uncertainty under the assumption that ac

tuarially fair life insurance and annuities are available. 

They conSidered, for comparison, the optimal lifetime utill-

ty in two alternative situations. In one situatIon life is 

uncertain with a known distribution and actuarially fair 

life insurance and 3nnuities are available. In the other 

situation the length of life is randomly selected from the 

same distribution and announced to the ~~nsumer at the be-

3inning of planning ho~izon. Barro and Friedman showed 

that, if the consumer is al10wea to choose between the two 

al~ernatjve5, he!she ~lil1 cpt for not knowing the length of 

life. The reasoning goes as follows. The consumer wlth 

certain lii~ does not escape the gamble because before tne 

length of life is randomly selected, he/she is uncertaIn 

both about the time of death and the consumption plan helsh. 

will choose after the knowl~dge of lifetime. The consumer 

with uncerta~n life~ime, on ~he ether hand~ does asca~e the 
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part of gamble associated with life uncertainty. The con-

sumer's ability to buy in~urance allows him/her to pool the 

consequent monetary rIsk of uncertain death with others~ aJ-

though he/~he is still uncertain about the length of life. 

2.3 IMPLICATIONS OF IMPROVED LIFE EXPECTANCY IN A LIFE 

CYCLE MODEL 

Another area of interest in the literature on life 

cycle models is the study of life expectancy improvements. 

Life expectanc1 has significantly increased during last fif

t~ years in many countries. 4 There is also some evidence 

that people are aware of the current improvements in life 

expectancy. In a recent study, Yamermesh (1985) presents 

evidence from a survey of 650 Economists and 975 other 

people in the United States and suggests: HHost important, I 

find that people do extrapolate changing life tables when 

the1 determine their subjective horizons, and they are aware 

of levels of and improvements within current life tables." 

4 Life expectancy figures quoted in Hamermesh (1985) 
show that expected life in the United States and many Euro
pean countries has suhst~ntially increased in the last few 
decades. Between 1939-41 and 1979-81 the expected life for 
25 years old Unit~d States white males and females increased 
by 4.6 and 7.9 ~ears respectively. The comparable figures 
for the United State~ nonwhites are 7.6 and 13,1 years 
r~spectively. 



~amermesh 11984) discussed the effect of an in-

life cy~l@ mcd~l with certain lifetime. He concluded tnat, 

with an increase i~ life e'~pectancy, consumption will 

liJ:=? 

'_'rder a ce"tain life spa.fl, an increase in longevity l-/il1 in-

1uc~ later retireMent. 

Both studies quoted ~bOV9 assumed that lifetiMe is 

CErtain. Th~refcre, the increase in longevity in their 

anal~ses is caused by adiing more years to a given horizon. 

However, the observed improvements in life expectancy do not 

appear to be interpretable 3S being associated with an In-

Rather, they are the res~lt of more people 

sur~ivin3 to t~e later part of a gl~?~ horizon (Fries 

,. 10 80 1 ) • Therefore a more r9&listic approach to study the 

3110w the surviv3: probabilities to i~crea5e with a Sl~en 

(S!~ inner 

Abel 

(!OS5J a~~pt this ~pproach in their 3ralysis of the eff~ct 

~~ ~n incr~35e ~n Iongevity ~~ tne ~onsumption a!}cc3tion 

~)l o~ the~ ~onsid~r~d 3 cwo period mode:. I -_Ire 

i5 ?s5~~e1 t~ be certain i~ the flr5t period and uncertaIn 



in the second. Wage income is assumed to be fixed and the 

consumer is assumed to have a bequest motive. 

Sheshinski and ~eiss (1981) also assume that In the 

second period of life the consumer receives no earnings. 

Actuarially fair annuities can be purchased In any amount 

through a social security scheme. In addition, the consumer 

is also able to carry his/her resources to the second pe~iod 

through a riskless bond. A simplified version of Yaarj's 

uncertainty model is considered. The consumer is assumed to 

live a fraction a of the second oeriod which has a length 

equal to that of the first period. The fraction e is as-

sumed to be a random variable distributed over the range 0 ~ 

9 ~ 1 around mean a, 0 < ~ < 1. Sheshins~i and Weiss 

showed that an increase in the ex~ected life 1+~ wll! 

result in a decrease in the flow of lifetime consumptlon. 

In Abel's (1986) model the c~nsumer also retires 

from wo~~ at the end of the first period. However~ j{- the 

c~nsumer survives in ~he second period, he/she receives a 

social security benefit in fL~ed a;lIount for which he/she has 

paid a fi~ed social security tax in the first period. Ac

tuarial1y fair life insurance and annuities as well as rlsk-

less bonds are also available. Abel showed that the effect 

of an incr~ase in the prcbability of survival to the second 

period is to decre~se (increase) con5umption in both the 
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periods and the level of bequests if consumption in the sec-

cnd period is more (less) than the social security income. 

This result differs from t he one found by Sheshinski 

and Weiss (1981) because of their different assumptions 

r egarding the life cycle pattern of i ncome. In t hat model 

the consumer earns no income in the second period of li f e. 

Therefore the consumer saves in the first period in order to 

provide for consumption in the second period. If life e x -

pectancy in the second period inc r eases, the actuaria l l y 

fair returns on social security savings will decrease and 

therefore the consumer wi l l have to cut down lifetime con-

sumption. 5 In Abel's model the consumer earns a fi xed in-

come in the second period of life through the mandatory so-

cial security scheme . If t he planned consumpt i on in the 

second period i s more than t he social security inccme~ the 

consumer must have invested in annuities in the fi r st period 

(see footnote abovel. In this case an increase in l i fe ex-

pectancy wi ll reduce actuar i all y fair return o n annui t ies. 

This wi l l force the consumer to r educe consumption i n both 

the periods and t he lev e l of bequests. This is the same 

5 Sheshi ns ki and Weiss also showed that in t he 
presence of r iskless bonds and actuariall y fair a n nu i ties , 
bonds are r ese rved fo r bequests , while annuit i es a r e used 
e xclusive ly fo r consumpt i on dur i ng retirement. A sim il ar 
result i s obta i ned b y Abe l (198 6 ) . 
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result as found by Sheshinski and Weiss (1981). If, on the 

other hand, planned consumption in the second period is less 

than social security in~ome, the consumer must have borrowed 

at the actuarially fair rate of interest in the first per

iod. Now if the probability of survival into the second 

period increases, the actuarially fair interest cost on bor

rowings will decrease , thus permitting more consumption in 

both the periods of life and more bequests. 

Finally, Skinner (1985) showed that in the absence 

of life insurance and annuities, the effect on consumption 

of an increase in the probability of survival into the sec-

end period is ambiguous. This ambiguity arises because in 

response to a better life expectancy the two motives for 

saving, namely the bequest motive and the life cycle motive 

work in opposite directions. With a better life expectancy, 

the probability of leaving bequests at an early age 

declines. Therefore there is less incentive to build up as

sets while young. As a result consumption in the first per

iod will increase. The life cycle motive, on the other 

hand, calls for more savings and less consumption in the 

first period in order to provide for a longer expected life. 

The net effect of the two motives on consumption in the 

first period is uncertain. 

Skinner then introduced in his model, life insurance 

as an additional method of providing for bequests. This 
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life insurance policy is different from the one considered 

in the conventional models, like Yaari (t965), Sheshinski 

and Weiss (1981) and Abel (1986). Life insurance 1n Skin-

ne~'s model guarantees bequests to the consumer's heirs in 

the agreed amount in the event of consumer's death at the 

end of first period. SInce with an increase in the prob-

ability of survival into the second period the consumer can 

p, ... rchase the given amount of life inSLlf"-anCe for- less, he/she 

can spend more on consumption. Therefore an increase in the 

survival probability in this case will result in higher con

sumption in both periods. 

Arthur (1981) and Katz (1979) studied the welfare 

impljcations of improvements in life expectancy. 

b'Io period model, Katz suggested that in the presence of ac

tuarially fair life insurance and annuities, a consumer may 

be worse off by an increase in probability of survival into 

the future. But, as later pointad out by P~lzman and 

Roussla09 (1982), Katz overlooked the implications of riSK 

ave~sion in the utility function for his mathematical 

results. It turns out that a risk avers~ consumer will al

Hays be better off by an increase in probability of survival 

into the future. Arthur (1981) consider~d the same effect 

in his seneral equilibrium model. If we ignore the general 

equllicrium aspects of his model, his analysis also shows 
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that an isolated risk averse consumer is better off with an 

increase in probability of survival to any age. 

2.4 TREATMENT OF WORK-LEISURE CHOICE IN LIFE CYCLE MODELS 

Life cycle models have also been used to study the 

lifetime work-leisure decision. An extreme approach fre

quently adopted is to assume that work-leisure choice is 

discrete in the $ense that workers can choose only the age 

of retirement with fixed hours of work in each period before 

retirement (Burbid~e and Robb (1980), Crawford and Lilien 

(1981), Hurd and Boskin (1984), Mitchell and Fields (1983), 

Nalebuff and Zeckhauser (1984), Sheshinski (1978). 

Crawford and Lilien (1991) also considered life un

certainty in analyzing the effect of social security on the 

retirement decision. They assumed that social security is 

actuarially fair and that an actuarially fair life insurance 

and annuities are not available in the private market. They 

also assumed that the social security contribution is less 

than the individual would choose if free to do so. The rate 

of return available on investment in social security, which 

is actuarially fair, is higher than the one on investment in 

bonds through a private market. Therefore, the provision of 

an incr~ase in the social security contributions will in 

crease the feasible consumption plan for the given retire

ment age, and will therefore create an income effect to in-
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duce earlier retirement. The increase in social security 

contributions will also create a substitution effect by 

reducing the marginal cost cf consumption in terms of the 

leisure foregone and thus induce more consumption and less 

leisure. This substitution effect will encourage later 

retirement. Crawford and Lilien conclude that the net ef

fect of an increase in social security contribution on the 

retirement decision is uncertain. 

Life cycle models which discuss retirement behaviour 

assume that workers have only a limited choice. They can 

either work full time or retire from work. On the other 

hand, a large body of theoretical as well as empirical re

search on life cycle allocation ' problem is based on com

pletely flexible work-leisure choice (Browning, Deaton and 

Irish (1985l, Ghez and Becker (1975), Heckman (1974, 1976l, 

Hurd (1971), King (1983\, MaCurdy (1981, 1983, 1985), McCabe 

(1983l, Moffitt (1985). No study on these lines could be 

found which would also discuss the implications of life un

certainty for the life cycle allocation of work hours. How

ever, in the light of present research programme, it will be 

worthwhile to discuss the basic findings of these studies, 

in particular the ones by Browning, Deaton and Irish (1985), 

Heckman (1974), Ghez and Becker (1975) and MaCurdy (1981). 

There are two main contributions of Heckman (1974) 

and Ghez and Becker (1975l. First, the response of work 
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hours to anticipated variations in the wage rate over the 

life cycle is unambiguous in sign, unlike the comparative 

static effect of a change in the wage rate on Hork hours in 

a one period Hork-Ieisure choice model. Other things being 

constant, work hours will vary in the same direction as the 

wage rate over the life cycle. This relationship has been 

empirically supported for the U.S.A. by Gnez and Becker 

(1975) and HaCurdy (1981, 1983, 1985) and for the U.K. by 

Browning, Deaton and Irish (1984). A survey of many other 

empirical studies in Killingsworth (1983) also seems to sup

port this finding. 

The other major contribution of Hec~man (1974) and 

Ghez and Becker (1975> is that, unlike in the conventional 

life cycle models, consumption is not independent of current 

wage income unless the marginal utility of consumption is 

independent of leisure. The observed positive relationship 

between consumption and current income can be explained 

within the context of a life cycle model in which the wage 

rate is not constant over the life cycle and work hours can 

be varied. If consumption and leisure are substitutes for 

each other in the sense that the marginal utility of con

sumption increases with a reduction in leisure, then an 

anticipated increase in the wage rate will result in in-
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d k h d . d t· 6 crease wor ours an lncrease consump lon. 

MaCurdy (1981) further exposed the behaviour of work 

hours in response to different types of changes in the wage 

rates. He distinguished among three different types of 

responses in work hours to changes in wage rates. First, 

the intertemporal substitution effect which explains the af-

fect of anticipated or evolutionary changes in the wage rate 

over the life cycle on the life cycle pattern of work hours. 

Second, the uncompensated wage effect which captures the ef-

fect of a parametric change in wage rate on work hours. 

This effect shows the difference in work hours across indi-

viduals with similar preferences and wealth but different 

wage profiles. Finally, the compensated wage effect which 

shows the effect of a pa.rametric change in the Nage rate on 

work hours, holding lifetime utility constant. MaCurdy 

showed that the effect of an anticipated change in wage rate 

on work hours at any age is equivalent to the effect of a 

6 Prior to Heckman's result, Thurow (1969) at
tributed the observed positive relationship between consump
tion and current income to the credit market constraints 
which prevent consumers from borrowing against future in
come. Nagatani (1972) also found this relationship and at
tributed it to the uncertainty of future income. In a rela
tively recent study, however, Browning, Deaton and Irish 
(1985) found both substitutability and complemenarity rela
tions between consumption and leisure in different estima
tions for the U.K. data. 
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parametric wag~ change at that age, holding constant the 

marginal utility of wealth. 

Browning, Deaton and Irish (1985) showed that i f 

pri ces of all the goods over the entire planning horizon are 

fu lly anticipated, the life cycle problem of an indiv i dual 

can be stud i ed in the framewor k of a compet i tive prof i t max-

imizing f i rm. lhe individual can be viewed as maximizing 

profits for each period i n the life cycle from the sales of 

u t il ity (to himself / herself). The price of utility is the 

reciprocal of t he marginal utility of wealth. The costs 

compr i se of e xpenditu re on purchase of goods. Since an 

anticipated change in wage rate is equivalent to a 

parametric change , holding constant the marginal uti l ity of 

wealth, this change will not affect the price of utility 

(whic h is equ al to the reciprocal of the margi nal util i t y of 

wealth). Therefore the eff~ct of an anticipated change i n 

wage rate on l eisure or consumption of a good is identical 

to the comparative static effect of a change in wage rate 

for a pr i ce taker indi vi dual who max im i zes profits from the 

sales of ut i lity in each period. Browning, Deaton and I ri sh 

showed that the life c ycle demand s ystem d~rived in this 

manner satisf ies all the prope r ties of the usual profit max-

imiz i ng demand system. This approach is qu i te usefu l f o r 

empi r ica l studies because it suppresses all the f u ture i n

formatio n into a single parameter: the price of utili t y. 
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The empirical evidence by Dickens and Lundberg 

(1985), Gordon and Blinder (1980) and Gustman and Steinmeier 

(1982a, 1982b, 1984a, 1984b, 1985a, 1985b, 1986) suggests 

that neither of the two approach~s, namely the discrete 

retirement choice and the fully flexible work-leisure choice 

models, is completely ten2ble. Gustman and Steinmeier con-

eluded that retirement is not a discrete process. It i n-

valves a transition to partial retirement before full 

retirement. In many cases~ partial retirement requires a 

job change and a wage reduction. l"his result was also found 

by Gordon and Blinder (1980). They concluded that a wage 

reduction may induce many workers to retire. Gustman and 

Stejnmeier (1982al provided evidence on hours restrictions 

on the jobs from the Michigan Panel Study of Income 

Dynamics, 1971-1975, suggesting t hat 56% of the employees 

face a minimum hours constraint on their jobs. The)' al so 

quoted another survey of 267 firms, conducted by the Bureau 

of National Affairs in 1979, which shows that 15% of the 

firms allow their older employees to gradually reduce Hark 

hours and phase into partial retirement. Reid ' s (1986a) 

recent e ~ periments with Canadian data show that 25% of 

workers want to reduce their work time with a proportional 

reduction in pay. He reached similar conclusions in another 

study for Canada (Reid (1986bj) . On the other hand, using a 

sample of 555 emplo·yees from the Denver" Income Maintenance 
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Experiment, 1972, Dickens and Lundberg (1985) concluded that 

a large proportion of the sample is working less than the 

desired number of hours. 

2.~ CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As ou r discussion in this chapter shows, the litera

ture on life cycle allocation behaviour under uncertain 

lifetimes is mostly based on the assumption that the indi

vidual r·eceives a fi:!ed income stream over the life c)'cle, 

over which he/she has no control. On the other hand, there 

is a comprehensive literature on the treatment of work

leisure choice in the life cycle context, though it has been 

limited b)' the assumption that life is certain (except Craw-

ford and Lilien's (1981) retirement model). One aspect of 

the present research is to develop a life cycle model under 

u ncertain lifetimes i n which both consumption and work hours 

are chosen b)' the individual. 

We have also learned that there is a controversy in 

the literatu re regarding the extent of variability of work 

hours. Man y studies allow on l y a discrete choice in which 

the ind i vidual can choose on1)' t he age cf r etirement wit h 

fixed hours of wo r k in each per i od bef ore retirement. On 

the other hand, there a~ e also man y studies which assume 

that the i ndiv i 1ual is free to choose hou rs of wor k i n each 

peri o d of life. But these studies do not consider retire-
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ment as a possible outcome of the life cycle Hork-leisure 

decision. Alternati~ely, these studies can be viewed as a 

model for the pre-retirement period of life. lhe empirical 

evidence seems to suggest that neither of thes~ two extreme 

approaches is realistic. However, the institutional bar-

riers which limit the choice of an individual, vary from one 

empirical situation to another. One cannot put forward a 

theoretical model which fits all the empirical s ituations. 

In the present research we have chosen to consider a 

perfectly flexible wor~-leisure choice model. This type of 

model has already been developed by Heckman (1974), Ghez and 

Becker (1975), MaCurdy (1981) and Browning, Deaton and Irish 

(!98S) under certain lifetimes. These models explain the 

life c ycle work and consumption decisions with a direct 

utility ma x imizing approach and do not distinguish between 

the intertemporal and intratemporal effects of changes in 

wage rates. In the present research we plan to use a two 

stage budgeti ng approach which is e xpected to pro~ide a 

clearer picture of life c ycle behaviour. In addition, this 

3pproach offers a mor~ explicit interpretation of the ef

fects of anticipated an d comparative static changes in vari

ous paraMeters , like surv i~al probabilities, wage rates, and 

inter~st r ate. The two stage budgeting approach provides a 

break down of these efFects into i n tertemporal and i n 

tratempo~al components. 
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Earlier studies on life cycle savings pattern are 

usually based on the assumption of a fixed income stream. 

The studies an life cycle consumption-hork allocation deci-

sio~, on the other hand, tend to ignore the analysis of 

savlngs and asset holding. We plan to study the savings-age 

relation in the co~sumpticn-wcrk choice model under liFe un-

certainty wIth actuarially 4air life insurance and an-

n~ities. This study is expected to throw some mere light on 

the relationship o~ consumption with earnings over the lite 

~ycle. We also plan to spell out the dynamic process of as-

set holding in the presence of actuarially fair life in-

We will adopt a continuous time framework which is 

a"al~tically easier than a discrete model to study retir~-

~~nt as a possible outcome of the life cycle decision. 

extended framework is expected to provide some in+crmati=n 

on the distinct consumption and savings pattern5 of an indl-

~idual during working and retirement perIods of life. 

may e~~lai~ th~ relationship of asset holding during ~~tlre-

~ent wjt~ th~ pre-r~~irement patt~rn of earnings and con-

Wit~ the ~r=posed life cyc!e model we hope to cb~ain 

mQre ~eneral results than available in the existing litera-

t~re. regarding th9 effects of =~anses in survival probabll-



ities to various segments of life on consumption, work 

hours, retirement age and savings pattern . 

This completes our discussion of the earlier studies 

on life c yc l e a ll ocation behaviour. Now He formally proceed 

to const r uct a l ife cycle model of consumption and work al 

l ocat i on u nder uncertain lifetimes. 



CHAPTER 3 

CONSUMPTION, WORK HOURS, SAVINGS AND ASSET HOLDING IN 

LIFE CYCLE UNDER UNCERTAIN LIFETIMES WITH ACTUARIALLY 

FAIR LIFE INSURANCE AND ANNUITIES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we will develop a life cycle model 

of consumption and work hours under uncertain lifetimes in 

the presence of actuarially fair life insurance and an

nuities. A life cycle model of consumption and work hours 

under certainty has been presented by Heckman (1974) in a 

continuous time framework. We make use of thlS continuous 

time frame\OJorJ.: in our analysis. 

As is well known from Yaari's (1965) model, the e x 

istence of life insurance and annuities eliminates the ef

fect of life uncertainty on the consumer's preference for 

present over the future consumptjon. That is, the differen

tial equat ion determining the age path of consumption looks 

simi l ar to that under certainty , though the consumption 

plans are not identical in the two cases. This suggests 

that the differential equations determining the age pat hs of 

consumption and work hours in our mode l are likel y to look 

similar to t he ones obtained by Heckman (1974). It) this 

page :38 
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sense our model is similar to Heckman's. But there are many 

aspects in which our analysis differs from Heckman's. 

First, unlike Heckman, we also allow retirement as a pos

sible outcome of the life-cycle work allocation decision. 

This provision is e xpected to produce some additional 

r esu l ts regarding the l ife cycle consumption, work and 

savings pattern of an individual. Second, we adopt a two 

stage budgeting approach in order to describe the character-

istics cf the life cycle solution. This allows an easier 

understanding of the model by giving new interpretations to 

the effects of various anticipated or parametric changes. 

Fina l l y , t he analysis is not limited to the study of life 

cycle consumption and work allocation decision. The life 

c ycle pattern of savings and asset holding is also fully 

spe ll ed ou t . This study of l i fe cycle savings pattern pro

v ides some additional information on the relationships among 

consumption, earnings and assets accumulation. 

3.2 ASSUMPTIONS AND FRAMEWORK OF THE ANALYSIS 

In this section we will present the framework of t he 

model which is standard in life cyc l e theory under uncerta i n 

lifetimes (S ee, far example, Arthur (1981), Barro and Fr ied

man (1977 } and Yaari (1965 ») . We start with the desc r ipt i on 

of t he distributi on o~ l i fe faced by the indi v idu a l . 



3.2.1 The Modelling of Lif. Unc.rtainty 

Consider an individual who is assumed to live no 

more than T periods. The individual does not know the e xact 

time of death, but has perfect knowledge of the probabi l i t~ 

distribution of life. This assertion can be supported b y 

assuming that the individual lives in a si z able population 

of biologically identical members and therefore can calcu-

late the distribution of life from the known vital 

statistics. As we have learned in chapter 2, there i ~ some 

evidence that people are aware of the improvements in cur-

rent life tables (Hamermesh (1985». 

Following the framework adopted by Yaari ( 1965), we 

now discuss the characteristics of the distribution of l i fe. 

Let q (xl be the unconditional probability of death at age x, 

perceived ~t age 0. Obvious l y, the density function q (x) 

must satisfy the conditions: 1 

o ~ q( x ) < 1 for all x, with q(T> > 0 

T 
jl q (x) dx = 1 
o 

( 3 . 2.1> 

(3.2.2) 

The probability of survival through age x, perceived at age 

0, p ( x), can be calculated as follows. 

1 I f T is the upper limi t on the possible li fe 
horizon, the probability of death at age "I, q CT) , must be 
non-zero. 



phd 
T 

= J' q (y) dy = 
x 

x 
1 - l' q (y) dy 

o 
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(3.2.3) 

It follows immediately that 0 < p(x) S 1 for all x < T, p(O) 

= 1 and peT) = O. It also follows that 

p(x) = - q<x) S 0 (3.2.4) 

That is, the probability of survival is non-increasing 1n 

age. The age paths of survival and death probabilities are 

illustrated in figure .3.2.1 . 2 

Finally, we can also calculate the conditional prob-

abilities as follows. The conditional probability of death 

at age x~ given age y (y S x) and the conditional probabil-

ity of survival through age x, given age y (y ~ xl are 

q(x)/p(y) and p(x}J~(y) respectively. 

3.2.2 Feasibility Constraints With Life Insurance and 

Annuitttl. 

At each point of time during life, the individual 

receives a fixed endowment of leisure at the rate of a per 

period which can be freely allocated between work and 

2 For the shapes of the schedules p(x) and q(x) see, 
for example, Davies (1981), Fries (1980) and Hamermesh 
(1985) . 
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Figure 3.2.1 The Probability Distribution of Life and the 
Shape of Survival Schedule 

proba
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retained leisure. In order to concentrate on the un

certainty of life, it is assumed that there is no other ele~ 

ment of uncertainty present in the model. The rate of in-

terest on riskless bonds is assumed to be fixed over time 

and known to the individual. The wage rate is also assumed 

to be known with certainty, although it may vary with age. 

The age pattern of wage rates will be discussed later in 

this chapter. The price of a single composite consumption 

good, assumed to be fixed and known to the individual, is 

normalized at 1. 

We shall assume that the individual does not receive 

any transfer income in the form of inheritance, gifts, etc. 

and has no motive to leave bequests or to offer any other 

form of transfers to others. It is assumed that social 

security, pensions, health insurance and the like do not ex

ist. 

Finally, it is assumed that actuarially fair life 

insurance and annuit jes are available. Following Yaari 

(1965) , we introduce life insurance and annuities by assum

ing that the individual can buy or sell ac tuari al notes with 

an insurance company. It is assumed that the insurance com-

panies have perfect knowledge of the distribution of life 

and operate in a perfectly competit ive market. The buyer of 

an actuar i al note is a lender and receives an instantaneous 

return on it at each age so long as he/she keeps it. If 
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he/she dies without redeeming the note, the insurance com-

pany is held free of any obligations. Likewise, the seller 

of a note is a borrower and pays an instantaneous interest 

on it to the insurance company at each age. If he/she dies 

as a borrower, the insurance company has no claim on his/her 

estate. 

Perfect competition among insurance companies and 

the individuals' ability to buy or sell actuarial notes at 

any point of time, eliminate the possibility of expected 

profits or loss to the insurance companies on any actuarial 

note for any period of time. If an individual aged x buys a 

dollar worth of actuarial notes for a small period of time 

~, then the expected profits of the insurance company from 

thi5 transaction are zero if the expected value of pr incipal 

and interest payments to the individual at age x+E, by the 

insurance company is equal to the certain revenue to the in-

surance company fr-om the investment of that dollat' in r-is/.(

less bonds. 3 A similar condition should hold if the indi-

vidual sells a dollar worth of act u ar i al notes. 

For ~n individual aged x , the probability of sur

viva! to age x+E is P( x +E)/p(x). Therefore, if r*(x } and r 

are the instantaneous rates of return on actuarial notes and 

3 To avoid complications it is assumed that costs to 
run insurance industry are zero. 
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riskless bonds respectively, the condition of zero expected 

profits can be written as follows. 

Limit [{P(X+ E) Iphd }{1+~r*(x}} + {l-p(x+E) Ip(x)}O = 1 ... Ei"'J 
E-+O 

This condition c an also be interpreted as the requirement 

that rate of interest on actuarial no t es i s fair (Yaari 

(1965». Writing p(x+E}/p( x) = 1 + [P(x+E)-P(x»)/p(x), 

dividing through by:, simplifyin9 a n d takins the limit, the 

above equation implies 

r*(x} = r - p(x)/p(x) (3.2.5) 

Or J using (3.2.4) 

r*(x) = r + q ( x) / p( x ) (3.2.6) 

That is, the actuarially fair rate of in t erest e xceeds the 

rate on riskless bonds by the instantaneous conditiona l 

probability of death. 

Yaari C196S} has shown that, if a risk averse indi-

vidual is free to choose, he/she will opt for life insurance 

and annuities in the desired amount rather than bonds a t 

rat e r. Therefore our individ u a l will hold life i nsurance 

and annuit i es to realize all inter t emporal t r ansactions. 4 

4 Later in th is chapter we will shaw how t he indi
vidua l is better off b y t he ava i labi l i ty of ac t uaria lly fa i r 
l ife i nsur ance and annuit ies. 
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Under these circumstances, the lifetime budget const~aint 

facing the individual CBn be written 3S follows. 

1 r ){ 

dyl it -:>:-<p I - I r*(y} I {~-If'dh(x) - C (x) } dx !. 0 1"-' 'I .. , 
~''':) w _.., ,r f J 

0 I 'J ) ... 

Nner':? hCd, c(>d af'd w(x} at-~ the age specifi= rates of 

~HJrk hours, consumption and real wage r9spe::::tively. 

This formulation of the lifetime budget constraint 

However, we can simplify it quite a 

bit. Using equation (3.2.5), the discount factor attached 

wIth the budget con3traint can be written as 

r- 'd 

d Y] 

, ., v I * 
t 

I !I I '. J' Cp(y} fp{y) e~p l- ,j r- ( .... / ) = exp - I r dy + ] dy i 

~) I 0 0 
i 

'- ) 

1 
- :x:: 1 ... ~l 

1 

= .! 

d/ I I rolQ3 ;>(1) Id;d ,. I j eX;J I - J r exp I ... ~ 

l~ 0 L -, .J '-' 

= En~p {-t~X ) e;.-~p ~ 10'9 pL'{) - 10'3 pW, ] 

Since p~J} = 1 and the~efar9 leg piC} = 0, the dlsccunt fac-

to~ si~plifi9= ?s 

( 
I 
I 
I-
i 
\ f) 

Substituting this ~esult in :3.2.7), the llietl~e budge~ 

constraint car be written as i~ Arthur (1~81): 
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1 
jl e- r'x p(x) [whdh(x) - c(x)] dx ~ 0 <3.2.9) 
o 

The budget constraint written in this form states that, dis-

counted by the rate of interest on riskless bonds, the pres-

ent value of the stream of expected consumption should nat 

exceed the present value of the stream of e xpected labour 

income. 

There is another form in which we can express the 

budget constraint, as in Barro and Friedman (1977). Sub-

stitutir,g from equation (3.2.3), 

T 
p f x } = .:1 q ( Y ) d )' , 

x 

into equation (3.2.9) and changing the order of integration 

we can write the budget constraint as follows. 

T x 
f q(x) jl e-

ry 
[w(y)h(y) - c()/ )] dy dx ! 0 (3.2.10) 

o 0 

That is, discounted by the rate of interest on riskless 

bonds, the expected value of the discounted lifetime con-

sumption should not exceed the expected value of the dis-

counted lifetime income. Thus, due to risk sharing on an 

actuariall y fair basis, the individual is required to 

satisfy t he lifetime budget const raint only on a verage. 
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For our further analysis, we will use the simple 

form of the budget constraint given by equation (3.2.9 ) . In 

addition to this constraint, the individual is also 

restricted to meet the following boundary conditions: 

chd ~ 0, 0 ~ h( x ) ~ e (3.2.1U 

Any consumption-work plan is feasible if it is 

within the limits set by the budget constraint (3.2.9) and 

the boundary conditions (3.2.11). 

3.2.3 The Lifetime Utility Function 

The utility function defined over the rates of con

sumption and leisure over the entire life is assumed to be 

additivel )' separa.ble among sub-utility functions defined 

over the rates of consumption and leisure for each age. 

Without additive separability assumption marginal utilities 

at one age are related to the goods consumed at other ages. 

There are many possible patterns of inter-period related 

mar9inal utilities which one may like to study and, there

fore, the anal y s i s could end up with many possible patterns 

of the l i fe c ycle allocation behaviour. Thus, the additi ve 

separability assumption seems to be essentially indis-

pensable for a positive outcome of the anal ysis. Besides, 

the general uti l ity function also do not seem to be a 



suitable choice for modelling life uncertainty in the al-

location problem. 

Let, for an individual aged x, the utility rate as

sociated with the rat; of consumption c(x) and the rate of 

retained leisure a-hex), be described by the function 

U(ch:), 9-hhd). Tastes are assumed to be independent of 

age. In addition the utility function is assumed to satisfy 

the following properties. S 

Assumptions 

1. uex) is continuous in c( x) and 9-h(x) and has continuous 

first and second partial derivatives. 

2, uex) is strictly increasing in c( x) and a-hex), that is, 

U1 (x) and U2 (x) are positive. 

3 , U 1 (x) l c(x)=o = U2 hd le -h(x)=O = .~ 

4, U(x) is strictly concave. Therefore 

2 
U 11 (x) < 0, U22 ( x ) < 0, U 11 (x) U22 ( x ) - U 12 ( x ) > O. 

Assumption 1 enables us to make use of th~ tools cf 

differe~tial calculus in our analysis. Assumption 2 means 

S Henceforth we will use the abbrevi ated notation 
Ll( x} for the uti 1 i t Y fun c t ion U ( c ( x ) , ij - h ( x) ) • The fir s t 
partial derivatives with respect to consumption and leisure 
will be den~ted by Ul(~) and U2 (x) respectivel y . Similarly 
the conventlonal notat.on U . . (x) will be used for the second 
partia.l derivatives . 1J 
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that the individual is never saturated with consumption or 

leisure. Assumption 3 implies that the individual cannot 

su~vive without consumption or leisu~e. In our optimization 

analysis this assumption will be useful to allow us to 19-

nore the boundary conditions: c(x) ! 0, h(x) ~ ~. Finally, 

the assumption of strict concavity of the utility function 

allows application of nonlinear optimization techniques to 

obtain a well behaved solution to the life cycle allocation 

prcblem. 6 

The lifetime ut i lity functicn can be obtained by in-

tegrating the age related utility functions over the entire 

life. Si nce the length of life is uncertain, we must con-

sid~r the expected utility as the objective function of the 

individual. Thus, for an individual aged 0, the e x pected 

lifet i me utility function can be wr i tten as: 

T X 

n = j' q (x ) 

o 
j' U ( r.: ( y) , e - h ( y» d )' d x 
o 

Or, with a change in 

T 
n = .I' U(c(x), e- h(x» 

o 

the order of integrat i on 

T 
jt q (y) d y d x 
x 

6 It may be noted that strict concavity of the in
stantaneous util i t y f u nction is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the l ifetime uti l it y function, considered be
l ow, to be quasi-concave. 
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Finally, using the relation (3.2.3), we can write 

T 
!l = .f' p ( x ) U ( c ( x), a -- h ( x» d x (3.2.12} 

o 

Notice that the survival probability, p(x), is in 

general less than one and decreasing with age. Therefore, 

due to life uncertainty, the individual puts less weight on 

future utility as compared to the present. This behaviour 

of an individual facing an uncertain lifetime appears to be 

what Fisher (1930, pp.216-217) had in mind by his assertion: 

·Uncertainty of human life increases the rate of preference 

for present ov~r future income for many people ••• m 

As our lifetime utility function (3.2.12) shows, we 

have a~sumed th at the individual does not discount future 

utility for any r~ason other than uncertainty of life. 

ever, our results would not be much affected by introducing 

a discount rate in the lifetime utility function as long as 

it is less than the rate of interest on riskless bonds. As 

our analysis i n sub-section 3.3.3 will show, ' the effect of 

discounting future ut ility due to life uncertainty is exact-

ly offset by the excess of actuarial rate of interest over 

the rate on risk less bonds due to life insurance and an-

r:u it i es. Therefore, it is the difference between the rate 

of interest on riskless bonds and the subjective discount 
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rate other than the one due to life uncertainty, which 

will determine the trade off between present and future 

spending. If the rate of interest is greater that the dis-

count rate then, given that the wage rate and the price of 

the consumption good are constant over the life cycle, the 

individua l ~ill spend more in future periods than in the 

present. This result has also been established by Yaari 

(1965) in the context of life cycle consumption decision. 

It is in this sense that the assumption of zero discount 

rat~ and a positive rate of interest on riskless bonds is 

equivalent to assuming that the discount rate is less than 

the rate of interest. 

The basic structure of our model is now complete. 

We have an objective function of the individual in the form 

of an expected lifetime util i ty function (3.2.12), a 

lifetime b udget constraint (3.2.9), and the boundary condi

tions (3.2.11). We are now ready to carry out optimization 

analysis and discuss the properties of the optimal 

consumption-work plan. 

ne~t section. 

This is th~ subject matter of t he 
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3.3 THE OPTIMIZING SOLUTION AND THE LIFE CYCLE PATTERN 

OF CONSUMPTION AND WORK HOURS: A TWO-STAGE BUDGETING 

APPROACH 

The lifetime allocation probl~m of the indiv i dual is 

to choose a feasible consumption-work p l an in such a way as 

to max imize his / her e xpected li fe t ime utility. For a better 

understanding of the results, a two-stage budgetin9 approach 

is adopted. At t he upper stage of the problem, lifetime 

resources are allocated amon9 e xpenditure rates on consump

tion and retained leisure at various points of the life 

c ycle. At the lower stage, the e x penditure chosen from the 

upper stage for each age is optimally allocated between con

s umption a nd l eisu re. 

To e xplain precisely how the two stages work, we 

f ir st d~fine the r ate of norma l ized e xpenditure, e( x) , on 

consumption and leisure, measured i n the units of the c o n

s umption good, as 

e (x } = c ( x ) + w( x) {e-h( x ) } (3.3 . 1> 

Given the r ate of e xpenditure at age x, e(x ) , the lower 

stage prob l em is to choose the rates of consumption, c (x ), 

and leisure, a-h ex), in such a way as to maximize the rate 

of ut i lity at age x , U(c(x) , a -h e x) ~ . The so l u t ion thus ob-

ta i ned gi ves the conditional demand functions fer consump-
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ticn and leisure, 91ven the rate of expenditure. F r-OT/l thes<? 

demand functions can be derived the indirect utility func-

tion which describes the utility rate at age x as a function 

of exp~nditur~ and the wage rate at age x. The IndlY'ect 

utility flJnction shows the utility derived from a glven rat~ 

of ~xpen~lture ~nder the assumptIon of optimal behaViG~r ac 

the 10\-;er- stage. Using this Indirect utility functIon, the 

evpected lifetime utility C8n then be expressea as a f~nc-

tion of expenditure and wage rates at various points of the 

1 i f e c :,-'c 1 eo. Na~t, moving to the upper stage, the proclem 1$ 

to allocate lifetime resources amcng expenditure rates at 

varioes points of ~he life cycle. NOM we formally proceed 

to the prcblem. 

3.3.1 

The lower stage problem at age x can be outlined as 

follows. 

lhe 3ssumpticn of positive marginal utilIties lassumpt;on ~l 

implies that th~ budget constraint in the above pf~clem wlil 

aJwa~s hold with st~!ct equality under optl~al behaJ1QUr. 
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In addition~ assumption 3 on the utility function guarantees 

that the boundary conditions c(x) ~ 0 and hC~1 ! 9 will not 

be bin d i f. g . As a ~esult, the problem can be converted into 

the following Lagrange format. 

M TXt Tn i :c:: e U f c ( '.,) , ~ - h ( ~<» + ." ( ;( ) r e ( .:< ) - !:: ( .:~ ) - \-J ~ x) { ,,- h \ x J } ] 
(c: ~. ,h(":» 

su.ch that hLd ) 0 and \(xi ) O. 

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for maximization are: 

(i) 1J
1
(xl- ;(x) = 0 

(i i I 

{ iii l 

-U
2 

(x ~ + 1 (:.d \'l Ld 5. 0 

h!x) ~ I) 

:-, ( :.~ ) [IJ':) ( X ) + ., ( x ) \</ ( x) J = 0 

!f the solution exists, it will be either an interi-

Of' solution: c\x) > 0, hL-d > G, or a corner' :solutIon: ,-(xl 

> 0, rd .. d = O. When the ma~imi=in9 condItion Iii! holds 

wIth strIct equalitYJ th2re can be an i~terior solution. In 

t~is case the maximizing conditions after elImInating -(x; 

can be expr~s5e1 as follows. 

U2 ( ".) - w { '!) U 1 (x ~ = 0 ,-. -J '7' '. w •. J. "'- J 

(2.3 ... 3, 
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Since the utility function is assumed to have continuous 

first and second partial derivatives, ~t is obvious that the 

sbove two equations have ~ontlnuous first partial derlva-

4:_ i \les. Later in o~r cc~parative static analysis, we Will 

prove that the relevant Jacobi2n matri~ for this set ot 

equations is non-singular. Therefore the Implicit Function 

Theorem guarantees that there exist~ a continuous solutlon: 

ch-) :: C(\-l(:'--;} , e(x}) 

h ( ~; i :: h ( 1-1 t ~:) J e ( x) } 

(3.3.4) 

(3.3.5) 

"hich has contInuous first partial derivatives wlth respect 

to WI x} and e(x). 

Next, if the maximizing ccnditl~n (Iii) holds witn 

strict equality, we have an explicit solution: 

c(x} = ehd - w 1 .:d1 

h~>::l =: 0 

(3 . .3.6) 

(3."3.7) 

QbviouslJ J thIS solution IS continuous and has continuous 

fir~t partial derivatives with respect to wlxl and e(~). 

Finally, we must also ~onsider ~he border l~ne c~se 

wit h 5 t:-- i :: t '? qo ali t" , • !~ 3 301ution occurs in the nelgh-
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bourhood of su=h a pOint, it may switch from interior to 

corner or vice versa in response to small changes in any 

paremeter of the problem. Therefcre~ we call such a point a 

. '" po 1 n '-. At s .... ch point, the bCi..l.ndary cond i t ion r. {>-} 

~ 0 is effective just a~ the margin. In other words, the 

~3ximizin9 conditions (3.3.2) and (3.3.3: describing the i~-

hCx) = 0, which is also the ~orner solution at that particu-

tar sWitching pOint. Therefore the solution is contInuous 

in the neighbourhood of a switching point. 

Th~ above discussion can be summarized in the +01-

10"'1"19 r'?sult. 

Theorem 3.3.1 

A solution t~ the lower s~age problem eXists 

The f'2sult-

1n9 consumption demand and labour supply functions are 

eve~ywhere continuous. In addi~ion, the two functions 

h3ve continuous first partial ~erlvatives with respect 

e~cept e~ the pcsslbie 5wltchin3 pOints. 

w~ new di~cu~s the ~omparative static effects In the 

lawe r ~tage solution which will be ~se~ul later, not only to 
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relate th~ solution at the two stages, but also to periorm 

the comparative static ana!ysis of the entire solutIon. 

lhe comparative ststic effe~ts fer the lntericr 

solution can be obtained by differentiating equatIons 

(3.3.2) and '3.3.3) with respect to all the varIables, Cl~1, 

o 
J (x) I = 

l, dt-Lx' -1 

The ""es:..:.! tin compac: t for'lfi i.:;: 

de(x) + 
U

1 
(x) I 

I d\'dx) 
~-h(~dJ 

whe~e. lCx} is the Jacobian matrix defined below. 

( 

J ( 'X ) 

IU? 1 ( x ) -vI< x) U 1 1 ~ X ) 

I 
~ .. = 

I -1 
l 

Substituting wlx) = U2Cxl/U1Cxl from equation (3.3.21, tne 

deter~lnant ~f matrl~ lex) can be solved as 

wher~. Q~~} is the quadratic form: 

~ 

= IJ I v , .<:::.u " ' .. " ), ?' · .. 1 t't'''' 
... _ .... ,J.. 

. .2. 
+ 0. ;x:i tJ_ry{;l(} 

.I. .<:::._ 

13.3.11) 

flJ.nction~ (l(,;<') 1:::; negative. 
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Solving (3.3.81 with dw(x) = 0 and using (3.3.10)J 

W~ obtain the folloHing partial derivatives: 

Bc ( x) I 3e ( x) = ~ 2 ( '< ) / Q ( :.{ , 

~h(x)/~e(x} = - ~1 (x}/w{x)Q(x) 

",Mere, 

2 u1 ex'u2 ,x'U 12 (x) iJ 2 hd ,.. Ul (xl U22 {x) -
? 

III (x) = U
2

<x)-U
11 

(x) - U1 (x)UZ (x)U 12 \x) 

(3.3.12) 

(:3.3.13) 

~3.3.14j 

~3.3.15) 

The assumptions on the utility functIon are net suf-

ficient to determine the signs of U1 (x) and p~(x). Ho~ever 

~1('<' and u~I~) satisfy the followIng obvious restriction. 

+ iJ
2 

( x' ) = Q ( ~; ) '-. 
v {3 . .3.16) 

From thiS restriction follows the adding-up property of the 

Ii f"l,=om.:- effect s 1 ~ !.<r.m·jn as the Eng>.? 1 asgre-gat 1 an cond 1 t! en. " 

(3.-3.17) 

7 This pr=~ert/ can als~ be obt3±ned iirecti; from 
the b~';:!'3et '?q~ation: e(:~) = ci~) 1" W/~~) {~-h{~{)}. 
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If both consumption and leisur-e ar-e nor-mal, dC(X) I&e(x} ;. 

o and at-. (x) /-3e (;d <: O. If consumption is inferior and, 

therefore~ 3c(x) 18e(x) ( 0, we must have ardx) Ide Ix) <. 0, 

that is, leisure must be normal. Likewise, if leisur-e is 

inferior and, therefore, 2h(x}/3e(x} } 0, we must have 

3c(x}/Qe(x) } 0, that is, consumption must be normal. 

Next holding de(x) = 0, we obtain the followlng 

price effect5 by solving eq~ations (3.3.8>: 

8c ( x) I3w bd :=: - t "j ( x l U 1 {x) 3 I Q ( x)] - {d - h Cd} (; .. 2 ( x I 18 Cd ) 

ah ( x) 13~" ( x ) = - r u 1 (;<;) 3/ GH x)] + {ij - h < x}} [~1 (x) I w ( x )6H x) ] 

It is easy to confirm that the first part in the two 

price effects represents the compensated price effect where 

~5 t~e s~cond part ccr~esponds to the income effec~. 

fore. we can write the effects of an increase in tne wage 

rete in terms of the f~11owing Slutsk~ equatlons: 

; ] 
iU Ix l 

[ .j - i-I \ :.::.} ] [ k ( X) I ~e ( ;:» ] 

(3.3.181 

(2.3.17) 

.. ,here. 



ac ( x) I 3w ( x) I U ( x ) 

ah ( x) I aw ( x) III ( x ) 

3 = - w(x)U 1 (x) IQ(x) 

= - U
1

(X)3/ Q (X) 
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(3.3.20) 

(3.3.21> 

The compensated effect of an increase in the wage 

rate is to increase both consumption and work hours as ex-

pected. As before, the signs of the income effects are not 

certain. In order to be more definite about the possible 

signs of the two price effects, we will use the following 

identity which can be obtained either by using equations 

(3.3.161, (3.3.18) and (3.3.191, or directly from the budget 

equation. 8 

r ac: (::d 13.-, hd] - N hd [3h Ld I3w bd] = - U-h (x 1 } (3.3.22) 

This identity can be translated in terms of elasticities as 

fo It O\"S: 

{3.3.23) 

Sl(X) and S2(x) are respectively the expenditure shares of 

consumption and leisure and n 1 (x) and n2 'x) are respectively 

8 This identity is known as the Cournot aggregation 
condition. 
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the elasticities of consumption and leisure with respect to 

wage r-ate. That is, 

It 1 f Yo ) = (3c ( x) I 3w ( ;:)] r \-1 ( >:) / c ( x) J 

lf~ b~ any chance, leisure is a 'Giffen' good, that 15, 

!"I 2 (;-() is positi\Je then, as equation .3.3.23i impties, FIt (X} 

must be ne9atl~e. In this case an Increase in the wage rate 

will result in a decrease both in consumptlon and work 

hour-s. The more realistic case, howe~erJ 15 ~2(X) ( 0, tnat 

15~ 3 highe~ ~age rate wl11 result in Increased work hours. 

Now i~ t~e ~em9r1 for leisure i3 Inelastlc, that 15, 

( 1. then nll~1 will be negati~e and therefore an in=rease 

in the Mage rate ~il1 result i~ less consumption. 

other r-~nd. if the demand f',:Jr- leisure is elastic, that: is, 

, , 
n /'" ; :. 2 ,,'! , 

wage Increase will ~esult in mor~ con3umpticn. 

from the e~C!lcit 5clu~icn h'J 
-.J ~ .3 •. 3. 0) and 
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8c: ( x) I Se ( x ) = 1 (.3.3.24) 

3h ( x) I ae ( x ) = (I (3.3.25} 

ac: bd I3w t x ) = -e (3.3.26) 

3h ( x} I 3w ( x ) = 0 (3.·3.27; 

It may be noted here ~hat the effect of 3. small change in 

the wage rate in the ~ase o~ a corner solution contains only 

an income ~f~~ct. The substitution effect IS absent because 

~fter the chan3e in th~ w5ge rate, ~ork hours still remain 

C't zero. The income effect zero on work hours and nega-

tiv"? on co:"su1!lptinn, because with a 31ven e;:.penditur.:- and 

]elsure being fIxed at lts ma~imum, an increase in the wage 

P?te ~ust result in !~wer consumption. l=inall>·, it may be 

<;>quations i3.·3.18} and t:??19}. In the Slutsky equation 

for· ~-Icr'k h:::lll!""s both the 51_'bsti cution ef+ect and the lncome 

5~luticn m3~ switch from an interior to a corner sesment or 

The following results ar~ ~n order: 
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A corner solution: h(x) = 0 is not possIble 50 

long as e L-d i w ( x ) £I. 

Proo+ 

S I nee e (~) := ::: (">{) -+ w ~ x) (~-h (x) ~, ? ():., " ~ (x) \) l;np 1 i es 

that c(x) ~ ~(x)h(x). However c(x) > 0 by assumption 

3, therefore hr~) mU5t ~e positive. 

Theorem 3.3.3 

If. with an Increase in expenditure, the 501u-

tion switches from an interior- (corner) to a corner-' 

(interior) segment, leisure must be normal (inferior) 

in the neighbourhood of that switching point. 

Let be the level of expenditure at which the 

solutlcn switches from an inter·ior· to a corner- seg-

ment. Then fer a small number E1 at ~'(A)-~ the work 

~curs must be positive. That i 5, 1 n response to a 

STIla! I increase in expendih.lr-e from eo' ~."{i -~ to €o' ;:.d, 

work hours decrease f~cm a POSItIve nu~ber to :ero. 

Therefore leisure must be normal in the ne!3nbcurhccd 

of e'lx}. S i I'll i 1 a. r 1 y, i f at e' ~ x ), t h '= so 11.1 t lon 

,;,:\-d tc~es from a ,=orner- t~ an i ~ter-lcr' segment, then 

for a small number ~, work hcur3 ~ust become positive 
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at e' hd +E. This is possible only if leisure is in-

ferior In the neighbourhood of e' (x). 

Theorem 3.3.4 

sol~ticn switches from a corner (interior) to an lnte-

rior (corr:er) segment, lei:aure must. be (Ion-Giffen 

(Giffen) 1n th"? neighbourhood of th3.t switching point. 

Proof 

If at \-J' {~<} J solution s"litches frmn a cor·ner· (inter·i-

or' to an interior (corner) segment then for a small 

number ~, work hours must be positive at the wage rate 

That is, as thi:? wage rate 1n-

cr·eases fr·r::lm w' !'<:) to yol' (x) +~ (ft'om w (XI-~ to w' I.x)), 

increase f~CID ze~o a pos 1 t i ve :'"'lumber· 

(dec:"ease f rom a pes it i ve :)umoer· to zero). This 15 

possible ani·;, if leisur·e is r"lon-Giffen (Giffen) in the 

A final point t= be noted here is that the first 

Clrst, notice tha~J if we approach a switching point from 

':r.e i! .. tel~ior-· segm'?nt:., both the der·i·J3.ti·,;es 3h(;<)/~e(;~} an:j 
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3.3.4). Ther-~fore equations (3.3.17) and (3.3.22) imply 

Eu t , i f we ap-

proach the same switching point from the corner segment, we 

·3~t. 8hf:d/3eh::) = 0, 3hix}/'3vd::d = 0, 3::{xl/8e(x) =. 1 and 

~crx)/3wC~' = -~ 'See equations (3.3.24> through (3.3.27i J 

whi~h are differen~ from their respectiv~ values cbtalned 

above. Thus. all the partial derivatives of ~tw(xl, e(xl) 

and h{w~x), e(x)} are discontinuous at a sHitchin9 point. 

This completes cur discussion of the lower stage 

solutioI':. Tn next sub-section we will derive and discuss 

t~e properties ~f the indlrect utility function WhlC~ will 

ee used to fi~d a solution at the upper stage. 

3.3.2 Th~ Indlr~ct Utility Function and its Properti~9 

The indir~ct utility function ca~ be obtaIned by 

SJbstltutlng the consumption jemand and the labour supplj 

functio~s into t~e utility +u~ctia~. From the last sut-

section ~e ha~e le3rned that the con3umption demand and the 

labcur su?pl~ ~unctions can be written in their general +orm 

;": ( '<) = h I 100. ( '-!'). ~ ~ y ) ) 



For a corner solution, these two functions degenerate to an 

explicit form as noted in equations {3.3.6} and {3.3.71. 

S~bstitutin9 the above two functions into the utility func-

tion, we can ~ri~e th~ indirect utility function in its gen-

eral form as follows. 

u ( .~, = IJ [ c ( \-j ( : .. ) , e ( x ; j - h tw(x} ,eb:} i] C3.3.2S) 

For a ~orner solution, this function takes a Simple ferm: 

(3.3.2?) 

But in 3~y case, rle can wrIte the l~dlrect utility function 

in its compact £orm as 

\3.3,301 

In order tc cbt3in a well benaved solution at the 

!JPper stage 0+ our problem a~j tc ~erform the ccmpa~atlve 

t5e-::ticn 
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fheof""!M 3.3.5 

fi) \}(~~) is continuous in w{x} and e(x} and has 

(i it , 

( i'J) 

ccntlnuClUS fir-st par'tial der'ivatives in the 

Except at i'1. 

swit.c:nir;'3 point, thl'.: also 

con~inuQus second partial derivatives. 

Vb:) 

\1 (,' \ " - '" . 2 ;, I ,e ( x ) =0 - -

t hat is, iJ ,-, ( :.<.J 
~ 

')hd is strictI;, concave in e(x}. 

Propert:es til ~nd \11.1' wlll allow i..\S to appl.;/ the 

tools of 1ifferentia! calculus to find a solaticn t~ the up-

t;'. Fi~al1':./, propert)1 {iii) implies t!-:at the indi·.IldLtal 

The ~roble~ at the upper stage is to allocate 

c+ the ~oriz~r i~ such a ~ay as to maximize lif~time ~ti!l-
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ty. By using the indirect utility function, the expected 

lifetime utility can be expressed as a function of expendi-

ture rates at various points of the horizon as follows. 

T 
~ = j" p(x) '}(t-'(x), e(~) ~ dx 

o 
(3.3.31) 

LiJ.<e""ise, since e(x} = c(x) + w(x}{e-h(x)}, the lifetime 

budget constraint can also be expressed in terms of expendi-

ture rates as follows. 

T 
f e- rx phd [vdxH~ - e(x)] dx ~ ° 
o 

(3.3.32) 

The lower stage bounds on consumption and leisure: 

c(x} ~ ° and 9-h(x) ~ 0, imply an upper stage bound on ex-

penditure: e( x } ~ O. Theorem 3.3.5(iii) guarantees, how-

ever, that this boundary condition is not binding_ Thus, 

the objective is to maximize the expected lifetime utility 

function (3.3.31) subject to the lifetime budget constraint 

(3.3.32', by choosing e(x) for al l x. The solution is char-

acterized by the following equations. 

V
2

(x) 
-rx v..., (0) 0, 0 ~ i T (3.3.33) - e = x 

L. 

T 
J' e- rx phd (w(x)e - e (x) ] dx = 0 <3.3.34) 
0 
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From these equations follows the first result of 

this sub-section. 

Th@orem 3.3.6 

There e x ists a solution for the planned ~x

pendi t ure rate: 

e(x) ::: e(x, P, r, W} (3.3.35) 

where, P stands foy- the entire age path of the sur

vival function: p(y), 0 ~ y ~ T and W stands fer the 

entire age path of the function: w(x), 0 ~ Y ~ T. The 

function e(x, P, r~ W} is everywhere continuous in all 

i ts arguments. In addition , all t he first partiad 

derivati ves of this f unction are cont i nuou s except at 

the possible switching points. 

The proof of this theorem is Ions and therefore is given in 

the appendix (sect i on 3.A.2 ) . 

Although equations (3.3.33 ) and (3.3.34) determi ne 

the ent i re solution at t h~ upper stage, we car. make use o f 

equat ion (3 . 3 . 33) alone to trace out the age prof i le of e x 

pendit u r e . Differentiati ng this equation with respect to x , 

we ob t ain t he followi n9 d ifferentia l equat ion wh ich describ

es the age path of e x pendi ture . 
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(3.3.36) 

Notice that the age pattern of e xpenditure, accord

ing to this differentia equation, does not show any im-

patience due to life uncertainty. The reason is that this 

source of impatience has been fully removed by the existence 

of actuarially fair life insurance and annuities. The dis-

count factor which appears in the lifetime utility function 

due to life uncertainty~ also appears symmetrically in the 

lifetime budget constraint because of the actuarially fair 

rate of interest at which the individual carries his/her 

resources from present to future or vice versa. Therefore, 

if present spending is more desirable because of an un

certain future. it is also more e xpensive, to the same e x -

tent~ because of the higher rate of interest. The net ef-

fect of uncertainty on relative preference for present over 

the future spending is zero. This result can also be seen 

in the fixed income life cycle consumption models, con

sidered by Yaari C1965} and Barra and Friedman (1977). In 

fact, if the subjective rate of time preference in Yaari's 

model is set equal ta zero and the wage rate in our model is 

held constant , the differential equation governing the solu

tion in cur model coincides with the one obtained by Yaari 
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(See equation (33) in Yaari (1965)).9 

The fact that the availability of life insurance and 

annuities removes the impatience resulting from uncertainty 

of life does not, however, imply that our solution coincides 

with the one that would be obtained in a model with certain 

lifetime if the expected length of life is the same in the 

two models. As Yaari (1965) puts it, while the differential 

equation governing the solution will be the same in the two 

models, the constant5 of integration which determine the 

solution t~ these differential equations, will be different 

because of the different budget constraints. In otherr" 

words, although the intertemporal substitution effect 0+ the 

higher rate of interest due to life insurance and annuities 

is completely offset by the effect of impatience due to life 

uncertai~ty, the income effect of a higher rate of interest 

IS still present. 

Earlier 1n sub-section 3.2.3 we have asserted that 

the indIvidual is better off b~ the availability of ac-

tuarlally faIr life tnsurance and annuities. Now we c:al"'i 

qualify that $tatemen~ in the context of ~ur model. Accor1-

9 It is acprcpriate to ccm~are our expenditure 
sc~e~u!@ wlth Yaari's c~nsumption schedul~. The reason is 
that consumption i3 the only good in 1aari's model and 
ther"efo,."-? is syncn~~ous IoJith e;-;penctltl.!.r~, where as, if' CHi" 
mod@~ =cnsumpt~on is only a p~rt of @xpenditure. 
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ing to the lifetime budget constraint (3.2.10), we can write 

the upper stage budget constraint (3.3.32) as follows. 

T x 
j' q bd 
o 

J' e -ry 
o 

[w(y)9 - e{y)] dy dx ~ 0 

Or, using E , the conventional notation for expectation over 
x 

the probability distribution of the length of life x , we can 

write the budget constraint as 

(3 .3.37) 

Next consider the . lifetime budget constraint without 

life insurance and annuiti es. If life insurance and an-

nuities are not available, the individual will have to bear 

the burden of local borrowing constraints which restrict 

him/her from borrowing against f u ture expected income. In 

terms of our problem at the upper stage, this means that t h e 

lifetime budget constraint must hold for each poss ible 

leng th of life, not just for the max imum pos~ib l~ length 0+ 

life~ T. Thus the lifetim9 budget constraint wit hout life 

insurance a n d annuit ies will be as follows • 

. " ~ -r ), 
j -

o 
r \., ( )' } ~ - e ( >,)] d y ~ a for' all x ~ T (3.3.38) 
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The budget constraint with actuarially fair life in

surance and annuities, given by (3.3.37) is less restrictive 

than the one without life insurance and annuities, given by 

(3.3.38). The obvious reason is that the budget constraint 

(3.3.38) requires a certain inequality to hold for each pos

sible length of life where as the budget constraint (3.3.37) 

requires the same inequality to hold only on the average. 

Thus, as also shown by Yaari (1965), thE individual is bet

ter off by the availability of actuarially fair life in

surance and annuities as compared to the situation in which 

these are not available. The underlying reason can be ex-

plained as follows. If, without life insurance and an-

nuities, assets are positi v e at the time of death, these are 

thrown aHB/ f r om the point of view of the individual con

cerned and thus generate no utility. With actuariall y fair 

life insurance and annuities there is no such wastage. If, 

on the other hand, assets are equal to zero at the time of 

death, the individual may have suffered loss of utility due 

to his /her inability to borrow and thereby increase consump-

tion before death. There is no such borrowing constraint in 

the presence of li fe insurance and annuities. 

Mow we come back to equation (3.3.36) which will be 

crucial in deriving the age profiles of consumption and work 

hours. The f irst part of th i s equation shows that e xpendi

ture is increasing with age if the rate of interest is posi-
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tive. With a positive rate of interest and a constant wage 

rate, expenditure is more expensive in the early years of 

life as compared to later years. On the other hand, present 

utilit y is as desirab l e as the futu r e utilitJ because t he 

e ffect of life uncerta i nty e n the preference for present 

over f u ture spending is f u l ly offset b y the higher r ate of 

interest due to actuar i ally fair life insurance and an

nuities ~n d t he~e is no other d i scount i ng applied to t he 

util i t y function. Therefore, under t he optimal allocation 

scheme e xpenditu re is inc r easing with age. Notice that in 

case we allow discounting of future utility for any reason 

other than life uncertainty, e xpenditu re would be increasin~ 

with age if the rate of interest is g r eater than the dis-

count rate. This is the conventional resul t found b y Yaari 

(1965 ) and e thers . 

The second part of equation (3.3.36) measures t he 

effect of anticipated or e volutionary changes in the wage 

rate o n e x pend i ture. I f VI2 (x } is positive (negative), t hat 

i s , if, with an increase i n wage rate, the marg i nal util i t y 

of e xpendit u re i ncreases (dec r eases ), t he ~ ate of e xpendi 

t u re wi l l i nc r ease (decrease ) wit h age i n response to an 

anticipated increase in the wage rate . 

Not i ce that in t he approach used by MaC u rdy ( 1981), 

th~ second t e r m in equ ation (3 .3.36) a l so r epr esents t he 

margi na l util it y of wealth constant effect of c ha nges i n t he 



wage rate. tO This can be easily seen in our model. In 

deriving the differential equation (3.3.36) we have used the 

tangency condition (3.3.33) holding constant the marginal 

utility of initial Hea l th which is equal to the marginal 

utility of e xpenditure at age 0, that is, V2 (0). Th e r efore, 

t he coefficient attached to ~ (x ) in equation (3.3. 3 6 ) can 

also be obtained 35: 

(3.3.39) 

Therefo~e, the differen tiai equation (3.3.36) can be written 

as 

iC x ) = -r [ V2 CX)/ VZZ (x)] + [de(x )/ dw (x ) IV(O)l ~( x) 
~ 

(3.3.40) 

Fer completeness, we express the first and second 

partial derivati ves of the indirect utility function appear-

ing in equ ation (3.3.36 1 , in terms of the deri vatives of the 

direct u tility f u nction . The resulting e xpression fo r equa-

ticn (3.3 .36) will also be used to r elate the solution at 

t he up per stage with t hat at the lowe r stage. 

10 The marginal u til lty of wealt h constant effect of 
changes in wage rate on work hours a r e discussed b y MaCurdj 
( 1981 ), Si nce MaCurdy did not use t he two stage budgeting 
app r oach, there i s no co ncept of e xpenditur e in his model. 
Theref ore, we can not compare his results with ours at this 
stage . However, when we will come to the discuss i on of wor k 
ho u rs, we will f i nd some i n tEresting compar i sons. 
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First consider the interior solution. The expr-es-

sion for V12 ! x } for an interior solution J given by C3.A.4) 

of appendix 3.A.l, is reproduced below. 

But this expression can be made more concise. We can sub-

stitute for 3c(x)/8w(x) and Sh(x)/8w(x) from equations 

(3.3.18) and {3.3 . 191 respectively in this expression. With 

a few manipulations, the final result is 

V 1 2 ( x ) = - [ IJ 1 (x) lJ 1 ( x) I \~ ( X ) Q ( x)] - [{ e - h ( x) } U 1 (x) 2 I> ( X ) / Q ( x) ] 

(3.3.41) 

,·,here, !J, ( x ) is given by (3.3.15) and ~(x) is given below • ... 

Il ( x) = U 11 (x) U22 ( x ) - U 12 ( x ) 2 > 0 (3.3.42> 

Now substitute into the differential equation t3.3.36), the 

expressions for V2 (x), V2Z (x) and V12 Cx) from equations 

l3.A.2}, (3.A.6) and (3.3.41) respectively. The result 

after simplification is as follows. 

etx) = -y-- [Qbd IU
1 

( ~d ~(x)] 

4- r {11
1 

( x) IU
2 

Cd /; (x)} + {a-h bd } ] w (x) (3.3.43) 



Next, consider the corner solution. Substituting 

for V2 Cx}, and VI2 (x) and V22 (x) from equati~ns (3.A.9), 

(3.A.l1) and (3.A.12) r-espectivel), i n t !:l equation (3.3.36), 

the result is 

(3.3 . 44) 

As before, the first term in the above two equations 

i s po~itjve, indicating that expend i ture is increasing with 

age if the real rate of interest is positive (or greater 

than the subjective discount rate). The second term, ~hich 

represents the effect of an anticipated wage increase on ex

penditure, can be decomposed into two parts which we shall 

call a cost of living effect and an intertemporal allocation 

effect. The cost of living effect shows the effect of an 

ant i cipated wage increase on expenditure on a given basket 

of consumption and leisure. The intertemporal allocation 

effect shows t he effect of an anticipated wage increase on 

expendit u re due to the optimal allocation of consumpt i on and 

leisure over t h e li fe cycle, holding the wage rate constant. 

Th i s decompos it ion Nill be quite useful to i ntegr-ate the up

per stage solut i on with the lower stage solution. 

To f i nd the intertemporal allocation effect, con

sider the def i n i tion of expenditure for period x- e: 

e(x-E) = c( x - O + w(x-E){9-h( x -E)} 
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Now define real e xpenditure for period x, ~(x), as the value 

of consumption and leisure measured in period x-E prices (in 

this case wage rate). 

~(x) - c ( :.;:) + wh-E) {9-h(x)} 

Notice that, if period x-E is considered as the base period, 

then the expenditure in period x-E, defined above also 

represents real expenditure. Subtracting the constant price 

expenditu.r-e for per-i od ~ -E from that for period x, l'le get 

l;(~) - ~(x-E) = re(::d +- \''(x -E)O-hh{}) - e(:>(-E> 

= e(x) - e( x-E) - O -h(x)}(l·J( x) - w( x-E)] 

Dividing by E and taking the limit as E approaches zero, we 

find 

(3 .3.45 ) 

This equation describes the rel at ionship between the in

stantaneous rate of change of constan t price expend iture and 

that of current price e xpe nditur e. Substituting equations 

(3.3.43) and (3. 3 . 441 into equation (3.3 .45 ) and setting 

h(xl = 0 for a corner sol ut ion, He can find the relationship 

of e ~ penditure with anticipated change in wage rate, holding 
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the wage rate constant. The results of these substitutions 

are: 

l(x) = -r [Q(x)/U 1 (x)b(x)] + [~1(x)/U2(x)6(x)] ~(x) 

interior solution 

corner solution 

(3.3.46) 

(3.3_47) 

The second term in equation (3.3.46) which is equal 

to the first component of second term in equation (3.3.43), 

represents the effect of an increase in the wage rate on the 

constant price expenditure, or what we call an intertemporal 

allocation effect of an anticipated increase in the wage 

rate. We know from (3.3.13) that the expression ~l(x} is 

negative (positive) if leisure is normal (inferior). 

gives us the following result. 

Th.ore. 3.3.7 

This 

With an anticipated increase in the wage rate, 

real expenditure will decrease (increase) in an inte

rior solution if leisure is nermal (inferior). 

This behaviour of a rational individual is analogous to that 

of a profit maximizing firm which will decrease (increase) 

output when the price of a norma l (inferior) fac t or in -

creases. It can be explained as follows . If l eisure is 

normal, then it i s economical to spend less when its price 
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(wage rate) is higher. On the other hand, if leisure is in-

ferior, then the individual can economize on it, when the 

wage rate is higher, by increasing expenditure and thus 

reducing the consumption of leisure time. This result could 

have been obtained more easily in the framework of profit 

maximizing approach used by Browning, Deaton and Irish 

(1985) • 

Equation (3.3 . 47) implies that along the corner 

solution real expenditure is independent of wage rate. This 

trivial result can also be compared with the behaviour of a 

profit maximizin9 firm which will not change its output in 

response to a change in the price of a fixed factor. 

The cost of living effect of an anticipated change 

in the wage rate can be obtained by taking the age deriva-

tive of expenditure: e(x} = c(x) + w(x ) {a-hex}}, holding 

constant the rate of consumption, c(x}, and the rate of 

leisure, 9-h(x ) . The result i s obvious: 

e(x} I - <9-h(x)} w(x) interior solution c()d ,hex} - (3.3.48) 

e(x) I - e w(x) corner solution c(x) ,htx) - (3.3.49) 

With the rates of consumption and leisure being 

fixed, for a one dollar increase in the wage rate for age x, 

expenditure at that age will increase by the number of hours 

retained for leisure. 
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To recapitulate the above ideas we would like to 

restate the differential equations (3.3.43) and (3.3.44) in 

terms of decomposition effects of an anticipated change in 

wage rates. Thus with a more precise notation, He write: 

+ r de Ld I dw (x) I. ] w he) 
1, a interior solution 

e{x} = -r [U 1 (x)/U 11 (x)] + Cde{x}/dw(x) Ic ,}] wtx> 

corner solution 

(3.3.50} 

(3.3.51) 

where, the subscript3 c,l and i,a stand for the cost of 

living effect and intertemporal allocation eff~ct respec-

tiv~ly, and 

de(x)/dw<x) II = 9 - h(x) c, ! 

de{x}Jdw(x} I = 9 
I c, 1 

de bit) Idw hod I 
i ,a 

deb:)Jdw<x) \. :t 0 
1, a 

interior solution (3.3.52) 

corner solution (3.3.531 

interior sol~tion (3.3.54} 

corner solution (3.3.55) 

These r~sult5 will be useful for the study of the 

aLge patterns of consumption and work hours in next sub-

~ection and to compare the effects of different types of 

changes in the wage rate :cnsidered in chapter 4. 

It will be useful to ~elate the growth rate of ex-

penditure wit~ the rate of interest (which is equal to the 



growth rate of prices if wage rate is constant over the lif~ 

cycle) and the growth rate of wage rate. For this purpose, 

we express equations (3.3.43) and (3.8.44) in a slightly 

different form. First consider equation (3w3.43). Using 

equation (3.A.2> and (3.A.6), we can write equation {3.3.43) 

as follot.-Is. 

Substituting V1 <x)/w(x)Q(x) = - ah~x)/ae(x) from equation 

(3.3.13) and noting that - 8h(xl/8e(x) = alCx}/ae(x), where 

Itx) is the rate of leisure retained at age x, the above 

equation can be written: 

e{x) = -r [V
2

(x)/V
22

(x)] 

+ [{ V 2 ( x) IV 22 hd }{ al b:) I a~ b;)} + 1 ( x)] ;.. bd (3.3.56) 

Now define 

S2{X) = w(x)l{x)/e(x) (3.3.S7) 

E'j t X? = rat bd tae {x») I: e bd /l (x) J .... t3.3.58) 

(3.3.59; 

where S2(xl is the axpenditure shar~ of leisure, ~(x) is the 

elasticity of demand for leisure with respect t~ expenditure 

and 1{x) is the coefficient of relative risk aversion. 
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Notice also that S2(X)E2 (x) = w(x)Cal(x)/ae(x)] is also 

equal to the ma~ginal expenditure share of leisure. With a 

f~w manipulations, equation (3.3.56) can be simplified as: 

e(x)/e(x) = [r/§<x)] y S2(x) [1 - €2(x)/§(x}] [w<x)/w(x)] 
(3.3.60) 

Next, cOhsider equation (3.3.44) for the corner 

write: 

(3.3.61> 

The two equations differ because in cas~ of a corner solu-

tion, the elasticity of demand for leisure with respect to 

expenditure is equal to zero. Based on equations (3.3.60) 

and (3.3.61), we can write the follo~ing theorems: 

ThecraoM 3.3.9 

1+ the wage rate is held constant, the growth 

rate of expenditure is proportional to ~eciprocal of 

the coefficient of relative riSK aversion. 

Theorem 3.3.~ 

If the rat~ of interest is equal to ze~o (O~ 

equal to the subj ective discount rate), the growth 

rate of expenditure can be expr~ssed as a product of 

three factors: the expendU:.u.re share of leisure, one 
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minus the ratio of elasticity of demand for leisure 

with respect to expenditure to the coefficient of rel-

~tive risk aversion, and the growth rate of wage rate. 

This complet~s our jisc~ssion of the selutlon at the upper 

that at the upper stage to find an unconditional solutIon 

for consumption and work plans. 

3.3.4 Synthe5i5 of th. Low.~ and the Uppe~ stas~ Solutions: 

LiT. Cycl~ Pattern of Consumption And Work Hour~ 

In this sub-section we are int~rested In finding tne 

age pattern of consumption and work hours. 'Jur solutIon at 

the lower stage can In general be summarIzed in tne follow-

i"'l3 equi?tit:ms. 

C { Yo) = C f 1'1 ~ ~}, e ( ;(; ) 

is alsc reproduced below. 

T~~se three equati=ns ta~en together det~rmine t~e entIre 

sol~tion to cur lii9 cycle a!!acaticn problem. 
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at the lower stage is conditional upon expenditure which is 

determined at the upper stage. Thus, substi t uting the upper 

s t age solut i on for expend i ture i n the solution for consump

t i on and work hou rs obtained at the lower stage, we obtain 

t he follow i ng unconditional so l ution for consumption and 

Nor~ hou rs. 

c(x} = C[N( X}, e ( ~( J P, r, W)l (3.3.62) 

h ( x} = h[\>,(x), e(x, P, r, W} ] (3.3.63) 

Or, in compact form, 

c(x) = c( x , p~ r, W} (3.3.64) 

hhd = hex, P, r, W) t3.3.6S i 

Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.6 imply the f ol l owing r esult 

on the consumption and work schedules. 

Th@orttM 3.3.10 

The functions c( x , P, r, W) and he x , P, r, W) 

are everywhere continuous i n all t hei r arguments, x, 

P , r and W. In addit i o n , t he t wo f u nc tion~ have con-

t inuous fit~s t par-tia! derivati ves ",ith r espec t t o x, 

P , rand W e xcep t at a switching po i n t . 
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Next, the differential equations governing the un-

conditional solution for consumption and wor~ schedules can 

be obtained by differentiating equations (3.3.62) and 

(3.3.63) with respect to x. The results are: 

c(x} = [ac(x)/aw(x)] ~(x) + [ac(x)/ae(x)] e(x) (3.3.66) 

hex) = [ah(x)/3w(x)] w(x) + [ah(x)/ae(x)] e(x) (3.3.67) 

To appreciate these equations more fully, we substitute the 

Slutsky equations for the first terms in these e quations 

from the lower stage (equations (3.3.18) and (3. 3 .19) and 

equations (3.3.50) and (3.3.51) for e(x). The results of 

these substitutions are: 

c(x) = [ac(x)/3w(x) IU(x)] w(x) - r6-h(x)][ac(x)/ae(x)] w(x) 

+ [ac(x)/de(x)] [de(x)/dw(x) Ic,l] w(x) 

+ [ac(x)/ae(x)] [de(x)/dw(x) I. ] ~(x) 
1,a 

- r [ac(x)/ae(x)] [Q(x)/U
1

(x)6(x)] (3.3.68) 

. 
hex} ~ [ah(x)/aw(x) Iu(x)] w(x) - [9-h(x)][ah(x}/ae(x)] w(x) 

+ [ah(x)/de(x)] [de(x) / dw(x) Ic,l] w(x) 

+ [ah(x)/ae(x)] [de(x)/dw(x) I. ] w( x) 
1,a 

- r [ah(x}/ae(x)] [Q(x l /U
1

(x)6(x)] (3.3.69) 

where, in the last term in these equations the expression 

case of a corner solution. 
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The cost of living effects on consumption and 

work hours: [actx)Jaetx)][detx)/dw(x) I 1] w(x) and c, 

[3h(x)/ae(x)][de(x)/dw(x) I 1] H(x) ara e xactly offset c, 

by the two income effects: -[a-hex) Hac( x ) lae(x) ]w(x) 

and -[Q-h(x)]tah(x)/ae(x)]w(x} respectively. 

Proof 

The cost of living effects can be written, according 

to equations (3.3.52) and (3.3.53), as 

[ac(x) 13e(x)] [de(x) Idw(x) Ic, 1] w(x) = 

[a-hex)] [ac(x ) /de ( x)] w(x) 

[3h (x) I ae (x)] [de (x j I dw (x) I 1] W (x) = 
c, 

[S-h(x)] rah(x)/de (x)] w(x) 

which are obviously equal to the negat ive of the 

respective income effects. This completes the proof. 

This result has a straightforward interpretation. 

Given work hours and consumption at age x, a one dollar in-

crease in the wage rate requires an increase in expenditure 

by the amount of leisure retained, that is, Q-h( x ). If ex-

penditure is increased by this amount, the i ndividual can 

buy the same bundle of leisure and consumpti o n as purchased 

before the wage increase. This increase in expenditure is 
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exactly equal to the compensating varlatlon in expenditure 

necessary to eliminate the income effect of 3 wage increase 

at the lower sta3@ solution. Thus the diFferential equa-

tio~s C3.9.68t and (3.3.69) 1es~ribin9 the S3E paths of con-

sumption and wor~ hours can be written as 

+ ~ 3 c ( x) I ~ e { x} 1 I: d 02 { -<} : ::l v~ ( ;() !. ] ~, ( ;t, I 
, 1, a 

- r (k ( ~() I' 302 { ,()] r Q ( x) i U. {.'.) ~ ( 7~) ] 
.::. 

= r"'h ( ) I ~ ( , ; ] '-'j ( ~. ! 
:l :'" :I'i::-...., U ( x ) • " .. 

The first te~m in these triO eC;Ltation!3 f",;:lresent;s the 

given age. The second term shows the efiect =+ ~ptlmal a1-

Theref~ra the effect c+ an untlcipatea ~n-
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The inter-tempo'-,:;! allocation effect says that III 

t~e c~~~odity bundle at that agE relativel} mere e~penslve. 

T~~s i~pljes that work hours 

~f leIsure 15 lnfericr, 

n'l~or~m 3. '3.12 

T~e ir·ter·tempor·al allocation ?,:fect of an 

anticipated incre~se i~ the wage r~~e results In mare 

of 13bcur supply- :onsumption wi:1 be ef~ected 1n the 

!f any of these t~o soods ~s in-

~. e rio r, C 0 fl S Ij ,11 P t i em I'd 1 ~ be a f f e c ted ::i nth e 5 am e 

Fi~3!1;, a wage increase in case of 0 c~rner soiu-

':ic~ dr::;l;?s ~ct r,a'Je an)' inter·tempor·al a;locat:.on ,~ffect. The 
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The fact that there is no income or wealth effect of 

an anticipated change in wage rate is well known in the lit-

erature (See, for example, Browning, Deaton and Irish (1985) 

and HaCurdy (1981». The reason is that at the beginning of 

the planning horizon the individual knows the a ge pattern of 

future wage rates and plans his/her lifetime allocat i on of 

work hours and consumption in light of antic i pated varia-

tions in the wage rate. Therefore these changes in wage 

rate over the life cycle are not parametric changes that 

would create any income or wealth effects. 11 

The relationship of work hours with changes in the 

anticipated wage rate has been regarded as the intertemporal 

substitution effect by MaCurdy ( 1981). The t wo stage 

budgeting analysis, conducted above, however , sho ws that 

this relationship does net fully represent substitution over 

time. Part of the substitution takes p l ace at each age be-

tween consumption and leisure as a resu l t of anticipated 

change in wage rate. Therefore it would be misl e ading to 

identify the full effect of an anticipated change in the 

wage rate with the intertemporal substitution ef f ect. Equa-

11 The distinction between the evolut ionary and the 
parametric changes in the wage rates will be exp l ained in 
more detail in chapter 4. 
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tions f3.3.70} and (3.3.71) clearly explain how this effect 

is a result of both the intratempcral substitution and the 

jntertemporal substitution . The intratemporal substitution 
.. 

effect mea.sures the substit!Jticn bsotwe>?n leisure and coo-

sumption at a given age, holding constant the utility rate 

,:;it that age. fhe intertemporal substitution effect measur~s 

the change in consumption and leisure {therefore work hours} 

across the life cycle, holding constant the wage rate, or 

the marginal rate of substitutlO~ between consumption and 

leisure at each age. This allocation results from the con-

sideraticn that expe~diture at some ages is cheaper than at 

other a3es as a result of a changing wage rate. 

For a mere definite inference regarding the age 

pa.ths of consumption and work hours we substitute for the 

pa.rtial jer!'Jatives ap;!earin'3 il"1 equations C3.3.70} and 

(3.3.71). For an interior solution, substitute for the 

derivatives: ac(x~/ae(x'f gh(x}/8e(x), dc(x}/f1wtx} IU(x}' 

3hix)/ow'.xl IIJ' } and deL.:)!dN{X) I· from equati:H"ls 
lx l,a 

(3.3.121, (3.3.13), (3.3.20:, (3.3.21) and (:3.3.S4} :"espec-

tively. The r~su!t3 after simplification are: 

= -

h ( x) = r r;J 1 (x) / U
2 

( x ) ~ ( x)] - l: U 1 (x) U 11 (x) I 0 { xl] w \ x l 
{3.3.73) 
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Next, for a corner solution, we substitute for ac(x)/ae(x), 

ah(x) 18e(x) and de(x) Idw(x) I _ from equations (3 .3.24), 
1, a 

(3.3.25) and (3.3.55) respectively. Also recall that in 

case of a corner solution we have to replace the expression 

[ Q ( x ) J U 1 (x) 6 ( x)] by [U 1 (x) I U 11 (x) ] • Wit h ac ( x) I aw ( x) I U ( x ) = 
ah(x)/aw(x) Iu(x) = 0, the following results are found. 

(3.3.74) 

. 
hex) = 0 (3.3.75) 

Unless otherwise stated, for the rest of the analy-

sis we will restrict ourselves to the assumption that both 

consumption and leisure are normal. Therefore, i t follows 

from equations (3.3.12) and (3.3.13) that, both V1 (x) and 

P2(x) are negative. Over the life cycle the segments of in

terior and corner solutions will be referred to a s the work-

ing and retirement periods of life. Some of the results 

regarding the age pattern of consumption and wor k hours 

d i rectl y fol l ow f rom the four different i al e quat i ons above. 

Theorem 3.3. 13 

If the wage rate i s constan t and the rat e o f 

i nt eres t i s pos it i ve (or greater than the sub jective 

d iscount rate ) , consumption wi 11 increas e and wor k 

hours wil l dec r ease wi t h age duri ng the wor k ing years 

of li f e . 
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This result is well known in the literature (Browning, 

Deaton and Irish (1995), Heckman (1974), Ghez and Becker 

( 1975) } • With a positive rate of interest, a constant price 

of the consumption good (noY'malized at 1) and a constant 

we.ge rate, the discounted PI" ice o{ the c::onsumpt ion gO!'Jd and 

the dIscounted wage rate are decreasing with age. rherefor~ 

consumption is more expensive and work is better rewarded in 

the earlier periods of life. If future uti'ity is not dis-

counted, t he opt imal 1 i fe cyc I e all ocat i on l,mdel" these c i r-

cumstances will call for less consumptIon and mlJr·e work in 

the early periods of life than in the later periods. 

Theorem 3.3.14 

If the rate ~f interest is zero tor equal to 

the subjective discount rate), then, during the work-

ing periodts) of life, work hours "u11 increase 

<decrease) with age whenever the ~age ra~e is inc:reas-

ing (decreaSing> with age. Again, with the rata of 

interest equal to z~rw (or'~qual to the su,bj -ect i ve 

discount rate), if U12 (xl is negative, then during the 

working perioo(s) of life consumption ",dll also in-

crease (decrease) with age whenever the wage rat~ is 

increasing (decreasing) with age. If U1.2~x) is posi

ti'Je, the relationship 0+ consumption ",ilitn the ~age 

rat~ is reversed. c:on-
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sumption is independent of age-wis~ variations in the 

wage ~ate. 

This result was first ~stablished by Heckman (1974) 

and Ghez and Beeker (1975) +~r the li~e cycle model under 

certain lifetime. The result that work hours ~ill respond 

positively to the variatIons in the wage rate over the life 

cycle, is unambiguous and does not depend on any assumptions 

~e9ardin9 the usual income or p~lce elasticities. The rea-

son is that the ~esponse of work hours to the antici~ated 

changes In the wage rate is a result of the optimal alloca-

tion of labour time over the life cycle and cannot be con-

fuse~ with the response of work hours to alt~rnatlve wage 

offers within a period. 12 

The reason that consumption may also vary with th~ 

wage rate is 2xplained by the complementarity or 5ub-

stitutability r~lationship between consumption ana leisure. 

If U12 (x) is negative, the marginal utiljty of leisure 

decreases WIth an increase in consumption or the marginal 

utility of consumption decreases with an increase in 

:e~sure. In ather words consumption and lei5u~e are sub-

12 Th~s ~ehaviour of wor~ pattern has been ~mpiri
cally tested by Browning, Deaton and !~ish C19~5}~ Ghez and 
Becker (1975), MaCur1y (1981, 1983, 1985) and ~an~ other 
studies report~d in Killingsworth C1983J. 
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stitutes for each other. Therefore, if Hork hours are in-

creasing with age due to an increasing wage rate, leisure 

will be decreasing and consumption will be increasing_ By a 

simi tar reasoning, if U
12

(x} is positive, consumption wi 11 

be decreasing when leisure is decreasing due to an increas-

Finally, if J 12 'x) = 0, consumption is inae-

pendent of the wage rate. 13 The observed positive rela-

tionship between ~onsumption and current income is com-

patible With the life cycle theory if there is a sub-

stitutability relationship between consumption and leisure, 

that is, U12~x) < o. In thi~ case an antlcipated increase 

in the wage rate will call for an increase in work hours and 

labour income as well as an increase in consumption. 

1ft her ate 0 fin t ere 5 tis pc~.; i t i 'Ie ( or 

greater than the subjective discount rat~l, consump-

ti~n is increasing with age and is independent of wage 

rate during retirement. Work hours are t:onstant at 

13 The utility function =onsidered by MaCurdy (1981) 
is additively separable in ~cnsumption and leIsure and 
therefore U.?Cx) = O. In this case the intratemporal sub
stitution e*~ect of an anticipated change in wage rate on 
consumption is exactly offset by the intertemporal alloca
tion effect. 



zero irrespective of the rate of interest and Mage 

rate. 

This is an obvious result. Since the individual is not 

working, his/her life time decision is independent of the 

I' the rate of inter~st is positive. =ons~mptic~ 

must be increaSing with age because expenditur~ IS increas-

ing ~nd leisure is const3nt 3t its ma~i~um. 

For ~'Jrther results I-.e here need to knOl-l the a3E 

profile o~ the wage rate. It is general1; assumed that the 

I'lage :=chedl-,!e i: concave, incr-easin':; y/ith age u.p tc scme 

point 3~d de~reasin9 the~eafter. For empirical evijence on 

this '-'18'3e-a':;e relatiof'ship, see Bro;.min'3, Deaton and 7rish 

~lP84\. Gi"'ez and Bed,er q0751~ GOI~:lon an·j Blinder- (1980) 

This ~ase-a3e relationShip im-

cIte: t~~t~ on=e the ~a?e rate starts decliDlog, wo~~ hours 

will dec~e3se with age if the rate of intprest IS nan-

ot inter@st is ~csjtive, work hcurs rna; j~cre3se sr decre~se 
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If the rate of i ntercest is non-negat i ve (or 

not less than the subjective discount, rate) and the 

wage rate is decreasing, or, the rate of interest is 

positive (or greater than the subjective discount 

rate) and wage rate is non-increasing, the individual 

will never re-enter the labour force once retired. 

Proof 

Suppose the individual retires at age R. Then, if the 

individual enters the labour force at some age, say x' 

after age R, work hours must be increasing in the 

neighbourhood of age x' due to the continuit~ of the 

labour supply function. But this is not possible be-

cause J if the rate of interest is non-negative and the 

wage rate is decre3.si ng, or $ if the r3.te o"r :l nterest 

is positive and the wage rate is non-Increasing~ then 

work hours must also be decreasing during th~ working 

periodCsJ of life according to the differential equa-

tic!"! (3.3.73). 

At the ret irement age there is an upward 

Cdownward~ jump in the slope of consumptiD~ schedule, 

c { x}, if U 12 {x} is negat i ve \ pes it i v~, . 
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equal to ze~o, then the~e is no sudden change in the 

slope of c(x). 

Proof 

The diffe~ence between the ~i9ht side and the left 

side limits of the slope of ctx) as x app~oaches the 

retirement age, R, can be found by using the d ifferen-

tial equations (3.3.72) and (3.3.74) as follows. 

Limit c(x) - Limit c(x) = - ~ [U1 (R)/U11 (R)] 
x.R+ x.R-

This diffe~ence can be solved as: 

Limit c(x) - Limit c(x) = 
x.R+ x.R-

Or, using equation (3.3.73), we end up with: 

Limit c(x) - Limit c(x) 
x.R+ x.R-

= - rU 12 (R)/U11 (R)] Limit h(R) 
x.R-

The sign of this exp~es5ion is opposite of the sign of 

cross derivative U12 (x). If U12 (x) = 0, then this ex-

p~ession is also equal to ze~o. Hence the p~oof. 

Theorem a.a.1S 
1ft he ~ate of i nte~est is posi t ive ( o~ 

greater than the subjective discount rate) and there 
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is an interior peak in work hours, it will occur be-

fore the peak in wage rate. 

Proaf 

First of all, work hours are constant at zero after 

retirement and, therefore, cannot peak. Let XW be the 

age at which wage rate peaks. Then, at each working 

age x ~ xW, h(x) must be decreasing according to the 

differential equation (3.3.73). Therefore, i f there 

is a peak in work hours, it must be at some ase, 

called xh, below age xw. 

Theorem 3.3.19 

If the rate of interest is positive (Dr 

greater than the subjective discount rate) and U
12

(x) 

is negative, then an interior peak in consumption can 

occur only after the peak in the wage rate and before 

retirement. 

Proof 

At age x H ix, the wage rate is non-decreasing . With 

U12 (x) < 0, consumption must also be non-decre asing if 

the rate of interest is zero. Since the rate of in-

terest is positive, consumption must be increasing at 

Therefore, if there is a peak in consump-

tion, it must be at some age, called xc, after age x"'. 

During retirement consumption is strictl y inc reasing 
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because of a positi v e rate of interest. l herefore an 

i nte r- jor pe a k in consumpt i on is not possible dur' ing 

retirement. 

We can now discuss the general shapes of the con-

sumption and work schedules. First consider the work sched-

'..lIe. Ignoring for the moment, the possibility of retire-

ment, we can see from the dif f erentia l equat i on (3.3.73) 

that at very earl y years of life when the wage rate is in

creasing, its effect in increasing work hours may dominate 

the opposite effect of a positive rate of interest. But, 

since the wage rate is assumed to be increasing with age at 

a d i minishing rate, the effect of a positive r ate of inter

est in depressjng wo r k hcurs wil l eventually dominate the 

opposite effect of a slow growth i n the wage r ate and t he r e

fore work hours will start decreasing wit h age before the 

wage rate is at peak (theorem 3.3.18), After the peak, the 

wage rate starts decreasing with age, reinforc ing the effect 

o f a positi ve rate of interest in decreaS i ng wor k hours. I t 

is poss i b l e that wor k ho ur s r eac h zero bef ore t he end of 

hor i zon , that i s, age T . If th is happen s , t he i ndividual 

will reti re f r om wor k for t he r est o f h i s iher l ife ( t heorem 

8.3.16), S ince du r i ng t he ear ly year s of l i fe , wo r k hours 

may be i ncrea 5 in g wit h agE, it seems poss i bl e that, a t t he 

beg i nn i ng of t he hor i zon wor k ho ur s a r e equal t o zero. But 



this possibility can be ignored by assuming that the plan

ning horizon starts at a later age when the wage rate has 

increased to a sufficient level at which work hours are pos

itive. 

For the age pattern of consumption let us assume 

that U12 (x) is negative, that is, consumption and leisure 

are substitutes for each other. Therefore, consumption is 

increasing with age due to the anticipated increase in the 

wage rate. Thus, if the rate of interest is pOSitive, at 

the early years of life when the wage rate is increaSing, 

consumption is also increasing with age. Consumption will 

continue to increase even after the wage rate starts 

decreasing with age if the rate of decrease in the wage rate 

is small. However, since the wage rate is assumed to be 

decreasing with age at an increasing rate, consumption may 

eventually start decreasing with age at the later segment of 

life. During retirement, consumption does no t respond to 

changes in the wage rate. Since the rate of i nter est is 

positive, consumption will be increasing with age during 

retirement. 

Now we are in a position to discuss the age pattern 

of earnings. Earnings at age x, m(x), are def ined as 

m(x) = w(x)h(x) (3.3.76) 



Differentiating this equation with respect to x, we obtain 

the differential equation describing the age profile of 

earnings: 

m (x) 
. = w(x)h ( x) + h (x }w(x l (3.3.77) 

F i rs t of al l, it is obv ious that earnings are constant a t 

zero during ret i rement when hex) = hex) = O. Before retire-

ment, earnings wi l l display the following age pattern: 

ft .. eo,.e. 3. 3. 20 

If there is an interior- peak in work hours, 

earnings will also peak. If the rate of interest is 

positive ( or greater than the sUbje'cti ve discount 

rate), earnings are increasing wi th age before the 

peak in work hours and decreasing after t he peak in 

the wage rate. Finally, earnings peak later in lif~ 

than work hours and earlier than the wage rate. 

Proof 

Before age xh when work hours are at peak, the wage 

rate must be incre~sing according to theorem 3.3. 18. 

Equation (3 . 3.77) i mplies that earnings are increasing 

with age during this segment of life. Sim i larly , 

w after age x , when the wage rate is at a peak, work 

hours must be decreasing with age. Equat i on (3.3.77 ) 

implies that earnings are decreasing with age after 
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age xW. Finally, at age xh, hex) is constant and w(x) 

is increasing with age. Therefore m( x ) is also in

creasing with age. At age xW, w(x) is constant but 

hex) is decreasing with age. Therefore m(x) must be 

decreasing with age. Then, earnings must peak at some 

age, called xm, between age xh and age xW. 

The -typical- age patterns of the wage rate, work 

hours, earnings and consumption for a positive interest rate 

are shown in figure 3.3.1. In part (a) we draw a wage pro-

file which is concave, increasin9 with age up to age XW and 

decreasing thereafter. In part (b) we show the age p.ath of 

work hours. It is assumed that the i ndividual does retire 

from work at age R. The age profiles of earnin9s and con

sumption are displayed in part (c) and (d) respectively. 

Three consumption profiles are shown in t he figure, one for 

The con-

5umption profile for the case U12 (x) < 0 is drawn with a 

solid line. For the other two cases the consumption profile 

is drawn with a broken line. rhe shapes of these profiles 

follows from our earl i er results. 

We have drawn the earnin9s and consumpt i on profiles 

in two different dia9rams. The reason is, that at this 

stage we do not know their relative posit i ons . We wil l 
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Figure 3.3.1 The Age Profiles of Work Hours, Earnings and 
Consumption with a Hump Shaped Wage-Age Rela
tion and a Positive Rate of Inte rest 
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consider this in the next section where we discuss the age 

pattern of savings and asset holding. 

Now we relate the growth rates of demands for con-

sumption and leisure with the rate of interest and the 

g~owth rate of wage rate. First we rewrite equations 

(3.3.66) and (3.3.67) as follows. 

c(x)/c(x} = [8c(x)/aw(x)] [w(x)/c(x)] [W(X)/H(X)] 

+ C3c(x)/ae(x)] [e(x)/c(x)] [etx)le(x)] (3.3.78) 

i (x) 11 (x) :II [ a 1 (x) I aw ( x)] [ H ( x) I 1 (x) 1 [ ;.. ( x) I H ( x) ] 

+ [al(x)/8e(x)] [e(x)/I(x}] [e(x)/e(x)] (3.3.79) 

where, He have converted equation (3.3.67) in terms of 

leisure, lex) = e - hex). Now we define the following 

elasticities: 

n 1 (x) = [ ac ( x) I aw ( x) ] [w(x)/c(x)] (3.3.80) 

n2 (x) = [ 8 1 (x) I aw ( x) ] [w(x) 11 (x)] (3.3.81> 

El (x) = [ ac ( x) I 8e ( x ) ] [e(x)/c(x)] (3.3.82) 

E2 (x) = [ a 1 (x) I ae ( x) ] [e(x)/l(x)] (3.3.83) 

Using these notations for the elasticities, we can express 

the growth rates of consumption and leisure in terms of the 

growth rates of wage rate and expenditure as follows • 

c.(x)/c(x) 
. = n 1 (x) [w(x)/w(x)] + E1 (x} [e(x)/e(x)] (3.3.84) 
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. 
ltxl/ltxl = n2 (x) [w(x)/w(x)] + E2 (x) [e(x)/e(x)] (3.3.85) 

This gives us the following results: 

Theorem 3.3.21 

Givan the rate of expenditure, the growth rate 

of consumpt i on (leisure) is equal to the growth rate 

of wage rate mult.iplied by the elastic:ity of demand 

for consumpt i on <leisure) with respect to the wage 

rate. 

Theorem 3.3.22 

If the wage rate is held const.ant over the 

life cycle, the growt.h rate of consumption (leisure) 

is equal to the growth rate of expenditure multiplied 

by the elasticity of demand for consumption (leisure) 

with respect to expenditure. 

The growth rates of consumption and leisure can 

alternatively be expressed in terms of the rate of interest 

and the growth rate of wage r ate. Substituting equat i on 

(3.3.60), and using the above notations for elasticit i es, 

equations (3.3.78) and (3.3.79) can be written in terms of 

elasticities, etc. as fo l lows. 
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+ r [El(x)/~(x)] (3.3.86) 

l(x)/I(x) = [n2 (x) + E2 (x)S2(x) {1-E2 (x)/2(X)} ] {w(x)/w(x)}] 

+ r [E2 <x)/2(X)] (3.3.87) 

Following results are implied by these equations. 

Theorem 3.3.23 

If the wage rat~ is held constant, the growth 

rate of consumption (leisure) is proportional to the 

ratio of the elasticity of demand for consumption 

(leisure) with respect to expenditure to the coeffi

cient of relative risk aversion. 

Theorem 3.3.24 

If the rate of intere$t is equal to zero (or 

equal to the subj ective discount rate), the growth 

rates of consumption and leisure can be expressed as 

the products of the 9rowth rate of wage rate by a fac

tor involving the elasticities of demands with respect 

to expenditure and wage rate, the expenditure shares 

and the coefficient of relative risk aversion. 
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This concludes our analysis of the life cycle con

sumption and work allocation behaviour of the individual. 

We can new move to the study of life cycle savings and as

sets accumulation behaviour of th~ individual. 

3.4 SAVING BEHAV!OUR AND THE DVNAMICS OF ASSET HOLDING 

In this section we discuss the life cycle savlng5 

and asset holding behaviour of the individual. 

two measures of savIngs we a~e inter~sted in. 

Ther~ are 

First, there 

is a narrow measure of savings defin~d as the excess of 

earnings over consumption. Although this concept does not 

really measure actual savings because it ignores interest 

income on the accumulated wealth or the interest costs on 

the accumulated net borrowings, it bears great operational 

significance fer our analysis. This narrow measure of 

savings will be useful to understand the dynamics of asset 

holding. In addition, in our an~lysis of mortality varia-

tions, this ~easur9 of savinss will play the key role. The 

bread ~easure of savings is defir.~d as the ~xcess of income~ 

including both earnings a~d cossible interest income, ov~r 

current spending on consumption and possible interest pay

ments on the net borrowings. 

Let us first discuss the narrow measur9 of savings. 

The rate of these savings is defi~ed as 
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(3.4.1> 

Recalling the deflnition of expenditure and earnings from 

equations (3.3.1) and (3.3.76), notice that the schedule 

~(x) is closely related to the schedule e(x) as folloHs. 

(3.4.2) 

Thus, the ~avin9s rate ~(x) can also be interpreted as the 

excess of the value 0+ the current endowment of time over 

the expenditure on consumption and leisure. Thls rela"tions-

hip also allows the following inference from theorem 3.3.6. 

Theorem 3.4.1 

There exists a solution fer tne schedule o(x) 

Jtx} = w(x);j - e(x, P, r~ W) 

P, r, W) 

The function 7:X~ p. r, W) is everywhere continuous in 

all its arguments and has continuous firs;t pai~t.ial 

derivatives except at a switching point. 

The age pattern of ~(x) can be studied by dif-

ferentiating equation (3.4.2) with respect to x: 
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(3.4.4) 

Substituting fo~ e( x ) f~om equation (3.3.43), we obtain the 

differential equation fo~ ,(x) for an interior solution: 

; ( x) = r- r Q ( x) lUI (x) ~ ( x)] + [h ( x} - {jJ 1 <x) ,I U
2 

{ x) d x} }] ~.J( x ) 

(3.4.5) 

Likewise, substituting for ~ Cx) from equation (3.3.44), we 

obtain the differential equation for 1(x) for a corner 

50!utior:: 

(3.4.6) 

Two obvious results follow from these differential 

equations. 

Theof"em 3.4.2 

Holding the wage rate constant, if the rate of 

intere5t i s positivE' (or g r- eater- t.han the subjec tive 

discount rate), t he schedule "lLd vlil1 be decreasing 

with age throughout the life c~cle. 

This is a conventional resu lt. With p r eference for present 

ove~ fut u re spendin g being e xactl j offset b y life insurance 

and annuiti es, a positi v e ~at e of interest will encourage a 



dela~ in spending in the life cycle. 

savings behaviour stated above. 

Theorem 3.4.3 
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This wi l l produce the 

In case of an interior solution, i f leisure is 

a normal good then O'(x) is positively correlated with 

the anticipated wage rate. In case of a corner solu-

tion, the schedule 1(x) is independent of the wage 

rate. 

This result complements the earlier finding by Heckman 

(1974) and Ghez and Becker (1975) that under certain condi

tion (U12 (x) < 0), the life cycle model could exp l ain a pos

itive relationship between consumption and anticipat~d 

earned income over the life cycle. The above result implies 

that over the life c~cl~, wage induced variations in con

sumption will always be smaller than wage induced variations 

in earnings both measured in the absolute terms. Thus, our 

model predicts that while the marginal propensity to consume 

out of anticipated earned income may be positive und~r 

certain condition, it will definitely be less than one. 

This result sU9gests that the Keynesian absolute income 

hypothesis is supported even in the life cycle context. 

For the illustration of this point, consider the 

wage profile in figure 3.4.1(a). If the rate of interest is 
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equal to zero (or equal to the subjective discount rate), 

the earnings profile will follow the ~ath as shown in figure 

3.4.1(b}. 1f U12 (x) < 0, consumption will folloH a similar 

path as shown in the figure. lheorem 3.4.3 and the lifetime 

budget constraint 

1 
,{' p ( x ) Ij ( x ) d x = 0 
o 

i~ply that the savings schedule JCx) will also follow a 

similar hump-shaped ase path as snoHn in fi9ure 3.4.1(b).14 

This age profile of savings clarifies the implied restrlc-

tions on the placement of consumption and ~arnings profiles. 

In particular, at the age of the peak wage rate where both 

consumption and earnings are also at peak, c~nsumption not 

only cannet exceed earnings but also the former will fall 

short of the latter by the maximum margin. 

Now, we can discuss th~ general shape of the schea-

uJe a(x) over the life cycle when the rate of interest is 

positive. During the retirem€n~ period of life, tha sched-

ul~ rex) is independent of the wage rate. Therefore, 

14 During the ear11 years of lif~ the savings sched
ule need not be negative. The consump~ion and earnings 
schedul~s shown in figure 3.4.1 differ from the ones in 
Heckman (1974) and G~ez and Becker (1975) because they did 
net consider retirement in their analysis. 
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Figure 3.4.1 The Relationship Among the Anticipated Wage 
Rate, the Planned Consumption, Earnings and 
the Narrow Measure of Savings with a Zero Rate 
of Interest 
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savings "'lill unambiguously decrea.se with a<;e a+ter retire-

ment. In view of our assumption that the wase rate is in-

creasing with age at a diminishing rate up to age xW
, during 

some early years of life the increase in the wage rate may 

lncrease savings fast enough to outweigh the OpPosite efFect 

of a positive rate of inter~st. Therefore, during some ear-

ly y~ars of life the savings rate aCx) may be increasing 

with age. However, early on the schedule ,(x) ~ill ~tart 

decreasing with age and will continue to do 50 since the 

wage rate is increasing with age at a diminishing rate up to 

some age and decreasing thereafter. !f we assume that dur-

ing some earl/ years of life the savings rate a(x) does in

crease with age, then the age profile of a(x} will follow an 

inverted J-shaped path. There are two more results regard

ing the shape ~f qCx) which we would like to report. 

Th"of"'9m 3~4.4 

If tne- rate 04 interest is posii:ive 10,.. 

9reat~r than the subj ect i 'Ie discounll: rate}, t~e 

savin9s schedule Jf~) can ceak only before age ~m at 

which ear~ings peak. 

The proof is somewhat involved and is given in appendix 

3.A.3. 



If the I"'ate of interest is positive (Of'" 

greater than the subjective discount r-atel and the 

~ase rate is non-increasing at the retirement age or, 

the ~ate of Interest is non-n~9ative ~or not le~s than 

decreasing at the retirement age, then there will be 

an upwaf"'d jump in the slope of savIngs schedule v(x) 

at the retlrement age. 

Proof 

The left sid~ and the f"'ight side limits of the slope 

of a(x) as x approaches towaf"'d R, the retirement age, 

can be obtained from the differential eQuations 

{3.4.S} and (384.6) respectively_ The difference be-

tween the two limits is 

Limit j<x) 
;<,.R-

- Limit ~(x) = - [Vl(R)/U2{R)~{R)] w(R) 
x~R+ 

lhis difference is negative under any of the two suf-

ficient cona:tions stated. Hence the proof. 

There is more we can say about the age path of aCx}. 

The lifetime budget constraint can be w~itten as: 



T 
f e-rx p(x) q(x) dx = 0 
o 
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(3.4.7) 

Thus, the weighted sum of lifetime savings is equa l to zero. 

We know that during retirement earnings are zero but con -

sumption is positive. Therefore during retirement q ( x) i s 

negative. Since the schedule q(x) follows an inverted J-

shaped path, q(x) must be positive during some middle years 

of life. Cont i nuity of the earnings and consumption sched 

ules implies that age x* at which q(x) changes from a posi-

tive value to a negative, must be less tnan the retirement 

age R. Since q(x) is increasing with age during early years 

of life, it may also be negative during some ear ly yearse 

The age pattern of q(x) is illustrated in figure 

3.4.2. It is assumed that q (x) does start negative. The 

age at which q(x) changes from negative to positive and the 

age at which it changes from positive to negative are marked 

x* and x* respectively. 

Now we turn to the broad measure of savings which 

can formally be defined as 

sex) = w(x)h(x) + r*(x)a(x) - c(x) 

= w(x)htx) + [r + q(x }/p(x)] a(x) - c ( x) (3.4.8) 

where, r* = r + q(x)/p(x) is the actuarially fair rate of 

interest and a ( x) is the stock of assets held at age x. If 
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Figure 3.4.2 The Age Profile of the Narrow Measure of 
Savings <rCx) 

the 
narrow 
measure 
of 
savings 

Or-~------------------~--~-------------
~ age 
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assets at age x are positive, this definition i s interpreted 

as earned income plus interest income minus consumption. On 

the other hand, if a(x) is negative, the defin i tion should 

be interpreted as earned income minus interest payments on 

borrowings minus consumption. Substituting H(x)hex) - c(x) 

= ~(x) in equation (3.4.8), we can also write 

sex) = ~(x) + rr + q(x)/p(x)] a(x) (3.4.9) 

We knoH the general shape of the schedule ~(x) but 

so far He have not said anything about the shape of the as

sets schedule a(x). Therefore, at this stage we cannot dis

cuss the savings schedule sex}. In fact, the t HO schedule 

a(x) and sex) are closely related to each other . Defined by 

equation (3.4.9), the rate of savings sex) is a l so equal to 

the net addition to assets at age x. Therefore we can write 

the differential equation describing the age path of asset 

holding. 

sex) = aex) = ~(x; + [r + q(x)/p(x)] a(x) (3.4.10) 

Since the individual does not receive any transfer 

income, his/her assets at age zero are equal to zero. Given 

this initial condition, the differential equation (3.4.10) 

can be solved for a(x). First recall from equation (3.2.4) 
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that q(x) = - p(x). Therefore with a differen t arrangement, 

equation (3,4,10) can be written 

aty) - r a(y) + [pty) Ip(y)] a(y) = ~(y) 

where, we have used y rather than x for the age index for a 

reason that will become obviou5 as we proceed. Multiplying 

both the sides by the discount factor e-ry p(y), we can 

write this equation as follows: 

Integrating over the interval [O,xl, we find 

x 
-rx It -ry e p(x) a(x) - ptO) a(O) = ,I e p(y) ~(y) dy 

o 

Since a(O) = 0, we can solve for a(x) as: 

x 
a ( x) = [ e r x I p ( x)] l' e - ry p ( Y ) ~ ( Y ) d y (3.4.11> 

o 

This relationship between assets and sav ings implies 

the following result. 

The solution for a(x) can be wr it ten 
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a(x) = a(x, P, r, W) (3 . 4.12) 

. 
The function a(x, P, r, W) is continuous i n all its 

arguments and has a continuous age derivat i ve at a l l 

the poi nts inc I ud i ng the possible swi tch i ng poi nts. 

In addition the first partial derivatives of this 

function with respect to other arguments are also con-

tinuous except at a switching point. 

Proof 

Substituting the solution for c(x) given by equation 

(3.4.3) into equation (3.4.11), we can write 

x 
rx II e-ry a(x) = [e Ip(x)] J pC)') c(y, P, r, W) dy 

o 

Since ~(x, P, r, W) is continuous in all its argument, 

so is the function a(x, P, r, W). Next, con t inuity of 

the first partial derivatives of a(x, P, r, W) fol l ows 

from the continuity of the first partial derivatives 

of the function ~ (x, P, r, W). Finally, according to 

equation (3.4.10), the age derivative of a(x) can be 

expressed in term5 of the following function. 

a(x) = cr(x, P, r, W) + [r + q(x) Ip(x)] a(x, P, r, W) 
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Since the functions c1(x, P~ 1"", W) and a(x, P, r, W) 

are continuous at a switching point, the age del""iva-

tive of a(x, P, 1"", W) given above i s also continuous 

at such poi nt. 

The relationship between savings and a s sets given by 

equation (3.4.11) has a straight forward inter pretation. 

First, rewrite this equation as 

x 
a(x) = t [e-I""Yp(y)/e-rxp(x)] a(y) dy (3.4.13) 

o 

From equation (3.2.8) we know that 

[- Y 
dz J e- ry ply) = exp j' r*(z) 

0 

exp [-
x 

dZ] e- rx p(x) = Jt I""*(Z) 
0 

where, r*(z) = r + q(z)/p(z) is the actuarial rate of inter-

est. These two equations imply 

e-ryp(y) le-rxp(x) = exp r- / ,..*(z) dz .} r r*(z) dZJ 
~ 0 0 

- exp [( rll-(z) dZJ 
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Using this result in equation (3.4.13), we obtain the 

desired expression 

aix) = l exp [/ r*(z) dZJ O(yl dy (3.4.14) 

Equation (3.4.14) says that th~ level of assets at 

age x are obtained by accumulating the ex~ess of earnings 

over consumption (positive or negative) incurred at each 

previous age y < x, inflated by the appropriate interest 

factor. 

Now we can discuss the age pattern of the assets 

schedule. First, a~ we have already noted, assets at age 

zero are equal to zero, that is a(O) = O. Secon~, if the 

individual survives, his/her assets at age T are also equal 

to zero. If we look at the definition of a(x) given by 

equation (3.4.11), it seems that a(T) = 0/0 whi c h is an un-

defined number. But applying the appropriate (L'Hospital) 

rule for the limit of a(x) as x approaches T, we obtain a 

definite answer. 

d 
Limit 
x .. T dx 

Limit a(x) = 
x .. T 

Upon solving, we obtain 

Limit dp(x}/dx 
x .. T 



Limit a(x) = rl/p(T)] 
)~ .. r 
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T r r· T II - r ~~ 1 lP(T)v(T) + r- e " e 'pCyl(J<y}dy 
o 

The second term inside the square brackets is equal to zero 

because of the lifetime budget constraint. With p eT) = 0, 

the first term is also equal to zero. Since pcn = q<T) 1= 

o (see conditions C3.2.1)', the whol~ e xpression is equal to 

zero. Therefore 

Limit a( x ) = aCT} = 0 
x .. T 

The age pattern of asset holding at other segments 

of life can be summarized in the following theo r em. 

lheo,..m 3.4.7 

If duri ng some earl y years of life the savings 

rat ~ 7hd is negative, the assets schedu le a(x } \-dll 

also be negative. The age at which a( x} reaches its 

minimum, called x a ' comes after age x*. At some poi n t 

* between age x and age x , a(x) becomes zero and after 
a 

this a.ge a(x) is positive except at age T where it i s 

agai n equa l to zero. 

called xa , comes after 

The age at which a (x} peaks, 

* a.ge x . 
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Proof 

Since aW) = 0 and ~(x) is negative unti l age x,., 

equation (3.4.11) implies that a(x) must also be nega-

~ . .... lve. The differ'ential equation (3.4.10) shows that 

at age x*, at which (1(x) is equal t.o zero and a(x) is 

negative, a(x) is decreasing with age. ihis implies 

that the age at which abd wi 11 reach its minimum, 

called xa ' will come after a~e x*. Since a CT) = 0 and 

(1(x) < 0 after age x*, equation (3.4.11) shows that 

a(x*) must be positive. Continuity of a(x} implies 

that a(x) will become zero at some age, called x' , 

after age x and before age a * x • Since at age x', a(x} 

= 0 and (J(x) > Os equation (3.4.10) implies tha.t a ( ::d 

must be increasing with age. Equation (3. 4 .11) also 

implies that a(x) will r~main positive in the inter-

val: x · < x < T. Finally, at age * x , ~ (x) = 0 and 

abd > O. Therefore, according to the differential 

equation (3.4.10), a(x) must be increasing at age x*. 

Thus a(x) will peak after age x*. 

The age profile of assets schedule, a(x ) is sketched 

in figure 3.4.3. In part (a) we plot the age profile of the 

narrow savings schedule, (1(x). In part (b) we p lot the 

function: 



Figure 3.4.3 The Age Profile of Asset Holding 

the 
narrow 
measure 
of 
savings 
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(a) 
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x 
r e-ry p(y) aCyl dy 
o 
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According to the age pattern of savings schedule JI~) shown 

in part (a) oi the figure, the value 04 this function is 

dec~easin9 up to age ~*' when q<x) is negative, increasing 

in the intervaJ x* < x < is positive and 

decreasing thereafter, when atx' is again negative. Thi~ 

function reaches at its minlmum and maximum at age x* and 

* ~. 1 age x respec~lve y. In part (c) of the fi9ur~ we plot the 

function erx/pCx) which is everywhere increasing in age. 

The plot of a(x) is obtained in part Cd) by multiplyin9 the 

two functions drawn in part Cb} and part Ic}. 

The age pattern of asset holding shows that during 

some earl;' years of life the individual 15 a net borrower 

and in the later part of life heJshe is a net lender. In 

de+ini~3 an actuari~11y fair rate of interest ~e have as-

sumed that at the time of deathJ all the business of the in-

dividual ~ith the insurance company is finished. The in-

surance comQany assumes the individual's assets or 

li~bilities when he/she dies. Someone who dies in iebt is 

bailed out and while alive has paid an interest rat? higher 

than that on r!5kless debt and someone wh~ dies with posi-

tiv~ assets forfEits them but has enjojed a rate 0+ return 

above the rate ~n riskless bonds while allve. Let us e~-
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plore this point a little further. The actuarial rate of 

interest for an individual aged x exceeds the rate on bonds 

by the instantaneous conditional probability of death 

Therefor~, If the individual dies at age x, the 

present value of his/her extr~ interest in~ome ~positive or 

ne9ativ~ jepending on the sIgn patter of aCy) during his/her 

life) due to the actuarial rate of interest is 

x 
,- """1 

,1 e ." p ( Y J t. { q ( y' I P ( y)} a ( y) J d y 
o 

Since the probability of death at as. x is q(x}, the ex-

pected present value of the extra interest income is 

T .... 
" 

.I' q(x) i' e-ry p{y) (Cq{y}/p(y}}a(y») 1)' dx 
G 0 

Changing the order of integration and simplifying, we can 

write this expression as follows. 

T 
j' q ( :.( ) ::: ~ - r· x p ( x ) a! } 1 d x 

o 

is the pr~sent value of assets held at 

age x and q{x) is the probability of death at age x~ this 

expression measures the expected present value of assets the 

individual will lose in case of death. Thus the expected 

present value ~f extra interest income is exactly equal to 
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the expected present value of assets left by the individual 

at the time of death. This means that the provi sion of ac

tuarially fair life insurance and annuities allows the indi

vidual to pool the monetary risk of an uncerta i n death with 

others. It is in this sense that Barra and Fr i edman (1977) 

suggest that in the presence of actuarially fa i r life in

surance and annuities an individual will prefer an uncertain 

life horizon as compared to the situation in which the 

length of life is randomly selected and announced to the in

dividual at the beginning of planning horizon. 

Now we come back to the broad measure of savings 

sex} defined as the rate of change in asset holding (equa

tion (3.4.10}). First we write the following obvious 

result. 

Th.orern 3,4.9 

The savings schedule s(x) can be expressed in 

term of the following function 

sex) = sb:, q(x}, P, r, W) (3.4.15) 

The function sex, q(x), P, r, W} is everywhere con

tinuous in all its arguments and has continuous first 

partial derivatives except at a switching point. 
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This result follows directly from the definition of se x ) 

given by equation (3.4.10) and continuity of t he functions 

'j(x, P, r, W) a.nd ah{, P, r, W) and their first partial 

derivatives. 

Next, we r~produce below the relationship among the 

two savings r ates and assets given b y equation (3.4.10). 

(3.4.16) 

The two savings schedules and assets schedul e sat i sfy the 

following relationships. The sav in'3s schedule s( ~; ) is nega-

tiv~ in the intervals 0 ~ x < a xa and ~ < x ~ r when a (x) 

decreasing and positi v e in the interval x < x < x a when a 

is 

a hd is increasing. The broad measure of the sav ings r ate, 

se x ), is smaller (greater) than the narrow measure ~(x) in 

the i nter·val 0 ~ x ~ x ' tx ' ~ x ~ T) Nhen assets ay·e nega-

t i ve (pos i t i ve) . 

Fer f u rther results, we differ entiate the above 

savings schedule with respect to ~ . Th e result is as fol-

lows: 

. 
+ [rf- q( ::d Ip(x)] 3. hd + a Ld !l(::;:) 

where, rrtx ) is the in stan t a neous conditional p r obab il it y of 

dea.th q( x) Iphd . Substituting the shor t notat i on r *( x ) f o r 

the instantaneous actuar i al rate of interest, r + q (~)J p ( x } 

and se x) for ~ (x), we can also write this equation: 
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sex) = ;(x> + r*(x) sex) + a(x) n(x) (3.4.17) 

Again substituting for sex) from equation (3.4 . 16), we find: 

. . '* '* 2 • s(x) = '1(x) .f- r (x) I1{X) + r (x) a(x) + a(x) R( x ) (3.4.1EO 

These relations imply the following resu l t . 

Theorem 3.4.9 

Given that the conditional probab ility of 

death is increasing in the relevant range, if a(x) ~ 0 

at the age when sex) is at a peak or when I1( X ) is at a 

peak, then the age at which s(x) peaks, called s x , 

will come later in life than age xl] at which I](x) 

peaks. 

Figure 3.4.4 illustrates all the relati o nships among 

the two measures of savings and assets. In part (a) is 

shown the age profile of assets. The two measures of 

savings are sketched in part (b). As shown in the f igure, 

at the retirement age there i s an upward jump i n the slope 

of the broad measure of savings, that is, s ( x). This fol-

1 O~.,s from equat ion (3.4. 17), cont i nu i ty of the schedu 1 es 

sex) and rrex) and theorem 3.4.5. 
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Figure 3.4.4 The Relationship Among the Two Measures of 
Savings and Assets 

(a) 

(b) 

asse t s 
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o age 
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It is interesting to note the placement of age a x , 

at which the individual starts decumulating, in comparison 

to the r~tirement age R. A h ° t h f O a s sown 1n e 19ur e, age x 

comes earlier than the retirement age R. HOI-4EVer, the 

struc tu re o f o u r model does no t ne~essar i l j imply this rela-

t i ona In other \-Iords, \-l ithin the frame"'40rk of our analys i s 

i t is qu ite possible that the individual may be accumulating 

assets even during some early years of ret i rement. 

Since at the retirement agE earn ings are zero, a CR) 

= - c(RL Therefore the condition that s t~ ) is positive at 

this age i mplies the following relation: 

s i R) :> 0 if and only if [r- + iT (R)]a{R i )- c( R i (3.4.19) 

That is, savings are pos i tive if and on ly if the i n terest 

income i s mor~ than consu mpti on . I f s (R} i s pas it i \Ie, t hen 

assets must be inc~easing with age. If t he cond i tional 

p r obabilit y of death, rr ( x) , i s nen-dec r easing, t he interes t 

income must also b e increasing with age. Then consumption 

shou ld also be inc r easi ng with age fast enough to make s u re 

t~at sav i ngs wi ll e vent u a l l y become negat i ve bec ause if the 

i ndiv idu al survives to t he last instant of the ho ri zon , 

he / she would hav e consumed al l the assets. 

In an y case~ we can see f r om condi t ion (3 .4.19) 

that , jf the a c tuar i al r ate of i nterest i s h ighJ t h e in d i -

vi dual may be acc umul a t in g even af te r r eti r emen t . I t has 
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been suggest~d in the literature that, under life un

c~rtainty, if life i nsurance and annuities are net avail

able, the individual may continue to accumulate after 

r etirement i n order t o avoid the risk of being left with 

li ttle to consume i f he/she survi ves longe r (Dav ies (1981 ) , 

~nd Zilcha and Friedman (1 983 » . 

Th i s result can be obtained in the present model due 

to a d i fferent reason. If U12 (x) < 0, consumption duri ng 

early years of retirement vlill be increaSing faster than the 

later years of working period of li f e (see Theorem 3.3.1 7 

and diagram 3. 3 .1). For a few years befor e retirement con-

s umption may have e ven started decreasing with age provided 

the w3ge r a te is decreasing . This implies that at the be-

gi nni ng of the r etirement period, consumption is e xpected to 

b e l ower due t o the endogenous work allocation decision. On 

the other hand, income could be higher due to the actuar ial 

rate of interest on assets which is higher than t he rate on 

bonds. Th i s implies that during some ear l y year s o f retire

ment the broad measure of savings could be positive, and 

therefore, t he i ndi v id u al may still be accumulat i ng. Thus, 

besides other r easons, an endogenous wor k - l eisur e c hoice and 

u ncertainty of life in the presence of life insurance and 

annuities could also e xplain the continued accumulation or 

mild decumulat i on b y t he elderly. 



This completes the analysis of an individual's life 

cycle model. After summarizing the main findings of this 

chapter we ~Iill move to the comparative static analysis of 

this model. 

3.~ CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A two stage budgeting approach was adopted to ex

plain consumption, work and retirement decisions in a life 

cycle model under uncertain lifetimes with actuarially fair 

life insurance and annuities. Due to life insurance and an

nuities, the effect of uncertainty on relative time prefer

ence is removed. Therefore, the differential equations de

scribing the age paths of consumption and work hours were 

found to be the same as under certainty. In that respect 

many of the results regarding the age pattern of consumption 

and work hours found in this research are comparable with 

those already established in the literature for certain 

lifetimes. However, the application of the two stage 

budgeting approach, endogenization of retirement decision 

and studying in detail savings and assets holding provided 

many additional results for the life cycle hypothesis. In 

addition, the two stage budgeting approach better explained 

the life cycle allocation process. Some of the findings 

regarding life cycle allocation behaviour are summarized be

low. 
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The effect of an anticipated increase in wage rate 

on expenditure (on consumption and leisure) was decomposed 

into two parts. First, there is a cost of liv i ng effect 
. 

which results in more expenditure on a given basket of con-

sumption and leisure as the wage rate increases. Second, 

there is an intertemporal allocation effect wh i ch arises due 

to the reason that a wage increase makes expenditure mere 

expensive. Given the mar9inal rate of substitu tion between 

consumption and leisure over the life cycle, an anticipated 

increase in wage rate will result in an increase (decrease) 

in expenditure if leisure is a normal (inferior) good. 

The effects of an anticipated increase in wage rate 

on consumption and work hours were decomposed into two com-

ponents: an intertemporal allocation effect and an in-

tratemporal substitution effect. First, an anticipated in-

crease in wage rate over the life cycle will make expendi-

ture more expensive in future than in present. lhis will 

result in a decreasin9 (increasing) expenditure over the 

life cycle if leisure is a normal (inferior) good. This age 

pattern of expenditure will, in turn, result in an increas-

iog wor k hours over the life cycle whether leisure is in-

ferior or normal. If consumption and leisure a r e normal 

goods, consumption will be decreasing with age. But, if any 

of consumption and leisure are inferior, consumption will be 

increasing with age. This substitution over the life cycle 



may be interpreted as the intertemporal substitution effect. 

Second, as a result of an anticipated increase in the wage 

rate, consumption and work will increase due to substitution 

between leisure and consumption at each age. This effect 

has an interpretation of an intratemporal subs t itution ef 

fect. Thus the full effect of an anticipated i ncrease in 

wage rate should not be regarded, like MaCurdy (1981l, as an 

intertemporal substitution effect. 

The life cycle motive explains the ret i rement deci-

sion. It was shown that, if the wage rate is non-increasing 

at retirement age and the rate of interest is positive, the 

individual will never re-enter the labour market once 

retired. 

Before retirement, consumption was shown to be in

creasing and work hours decreasing with age due to a posi

tive rate of interest. Work hours are positively correlated 

with anticipated variations in the wage rate over the life 

cycle. If consumption and leisure are substitutes for each 

other, consumption also positively responds to these varia

tions in the wage r·ate. After retirement, consumption is 

increasing with age due to a positive rate of i nterest and 

is independent of the wage rate. 

The relative position of the peak ages of different 

variables was studied. If the wage rate is increasing with 

age earlier in life and decreasing thereafter, consumption 
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and work hours can have interior peaks. If work hours peak, 

then earnings will also peak. Work hours peak earlier in 

life than earnings which in turn peak earlier than the wage 

rate. Consumption can peak only after the peak in the wage 

r ate. 

The study of savings and assets accumu l ation behav

iour enabled us to put additiona l restrict i ons on the rela

t i onship between consumption and earni ngs over the life 

cycle. In particular, over the l ife cycle, wage induced 

variations in consumption will always be smaller than the 

wage induced variations in earnings both measured in ab

solute terms. Thus, while the marginal propensity to consume 

out of anticipated earned income may be positive under 

certain condition, it will def initely be less than one. 

This result suggests that the Keynesian absolute income 

hypothesis may be supported even in the life cycle context. 

It was also shown that the individual saves t he max

imum part of earnings before earnings are at peak (assuming, 

as usual, that wage rate is increasing earl i er in l ife and 

decreasing thereafter). During early years of life consump

tion may exceed earnings. During middle years, consumption 

is less than earnings and finally, during t he later years, 

consumption again exceeds earnings. 

The life cycle behaviour of two measures of savings 

was studied, a narrow measure defined as the excess of earn-
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ings over ~onsumption and a broad measure defined as the ex

~ess of full in~ome (ea~nings plus net inte~est in~ome) over 

consumption. At early years of life, when asset holdings 

are negative, interest in~ome is also negative. Therefore 

the broad measure of savings is smaller than t he narrow 

measure. In later years, when asset holding, and therefo~e 

interest income, is positive, the broad measure of savings 

ex~eeds the nar~ow measu~e. 

While savings out of ea~nings a~e definitely nega

tiv~ at roetirement, the savings out of full in~ome could be 

positive or negative. Consumption du~ing some ea~ly yea~s 

of retirement is expected to be lower if ~onsumption and 

leisure a~e substitutes. On the othe~ hand, i n te~est in~ome 

is higher due to actuarially fair annuities Hhi~h yield a 

higher rate of return than bonds. Therefore, with an 

endogenous Hork-leisure d~cision and actuarially fair an

nuities, it is possible that during some early years of 

retirement, the individual may still ac~umulate wealth. 

The growth ~ates of expenditure, consumption and 

leisure were related with the rate of interest and the 

growth rate of wage rate. These relations depen d on the 

~oefficient of relative risk aversion, the lower stage 

elasti~ities of demand for ~onsumption and leisure with 

respe~t to expenditure and wage rate and the lower stage ex

penditure shares of consumption and leisure. 
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3.A APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 3 

3.A.l Proof of Theorem 3.3.~ 

We will prove properties (i) through (iv) first for 

an i nterior solution, t hen f or a corner solution and fina ll y 

for a swi t ching point sol u t i on. 

Interior Solution 

(i) By assumption 1, U(x) is continuous in c(x) and l (x) 

which in turn are continuous in w(x) and e(x) by theorem 

3.3.1. Therefore, by definition, vex) is continuous in w(x) 

and e(x). The first partial derivatives of Vex} are 

V
t 

(x) = - {a-hex)} U
1 

(x) 

V
2

(x) = U
1 

(x) 

(3.A.U 

{3.A.2) 

Since by assumption 1, U1 (x) is continuous in c(x) and hex) 

which in turn are continuous in w ( x) and e(x) by theorem 

3.3.1, both the partial derivatives VI (x) and V2 (x) are con

tinuous in w(x} and e(x). Next, cons i der the second partial 

der· ivatives l"lhich can be obtained fr·om equations (3.A. 1> and 

{3.A.2) as fo l lows. 

+ U 1 (x) [ ah ( x) I 3w ( x) ] (3.A.3) 



V12 (x) = U11 (x)[ac(x)/aw(x)] - U12 (x)[ah(x)/aw(x)] 

V22 (x) = U11 (x)[ac(x)/ae(x)] - U12 (x)[ah(x)/8e(x)] 
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(3.A.4) 

(3.A.5) 

All the first and second partial derivatives of the direct 

utility function appearing in the above equations are con-

t inuous in c(x) and hex) by assumpt i on 1. Similar l y c(x) 

and hex ) and their first partial derivatives with respect to 

W(x) and e(x} are continuous by theorem 3.3.1. lherefore 

all the second partial derivatives V" (x) given above are 
1J 

continuous. 

(ii) Sinee U1 (x} is positive by assumption 2, equation 

(3.A.2) implies that V2 (x) is also positive. 

(iii) Since c(x) or ' G-h(x) cannot be negative, both must be 

equal to zero when e(x) = c(x) + w(x){G-h(x)} is equal to 

zero. Therefore, using (3.A.2) and assumption 3, we ccn-

elude 

V 2 ( x) I e ( x ) =0 = U 1 (x) I e ( x ) =0 = III 

~i v ) Substituting for 3c(x)/8e(x} and ah~x)/ae ( x ) from equa-

ti ons (3.3.12) and (3.2.13) respectively in equation (3.A.5 ) 

and Simplifying, we find 

(3.A.6) 
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Q(x), defined by equation (3.2.11) is negative and ~(x), 

defined below is positive under the assumption of strict 

concavity of the utility function. 

(3.A.7) 

Since Q(x) < 0 and o(x} > 0, V22 (x) must be negative. 

Therefore the indirect utility function Vex) i s strictly 

concave in e(x). 

Carner Solut.ion 

(i) Continuity of the indirect utility function fo l lows from 

assumption 1 and theorem 3.3.1 in the same way as under an 

interior solution. The first and second parti a l derivatives 

of Vex), which can be easily obtained, are 

V 1 (x) = - e U1 (x) (3.A.8) 

V
2

(x) = U1 (x) (3.A.9) 

V1I (x) 2 = e U11 (x) (3.A.I0) 

V12 (x) = - e UII (x) (3.A.!!) 

V22 bd = U
11

(x) (3.A.!2) 

All these partial derivatives are continuous in c(x) and 

hex) by assumption 1. In turn, c(x) and hex) a r e continuous 

in w(x) and e(x). Therefore all the first and s econd par-
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tial de~ivatives of V(x) given above a~e conti nuous in 

~ .. ,(x) and ~(x). 

(ii) Equation (3.A.?) implies that V2 (x) > 0 by assumption 

2. 

(iii) This property is not relevant for a corner solution 

because, as theorem 3.3.2 says, a corne~ solut i on is not 

possible at e(x) = O. 

(iv) Equation (3.A.12) implies that V22 'x) < 0 by assumption 

4. The~efo~e v( x} is st~ictly concave. 

Switching Point Solution 

(i) Since c(x) and hex} are continuous in w(x) and e(x) at a 

switching point by theo~em 3.3.1, the indirect utility func-

tion ve x } = U[c(w(x),~(x}) , e - hCw(x),e(x»] is also con-

tinuous at such point. As we approach a switching point 

f r om the interior solut i on, the first partial derivatives 

V 1 (x) and V2~x), given by equa.tions (3.A.!) and (3.A.2), ap-

p~oach to -9 U
1 

(e(x)-\ .. Cx}8 , ~) and U
1 

(eex)-w(x)8, ~) r'espec-

tiv,=ly. If we app~oach that point from the cor ner solution, 

the two derivatives, now gi ven b y equations (3.A.8) and 

(3.A.9), take the same val ues as before. Therefore V1(x) 

and V~ex) are also continuous at a switching po i nt • 
..... 

(ii) At a s",itching point V2 (x) = U1 eeex)-wex)a, ~) which is 

positive by assumption 2. 
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(iii) As before there cannot be a corner solut i on and there-

fore a switching point at e(x) =0. 

(iv) If we approach a switching po i nt from the interior 

solution, V2 (x) is decreas i ng in e(x) at the rate 

Ul(X )2~(X}/Q(X}, as shown by equation ( 3 .A .6) . I f we ap

proach that point from the corner solution, V
2

( x) i s agai n 

decreasing in e(x), though at a different rate, U1 1 (x) 

(equation (3.A.12». Therefore vex) is concave in the 

neighbourhood of a switching point. 

3.A.2 Proof of Theorem 3.3.6 

Equation (3.3.33), written in more elaborate form, 

(3.A.13) 

can be imagined as an implicit function involving e(x), 

etO), x, r, wtO), and w(x ) as its arguments. Since t h is 

funct i on i s cont i nuous in all of its arguments and 

V22 (wex) , e( x » * 0, according to the Implic i t Function 

Theorem e ( x ) can be solved as a continuous function of e(O), 

x , r , wt O} and w(x ) . Let us write this function as 

(3.A.14 ) 
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where, the function takes the value etO) at x = O. Using 

this function in equation (3.3.34), we obtain an implicit 

function in e tO), P, r, and W , where P and W contain the 
. 

entire domains of p(x) and w(x), 0 ~ x S T. 

T 
e f e- rx p(x) w(x) dx - ECe(O), P , r, W) 

o 

where, 

T 

(3.A.iS ) 

E(e(O), P, r, W) = I e-rx p(x) EX CeCO),x,r,wCO),w ( x» dx 
o 

(3.A.16) 

The implicit function given by (3.A.1S) is obviously con

tinuous in all of its arguments since the function: EX(e(O}, 

x, r, w(O), w(x ) } is continuous. Consider the followin9 

der i vative. 

dE (e(O), P, r, W}/de(O) = 

T 
I e- rx p(x) [dEx(e(O),x,r,w(O ) ,wtx}) / deCO)] dx 
o 

Since V22 (O) / V22 (x) * 0, therefore dE(e (O), P, r, W)/de(O) * 
O. It follows that etO) can be solved as a continuous func-

ti o n of P, rand W from equation (3.A.1S) . We can write 

this function as 
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e(O) = e(P, r, W) (3.A.17) 

Finally, substituting this function in equation (3.A.14), we 

f ind the so l ution for e ( x). 

e(x) = EX(e (P, r, W), x, r, w(O), w(x» 

= e(x, P, r, W) (3.A.18) 

Since the function EX(e(O), x, r, w(O), w(x» is continuous 

in e(O), x, r, w(O) and w(x) and etO) = e(P, r, W) is con

tinuous in P, rand W, it follows that the function e(x, P, 

r, W) is continuous in all i t s arguments. 

Since within a segment of interior or corner solu

tion, V12 ( x ) and V22 (x) a r e continuous by theorem 3.3.5(i), 

the implicit function (3.A.13) has continuous first partial 

derivatives. This implies, according to the I mplicit Func

tion Theorem, that the function given by (3.A . 14) which is 

obtained from (3.A.t3l also has continuous fi r st partia l 

derivatives. This in . turn imp l ies that the implicit func

tion <3.A.t5 ) and its expl i c i t counterpart (3 . A.!7) also 

have continuous first partial derivatives. I t follows, 

therefore, that the solution for planned expenditure given 

by the f u nct i on (3.A.tS) has continuous first partial 
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derivatives .. lith respect to x, P, rand W .. lith i n a segment 

of interior or corner solutions. 

3.A.3 Proof of Theorem 3.4.4 

The differential equation (3.4.5) implies that ~(x) 

is decreasing after age xW. We can show that ~(x) is also 

decreasing in the interval xm < x < xH
• The definition of 

savings given by equation (3.4.1) implies 

j(x) = mbod - cbd (3.A.19) 

Consider the differential equation (3.3.73) which implies 

that 

~(x) < 0 if and only if 

Multiplying both sides by - U2(x)~2(x)/U1(x)~1(x) < 0 and 

subtracting [U
1 

(x)U
12

(xl/G(x)] w(x} we can write 

h hd < 0 if and only if 

- r [V 2 (x) IU
1 
(x)~(x)] - (U

1 
(x)U

12
(x) Itdx)] w(x) > 

- [{U2(x)Ul1(x) P2(x)/Vl(x)~(x}} + (U
1

Cx)U
12

(x)/6(x)}] w(x) 

The left hand side of this inequality is equal to c{x} (see 

equation (3.3.72». The right hand 5ide can be simplified 
., 

to - [Ut(x)-U2(x)tPl(x)] ~(x). Thus the above inequality 

implies 
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. 
w(x). 

Since ~l(x) < 0, this relationship implies that in the in

terval xh ( x < XW when hex) is decreasi ng qnd w(x) is i n-

creasing, c ( x) must be increasing. This means that in the 

sub-in t erval xm < x < xW when m(x) is decreas i ng, c ( x) is 

incr eas ing_ Thus equation (3.A.19) impl i es that ~(x) must 

be decreasing in this interval. We already know that a(x) 

is decreasing in the interval xW ~ x ~ T. Therefore a(x) 

can peak only before age xm. 



CHAPTER 4 

COMPARATIVE STATIC EFFECTS ON THE 

LIFE CYCLE ALLOCATION DECISION 

4. 1 INTRODUCTION 

I n the previous chapter we have concluded, apart 

from other things, that the l ifetime allocation decision of 

the individual depends on certain parameters like the sur

vival probabilities, interest rate and t he wag e rates. In 

this chapter we will discuss in detail how the individual 

reacts to small changes in these parameters. The effect of 

an increase in the probability of survival to various points 

of life c ycle is of particular interest in th i s research. 

This exerc i se will show how the individual' s l ifetime al

location dec i sion is affected by different types of 

mortal i t y improvements all of which result in an equal in

crease i n expected lifetime. This analys i s wi ll be useful 

t o stud y the imp l ications of mortal i ty improve ments for the 

aggregate econom i c behaviour in part II of th i s thesis. 

In addition, we will also study the e f fects of an 

increase in the rate of interest and wage rate s on the life 

c yc le allocation decision. The type of c hanges in wage 

rates considered in this chapter is different from the type 
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discussed in chapter 3. In particular, the changes in wage 

rates across life cycle, discussed in chapter 3 are known to 

the individual at the beginning of planning hor izon and, 

theref ore, are already incorporated into the lifetime budget 

constrain t . The changes in wage rates to be discussed in 

this chapter, on the other hand, are not incorporated into 

the lifetime budget constraint. These changes in wage rates 

are the parametric changes unlike the evolutionary or 

anticipated changes discussed earlier. This distinction 

will become clearer in section 4.5. 

In the next section .. ,e discuss some preliminary mat

ters relating to comparative static analysis in the life 

cycle model. In particular, we restate the life cycle model 

for an individual who had implemented a part o f his/her ini

tia l life cycle plan and faces the problem of replanning due 

to a change in some parameter (5) of the problem. The effect 

of changes in the distribution of life are studied in sec

tion 4.3. First we shall discuss the effects of an increase 

in the general survival rates for various segments of life. 

These changes in the survival rates affect both the expected 

l i fetime utility function of the individual as well as the 

lifetime budget constraint due to the implied changes in the 

actuarial rates of interest. Then, He shall discuss the im

plications of an increase in a mean preserving spread in the 

distribution of life for the lifetime allocat i on decision of 



the individual. Finally, we shall also discuss briefly the 

implications of an increase in the subjective survival prob

abilities, independent of general survival risks in the 

society. These subjective mortality changes will alter the 

expected lifetime utility function of the individual but 

will leave the lifetime budget constraint unchanged, the 

reason being that the actuarial rates of interest are based 

on general survival risks in the society rather than the 

subjective life distribution of some particular individual. 

The effects of an increase i~ the rate of interest and the 

age specific Hage rates are studied in section 4.4 and 4.5 

respectively. The main mathematical results used for the 

analysis are appended to the chapter. 

4.2 PRELIMINARIES 

The solution to the life cycle allocation problem is 

determined in two stages. The conditional so l ution for con

sumption and work hours at age x, determined at the lower 

stage, depends on the wage rate and the expenditure rate at 

age x. In turn, the expenditure rate at age x is determined 

at the upper stage and depends on all the parameters of the 

problem. The logical way to proceed with the comparative 

static analysis is to start at the upper stage. The solu-

tion of the upper stage problem is characterized by equa

tions (3.3.33) and (3.3.34) which are reproduced beloH. 



T 
f e- rx p(x) [w(x)9 - e(x)] dx = 0 
o 
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(4.2.1) 

(4.2.2) 

It will be assumed that at a certain age the indi-

vidual realizes that some parameters of t he problem have 

changed. This change in the parameters will force the indi-

vidual to replan his/her allocation of expenditure for the 

rest of life. Let us suppose that at age n the individual 

is informed of a change in certain parameters of the prob-

tem. Obviously, the initial plan of expenditure allocation 

for any age below age n has been implemented. All the indi-

vidual is left to do is to replan the allocation of expendi-

ture for the rest his/her of life. In order to capture this 

aspect~ we restate the optimizing cond i tions (4.2.1) and 

(~.2.2) in terms of the life cycle problem of an individual 

aged n. First consider the tangency cond i tion (4w2.1). For 

x = n, this condition can be written as 

Dividing equation (4.2.1 ) by this equation, we can write, 

for x ~ n, 

(4.2.3) 
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Next, we can partition equation (4.2.2) as follows. 

n 
t e- r x p{x}[w( x)9-e( x )] dx + ptx)[w(x)6-e(x }] dx = 0 
o 

Dividing this ~quation by the discount factor e- rn p Cn), we 

can write 

T 
atn) + f e-r(x-n) [p(x)/p(n)] [w(x)Q-e(x)] dx = 0 (4.2.4) 

n 

where, a(n) is asset holding at age n (equati o n (3.4.11». 

Equations (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) are the optimizing 

conditions for the alloc~tion of expenditure b y an individu-

al aged n who holds initial assets in the amou nt a(n) as a 

result of his/her past optimizing behav i our. If there is 

any change in the parameters of the problem which the indi-

vidual is informed of at age n, then the past behaviour is 

u naffected by this change. Therefore we can t reat a(n) as a 

s iven parameter. However, the individual may change his/her 

f~ture plan from age n onwards. 

We are now ready to study the effects of changes in 

different parameters anticipated at age n. 
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4.3 THE EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE DISTRIBU1'ION OF LIFE 

Unlike in the conventional two period model, life 

expectancy in our model can be increased by increasing the 

probability of survival to any age. This is an important 

departu re from the earlier work by Sheshinski and Weiss 

( 1981), Abel (1986) and Skinner (1985). In their models 

life is uncertain only in the second period. Therefore life 

expectancy can i ncrease only if there is an increase in the 

probability of survival in the second period. The present 

model i s more general as it recognizes the fact that human 

life at any age is never certain. Thus in stu dying the ef

fect of longevity on life cycle behaviour one may consider 

the effect of an increase in the probabil i ty of survival to 

various points of horizon. 

First He discuss how different types of mortality 

improvements can be brought about by changing the distribu

t i on of l ife which is described by the density function 

q(xl. Consider the simplest form of a change in the d i stri

butIon of life. Let us suppose that the probability of 

death at some age, say Xl ' decreases by dq(x 1 ) . Since the 

denSity function q{x) must sum to unity, there must be a 

compensating increase in the probability of death at some 

other age (s}. Suppose that this compensating increase in 

the probability o f death takes place at age x
2

• Obviously 

dqCx 2 ) = - dq(x 1 ) > 0 since dq(x t ) < O. This change in the 
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distribution of life implies a mortality improvement if and 

only if x2 > xl. To be more explicit, consider the expected 

life of the individual, f. 

T 
f == .t' x q(x) dx 

o 
( 4 . 3 . 1> 

With the above described change i n the d i stribution of life, 

the expected life of the individual wi l l i ncrease by 

(4.3.2) 

The individual's consumption and Hork schedule~ etc. 

have been expressed as functions of survival probabilities. 

Therefore to study the effect of above change in the distri-

but i on of life, we first study how this change relates to 

the survival probabilities. Thus consider the definition of 

probabil i t y of survival to age x, p(x). 

x 
p (x) = 1 - .I' q(:>,> dy 

o 

It follows i mmediately that 

dp ( x) = dq ( x
2

) > 0 

= 0 for all x: 

(4.3.3) 

(4 . 3.4 ) 
or x ~ 
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To express the increase in expected life associated 

with the change in the distribution of life under considera-

tion, in terms of the resulting changes in the survival 

probabilities, we now express the expected life in terms of 

survival probabilities. The expected life is given by equa-

ticn (4.3.1). Substituting q(x) = -p(x ) in (4 .3.1), solving 

the definite integral and noting that peT) = 0, we obtain 

T 
f = f p(x) dx 

o 
(4.3.5) 

The increase in expected life resulting from the mortality 

improyement is given as, 

x2 = f dp(x) dx (4.3.6 ) 
xl 

where, dp(x) = dq(x 2 ) > 0 for all x: xl ~ x < x2 • 

It is obvious from (4.3.6} that a given increase in 

survival probability by dq(x 2 ) in a given interval Xl to x2 

will increase the expected life by the same margin irrespec-

tive of the placement of that interval in the life horizon. 

But, as we shall shortly notice in this section, the im-

plications of this mortality improvement for t he life cycle 

allocation behav i our crucially depend on the p lacement of 

this interval. In other words, the effect of mortality im-

provement on the life cycle allocation of consumption and 
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work hours depends on the segment of the life horizon over 

which the survival probabilities are assumed to have in

creased. 

We are now ready to study the effects of improve

ments in life expectancy on the individual's life cycle a l -

l ocation decision. There are two types of life expectancy 

i mprovements which can be studied in our model. First, 

there can be an i mprovement in the subjective probability 

distribution of life for the individual concerned, with the 

general mortality prospects in the society being unchanged. 

This subjective improvement in life expectancy may be due tD 

personal reasons, like improvement in health prospects or a 

change in the degree of optimism or pessimism. The other 

type of improvement in life expectancy is due to a general 

mortality improvement in t he society which wi l l also affect 

the subjective life distribution of the indiv i dual con

cerned. 

In our discussion so far we have not distinguished 

between the subjective and the actual distributions of life. 

It has been assumed that the two distributions are identical 

and therefore insurance compa~ies carry their transact i ons 

with the indiv i dual at an actuar i ally fair rat es of interest 

based on the probability distribution of life perceived by 

the individua l . I n analyzing the effects of s ubjective im-

provemen t s in life expectancy, we need to spec ify the behav -



iour of insurance companies towards such improvements. It 

will be assumed that insurance companies calculate actuarial 

rates of interest on the basis of general mortality risks 

and therefore do not recognized changes in the subjective 

distribution of life of any particular indivi dual. 

This assumption implies that, while a general 

mortality improvement ~,ill change both the expected lifetime 

utility fllnction and the budget constraint, a subjective im

provement in life expectancy will affect only the expected 

lifetime utility function. Now we discuss these two types 

of improvements in the distribution of life. 

4.3.1 The Effocts of G.n.ral Mortality Improv.m.nts 

As we have di~cussed above, a general mortality im

provement will affect the allocation decision of the indi

vidual due to two factor, namely the change in e~pected 

lifetime utility function and the change in lifetime budget 

constraint. The budget constraint will change due to 

changes in the actuarial rates of interest imp lied by the 

mortality improvement. The individual will realize this 

change in the actuarial rates of interest onl y after the 

mortality improvement has been known and full y acknowledged 

by the insu rance market. In the following analYSis we as-

sume that a small increase in probability of survival to a 

specific age, say x', takes place and that this change is 
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known by the individual as well as acknowledged by the in-

surance market when the individual is aged n. If x' < n, 

then, as already explained, this mortality improvement is of 

ne consequence for the life cycle allocation decision of the 

Th -' t' t ... 1 ere. ore we assume na ~ _ n~ 

In the appendix (section 4.A.l, equation {4.A.5» '4 1 ... 

is shown that the effect of an increase in the probability 

of survival to age x· anticipat~d at age n on expenditure at 

age ~ is as follows. 

-rx' de{x)!;:ip<x') ... [e(x}/2(xHHn)] [e <J(x')] 

<",here, 

T 
¢<n) = .i' e- rx p(x} re(x) I~hd] dx > 0 

n 

and, 

2 ( x) = - e ( x ) V 22 ( x) I V:2 ( x ) } 0 

<4.3.71 

t4.3.8} 

<4.3.9} 

1 In the long run, or what may be called a stead1 
state, all the changes in survival rates are expected to be
=:ome 3 plJ.b1:i::: knowledse. But, t:)en we Should be i=omparing 
the life c~cle 911ocation deCIsion of twe IndIviduals aged 
zero, rather than aged n, one facing th9 initIal distribu
tion of lif~ and the other facing the changed distribution. 
It would be an interesting exercise to look at the transi
tional issue involved in passing from one steady state to 
3nother. We plan to tak9 on this issue in our future re
s2arch. Th~ present analysis, however, is more suitable for 
the 3~~d~ of such mortalit~ chenges which are recognized 
~ven in a short period. 
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It is known that the coefficient of relative ris~ 

aversion ~(x) and hence ~(n' are positive. Ther-efore the 

sign and magnitude of the effect of an increase in the prob-
,. 

ability of survival to age x' anticipated at age n ( x' on 

eypenditure at age x ! n is dir~ctly related to the sign and 

magnitude of the present value of savings planned for age 

x", Thus the maIn result of this section can be summarized 

a.s 

Anticipated at age n, an increa.se in the Pl"oi:l-

.3.bllity of ~urvival to an age in the in terv,ii 1 x* to *" x 

!below x* or above x*) when the savings I"ate o-Ld is 

positive (ne9~tive}J will result in more (lesser) ex-

pe~diture 3t each future age x ! n, 

where x* and x* are the ages at which tho savings schedule 

,eX) =hanges its si3" from negati~e to positive and from 

positive to negative respectively, 

A similar result has been obtained by Abel (1986) 

and Sheshinski and Weiss (1981) in their analysis of the ef-

feet of a better life expectancy for the second period of a 

~wo period consumption mod~l. Our result, however, is more 

pr~vements i~ life expectancy. 
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The result can be interpreted as follows. With an 

increase in the probability of survival to an age at which 

the savings rate ,ex) is positive (negative), the present 

value of lifetime savings will increase (decrease) for the 

given savings ptan. To bring the budget in b41ance, tne In-

dividual will increase <decrease) e~penditure in all the fu-

ture periods of life. 

To be more specifics we now study the type of 

mortality improvement which increases the probability of 

(4.3.4) 1. First note that, as given in equation (4.3.7), 

the effect of an increase in the probability of survival to 

age x' on expenditure depends on age x' cnly t~rou9h a fac-

t -" t· 1 . t -rx' or OT propor lana 1 y: e Therefore, treating x' 

as a contin~ous variable and integrating equation 14.3.7) 

over the interval [Xl' x2]~ the effect of mortality improve-

ment represented by equations C4.3.4J on the allocation of 

expenditure can be obtained a3 follows. 

(4.3.101 

This mortality improvement will lower the instantaneOU5 ccn-

ditional probability of death qCy:/p(y] and hence the ac-

tuariall/ f~ir rate of interest fer the inter~al ~. to x~. . .... 
With this lower rate of interest, tne present ~alue of 
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lifetime savings will increase (decrease) if the savings 

rate during that segment of life is positive (negative). 

The rest of the argument goes as discussed above. 

An important thing to notice is that the resulting 

decrease in the actuarially fair rate of interest carries no 

intertemporal substitution effects. The reason is that this 

effect is fully offset by the impatience due to life un

certainty. Thus, if an increase in life expec t ancy lowers 

the actuarial rate of interest by lowering the instantaneous 

conditional probability of death, it will also lower the in

stantaneous rate of time preference by the same margin. 

Thus the only effect of a mortality improvemen t on the 

lifetime allocation decision is due to the 'wealth effect'. 

The sensitivity of expenditure with respect to 

mortality variation also depends on the time lag between the 

age of anticipation and the actual age of the mortality var

iation. To see this point, we differentiate the derivative 

de(x)fdp( x'} given in equation (4.3.7) with respect to n. 

dtde(x)/dpex')]/dn = 
- te(x)/~(x)¢(n)2] [e- rx ' ~(x ' )] [d¢(n)/dnl 

Or, substi tuting 

d¢(n)/dn = - e- rn pen) [e(n)/g(n)], (4 .3.11 ) 

we can write: 
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d[de(x) / dp(x·)]/dn = [e-rn pCn)etn)/§tn};(n)] de(x)/dp(x·) 

(4.3.12) 

Since ~ Cn) and ¢(n) are positive, the s i gn of t he derivative 

d[de(x} / dp(x·)]/dn will be the same as that of the deriva

tive de(x}/dp(x·). Therefore, if a mortality improvement 

results in more (less) expenditure, then a delay in the 

anticipation of a change in survival probability will in

crease (decrease) the extent of this effect. This gives us 

the next resu.lt: 

Theorem 4.3.2 

The later the mortal ity · i mprovement i 5 

ant i cipated, the shorter will be the rema i n ing horizon 

for replanning, and therefore, the more wi 11 be the 

adjustment in expenditure. 

Next , we discuss the effect of Mortal i ty improve

ments on consumption and work hours. Si nce the mortality 

improvement does not disturb the relative pri c e of leisure 

i n terms of consumption for any age, these ef f ects can be 

easily inferred from the lower stage solution as 

dc ( x ) /dp ( x·} = [ac(x )/ 3e ( x}] [de (x) / dp(x· ) ] (4.3.13) 
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(4.3.14) 

If both consumption and leisure are normal, a mortality im-

provement which results in mor~ (less) expenditure will also 

resul t i n more (l ess) consumpt i on at each age and less 

(more) work hours at each age before retirement. The reason 

is that with the real wage rate given, when the expenditure 

increases (decreases) we move along the expansion path and, 

therefore, before retirement both consumption and leisure 

also increase (decrease) as both of these are assumed to be 

nor·ma 1 . During retirement the change in expenditure induced 

by the Mortality improvement is fully absorbed by an equal 

change i n consumption because leisure is fixed at its maxi-

mum poss i ble level. Thus theorem 4.3.1 i mplies the follow-

i ng result regarding t he effect o f a mortality improvement 

on the allocation of consumption and work hours. 

Theorem 4.3.3 

I f consumption and leisure are normal, then 

with an antic i pated (at age n ) increase i n the prob.. ab i lity of survival to an age in the interv a l x .. to x 

(be I ow x* or above x * ) when the savi ngs r a te 11 (x) is 

pos i tive (negative), consumption will increase 

(decrease) at each future age x ~ n and work hours 
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will decrease (increase) at each future working age x: 

Let us new examine how the retirement decision is 

affected by Mortality improvements. The retirement age is 

defined by the conditlon that the solution for work hours 

for the pre-retirement segment of the horizon clpproaches 

=er~ as the age index approaches the retirement age. In 

other words, the individual will retire at age R if 

Limit h(x, p~ r, W} = 0 
~"-+R 

{4.3.15) 

Differentiating this condition with respect to p(x"), while 

treating x as the endogenous variable, we can write 

L i r" 1 t i: n \ x) { d x i d P { x • '} + { d h ! x) l d P ( x • ) } 1 = 0 
¥. ... R 

Taking the limit and solving for dR/dp(~'J~ we obtain 

Limit [dh(x)/dp{x~}J 

dR/dp b:' i = ~4. 3. 1.6} 
- Limit hhd 

x"R 

The denominator in thi3 expression is positiv~ because work 

hours must be decreasing in the left side nei3hbourhood of 

the ret~rement ~ge. 7he numerator ~ould be positive or neg-

~tive, depending on normality of 13isure and the nature of 
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mortality improvement. Therefore, we can write the follow

ing result regarding the effect of mortality improvement on 

the retirement decision. 

Theorem 4.3.4 

If leisure is normal, then an anti c ipated in

crease in the probability of survival to a future age 

in the interval x* to x* (below x. or above x*) when 

the savings rate a(x) is positive (negative), will in

duce an earlier (later) retirement. 

The signs of all the effects of an increase in the 

probability of survival to different ages are summarized in 

table 4.3.1. 

At this stage we can also do some grou nd work for 

the general equilibrium analysis of mortality improvements 

to be conducted in second part of the thesis. For this pur

pose we discuss the effects of mortality vari a tions on the 

narrow measure of savings q(x). Since, by def i nition 

~(x) = w(x)9 - e(x) 

and w(x) and e are fixed, it follows that 

da(x)/dp(x'} = - de(x}/dp(x'} (4.3.17) 



de(x) 

dc(x) 
dh(x) 
dR 

dc(x ) 
dhtx) 
dR 

dc(x) 
dh(x) 
dR 

Table 4.3.1 

The Effect. of an Increase in 

General Survival Rat. to Age ~. 

+ 

* x 
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x· :: X 

* 
o 

Consumption and Leisure are Normal 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

Consumption is Inferior 

+ 
+ 
+ 

Leisure is Inferior 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
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Therefore we can infer the following result from theorem 

4.3.1. 

Theorem 4.3.3 

An anticip~ted increase in the probability of 

survival to an age in the interval x* to x* (below x* 

or above x*) when the savings rate ~(x) is positive 

(negative), will result in less (more) savings in the 

narrow sense at each future age. 

This result will be very important in studying the 

effect of mortality imp~ovements in the general equilibrium 

model. Therefore, we explicitly write the expression for 

the derivative in equation (4.3.17) by substituting for 

de(x)/dp(x·) from equation (4.3.7). 

da(x)/dp(x") = - [e(x)/~(x)~(n)] [e- rx ' a(x")] 

This equation shows that the effect of an increase in the 

probability of survival to age x' depends on age x' only 

through a factor of proportionality [e- rx ' a( x ·)]. In our 

equilibrium model we will be interested in the study of 

mortality improvements in the steady state. Therefore, we 

will be considering changes in the mortality schedule which 
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are known at the beginning of the horizon. The correspond-

ing expression for d~ex)/dpex·) is 

(4.3.19) 

Next we move to the study of another type of change 

in the distribution of life which increases risk of life. 

4.3.2 The Implteatton. of Iner.a.tng aen.ral Mortality 

Risk 

In this section we discuss the effect of increasing 

risk in the distribution of life on life cycle allocation 

behaviour. We will use the definition of a mean preserving 

spread given by Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970 ) to character-

ize the riskiness of the distribution of life . According to 

the notion of a mean preserving spread a probability density 

fun~tion G(x) represents more spread than Fex ) if G(x ) has 

more weights in the tails of the distribution of x than the 

function F(x). This implies that the cumulat i ve distribu-

tion functions should satisfy the relation: 

y y 
1 G( x) dx - f F(x) dx ! 0 for small values of y 
o 0 

~ 0 for large values of y 

where , it is assumed that the lower bound on x is O. This 

relation, together with the condition that mean of x ob-
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tained ~jith the trlO distributions is identical, gives the 

following conditions fer Gtx) to repr~sent mor~ mean 

preservlng spread than F(x). 

- '/ 
" (' r. G (x) F (x) ] dx dy ~ 0 for 0 ~ (' T , - z 

0 0 
= 0 for z = T 

where, T is the upper bound on x. 

In the context of life uncert3inty~ a distribution 

of life represented by the density function q'Ix) is riskier 

than another distribution represented by the density func-

tien q(x) if the two density functions satisf~ the condi-

tions: 

Z )' 

;'~ r [C;'. (xl -q(~::) 1 d~ d)l ?, 0 for 0 "S. :z < T 

- 0 fer :z :: r 

(See equations (6) and (7) in Rothschild and Stiglitz 

If the distribution q' C~) represents more risk. 

there must be a strict inequality at l~ast for one z < T. 

We can ~xpre5s the~e integral ~Dnditions in terms of 

5urvivBl ~robabilities. Consider the relationsnip of a 5ur-

vival probability with probabilities of death given by equa-

t ion (3.2.3}: 

y 

pi,;' ) ': 1 - l' q ( x } d x 
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Using this relation, the integ~al conditions can be written 

as 

z 
t [p'{y)-p(y)] dy ! 0 for 0 ! z < T 
o 

= 0 for z s T 

Or, if the difference p'(X> - p(x} i5 5mall, we can write 

the integral conditions in terms of the cumulative density 

function as follows. 

cdp(z) ! 0 for 0 ! z < T (4.3.19) 

cdp(z} = 0 for z = T (4.3.20) 

with at least one strict inequality, and where cdp(z ) is the 

cumulative density function defined below. 

z 
cdp(z} = r dp(y) dy 

o 
(4.3.20 

Now we can discuss the implications o f increasing 

risk for the life cycle allocation decision. Consider equa-

tion (4.3.7) which implies that the effect of a shift in the 

mortality 5chedu!~ on planned expenditure at age x of an in-

dividual aged 0 can be written as follows: 



T 
d~(~:} = [e{x)/~{x)1>(~»)i' S(z)dp(z) dz 

o 

and, where 5(z) = .-rz ~(z) can be written as 

z . 
~ ( :;;) :: j' 5 { Y ) d Y .. S ~ 0 ; 

o 

This re13tionship implies that 

T T z . 
,(I S ( Z ) d p ( z ) d z = .(' d p ( z ) .i' 5(y) dy dz .. 6(0) 
o 0 o 
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T 
,(' dp(z) 
o 

dz 

The second term on the right hand side of this equation is 

equal to zero according to the integral condition (4.3.20). 

Therefore, with a change in the order of integration, we can 

T 
,/' 5 ( z } 
\) 

T • 
d P ( z) d z = f' 5 ( z ) 

o 
dy dz 

Or, using the definition of the cumulative density function 

given by 14.3.21) and the integral condition (4.3.20), 

T 
ct P ( z ) d z = -I' ; ( z} c d p t Z I d z 

o 

Substitutin9 this result i~ equation (4.3.22) we obtain the 

d~sired relationship: 



T . 
de(x) = - [e(x)/§(x)¢f O )] Jt S(z) cdp(z) dz (4.3.23 ) 

o 

Clearly, the factor - [e(x)/~(x)_(n)l is ne9ative. 

We also know by the i~te9ral condition <4.3.1 9 ) that the 

cumulative density function cdp(z) is non-pos i tive for all z 

( T, with at least one ne9ative term. Therefore the si9n of 

the above differential depends on the pattern of the age 

derivative of the function sex). According t o our analysis 

in chapter 3, ~(x) is increasin9 with age up to some point 

x~ and decreasing thereafter. This implies t hat the vari-

-rx S able sex) = e ~(x) must be increasin9 up to some age x < 

x~ and d~creasin9 thereafter. Under these conditions, the 

above differential has an indeterminate sign. However, we 

can discuss the implications of increasin9 ri s k after age 

x~. Thus we assume that 

cdp(z) = 0 

~ 0 

= 0 

for 0 ~ z < x S 

for XO ~ z < T 

for z = T 

with at least one strict inequality. Equation (4.3.23) ac-

cordingly simplifies to 

T 
de(x) = - [e(x)/~(x)¢(n)] ,i\5(Z) cdp(z) dz 

x 
(4.3.24) 
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. 
Since - [e(x)/§(x)~(n)] and &(z) are negative and 

cdp(z) is also negative at least for one z, and non-positive 

for all z, the change in expenditure, de(x) mu st be nega-

tive. 

With actuarially fair life insurance and an-

nuities, a change' in survival probahiliti e s for ages 

above age x S which makes the distribution o f life more 

risky, ~ill result in less expenditure at each age. 

The reason i ng i:5 as fo 11 ows. An i ncrea5 ie in r i sl< resu 1 ts in 

higher proba.bilities of surviving to thE ~ later part of the 

horizon in exchange for the lower survival probabilities at 

Since the saving rate ~(~) is decreasing with 

age, the present value of life time savings wi ll decrease 

for the given savings plan and thus result in less expendi-

ture at each age. 

The impl ications of increasing r"isk of 1 ife on the 

life cycle behaviour in the absence of ;. ife i nsurance and 

annuit i es has been discussed by Levhari and Mirman (1977). 

In the ir analysis a change in the distr :.bution of life means 

a change in the stream of discount factors attached with the 

u til i ty funct i on for different ages. In our Model this ef-
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fect is exactly offset by the intertemporal substitution ef

fects due to the corresponding changes in the age specific 

act uarial rates of interest. However, the life cycle al

location will be affected due to the wealth ef f ect associa-

ted with changes in the actuar i al rates of interest . Thus 

the effect of increasing risk in our model works through a 

different channel than in Levhari and Mirman ( 1977). 

The effect of increasing risk on the allocation of 

consumption and work hours is straight forward. If both 

consumption and leisure are normal, then increasing risk 

wi l l result in lesser consumption at each age and more work 

at each l"torldng age. 

4.3.3 The Effects of Subjective Mortaljty Improvements 

In order to study such life eXpE~tancy improvements, 

we must distinguish between the distribu tion of life per

ceived by the individual and the general life distribution 

in the soci~ty on the basis of which in!iurance companies 

calcul ate the actua.rial rates of i ntere!it. Our analysis so 

far has been conducted under- the assump t ion t hat the two 

d i ~t ri but i ons coincide . Now we assume 1:hat t he two distri

butions of life are not necessaril)' idelltica! and study the 

effect of small changes in the subjecti'fe survival probabil

ities, wit h t he general mor t alit y rates be i ng fi xed. 
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For the proposed analysis, we wi ' I use different 

notations for the subjective survival probabil i ties and the 

actual survival rates. The reason is that in t he compara-

tive static analysis we l .. i 11 allow changos anI )' in the sub-

jective survival probabilities with the i ~tual mortality 

rates being fixed. Under these circumsta nces, the lifetime 

allocation problem of the individual at iige n c an be written 

as follows. 

Maximize 

T 
,(' phd VC\ .. (x) ,e(x» dx 
n 

Subject to, 

(4.3.25) 

T 
a(n) + ,(' e-r(x-n) [p*<x) Ip*(n) ][w(x)9-e(xl] dx = 0 (4.3.26) 

n 

where p(x) is the subjective survival pr~babil i t)' and p*(x) 

is the general survival rate in the society. 

conditions for this problem are: 

T 

-r(x-n) 
:z e 

f e-rx p*(X) [w(x)G - e(x)] dx = constant 
n 

The maximizing 

(4.3.27) 

(4.3.28) 
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Diffe~entiatin9 these two equations with respect to p(x'), 

we can find the effect of an inc~ease in subjective su~vival 

p~obability on the allocation of expenditu~e. In appendix 

3.A.2, this effect is shown b~ equations (4.A. 13) and 

(4.A.14) to be as follows. 

debd/dp(x') = 

- [e(x)/~(x)l [e-~x' p*(x')e«(')/§(x')¢*(n)p(x')] 

+ [e(x')/§(x')p(x')] for :( ... x' (4.3.29) 

de(x)/dp(x') :I: 

- [e(x)/g(x)] [e-~x· p*(x·)e(x·)/§(x·)~*(n)p(x·)] 

for x * x · (4.3.30) 

where, ~(x), the coefficient of ~elative ~isk ave~sion, is 

defined b~ equation (4.3.9) to be as fo lows: 

and ~* ( n), which is analogous to ¢(n) i !. as f o llows. 

T 
f e-rx p*(x) [e(x)/§(x)] dx ) 0 
n 

(4.3.31> 

(4.3.32) 

For the interpretation of equations (4.3.29) and 

(4.3.30), first notice that 2(x) and hellce ¢*(n) are pos i -
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tive. In addition, by the definition of ¢*(n), the expres

sion: e- rx ' p*(x·}ecx·)/~(x·)/_*(n) is a positive fraction. 

Thus equatIons (4.3.29) and (4.3.30) imply the following 

l"esu 1 t. 

'rheoreoM 4.3. '? 

If the actuar i a 1 rat.es of interest. are he 1 d 

constant, an increase in the probabili.ty !::If survival 

to age x' will result in more expenditure at age x' 

and less expenditure at each other age x * x·. 

The reasoning goes as follows. With an incre~!e in the 

probability of survival to age x', the subjective weighting 

factor attached with the utility rate for age x' increases. 

T~erefDre, the utility rate fer age x' 1S dlsc~unted less 

heav i 1 'j. The result is that the individual w~ll allocate 

more e~penditure for age x'. With the actaarlal rates of 

interest being fixed J the liietime budget constraint is tin-

Therefore expenditure for age x' can increase if 

e~d cn!~ jL there is a compen5~ting decrease in e~~enditure 

at some ~ther age. With ~dditi~ely separable lifeti~e util-

ity f~~cti~n, e~penditure for all t~e ages x * x' will 

decrea~e because the relative price 0+ expenditure rate at 

ail these ages is unchanged. 
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An increase in the probability of survival in the 

present context carries only the substitution effect. This 

result is in contrast with the result obtained in sub-

section 4.3.1 where an increase in the probability of sur-

VIva} had only the wealth effect. The substitution effect 

of the typ~ obtained in this section was fully offset by an 

opposite substItution effect due to the resulting changes in 

the actuarial rates of interest. The net effect therefor~ 

was due to the wealth effect associated with the changes in 

the actuarial rates of interest. 

We can also discuss briefly the effects of a subjec-

tlve increase in the probability of sur~ival on the alloca-

~ion of consumption and ~or~ hours. The following result is 

implied by theorem 4.3.7 and equations (4.3.12) and 

r4.3.H). 

Theof".m 4.S.S 

If the actuat~i3.1 r-ateos of interest. ar'e held 

increase in the probab}.lity I:lf 
• > sur-VIva .. 

to age ~. i R will result in more consumption and less 

"lor~~ hours at age x· less consumptiDn at each other 

age x * x' and more work hours at each other working 

.3.ge x i: x', i R, provided both l:onsump'l:.ion and 

leisure are norMal goods. An increase in the prob-

ability ci survival at age x' ! R will result in Mere 
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less consumption at each other 

age x * x' and more work hours at each working age x S 

R. 

rlexts we analyze the effect on the f'etj,rement decl-

siDn of the individual. Equation (4.3.16) shows that the 

individual will retire earlier (later) if the increas. in 

survival probability results in less lmore) work hours in 

the left sid~ neighbourhood of the retirement age. We know 

by theorem 4.3.8 that an increase In probabilities of sur

viv31 to any ages not in left side neighbourhood of the 

retirement age will result in more work hours in that neigh

bourhood of the retirement age (provided leisure is normal). 

On the ether hand f an increase in survival probabilities to 

ages i0 the left side neighbourhood ~f retirement age will 

result in less work hours in that neighbourhood (provide 

leisure is normal~. This implies the following result 

regarding the retirement deci~ion. 

1"hecr.m 4.3.9 

I·f the actu3.rial r3.tes of interes':, are held 

constant, an increase in probabilities of survival to 

ages in the lH~i'3hbourhood (not in tr.e nei~,hbourhcQd; 

'of the retir~ment a'3e will r-esult in an earli'!r 

(laterl retirement, provided leisure is a nermal good. 
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The signs of the effects of subjective Mortality im-

provements on consumption, Hork hours and retirement age are 

summar i zed in table 4 . 3.2. Th i s completes our discussion of 

the effects of different types of morta lity changes on the 

li fetime allocation decision of the individual . 2 Now we 

move to the analysis of a change in the rate of interest. 

4.4 THE EFFECTS OF AN INCREASE IN THE RATE OF INTEREST 

We first discuss the effect of a small increase in 

the rate of interest on the allocation of expenditure. This 

effect can be obtained by differentiating the optimizing 

conditions (4.2.3) and (4.2.4 ) Hith respect to r and solving 

f or de(x ) /dr. As shown i n the appendix (equation (4.A.25), 

the f u ll effect of an increase in the rate of interest can 

be split into two parts according to the Slutsky equation: 

de( x ) Idr = deb,:) Idr In + oc(n) [de(x) Ida(n)] (4.4.1> 

2 Like the effects of increasing risk in the general 
morta l ity schedule, we can also discuss the e f fects of i n
creasing subjective risk to life. these effects have been 
found to be too general to postulate anything about the in
dividual's behaviour towards risk to li f e. The resu l ts 
depend on the behaviour of the coefficient of relative risk 
aversion over time as well as on the precise pattern of 
changes i n survival probabilities. It i s in our future re
search p l an to conduct a detailed study of such changes i n 
sub j ecti ve surv i val risk. 



TABLE 4.3.2 

Th. Eff.ct. of an Incr •••• in the Subjective 

Prob.bility of Surviv.l to Ag. M" 

de(x) x - x" + + + 
x ". x· 

Consumption 
and Leisure Consumption Leisure 
are Normal is Inferior is Inferior 

dc(x) x = x" + + 
x :1= x· + 

dhex) x :: x· + 
X ". x· + + 

dR LO Ot 
x\~- + 

all other x· + + 
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The first term in this equation represents the 

lifetime utility held constant effect or the compensated ef-

fect of an increase in the rate of interest where as the 

second term has the interpretation of the wealth effect as

sociated wit.h an increase in the rate of interest. 3 The 

te~m ~(n) will be defined below. We will discuss these ef-

fects one by one. 

Consider first the cOMpensated effect which is shown 

to be as follows in the appendix (equation (4.A.22}}. 

de(x) Idr In = - [e(x) I~(x)] (x
n 

- x) (4.4.2) 

where, xn is the weighted average of x defined as follows. 

-x ... 
n 

T 
f x e- rx p{x) [e(x)/§(x)] dx 
n 

T 
I e-rx p(x) [e(x)/~(x)] dx 
n 

(4.4.3) 

With n < xn < T and §(x) ) 0, this compensated effect im

pl i es the following result on the allocation of expenditure. 

3 The effects of an increase in rate of interest on 
demands for goods in a life cycle mode l have been derived 
long ago by Tintn~r (1938b). The above decomposition of the 
full effects of an increase in the rate of interest into the 
compensated and wealth effects is a simplified version of 
the decomposition effects obtained by Tintner for a non
additive lifitime utility function. 



Theorem 4.4.1 

With lifetime utility held constan t , the ef-

feet of an increase in the rate of i n terest is that at 

earlier ages (below Xn) expenditure will decrease and 

at the later ages (above x ) it will increa se. 
n 

The reason is as follows . With an increase i n the rate of 

interest, the price of future expenditure falls relative to 

the present. Therefore it is cheaper to spend more in the 

future than in the present. 

Next, consider the second part in the Slutsky equa-

tion (4.4.1). This part represents the wealt h effect asso-

ciated with an increase in the rate of interes t . The 

de~ivative de(x) J da(n) represents the effect o f an increase 

in the initial wealth on expenditure. In the appendix 

(equation (4.A.24» this effect is shown to be as follows. 

~4.4.4) 

where, ¢(n) and ~(x ) are defined by equations (4.3.8) and 

(4.3.9) respectively. With ~(x) and ¢(x) being positive, 

this wealth effect shows that due to an increase in the ini-

tial wealth, expenditure will increase at each age. 
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Finally, the ... ei9hting factor a:(n) is shown in the 

appendix (equation <4.A.27» to be as follows. 

T 
~(n) = .(' e-r(x-n) [phd Ip(n)] a(x) dx (4.4.5) 

n 

The sign of this weighting factor depends on the age pattern 

of asset holding. If the savin9s rate ~(x) is positive dur-

in9 the early years and ne9ative later on, then assets are 

positive at each age. In this case the weight i ng factor 

~(n) will be positive for all the values of n. Therefore 

the wealth effect of an increase in the rate of interest 

. will be positive. The reason is that, if savings are pcsi-

tive during the early years and ne9ative durin9 the later 

years, then an increase in the rate of interest will in-

crease the interest income on lendings. On the other hand, 

if savings are ne9ative durin9 early years and positive 

later on, then asset holdin9 is always ne9ative. In that 

case an increase in the rate of interest will increase in-

terest CO$t on borrowih9, and thus create a negative wealth 

effect. 

According to the age pattern of $avings posited in 

chapter 3, the savings rate ~(x) is assumed to be negative 

dur'ing some early years. During the middle years, savings 

are positive and during the later years savings are again 

negative. Accordingly, asset holding is ne9ative durin9 
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some early years, up to age x' and positive later on. Thus, 

when the rate of interest increases, the individual bears 

some additional interest costs, provided the rate of inter

est increases before age x'. But later on, the individual 

becomes a net lender and therefore gains some additional in-

terest income. 

any direction. 

The net effect, in principle, could be in 

This discussion can be summarized in the 

following result. 

Theorem 4.4.2 

An increase in the rate of interest after age 

x', when assets become positive, carries a positive 

wealth effect, implying more expendi t ure at each fu

ture age. 

For further discussion, we assume that the negative 

asset holding at the early years of life is small enough 

such that the wealth effect of an increase in t he rate of 

interest at any age is positive. The fu l l effect of an in-

crease in the rate of interest is predic t able only for the 

later years of life (above age Xn ) when both the compensated 

effect and the wealth effect are positive. Therefore, an 

increase in the rate of interest implies more expenditure 

after age xn ' On the other hand, at any age below xn ' the 
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compensated and wealth effects wark in the opposite direc-

tions, and therefore the effect of an increase in the rate 

of interest is uncertain. This ambuigity has also been 

pointed out by Feldstein and Tsiang (1968) in the conte~t of 

a two period medel. 

The effects of a higher rate of i nterest on the al-

location of consumption and work hours can be easily in-

ferred from the above result. Thus using the l ower stage 

solution, we find 

dc(x)/dr ~ rac(x)/ae(x)] [de(x)/drl (4.4.6) 

dh(x)/dr = (ah(x)/ae(x)] [de(x)/dr] (4.4.7) 

Both consumption and le i sure are assumed to be normal, t hat 

is, ac(x } / ae(x) > 0 and ah(x)/ae(x) < O. Therefore before 

retirement, consumption will move in the same direction as 

expenditure and work hours will change i n the opposite 

direction. After retirement work hours a re fi xed at zero 

and theref ore consumption will move in t he same direction as 

e xpend i ture. Thus , t he compensated effec t of a higher rat e 

of interes t is to decrease consumption a nd inc r ease Hork 

hours dur ing t he ear ly years (be l oH age x ) and to i nc r ease 
n 

consumpt i o n a nd decrease work hours dur i ng the l ater years. 

I f t he wea lth effect of a higher rate of interest on ex-

penditure i s assumed to be posit ive, then cons umpt i on wi l l 
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increase and work hours will decrease at each age due to 

this wealth effect. 

Finally, we can also study the effect of a higher 

rate of interest on the retirement decis i on of the individu-

al. The condition that the individual will retire at age R 

is given by equation (4.3.15). Differentiating this condi-

tion with respect to r, we can write 

Limit [h(x) {dx/dr} + {dh(x)/dr}] = 0 
x-fR 

Taking the limit and solving for dR/dr, He obtain 

Limit [dh(x)/drl 
x.fR 

dR/dr = -----------------
- Limit h(x) 

x-fR 

(4.4.8) 

Since the denominator of this expression is positive, He 

have the following result. 

An :increase in the rate of interest will 

result in an earlier (a later) ret iremen t if it 

results in less (more) work hours in t he ne i ghbourhood 

the of retirement age. 

Table 4.4.1 provides the details of the sings of 

v arious effects of an increase in the ra t e of i nterest. 
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Table 4.4.1 

Compensated Wealth Full 
Effects Effects Effect$ 

de(x) x < x + ? -n 
0 x z: X + + 

> -n x x + + + n 

Consumption and Leisure are Normal 

dc(x) x < x + ? -n 
0 x = x + + 

> -n x x + + i-n 

dh(x) x < x + ? -n 
0 x = x 

> -n x x 
n 

Consumption is Inferior 

de(x) x < x + ? -n 
0 x = x 

> -n x x n 
-dh(x) < x x + ? -n x ... x 0 

> -n x x n 

Leisure is Inferior 

dc (x) x < x + ? -n 
0 x = x + + 

} -n x x + + + n 

dh(x) x < x + ? -n x = x 0 + + 
> -n x x + + + n 
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4.~ INCREASES IN WAGE RATES 

4.~.1 The Effects of age specific change. in wage rat •• 

For a better understanding of the comparative static 

analysis we discuss the effects of a small increase in the 

wage rate for a specific age, rather than a shift in wage 

profile. Let us assume, therefore, that a small increase in 

the wage rate for a specific age x· is a n ticipated by the 

individual at age n, with the wage rate for eac h other age 

being constant. We start our analysis with the effect of 

this wage increase on the allocation of expenditure. As 

derived in the appendix (equation (4.A.40», t h is effect can 

be written in terms of a Slutsky equation .as follows. 

debd Id",(x') OIl: [de(x) Idw(x·) la1 + Sen, x " ) [de ( x) Ida(n)] 

(4.5.1> 

",here, the first term, de(x)/d .. ,ex·) la' is the l ifetime util

ity held constant effect or the compensated effect where as 

the second term, Sen, x·) [de(x)/da(n)l, has t he interpreta

tion of the wealth effect associated wit h the wage increase. 

The derivative de(x)/da(n) measures the effect of an in

crease in initial wealth on expenditure, given by equation 

(4.4.4) and the we i ghting factor Sen, x"} is the effect on 
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wealth at age n of an increase in the wage rate for age x' 

anticipated at age n. 

Now we discuss these effects one by one. The com-

pensated effect has been shown in the appendix to be as f0 1-

lows. 

de ( x) I d,,'( x . ) 111 = 

- [e(x)/~(x)~(n)] 

de ( x) / d ... ( x .) III = 

~rx· e p ( x .) [ Jl
l 
(x' ) / U

2 
( x • ) 6 ( X • ) ] 

for x = x·, x· ~ R (4.5.2 ) 

- [e{x}/~(x)¢(n)l e- rx ' p(x') [ Jl
l

(x')/U
2

(X')4(X')] 

f or x ". x·, x' ~ R (4.5.3) 

de b:) I d",c x .) I fI = e f or x = x', x · ~ R (4.5.4 > 

de ( x > / dw ( x .) I (l = 0 f or x ". x', x · ~ R (4.5.5) 

where, ¢tn) and g(x) are defined by equations (4.8.8) and 

(4.3 . 9 ) respectively. In order to inter pret these com-

pensated effects we further decompose the m into two parts as 

follows. Recall from equation (3.3.52) of chapter 3 that 9-

h (x " ) i n equation (4.5.2) represents the cost of l i ving ef-

fect of a wage inc r ease at age x' on expenditure at age x" 

for a working age. Likewise , according t o equat ion 
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(3.3.53), e in equation (4.5.4) represents the cost of 

living effect of a wage increase during retirement. The 

remaining effects in the above four equations must be due to 

reallocation of consumption and work hours over the life 

cycle as a result of the wage increase. 

Accordingly, we can rewrite the above equations as: 

detx)/dw(x·) In S de(x)/dw(x·) Ic,l + de(x)/dw(x·) In,ir 

(4.5.6) 

where we use the notations c,l and fl,ir for the cost of 

living effect and the intertemporal real l ocation effect of 

an increase in the wage rate. These effects on expenditure 

are as follows. 

deh':) Idw(x·) 
Ic,l = e - hex) 

de (x) I d", ( x • ) Ic, } :I 0 

detx)/dw(x·} Ie,} = e 

dehd Idw(x') Ic ,} = 0 

de (x) I d", ( x .) I", . = u,lr 

- [e(x)/~(x}~(n)] 

for x = x ., x· ~ R (4.5.7) 

for x 1- x· , x· ~ R (4.5.8) 

for x = x " x· ~ R (4.5.9) 

for x 1- x' , x· ~ R (4.5.10) 

-rx' e p ( x ') [111 (x • ) I U
2 

( x • ) fa ( X • ) J 

+ [111 (x') IU2 (x' ) 6 (x' ) ] for x = x', x' ~ R (4.5.11) 

de t x) I dw (x' ) I", . = 
'" 1 r 

- [e(x ) /~(x)~(n)] -rx' e p (x .) [ 1'1 (x • ) I U
2 

( x • ) 6 (x· ) 1 

for x 1- x', x· ~ R (4.5.12) 



de (x) I dw (x·) I". = 0 u,lr 

de(x)/dw(x·) I". = 0 u,lr 

for x = x·, x· ~ R 

f or x ... x·, x· ~ R 
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(4.5.13) 

(4.5.14) 

From the definition of ¢(n) and §(x), given by (4.3.8) and 

(4.3.9) we know that both of these are positive and the ex-

-rx· pression: e p(x·)e(x·)/~(x·)¢(n) is a positive fraction. 

Therefore following results are implied by the above equa-

tions: 

The compensated effect of a wage increase on 

expenditure can be broken into two parts. A cost of 

living effect and an intertemporal reallocation ef-

fect. The cost of living effect implies that, given 

the rate of consumption and leisure, a one dollar in-

crease in the wage rate at age x will result in an in-

crease in expend i ture at that age by the amount of 

leisure retained, {a-hex}}. The cost of living effect 

of a wage increase at some age on expenditure at other 

ages i s zero. "fhe intertemporal reallocation effect 

impl ies that, if leisure is normal, then an increase 

in the wage rate during a working age will result in 

less expenditure at that age and more at others. A 
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change in the wage rate during ret i rement is ir

relevant for the life cycle allocation decision. 

Therefore the intertemporal reallocation effect of a 

wage increase during retirement is zero. 

These results are similar to those found in chapter 

3. But, as we shall explain later in this chapter, the com

pensated effects of parametric changes in wage rates are not 

identical to the effects of evolutionary changes in wage 

rates. The decomposition of compensated effects into the 

cost of living and intertemporal reallocation effects will 

be useful to find the effects of a parametric wage increase 

on consumption and work hours. 

Now we move to the wealth effect associated with a 

wage increase, given by the second term i n equation (4.5.1). 

The expression for the wealth effect de(x ) /da(n) is given by 

equation (4.4.4). It shows that an increase in initial 

wealth will result in more expenditure at each age. The 

weighting factor aen, x') which measures t he ef f ect on 

wealth at age n of an increase in the wage rate for age x· 

anticipated at age n, is given below (See equat i on (4.A.41) 

in the appendix ) . 

Sen, x'} = e-r( x' -n} [ p(x' )/p(n)] h(x') for x ~ R 

(4.5.15) 
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S(n , x·) - 0 for x' i R (4.5.16) 

Thea,. .. 4.~.2 

The wealth effect of a wage increase implies 

that an increase in the wage rate before retirement 

results in mere expenditure at all ages since for each 

one dollar increase in the wage rate at a working age, 

wealth at age n will increase by the number of hours 

worked at that age discounted by the interest factor. 

There is no wealth effect associated with a wage in

crease after retirement. 

Notice that the part of the endowment of time a-hex) 

which is retained for leisure does not enter into the wealth 

effect because the effect of increase in its value is offset 

by the cor~esponding increase in spending. Thus, only that 

part of the endowment e will effect wealth which is sold in 

the market, that is, htx). That is why there is no wealth 

effect of an increase in the wage ~ate for a retirement age. 

For our later analysis we substitute equation 

(4.5.6) which shows the decomposition of compensated effect 

into th~ cost of living effect and the intertemporal real

location effect, into the Slutsky equation (4 .5.1 ). Thus, 

in light of equations (4.5.7> through (4.5.10) we obtain: 
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+ 8tn, x·) [de(x) Ida(n)] for x :: x' (4.5.17 ) 

de ()::) I dw ( x • ) = de ( x) I dw ( x .) I,· . + 13 (n, x') [de (x ) Ida (n ) ] 
1,1 r 

f or x :f: x · (4.5.18) 

These equation are useful to study the effects of a 

change in wage rates on the allocation of work hours and 

consumption over the life cyc l e to which we now turn our at-

tention. Recall froM chapter 3 that the lower stage solu-

tion for consumption and wor k hours can i n general be writ-

ten as 

c(x) = c(w ( x ) , e (:.(} ) (4.5.19) 

h ex) = h (w(x), e(x», (4.5.20) 

though for age x ~ R this solution degenerates to 

chd = e(x) - w(x ) 9 for x ~ R (4.6.21> 

h(x ) = 0 for x ~ R (4.6.22) 

The full effects of an increase in the wage rate for age x· 

anticipated at age n ~ x· on the life cycle all ocation of 

consumption and work hours at age x ~ n can be r epresented 

by the following equations. 
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dc(x)/dw(x') = ac(x)/aw(x') + [3c(x)/8e(x)][de(x)/dw(x')] 

for x = x' 

dc(x)/dw(x') = [ac(x)/3e(x)] [de(x)/dw(x ' )] 

f or x :f& x ' 

(4.5.23l 

(4.5.24) 

dh(x)/dw(x') = ah(x)/3w(x") + [ah(x)/ae(x)][de(x)/dw(x')] 

for x = x' (4.5.25) 

dhtxl/dw(x') = [ah(x)/3e(x)] [de{x)/dw(x ' )] 

for x :j: x " (4.5.26) 

Theorem 4.~.3 

The fu 11 effect of an increa se i n the wage 

rate on the allocation of consumption and work hours 

can be decomposed into two parts, a o ne per iod effect 

an d ali f e t: y c 1 e e f f ec t • The one per i o d effect 

represented by the first term in equations (4.5.23) 

and (4.5.25), measures the effect of an i ncrease in 

t he current wage rate, given the life cycle allocation 

of expenditure. The one period effec t of a n increase 

in the wage rate at age x· is zero on expenditure at 

age x :/: x'. The life cycle effect, r e presented by the 

second term in equations (4.5.23) and (4.5.25) and the 
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Dnly term in equations (4.5.24) and (4.5.26) measures 

the change in consumption and work hours solely due to 

the reallocation Qf expenditure over the life cycle as 

3 result of the wa9~ increase. 

For further details, we make use of the Slutsk; 

equatjo~5 both for the lower stage effects of an increase i~ 

the wage rate on consumption and work hours and for the up-

per stage e~fect on e~penditure. The Slutsky equations for 

the lower stagE effects, 9iv~n by equations (3.3.18) and 

(3.'3.191 3.r·e reproduced below: 

1c: (~.) 13~1 f ~ • i -= 3c (x) / :ll'i ()( .) I u (x') - [.j-h ( :(' )] [k (x) i ae (x' ) ] 

i4.5.27} 

3h (:~ ) / 3w (x·) = 2h (x) / 3\'1 (x') 1 U' .) - U-h b: • }] [:li ... (;() i3e { x • } ] 
i fiX 

~~.5.28) 

The Slutsky equations for the upper stage effects en ex-

penditure are given by equations (4.5.1~> and :4.5.13}. 

Usin3 these Slutsky equatio~s, we can wr1te equations 

14.5.22) throu9h 14.S.26} as follows. 



dc(~}!dN()~"} = 3cbd/3w(x") IU(x") 

- [~-h (x" )] [ac (x) I de (x" ) J 

-+ [ac (x) I 8e (x) J [de (x) I dw (x') I 1 
Ii, c 1 

+ r Bc ( x) I 3e { x}] ( de ( x) I d w { .>( .) I J 
I Ii, i '"' 

+ [Be (x II de (x I 1 8 (n, x .) r de < x I Ida in) ] 

dch)Jdl-j{x') = racbd1-3ehdJ [de(x}/dl'l\x') I" . J 
• 'I, 1 f' 

-+ [ 3 t: ( x) / 3e ( x j] l3 ( 1'"1 , X ') [ d ~ \ x) ! d a I~ n) ] 

for ::{ ~ x 

d h f :~ } J d ", ( :0{ ') = ,h ( x} I 3w ( x .) 1 u ( x • ) 

dh{x}!dll"(x') 

- l: -j-h (x' )] Uh (x) 13e (x' ) ] 

+ r 3h ( x ) ,I :le ( x) 3 [de ( x) I dw ( x .) I 1 
1J1,cl 

+ rah{x)/3e,x)] [debdldw(x')!~ . :1 
f<, 1 r 

+ rah{x) lae(x}] 8(n, x') [de(x} Ida(n)] 

= (2h(x)/ae~x)] [de(x}/dw(x·} i- . :I 
I H, 1 r 

+01" }\ :;- x 
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t4.5.29) 

(4.5.30) 

(4.5.31> 

~4.5.32i 

As in chapter 3, the first term in equations C~.5.29) and 

C4.~.3!) can be referred to as the intratemporal substitu-

t~cn effect of 3 wage increase because i~ relates to sub-
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stitution between consumption and leisure at a given age due 

to an increase in the current wage rate. The second term in 

the~e two equations can be called the income eifect of a 

wage increase as it shows the effect of an equivalent 

dec~9ase i~ expenditure at age x necessary to realize the 

same l~vel of utility at age x as attained due to the wage 

increase. The third term shows the cost of living effect 

wor~ln9 through the increase in expenditure necessary to 

retain a given bundl. of consumptIon and leIsure as the wage 

rat.;? increases. The next two terms in these equations as 

riel 1 as the only two terms in equations (4.5.30) and 

f4.S.32} have be~n referred to earlier as the intertempcral 

reallocation effect and the wealth effect resp~ctively. 

The income effect components of the one period 

effects cf a parametric wage increase on consumption 

J3nd wor-k rIOUrS, that is, rf1-h(x')] [2c(:d12eix')) 

,:lnd (d-h(x"i) lah{:d13etx'}) are e,,:actly '::lffset by 

~he r~spectl~e =ost of living e~~ect components of the 

life cyc! e ef fec t: [ 3c ( x) i 3e , .~ ~ ] r de {x l I dw ( x ') i . ] 
! ::, C 1 

i:tnd nh(~~'n={x)] [de(~}/d~·,j(x·) i., .-1]. 
:.l)_ 

Th~ =ost of li~in9 effects can be written according to 

~quaticns 14.5.7) and 14.S.9) as 



[ at: ( x) I ae ( x)] [ de ( x) I dw ( X .) I fi, c I] = 

re-h(x')] rac(x)/de(x')] 

r8h(x) 18e(x ) ] Cde(x) Idw(x') In,cl] = 
[~-h(x')] Cah(x)/de(x·)] 
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which are obviously equal to the negative of the 

respective income effects. 

The fact that there is no net income effect associa

ted with a wage increase is exactly what one should expect 

in a life cycle Model. A change in income at any age due to 

a parametric change is converted into the resu l ting change 

i n wealth at the be9innin9 of the plannin9 hor i zon (age n in 

this case) and this additional wealth is then allocated 

amon9 d ifferent commodities at different ages. 

Equations (4.5.29) through (4.5.32) and theorem 

4.5.4 i mpl y the fol l owing result. 

The full effect of an increase in wage rate on 

the 1 ife cycle allocati on of consumpt ion and work 

hours can be decomposed as follows: 
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d c ( x) I d '" ()~ .) = [ac ( x) I 3w ( x .) I u ( x • ) 1 

dc (x)/ dw(x·) 

+ [ ac ( x) I ae ( x) 1 [ de ( x) I d w t x .) I 1 
0, i r 

+ [3c ( x) I ae C x) 1 8 (n t x .) [ de ex) I da C n) ] 

for x = x· (4.5.33) 

= t dC ( x) I ae C x)] t de (x) I dw ( x .) I, . ] 
11, 1 r 

+ [acbd/3eex)] S(n,x·) t de(x) i daCn)] 

for x :#: x' C4.5.34} 

dh(x) Jd".tx·) = rah(x) 13w(x·) lu(x.)] 

dhhd Id",(x·) 

+ [ahCx)/aetx)] [deex)/dwex') I ] 
ll , i r 

+ [ah(x)/3e(x)] SCn,x') tde(x) / da(n)] 

for x = x· (4.5.35) 

= [ah ( x ) I 3e (x) 1 [de (x) I d,~ ex') I ~ . ] 
h,lr 

+ r3h(x) 18etx)] S(n,x') [de(x} I da(n) 1 

for x =1= x ' (4.5.36) 

As in chapter 3, the first term in equations 

(4 .5 . 33 ) and (4.5.35) will be referred to as t he in-

tratemporal substitution effect of an i ncrease in the wage 

rate at age x·. The second term in equat ions (3 .5.33) and 

(3.5.35) and the first term in equations (3.5.34) and 

(3.5.36), will be called the intertemporal reallocation ef-

fec t of an increase in the wage rate at age x" . Finally, 
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the last term will be called the wealth effect of the wage 

incr~ase. The behaviour of consumption and work hours due 

to these three effects can be summarized as fo l lows. 

Theorem 4.~.6 

The intratemporal substitution effect, implies 

t hat an increase in the wage rate at age x· before 

ret i rement will resu 1 tin more consumpt i o n and more 

".,ork hours at age x·. A wage increase af t er retire-

ment has no intratemporal substitution effect. 

Theorem 4.~.'7 

The i ntertemporal reallocation ef f ect of an 

increase in the wage rate at age x· before retirement, 

will result in more work hours at that age and less at 

others, irrespective of its expendi t ure elasticity. 

Consumption will be affected in the opposite direction 

if and only if both consumption a n d le i sure are 

l'lcrmal. If anyone of these two goods is inferior, 

consumption will be affected in the s ame d i rection as 

Nork hours. Fina l ly, a wage increase after retirement 

has no intertempor al reallocation effect. 

Proof 

I f leisure is normal, then in respons e to a n increase 

i n the wage rate for age x· before r e tireme nt the in-
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dividual will allocate less expenditu~e for age x' and 

more exp'?nd i ture for each age x :F x · (See equat ions 

(4.5.11) and (4.5.12) and theorem 4 . 5.1>. This im-
. 

plies that, with leisure being normal, work hours will 

increase and consumption will decrease (increase) at 

age x' if it is normal ( infer i or ) and the oppos i te 

will result for each age x ~ x·. On the other hand, 

if leisure is inferior, then expenditure will increase 

at age x' and decrease at each age x :F x'. With 

leisul"e being inferior, Hork hours Hi 11 again in-

crease, but c:onsumption Hill defini t ely i ncrease at 

age x' and the opposite Hill happen at each age x * 
x •• 

This means that the intertempo ral effect of ~n 

i ncrease in the wage rate at age x· "'ill definitely 

f'esult in more work hours at that a ge and less at 

others, irrespective of its expendi t ure elastic:ity. 

I n addition, consumption will be affect~d i n the oppo-

site direction if and only if both c:onsumption and 

leisure are normal. If anyone of t hese two goods is 

inferior, c:onsumption will be affec t ed in the same 

d irection as work hours. The result that a Hage in-

crease after retirement has no intert empora l realloc:a-

tion effect is obvious from equations (4.5.13) and 

(4.S.14). 
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Them'em 4. ~. 9 

The weal th effect, says that. an i m:rease in 

':he wage rate at age x $. R will Increase wealth at 

the be3jnni~9 of the planning horizon, 0, by the num

ber 04 hours worked at age x' discounted by the lnter

E~st factor" (equation 4.5.15) and t.heorem 4.5.2). 

TherefDre~ if consumption and leisure are normal, con

gumption will increase at ~ach age and work hours will 

decr"eaz:;e at each at each age before ret i rei~l1ten t. The 

",ealth effect of an increase in the wage I~ate after 

f'etirement is zer-o iequation (4.5.16) and: theorem 

':1.5.2) • 

Th~clr~m ';.5.9 

The i nt!""atempcral subst i tu t. ion effe'cts of a 

Ylage i ncr-ease en consumpt i on and work hours, t?re i nde

pendent of the age at ~Ih i ch the change in the ",aS1e 

rate is anticipated. The earlier the wage increase at 

age x', ;,' ~ R. anticipate-oj, the 1.3.!'"·3et~ (:sma:,ler") l'4i11 

ce the inter-temporal r~allocat:'on effect:; on wOi"'k 

hours and consumption at age x (at any age x * x"). 

Finally, the earller the wage increase at age x', x' ! 

P, .3.nti!::ipate1~ the sma.ller I'lill be the a:.sociated 

wealth ~f~~cts en Nork hours and consumption. 
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Thus, whether the change in wage rate at age x· is 

anticipated at an earlier age, or it comes as a shock at age 

x· is of no consequence for the intratemporal substitution 

effect. The reason is that this is a one period effect and 

has nothing to do with the life cycle considerations. 

Therefore it is independent of the anticipation lag. 

The intertemporal reallocation effect does, on the 

other hand, depend on the anticipation lag. The smaller the 

age n at which the wage increase is anticipated, the larger 

will be the value of _Cn) (as can be seen from equation 

(4.3.8». This implies that the intertemporal reallocation 

effect of an increase in the wage rate for age x· on ex

penditure at age x·, given by equations (4.5.11), will be 

larger in absolute terms. On the other hand, the inter

temporal reallocation effect on expendi t ure at any age x * 
x·, given by equation (4.6.12), will be smaller in absolute 

terms. 

In other words, the earlier the age at which the 

wag e increase is anticipated, the longer will be the remain

ing horizon for replanning. With a longer period for ad

justment, e xpenditure at age x' can be more easily changed. 

But !~ith a longer period for adjustment , the compensating 

changes i n each other period will be smaller. 



Finally, the relationship of the wealth effect with 

th~ anticipation lag can be explained due to two factors. 

First, the earlier the wage increase anticipated, the longer 

the remaining planning horizon for readjustment and there-

fore the smaller the effect of a given i ncrease in initial 

wea l th on expenditure at any age. Second, an earlier 

ant i cipation of a wage increase also results i n a smaller 

weighting factor attached to the wealth effect , S(n,x'), as 

can be seen from equation (4.5.15). The reason is that the 

longer the anticipation lag, that is, x'-n, the more heavily 

will be the increased wage income at age x" discounted to 

obtain the effect on initial wealth. 

Finally, we study briefly the ef f ect o f a wage in-

crease on the retirement decision of the indiv i dual. Con-

sider the retirement condition (4.3.15). Differentiating 

this condition with respect to w(x"), we can write 

Limit [~(x) {dx/dw(x")} + {dhtx)/dw(x")} ] = 0 
x+R 

Taking the limit and solving for dR/dw(x"), we obtain 

dR/dw(x") = 

Limit [dh(x)/dw(x")] 
x+R 

- Limit ntx) 
x+R 

(4.5.37) 

Thus the obvious result is that, if the wage increase 

results in less (more) work at an age slightly below the 
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retirement age, the individual will also retire earlier 

(later). 

The signs of different components of the comparative 

static effects of an increase in the wage rate for some age 

before retirement on consumption and work hours at different 

ages are reported in tables 4.5.1. and 4.5.2. 

4.5.2 The Compari3cn of Par.metric and Evolutionary Changes 

in Wage Rate~ 

The parametric changes in wage rates discussed above 

should be distinguished from the anticipat=d changes across 

the life cycle, also called the evolutionary changes, dis-

cU5se1 in chapter 3. To understand thIS distinction it 

sho~ld be realized that in the context of a life cycle prob

l~m t~e ~Bge ~rofile is a set of distinct paramete~s~ name-

1y, ~he age specific wage r~tes. These should not be inter-

preted as a time series of a single variable. Thu:., the 

~act th~t wBge rate may vary across the life c~cle means 

that these distinct pa.rameters take their own v;il~es which 

may dl~fer ~r=m one another. Then~ evclutionary changES in 

the wage rate involve ha~in9 some distinct parameter5 dif-

On the other hand, a Change in the 

~age ~et~ frc~ its init!al!y anticipated value is clearlj a 

As MaCut~d/' ::'98U interprets, the e'';:fect 

~f such a ~arametl" i::: change in the I'lage rate on ~he 1 i f e 
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Table 4.5.1 

Increase in the Wag- Rate for Age x' < R into the 

Intratemporal and intertemporal Effects 

Intratemporal Inter-temporal 
Substitution Realloc:ation Compensated 

Effec:ts Effec:ts Effect~ 

Consumption and Leisure are Normal 

dc:(x) x = x' + ? 
x :f: ,.{ . 0 1- + 

dhtx) x = x' + + + 
x * x' 0 

Consumption i s Inferior 

dc:( x ) x = x' + + + 
x :1= x' 0 

dh(x) x = x' + + + 
x :f: x' 0 

Leisure is Inferior 

dc:(x) x = x' + + + 
x :f: x' 0 

dhLd x = x' + + + 
x :;. x' 0 
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Table 4.5.2 

Decomposition of the Effects of • P.rw~etric 

into the Comp~nDat~d 4nd W~~lth Eff~ct5 

Compensated Wealth Full 
Eff~cts Eff"!cts Effects 

Consumption and Leisure are Nt:Jrmal 

de (x) :-< = x • ? + ? 
~ :j: x' + + + " 

d h ( ){ l x = x" + ? 
~ '4= x " 

Consumruinn is Infer lQ.!: 

de {~c} x = -~ .,. ? 
)! " x 

dh f:d x = x· + "=' 

x * x' 

Leisure is Inferior:. 

de: h} x ::: X + + + 
X 4- ~>{ • + ? .,.. 

dh(~l v = x f. + + ,-' 

x ~ " . + ? A 



cycle allocation decision shows the difference in alloca

tion across two individuals who are identical in every 

respect but have different wage profiles. As a consequence, 

the effects of a parametric change in the wage rate are dif

ferent from those of an evolutionary change. 

First, as explained by MaCurdy (1981), a parametric 

change in the wage rate carries a wealth effect which is ab-

sent in the case of an evolutionary change. The reason is 

that an evolutionary change in the wage r ate means that the 

wage rate across different ages is not identical. This age 

pattern of wage rates does not create any wealth effect. On 

the other hand, a parametric change in the wage rate will 

also change wealth if the individual is working at the age 

for which the wage rate has changed. 

To be more precise, consider the way the two effects 

have been derived. lhe derivation of the effects of evolu-

tionary changes in the wage rates is based on t he tangency 

condition t3.3.33) alone, ignoring the l i fetime budget con-

strain. The reason is that these type of changes in wage 

rates do not alter the lifetime budget constraint which al

ready incorporates the fact that wage rate may vary across 

the life cycle. On the other hand, the derivation of the 

effects of parametric changes in wage rates is based on both 

the tangency condition (3.3.33) as well as the budget con-

straint (3.3.34). The parametric changes in wage rates are 
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net anticipated at the be9inning of the plannin9 horizon and 

~en~e these c~anges are not inco~porated into the bud3et 

const~aint initial1~ perceived by the individual. The ob-

vious olJtcome of this diffe~2nce is that the evolutionary 

changEs in was~ p~tes do not create any wealth effect where 

wealth if the i~divi1ual is working at the age for which the 

The fact that there is no wealth effect associated 

with an evoluticnar~ change in the wage rate~ does not make 

the effects of this type of chan9E in the ~age rate com-

parable with the compensated effects of a parametric change 

lhe effects of an evolutionary change in 

the ~age rate consist of the intrate~por~l substitution ef-

f~cts 3~d the intertempor~l allocation effects. 

pensated ~~f~cts ~f a paramet"ic change in the wage rate are 

split irt~ th~ intr3tempoY31 5ubstituti~n effects an~ the 

intertempcral ~eal!ocation effects. While the jntr~temporal 

effe~ts are i1enticaI 3C~OS3 the two t.'pes of changes i~ the 

Wa?8 r?te~ the interternpcral effect3 are diiferent. The 1n-

~~rte~pcrel 311~c3ticn effects of an evolutiona~,' ~hange in 

the wage rat~ are the results of optimal alloca~ion of e":-

pend~ture c'!e~ the life cycle in the light of a knewn ~age 

prcfL!~. 0~ ~he ot~er hand. th~ in~2~tempora! rea:;ocation 
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penditure in the light of changes in wage rates away from 

the i~iti311y anticipated wage profile. 

To be more specific, recall from chapter 3 that the 

effects of an ev~!utiDnary change in the wage rate are 

identica! to the effects of a parametric change holding con-

5ta~t the marginal u~ilit; of wealth. The compensat~d ef-

f~ct5, ~n the oth~r hand, are based on a param~tric change 

ho11ing constant lifetim~ utility, rather than marginal uti-

1 J t '.' , The difference betwEen the two types of affects of a 

=herge i~ the wage rate on the allocation of expenditure is 

e-p!ained by the following result proved in appendi= 4.A.5. 

In the c~ntext of life cycle allocation prob-

lem of an indIvidual aged n, th~ compensated eff~ct af 

? parametric change in the wage rat~ cn expenditure: 

,::ef)~l 'dl'j('''"} In is related to the effect of e.n evol'J.-

as 

-t ell OI-j 5 • 

l.r-thl/~''111·~ " 
~, , . ~ \ 

, 
!V 2 (n) 

+ [d""{"~ '\I ;",}1 
-""~2\"- [-:lV

2
{n) /dl'.lh.·) 

mar?inal utllitj of ~ealt~ on e~penditure at age ~ is: 
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(4.5.39) 

.arld d\)2(n}/dw{x") In' the compensated effect of an in

!:rease in the wa'3So rate for age ): on the' maf'9i nOll 

utility of wealth is: 

I r- (:.~-n) 
d V 2 ( n) I d w ( x .) ! n = - e V 22 \ x ) 

[ e { x) I ~ ( x } ¢ ( n)] e - r)(" p ( "< .) [ J.' 1 (x • , I U
2 

'i x • ) <) ( x • } l 

for x' ~ R (4.S.40) 

fo1" x' ~ R ULS.4U 

Equation (4.5.39) says that with an Increase in the 

marginal utility of wealth, expenditure at each age must 

decrease. This is an obvious outcome of a utility function 

concave in expenditur~. This result is also analogous to 

the behaviour of a profit maximizin9 firm which wIll 

decrease its expenditur~ ~n inputs as the pr-ice of output 

4 decreases. Equation (4.5.40) says that if leisure is a 

q It may be noted that reciprocal of the marginal 
utility of wealth is equal to the mar'3inal cost of utility. 
In their profitabl~ approach to the life cycle problem, 
Brcwnin9~ Dea~on and Irish (1985) interpret the reciprocal 
of the marginal utility of wealth as th~ price of utility 
fer a price taker 'profit maximizing' individua~ Slnce under 
pra+l,t maxi~lzation marginal cost is equal to the price of 
ou.tpt_tt. 



normal (inferior) good, an increase in t he wage rate at a 

Horl<ing age will decrease (increase) the margi nal utility of 

nom:inal ~,ealth. Again, this result is a nalogou s to the ef-

fects of an increase in the price of a no rmal (inferior) 

factor input on the marginal cost of production. 5 Equation 

(4.5.41) says that an increase in the wage rate after 

retirement has no effect on the marginal utility of wealth. 

Once again, we find an analogy. An increase in the price of 

a fixed factor input has no effect on marginal cost. The 

above discussion implies: 

The compensated effect on e xpend i t ure of an 

increase in the wage rate for some age before retire-

ment is greater (smaller) than the effect of an equal 

evolutionary change if leisure is a norma l (an in-

ferior) good. The ~ompensated effect of a n increase 

in the wage rate for some age after ret i rement is 

equal to the effect of an evolutionary change. 

To analyze the relationships between the effects of 

evolutionary and paroametric changes in the wage rate un con-

5 It should be noted again, that the ' marginal cost 
of utility' is reciprocal of the margin a l uti l ity of wealth 
(See Browning, Deaton and Irish (1985». 
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sumption and work hours, we substitute in (4.5.38) for the 

compensat~d effect: de(x)!dwCx') In in terms of the cost of 

living effect and the intertemporal reallocation effect from 

equation (4.5.6). Ac=or1ing to our analysis in chapter 3 

Csub3ecijcn 3.3.3), we can also substitute fer the effect of 

an evolutionary change in the wage rate in terms of a cost 

of living effect and an intertemporal allocation ~ffect. 

~ln~e the cost of lilin9 effects are id9ntical on both the 

~jdes, the result of this substitution is: 

ojef<)!dN!~{') I,. = 
; I., 1 r 

+ 1 e { )"( 1 I d:,of ( x .) ! i ,a + [d 1:' ( x} I V 2 ( n}] [d V 2 ( n ) l d w ( x .) I;, ] 
(4.5.42) 

~ultip!yin9 both the sides by the derivative 3c(x)/3e(x) and 

3td::} l;je(x) alternatively, l'4o? can find the relcltionship of 

the effects of evolutionary and compensated ch3nges in the 

wage rat~ on consumption as well as on work hours. This re-

latlc~ship is summarl=ed in the follOWIng result. 

The inte~temporal realL::lcation effe~ct=i of a 

par amet r' i c change in the ~jage rate are re'~ ated with 

the inter~emporal allocation effects of an evclutlon-

ar~ chanse a5 follows. 
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[ac t x ) I de (x)] [de ( x ) I dl'l ( X .) 1/\ ' l = 
'",lr' 

e ac ( x) I 3e ( x)] [de (x) I dw ( x .) 1 ] 
j i J a 

+ [3!:{x) l8e(x)] rde(x) IV
2

<rl)] (d IJ
2

(rd Idl"J{x') !uJ 

[ 3h hI{) l3e ( x}) r de ( ~) I dw ( x .) I ] 
i J a 

i:4.S.431 

I + rahhd 13e(x)] rde(x) IV
2

,n)} rdV
2

(nJ: Idw(x') II}) 

UI. 5. 44) 

Adding the intratemporal effects on both the sides 

of equations (4.5.43) and (4.5.44), we obtain the following 

result: 

2c { x) " 8~1 f X • ) + l: ac: ( x! I 3e ( x)] r de ( ~~;< I d w ( x .) I . ] ::: 
I it, ll~ 

I ] 
! u (x) 

+ nco:::) /3e(x)] [deCl(} Idw(;~') II ] 
i ,a 

+ [;c(x)taebd] [deh)/VZ(n)) [dV
2

(rd/dw(x'} Ill] 

3h \ x l I j,,! (y,') ',l\ (,'J) + [3h (x) / 3e (x)] [de ~ x) i dw ~ :( .) I" . ] = 
'-' "' II!,~I" 

( j h ( x ) I 3w ( x .) l ] 
lUb:) 

I 
[de(x}/dwCx"l!~ ] , • ,a 

+ r~h(x}/3""(x)" .. [de(v"/V_'MI)'! CdV I'n}/-tw\',,') ! ., 
';! - ,.. , :2 \ ~ 2 .' ... " Ii .J 
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The left hand sides of the above equations are equal to the 

compensated effects of a parametric change in the wage rate. 

Similarly the first two components on the right hand sides 

are equal to the effects of an evolutionary change in the 

wage r ate. Thus we obtain the following result. 

Thec'rem 4.~. 13 

The compensated effects of a parametric change 

i n the wage rate are related with the eff e cts of an 

evolutionary change as follows. 

ac ( ):{) I a ... ( x .) 11\ = [ac ( x) I aw ( x .) I v ( )] 
, I 2. n 

+ [ac(x)/8e(x)] Cde(x)/V
2

tn)] CdV
2

(n)/dw(x') In] 
(4.5.45) 

ah ( x) I a", ( x .) I n = r 3h ( x) I 3w ( x .) I v 1. (n) ] 

+ r3h(x)/3e(x)] [debd/V2 (n)] [dV2 (n)/dw(x') Ill] 

(4.5.46) 

From these relations we can also infer t he following result. 

Theorem 4.~.14 

The compensated effect on wo rk h ours of a 

parametric increase in the wage rate for some age be-

fore retirement is less than the effect of an evolu-

tionary increase. The compensated ef f ect o n consump-
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ticn of a parametric increase in the wage rate is more 

(less) than the effect of an evolutionary increase if 

both consumpt. i on and 1 ei sure are ncr-mal (,iny I:me of 

~on5umption and leisure is inferior). The twe types 

of effects of an increase in the wage rat~ for some 

i:tge af tel" ret i rement are equal to each other., both 

being equal to zero. 

7he derivative: rde(xJ/V2 (n)] is known to be negative 

tlY e qua t ion {4 .5. 39} • If lei sure is nor'mal!, the 

derivatives: [dV2 Cn) Idwtx', Ill] and [3hhd 13Ei>CX):I will 

te negative, (see equation (4.5.40) l. 1+, on the 

ether hand leisure is inferior, both of these deriva-

t i \res are pes it i ve. Therefore, whether lS'lsUire is 

normal or inferlor, the difference between th~:? t ... o 

types of effects of a changes in the wage rate: 

3h ( x) I?w ( x ') I Q - r!h ( x) / oW ( x .) ! V"}.. (n) 1 -::: 

L3h~x) J3ehd] [debd !V~ (n) 1 [dV,;,!n} Idt~(x' J. I,l 
L. "- ' It 

Next =ansider the effects en ccnsump-

ticn. If both ccnsumption and leisure are normal, the 

differf?flCe between the two types of effects of a 



3c { ~<) I a .. 1 ( x t) I i1 - r 3c: ~ x) I dW ( x .) Iv 2. (n)] = 

rac:<x)/aeb(}l [de():)/V
2

(n)] [dV
2

(n)/dl"'(x") Inl 

is positive. If any of t.he two goods is inf,el"'ior, 

this difference is negative. Finally) the derivative: 

dV?{n}/dw(x") ii, equal=; zero for' x' ~ R (see' equatiol"! __ 11.. 

f4.5.41l). This completes the proof. 

The break dOHn of the cOMpensat~d effects given by 

equations 14.5.45) and <4.S.46J can be referred to as the 

break dewn into the r 3pec ific substitution' effects and the 

'general substitution' eiiects due to Houthakker C1960J. !~ 

analyzing the comparative stati~ effects of price changes 

with additive ut~lity function, Houthakker has referred the 

=~05S comp~nsated e~fect5 to be the 3eneral substitution ef-

fect::. Due to additi~e separability of the utility func-

th~se effects c=me onl~ through change in the marginal 

ut!lity cf inc~m~ brought about by the change in pri~e. If 

the ~ti!ity function is net additive, the cross substitution 

effects will be different. The additional campcnents in the 

cress 5ubstitution ~f+ect5 due to ~on-adjitivit/ of the 

~~ilitj ~uncticn are r~ferred to be the specific substitu-

This means that the compensated 

e~f~ct5 Wlt~ ncr additive utility functIon can ~e decomposed 

Int~ two compon9nts, ~he 5peci~ic 5ubstitution effects and 
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the general substitution effects. The specific substitutlon 

~ff~cts csn be obtained by evaluatins the effects of a price 

change, holding constant the marginal utility. ThE:? general 

Sub5ti~ution effects c~n be obtained by deriving the effects 

cf €t pr ice cr!snge OJ"l the demands for goods due to the 

r~s~l~i~S =ompensated change in the marginal utility. 

Thi~ is precisely what we have done in obtaining the 

break dOHn of the compensated effects glven by equations 

f4.':.4"::l and <4.5.46). Thus the effects of an evolutionary 

=~~nge in th~ wage rate or the marginal utility held con

st?nt effects of a parametric change in the wage rate can 

alSD be called the "specific substitution' effects of a 

parametric change in the wage rate. Simllarly th~ effects 

::f a p:H'ametric chan'?'? in the \'fage f'ate thrOl..l'3h the ccm

pen~?t?d change in th9 margina! utility of wealth can be 

call~1 t~e 9~n~~al substitution effects. To rec:apitulate 

t~ese ideas, we ~o~ re~crt the signs pattern of the break 

down ~f the compensated effects cf a parametric increase in 

the ~ase ~ates in table 4.5.3. 



de t .~ 1 " 
v 
" 

':ih (:d ;( 

."( 

de ( )~ ) v ,'. 

x 

d h ( )( } x 
x 

dc (){ ~ )~ 

x 

dh ! >t ) X 

X 
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Table 4.5.3 

Spe~iflc and the General Substitution Effects 

=: x . 
== 

){ 
. 

= ';1 
. 

'*' X 
. 

= X • 

*' x' 

::: x' 
.... x· r 

= x • 

~ x' 

= x· 
~ x' 

Compensated 
Effects of a 
Wage Increase 

The Specific Sub. 
Effects or the 
Marginal Utility Col. ell 
Constant Effects minus 
Or Effects of Gal. (2) 
an Evolutionary The General 

Waqe Increase S~b. Effects 

Consumpt ion a:""ld L~ i sure ar'e Nprmat 

? 
+ 

+ 

+ 

~ 

? 
o 

+ 
o 

Consumption ~s Inferior 

+ 
o 

+ 
o 

Leisure is Inferio~ 

+ 
o 

o 

+ 
... 
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4.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this chapter we studied the implications of vari

ous parametric changes on the life cycle consunlpticm and 

wor~ allocation decision. The parametric changes included 

the survival probabilities, the rate of interest and the 

The analysis shows that the effec~s of th~se 

parametric changes are sensitive to the anticipation lag, 

that is, the lag between the actual time of a parametric 

chang~ and the time when this change was anticipated. The 

earlier the parametric change is anticipated, lhe longer 

will be the horizon for replanning and, therefore, the smal

ler will be the adj~stment for each future age. 

Two types of mortality changes were discussed, an 

increase in general survival rates in the society and a sub

jective increase in the survival probabilities for the lndi-

vidual concerned. It ~as shown that an increase in general 

sur~ival rates affects the individual's lif~tlme allocation 

decision due to two r~asons. First, this mort&lity improve-

~ent Mill affect the e~pected lif~time utility function of 

the il"'Jdiviju.al due to the !:~anges in Sut".Ii-"al pi~oba,bllities. 

Second, 3n increase in survival rates i~ th~ society in gen

e~al will a!so aff~=t the lifetlroe budget =onstraint of the 

individual d~e t~ the changes in the actuarially fair rates 

~f inte~est ~hich ar~ ~alc~lated an the basis of 3eneral 

This type of mortality im-
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provement carries wealth effects by changing the actuarial 

rat~s of lnterest. But the resulting intertemporal sub-

stitution effects are fully offset bj an equiv~lent change 

in di3count f3ctors att3ched with the lifetime utility func-

t ion. T~~ wealth effects depend on the savings paltern 1ur-

i"9 the s~9ment of life for which the survival rates have 

increased. An increase in the survival rates to a youn~ or 

an old age, when savings are negative, will result in less 

consumption, more work, more savings and a lat~r retirement 

(assuming that consumption and leisure are normal). On the 

o~her hand, the e~fects of an in~rease in the survival rates 

to a middle age, when savings are positive, are the oppo-

T""'~_ •.. 1 .::s result cannot be obtained in a two period model 

i-,if::.nout 3SS1J.mIr:g, lik":? Ab=l (1986), that :savings, in old age 

T~e implications of an increase in the mean preserv-

in9 spr~ad in the distribution of life were also noted. If 

~he su~vival probabilities throush the earlier segment of 

the horizon. when sa~inss out cf earnings are increasing, 

3r@ held cc~st3nt. the~ the effect of increasing risk ~s to 

reduc~ consumption and increase work hours for all the fu-

t~re ages 13s5uming ~hat co~sumption and leisure are 

Since the effects of 3eneral mortal It/ changes come 

f~cm the re5~ltin3 changes in the actuarial rates of inter-
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est, it is impc~tant to note that fo~ the realization of 

these effects, the insurance companies must also fully 

recognize the current mortality ~ariations. An alternative 

t;pe of ~crtalit~ v3riation could be due to a changes in 

survival p~ospect3 for the individual concerned, independ~nt 

~f 3ene~a! surVival rates in the society. We showed that 

this type a+ ~crtaljty change affects only the expected 

Ijfeti~e utility f~ncticn and, therefore, carries only an 

i~tertempDral substitution effect. The actuarial rates of 

interest which are calculated on the basis of general sur

vival risks in the society rather than the subjective dis

tribution of life of a particular individual, are unchanged. 

Therefore this subjective mortality change will leave the 

li~etime budget constraint unchanged. It was shown that an 

increase in the subjective probability of survival to some 

ase will result in more consumption and less work hours at 

that BS2 2nd less consumption and more work hours at each 

other age. 

The effect on co~sumption and work hours of an in-

crease i~ th~ rate of interest was 5hown to consist of a 

compensated eff~ct and a wealth effect. fhe cOMpensated e+-

feet results in h13her consumption and lower work hours at 

!ater 33es In =ampensation for lower c~nsumption and higher 

The wealth effec~ depends en 

~he sign patter~ ~f asset holding over the life cycle. If 
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the effe~t of negative asset holdin3 at an earlier age is 

small J then a higher rate of interest ~lil1 create a positive 

wealth effect by increasing the interest income on assets. 

This will result in mo~e ~onsumption and less work (assuming 

beth c~rsumption and l~isure are norma!). The full effect 

of an increase in the rate of interest IS predictable only 

f'::r the l~ter segment of life at which both the compensated 

end wealth effects are in the same direction. 

Parametric chanses in the wage rate were studied in 

1etail. The effects ~n consumption anj work hours are split 

into t~~ee p~rts, an intratemporal substitution effect, an 

interte~poral reallocation effect and a wealth effect. 

The intratemporal substitution effect of a~ increase 

1n the Ma3e rate at scme specific age relat~s ta substitu

tion betwee~ ~cnsumption and leisure, gIven the rat3 of 

lJtilit;' at tha.t 3.'3e. This ef-iect results in mOI~e t:cmsump-

ti~n and mc~e work at that age. The inta~temporal real1oca-

t~o~ effe~t of a higher wage rate relates to the resulting 

reallocation of expenditure over the life cycle due to the 

ch~~ges in r~lative prices of expend!ture for dif+erent ages 

brought about b~ the increase in the wage rate. T his ~s i 11 

result i~ more work at the age £cr which the wage rat~ is 

If both consumption 

3nd leisure are normal, consumption will be affec~ed in the 

:+, on tne other ha.nd, eith~'f· ~ne of 
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these two gcods is inferior, consumption will be affected in 

the same dir~ction as work hours. ~n increase in the wage 

f3te during working age will increase wage income for a 

The consequent wealth effect is to 

decrease wcrk hours and increase consumption, provided both 

C::H"'lSI-,-r~lpt i =.In 3.F:d 1 e j sur-e are nor-rna 1 • 

A parametric change in the wage rate h~s a distinct-

ly jiffere~t effect than an evolutionary chans •• First, a 

parametric change will carry a wealth effect which is absent 

in the evoluticnarj change. Second, the ~ffect of an evolu-

tionary change in the wage rate is not even comparable with 

the compensated effect of a parametric change. While the 

fermer is identical to the effect of a parametric cnange 

h~111n9 const3nt the m~r9inal utility of wealth, the latter 

is based en a parametri~ change holding ccnstant lifetime 

utilit~, r3ther than the marginal utilit/. Whi le the in-

tratempcral effects are identical across the two types of 

=hanges in the wage rate, the intertempcral effects are dif-

f~rent. The intertemporal allocation effect of an e~o!u-

t!cnary ~~an9~ is a ~~su!t of optimal allocation of expendl-

t~re over the life ~tcl? in the light of a known wage pra-

file. On the ether ha~dJ the inte~temporal reallocation ef-

~ect results f~cm t~e reallocation of expendlture in the 

:i3ht :If 2. c:ian3e in !:l-,,;: l'1ase "3te away 1t:':'Hll the initi.ally 

a~tic~~ated wage prof~l~. 
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To further explain this distinction, the cOMpensated 

effects of an increase in the wage rate were decomposed into 

two components, the marginal utility held constant effects 

or the 'specific 3ubstitution' effects and the effects 

through the compensat~d change in the ~ar9inal utility of 

wealt~ or the f3ener~1 substitution' effects. I t 1~las 5hcwn 

that the compensated ef1'ects of a para.metric inicr'!!Else in the 

~age rate on work hours are smaller th3n the effects of an 

equal evolutionary wage increase or the specific substitu-

ti::m effects. Therefore, the general substitutlon effects 

of a. parametric: !-Iage increase on work hours are rlegativp.. 

In addition, the compensated effects of a parametric wage 

incre~se on consumption are greater (smaller) than the ef

fects of an equal evolutionary wage increase or the sp~cific 

substitution ef~ects if both consumption and leisure are 

normal (anyone of consumption and leisure is inferior). 

This implies that the 9~ner~1 substitution effects of a 

parametric wage increase on consumption are positi~e {nega

tivel if consumption and leisure are normal (either consump-

tIC" ~~ leisure is infe~iarl. 
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4.A APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4 

4.A.1 The effects of General Mortality I~provements on the 

Allocation of Expenditure (Equation 4.3.7' 

In this appendix we will derive an ~xpression for 

the effect of a small increase in the probability of 5ur-

viva! to age ~. anticipated at age n S x' on expenditure at 

Differentiation the optimizing conditions 

(4.2.3) and (4.2.4) with respect to p(x'), we find 

T ,. -r(x-n} 
! e [pCx)/pCn)](de(x)/dp(x')] dx = 

n 

-rn Multiplying the second equation by e pln}, we write: 

1 
" e- r )( 

,I 
n 

[de(x}/dptx')J dx -rx' = e V I. x • } 

Substituting deCx)/dpCx") from equation C4.A.l) into this 

~quation, we obtai~ the fallowing equation in one unknown, 

Or '3ubstituting 

n 

-r(x-n) e 

-r'x' ': e J(x'} 
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T 
[V

22
(n)!V

2
(n)] [deCn)/dp(~'}l ; e-rxp(x) [V

2
(x)/V

22
(x)] dx 

n -- rx . = e (i{x'J 

Now we introduce coefficient of relative risk aversion, 

~~x), defined 3S follows. 

(4.A.2) 

Us:.!"'3 this coefficient, .. ,E can write the above e~quation as: 

(4.A.3) 

vthere, 

T 
-r~ 

i e pix) [e(x)/i(x,J d~ > 0 t4.A.4} 
n 

Equation C4.A.31 can be solved for de(nJ/d~'x'l as Follows: 

i=inal1)', 5ubst:tutin'3 ~his f''?sult in equation (4.A.1l and 

si~pl !f~"r'·3. we obt_:iin the solution for jeix) IdpL~' J: 

':: - To- rCx - n )" ( '!) ()~( '] 
... "'" \F 2 n i ! - 22 x. 'P ;\ I 
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Substituting e- r <x-n>V
2

(n) = V
2

(x), and using (:3.A.2), we 

end up with: 

rx· de(x)/dp(x") = [e{x)/~(x)¢(n)] [e- 1(X·)] 

4.A.2 The Effects c~ Subjective Mcrtal1ty IMprav5menta en 

Expenditur. (Equation. (4.3.29), (4.3.30~ 

For the problem under consideration, the optimizing 

conditions are give by equations (4.3.27) and (4.3.28) of 

the text. These equations are reproduced beloH. 

T 
f e- rx p*(x) [wex)S - e(x)] dx = constant 
n 

<4.A.6) 

t4.A.7) 

Differentiating equation (4.A.6) with respect tel p(x·), we 

can write: 

.je{:i.}/dpi~·) = 

~ - r { " - n ) r p * { x , P U"j} I P hd P * ( n)] [ IJ 22 ( n) / V 22 (;d] de ( n) I d p \ ~ 'j 

-r{x"-n) * ~ * - e . [p (x'l;::drd/;:Hx')~p (:"I)] 1J'2(fllitJ22(':t') 

for x = x' 

'iehdJdp{x"} = 



Or subst it.l! ti n'3 
-t~{x-n) 

e 

from equation C4.A.6}, 

for x = x' 

for x '* x· 
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{4.A.8} 

{4.A.9) 

Next we difterentiate equation C4.A.71 with respect to 

pex"}. The result is: 

T 
( e- rx '* ph:) 

Substituting equations <4.A.8) and <4.A.9) into the abuve 

equation, we obtain: 

r V.., ... ( n) 11)2 ( n) ] 
-~ 

::de(nUdp(x"}] 

~\' 1.°)'\1 ( " ("')~ = V,..· 
l. "2 \ "i. I .. 22 )( ! P --, J 

Usin3 equation (4.A.2), we can write thls equation as: 

- r ~{ . 
=- *, '} p ,x 
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Or' , 

r.V2~n)/V22(n)] re-- rx ' p*:x·)e(x';n<X·j~*(I''dJ [l/p(x C }l 

t4.A.l0l 

wher~, 

T 
)6*tn) -= i' e- rx P*Cx} [e(x~ 12(x} J dx > 0 

rl 

Substituting equation (4.A.l0) back into equations C4.A.8J 

and {4.A.9l, we obtain: 

d eo i: ;~} I d pix .) = 

r'J I" 'I) ()] [;_-rx' *(-') , ')/'( ,)", .. "*', ) ..... 
L - '2 . x) f 22 x ~ p,~ e \ X : X r n p ~ x .'.J 

foi'" X == X (4.A.ll) 

de(x:ldpb:') = 

[V? { x) I V?.., { x)] [e -!" x' p * { x • ) .~ I x • ) /2 ( x ' ) ~ '* ~ n } p { x • ) :1 
__ ":-4.. 

for x '* x <4.A.12i 

-rx' *' * - ( e ( x ) f ~ ( x)] ( eo p (x'} & .: x • ) / i (x ' ) ¢ {irI} P ( .; • ) J 

foi'" X = ;,:' (4.A.13) 



de(x)/dp(x"} = 
-rx' *' 1E' - ( e ( x) I ~ ( x)] rep ()~') eo ( ;~ • ) / 2 ( ):: • ) ¢ (n) p ( x • ) ] 

for- :;( *' x' <4.A.14) 

4.A.3 The Effect~ of an Incr9&se in the Rate of Interest on 

the Allocation of Expen~itur~ 

In order to fInd the effect of an increase in the 

~3te of interest on the allocation of expenditure we dif-

ferentiate the optimizing conditions (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) 

with r~spect to r. The result of this differentiation for 

equation f4.2.3) is as tollows. 

dehd!dr 

de(x)jd~ = [V2Ix)V22Cn)!V2CnIV22Cx)] deCnl/tir 

- ex - n) [V
2

(xl/V22 'x)] <4.A.15) 

Ne'~t, diff?rentiating equation <4.2.4} ,,41th ,..~spect to t" and 

multipl/lng the ~esultin'3 expression by e- rn pen), we get 

T 
i' e-r~.( p(:.(} 

T , 
J' (x-n) 

n 
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Substituting equation (4.A.lS) into this equation, we find 

T 
- [V

22
(nJ/V

2
tn)] [deCn)/dr] f e- rx p(x) [V

2
(x)/V22 (x)] dx + 

n 

T T 
r (x-nJe-rxp(x)[V2(xJ/V2Z,x}]dx 
n 

r Cx-n}e-rxpCx)1Cx)dx ~ 0 
n 

Or, using (4.A.2) and (4.A.4), 

T T 
-1"'-r (x-nle Ap(x)[~(x)/~(x»]dx-

-rx {' (x - n ) e 'p ( x ) () ( x ) d x = 0 
n 

where, ~:n} is defined by equation C4.A.4>. The above equa-

ticn can be solved for de(n)idr as follows. 

(x - n) 
n 

T 
+ [ I.J 2 ( n) IV 22 { n ) 1> ( n) j ,/, ( x - n) e - r x p ( x ) (J ( x ) 

n 

-

(4.A. !6) 

where, x is the weighted average of x defined as fellows. n 

T 
,i' x a? - r x p ( x ) [ e ( x) ! ~ '. x») d x 
n 

T 
r e- rx pCx) [eCx)/~(x)] dx 
n 

~4.A.17) 

~inallYt substituting for 1eCn}/dr from ~quation C4.A.16) 

~ack into equation £4.A.15), we obtain the desired solution. 
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T 
+ r V:2 bd I V 22 ( x ) ¢ ( n)] .t' (x - n ) e - r x p bd ~ (;d d x 

n 

Or, us i og (<1. A. 2) , 

deex)Jdr: - [e(x)/ifx)] (x - x) 
n 

T 
j' (x-rd 
n 

-rx 
.? p(x) (f(x) dx (4.A.18} 

The effect of an increase in the rate of interest 

can be expressed in terms of a Slutsky equation representing 

the compensated and wealth effects. The compensated effect 

can be obtained by differentiating the following equat~ons 

with respect to r. 

{4.A.19) 

n 1 
(' p(x) V(x) dx + [' p(x) V{x) dx = () (4.A.20) 

I) 

where, equation C4.A.i9) is the tangency condition for the 

optimizing problem at th~ upper sta~e. With a fixed value 

of B, equation (4.A.20} holds constant the lifetime utillty. 

Fer an indiVIdual at age n at which the rate of interest is 

assl~ed to have changed, the rate of utility derived at each 

previous aqe x < n is fi~ed. Therefore, differentiating the 

two equations with respect to r, we can write 



de bd I d r I il = e -I" ( X - 1".) [ V 22 ( n) I V 22 ( :d] de ( n) I drill 

-r(x-n) 
- ( x - n ) e r V 2 ( n) I V 22 ( x) ] 

.. 
V

2
(x} rde(x) Idr-I

ll
] dx ... 0 
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<4.A.21> 

Substituting for de(x)/dr In from equation (4.A.2U into the 

above equation and slrnplifying, we can write: 

- eo r n \) 22 { n) rft ( n ) d eo l n , I d I" i I) 
T 

+ e r·n V,.,(n) (' (x-o) e- rx p{x; ~e{x)/i(x») dx = 0 
.... 

n 

Or, simplifying further 

d eo ( n ) j d l" I,l :: [\) 2 ( n) I V 22 ( n) ] {x - rei 
n 

wher~, x is the weighted average of x, defined by equa
l"! 

t i nn t..; • A. 1. 7} • Substituting for deCn)/dr i from the above 
.1I 

equation back into equation 14.A.211, He find 

;jet':(l/dr- rl) ( '. 'V (.] - 2 n J I 22 x] - x) 

= -e{x)!~C':('~ we obtain the compensated effect of an in-

crease In the ~ate of interest. 
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(4.A.22) 

Next, we find an expression for the wealth effect on 

ex pend i t l.U"e. Differentiating ~quation5 C4.2.3} and (3.2.4) 

which ~epresent the optimIzing conditions, with respect to 

initial wealth atn) and simpJifying~ we obtain 

de(;;)/da(rd 
-r(x-n} = e 

} -r{x-n) 
I e [pCx)/p(n}] [de(x)/daCnJ] dx = 1 

n 

(4.A.23i 

Substituting for deCx)/daCn} from equation (4.A.23J into the 

abo~e equation, using C4.A.4) and simplifying, we find 

de(n)/da(n) -rn = - e p{n) 

Substituting this result back into equation C4.A.23}, 

sImplifY1ng and usin3 !4.A.2), we obtain: 

-rn = e pCn) (-:-b) lit:d¢(n)] <4.A.24) 

Using the expressions (4.A.22) and C4.A.24), the 

full e+fect of a~ increase in the rata of interest as gl~en 

by equation t4.A.18J, can be ~epresented by the Slutsky 

-=qu,3 t i on: 
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deb:) Idr- \4.A.25) 

i'lherl?, de!xl/dr-\,., is the compensated eff.:ct given ~j)' 
, .L 

T 
(' {~~ - n ) 

- r (-,- ... ) e -~ .. tp!X) Ip(n») J{x) dx 

The weighting factor xCn) can be wrltten in a more 

in~erpretabte form as: 

T 
(' -r(~-n) 
! e ;' d)' dx 

n 

Or, changing the order of Integr3tion, 

T T 
,~ ( n ., -= - [= ,.. i! I P ( n ~] _/ i! e - r- '>' p t '/ } Ij ( )' ) d)' d >< 

1 
Since ., -I"'"Y '... 0 -Ie' pCy) jiY} <..Ii' = ,we can , ... rlt.e: 

o 

0('1\ - -' 
J ( y) d)' == 

-yo.'.J e ''/ p(y} 

~4.A.26) 

3ubstituting this relation in equation C4.A.26} and ~slng 

the definition of assets gi~en by 13.4.11), we ~btaln 



T = ,I -r (x -n 1 ,/ e 
n 

[p(x}/p(n)] a(x) dx 

Allocation of E~p.nditure 
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{4.A.27> 

We WIll derive an expression for the effect of a 

small increase in the wage rate for a specific age x', 

anti~ipated at age nix·, on expenditure at age x. Again 

we start with th. optimizing conditions 14.2.3} and (4.2.4). 

Differentiating equation C4.2.3J with respect to w'x"), we 

can write: 

de(~)/ciN(X') 

de ( ~ I / dw « x • } -r(x-n) = e 

for x = x' (4.A.28) 

forx*x' (4.A.29) 

Ne~t, we differ~ntiate equation (4.2.4) wlth respect to 

w(x"). The result is: 

T 
.1 -.,-./---0' ,I e ~ "\ .'~ , [p f. _-d I P (rd] [de ( ,:d l:iw ( x • }] d x 

= -r(x"-n} r { "'/ ( '] ~ e lop x I p n, 

Substituting fer 1e{x}jdw(~') from equations C4.A.23) ~nd 

:d.A.29~ into the aDc~e equation and simplifyi~g, we obtain 
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-I'" {x"-n} 
;:: e r p { x • ) I P ( n)] t: (V 12 ( x • ) I V 22 ( x • )} + e] 

From this ~quaticn we can solve for deCn)idw(x"j as 

New we substitute this solution for detnJ/dw(x·) back into 

equations <4.A.28} and (4.A.29l. The result is as follows: 

-"v" e . ~ 1'"\ ( X • i r {') ( x • ) / Ii) ( X • ) } 
.- ~ 12 22 + (1) 

- [V 12 ( x • ) / V 22 ( x • } ] ~F or x = ,(' 

for x .,.. x' 

Or using (4.A.2l, 

t""{x\,./¥.~~)d..'n)l =-rx'p(y") r'u ( .) V' (')~ .,., = ~ .. Y' ~ .. -~v12 x I 22 x I + 7~ 

- [V 12 ( x • ) J 'J 22 i x • ) ) for x = ;(- (4.A.30) 
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dehd/dw<x') ". 

[ e ( x) ! 2 ( x ) ¢ ( n)] e - r-){ • p ( x .) [{ V 12 ( x • ) I V 22 ( x • )} + d J 

for x *' x' (4.A.31> 

For the compensated effect we differentiat~ equa-

tions C4.A.19) 3nd :4.A.20' with respect to wex"). ~he 

results a.re: 

d eo ( ',,:} I d N ! x .) ! 0. = e - r ( ~ - n ) r V 22 ( n) l V 22 ( );)] t de ( n) I d vi ( ::< .) i 11 ] 

de ( x) j dw ( :<: .) I 
:!l 

..,. 
t 

-r(x-n} = e 

for- x = x' 

if P { x } t,) ":? \ ):: ) ( de ( x) / d w ( )( It j 1 ~] d ;{ .: - p ( x ~) V. ( ;( t ) 

~ ,~ ~ 

<4.A.S2) 

(4.A.33J 

<4.A.34l 

Substituting for de(x)/dw(x"} Li from equations (4.A.32J and 

14.A.33) into equation C4.A.34J, we get 

= pix") [{'} ..... :;<;·)V'2(x·}/'J~2L~·)} 
....: J.. L 

V.b::'}] ... (4.A.35) 

Equations (3.A.!: and (3.A.2l of last chapter imply that fer 
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C4.A.36) 

Likewise for the retirement period, we can write accordIng 

Equa-

ticn C4.A.36) how~ver covers both cases since in retirement 

h(x) = O. Substituting this relation into equation 14.A.35J 

and solving for de(rd/d",{x'} L"l' the result is as fCJllo~ls: 

de{n)idltl(x~) l In 
-rn ~ = - te p(x')V

2
(x')/V2Z (n)r(n)] 

[(V
12

Cx'}!V
22

(x'» + [a-hex")}] C4.A.37' 

Substituting for deCnl/dw(x") In back lnto equation (4.~.32) 

and (4.A.33~ and simplif~in9, we get 

:j>:?{xl/dw(;~'} I'" = - (V..., (x.) IV ..... .., (xirjJ(n) ] 
,{ ..:. ..:.-

eo - r x' p ( x .) [{ lJ 1 2 ( x • ) I V 22 ( x . )} + {a - h ( x . ) }] 

- [ V 12 ( x • ) / \l22 t x • } ] for .:< = x' 

[ ~ 1.) , ~ ! x • } II.) ~~ { x • }} + {~- h ( x • ) } J 
._ 4"::' 

for ;.: r x' 

US1~g t4.A.2}, we can write these equations as fallows. 
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de ( x ) j d\'J f :>( ~) ; fi = 

( e ( x } ! 2 ( '~ ) 'fo ( n)] e - r x· p ( x .) [{ V 12 ( x • ) / V 22 ( x • )} + <: 9 - h ( x • ) } ] 

:! '!! f X ) ;' .j~. ( x • i I \ := 
J it 

for x = x' (4.A.38) 

_ .... ". 
eo ' " r { V 1 2 ( x • ) / V 22 ( x • }} + : B - h ( x • } } ] 

for- x #: x· (4.A.39) 

Comparing these compensated efiects with the full 

effects of a wage increase, given by equations C4.A.301 and 

t4.A.31', we can write the latter as: 

deh)/dt-,h-' = [de(x)/dwh") l~] 
lh 

-7' v • 
+ [e " p(x")e(x)/~(~<:}'P(n)] h(~') 

~r-, using the expression far the wealth effect, given by 

equation C4.A.24'. we can ~rite the S:ut3~y equation for a 

wase inc~ease a~ fallows: 

i4.A.40l 

1 is the compensated effect of an 
1\1 

crease in the wage rate far age x' given by equations 

in-

14.A.881 and 1 4 .A.39!, de(x)/1aln) is the wealt~ effect, 
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9iven by equation C4.A.24J and aen, x"l, the weighting fac-

tor which measures the effect of an increase in the wage 

r~te ~or age x' on wealth at age n, is given below. 

-"'(x"-n) :: e ' [pb:'}lp(n)] hex'} (4.A.41> 

The comper!sated ef-fect, de(:dJdw(x') lit may be writ

ten in a more interpretable form by 5ubstltuting fer V
12

(x') 

and V22(~') in terms of the corresponding expressions in the 

direct utility function. Thus, for the pre-retirement per-

lad we substitute for V12 Cx') and V22 (x') from equations 

t3.3.41J and 13.A.6J r~spective!y i~to equations (4.A.38) 

and (4.A.39). F~r the retirement period we substitute fer 

these partial derivati~es fram equations i3.A.l1) and 

C?A.12) ~esppctively. 

'ie{x}f1w(x') I' = 
,! 

The results after simplification 

-r v • e _. 

for ." :: x', ~. < R <4.A.42l 

-r v " e " 

for -/ ..,;.. "". 
.,... ~'I.- , 

,- U i '} IU • • - , "] '1-'1'" ,?,X !;l\X J 
,,-

(-4.~.43) 
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for x = x' J A' ~ R {4.A.44i 

for " "* x' ~ ~. ~ R (4.A.45) 

In chapter 3, we have 3hown in equation (3.3.391 

that the effect of an evolutionary change in the wage rate 

on e~penditur~ C3n also be obtained as the effect of a 

p3rarnetric change holdIng constant the marginal utility of 

i nit i a 1 \'Ie 31 t h . In the present context of the life cycle 

al10catinn probl~m cf an individual aged n, the effect of an 

evol~tiona~y change in the wage rate given by equation 

13.3.30 } can ~e wrjtten as fcllc~s. 

de { 'd ! d~·j ( '-:' . \ I I..' ~..,(x) I V
22 

(:'{) fer . (4.A.4ol \ 'J -= - ,,< = .-
f n"' 

., 
'2 ...... 

-:1 "? { ~~ } i d \-, ~ .~ • 1 I ::: 0 for ," {4.A.47l IV., ( n ) '1= )~ ... 

'J tv"} 22 ~ 
from equatl0ns C3.3.411 

~etirement pericd W9 can wri~e this effect as f~llQws. 

" 
= "': {,,"" Ilj' ("~'" I "' " )} + 

, ;'~1.., ~ .~ ) , 1 J 2'" ~ ...... ~ ~-h ; x • ) } ] 

; o4 •. ~. 48 i 
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d ~ ( x ) ! d", t x • ) • 
iV7..(n} = 0 fer x "4= x· , xf1 ~ R (4.A.49) 

, 
d e ( ;; ) / d '" ( x • ) I 

,VI t n) = e for ){ = ~ . , )~ '>l ~ R (4,A.50) 

ae ~ ~~ l i 1 .. , {x • 1 I = 0 for x 
*" 

"{ . ,. :~ ill ;. r-. '\·-t~A.51) 
lVl. ~ n ) ... 

We have to p~Dve that the compensated ~ffects given 

by equations C4.A.42) through t~.A.45} are related with 

these marginal utility held constant effects as follows. 

+ r del :.: 1 / 1):2 { n} ] I"J II. 

~ir5t W~ Find an e~pres3io~ f~r deC~)!V~:n), the effec~ 0+ 
k. 

a~ increase the marginal utility cf we~lth on expenditure at 

Gi~en the tangency =ondition: 

'J ~ (:=,} 
-t"' {"'-ti i 

- "? (4.A.53! 

= -!"(.~-n~n) I,; = I 22 \ x I 
< 0 
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From the same tangency condition we also have a relation be-

twe~n the effects of a compensated change in the wage rate 

on expenditure and on the marginal utility of wealth: 

1)22(~d [.oj"?{·~\ld\'Ii~·1111 + 1)12(x") = 

'J I v) '22' , 

Therefore~ 

''1 V., ( n) ,; d ~'1 ( .'{ • ) 
.c. 

-:~{~-'n! ! 
e fdV 2 {njldil'l<X') 1(1] 

-r (x-rd = eo 

[ -:1 e ( x) ! d \., ( .< • ) 

y. f '" • - f'I ) 
+ e'" V

1
,",{x') 
.c.. 

'ror ;;. .: X 

I, J 
iA 

f or x ;= x 

Substjtut.:in'3 for de;:~)jdt,/~<:,}! fr'om equations (4.A.38l al')~ ; 11 

f 4 . A. 39}, \tIe 

1 1l.., ( n \ 11 N f ., , J 
..:.. 

". ,..). , 1 rb~ • 

-~" . .e ' ." p (x' ) [ { V ... ~ \ x 111 ) / lJ ~~ ( X • )} + 
..L.c. ...:_ 

{ '.' - h (.{ • } } ] 

fer all x 
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Substituting for V12 (x") and V22 (x") from equation5t (3.3.41) 

and (3.A.6) respectively for the pre-retirement per'iod and 

from equations (3.A.l1> and (3.A.12) for the post retirement 

period, we obtain: 

I r(x-n) 
d V 2 ( n) I d w ( x 0) 11:: - e V 22 { x } 

[e(x)J~(x)¢(n)l e-
rx ' p(x·) [1l

1
(x")/U

2
(;<O)6{x"») 

for x i R C4.A.S5) 

for x ~ R (4.A.S6) 

Multiplying these expressions by detx)JV
2

Cn), given by equa

tion 44.A.54}, we find: 

[de(x)/V
2

Cn)] [dV
2

(n)/dw(x") I] = ·n 
- [e(x)J~(x)¢(n)l -rx· e 

for x· $ R (4.A.S7l 

for x' ~ R {4.A.58) 

Combining th~se effects with the marginal u~illty 

held constant effects 3iv~n by equations C~.A.48) thr~u9h 

<~.A.51}, we find: 
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deb: i I d .. , ( ~~ '} ! 'J 2. (n) + r de ( x) I V 2 ( n)] [ d V 2 ( n) / d w ( '( .) :i n J = 
-""X· 

- re(x}/~()d¢(r,)] e' p(x') [jJl(x'}/U2(:~('),l(x')] 

+ [Ill (x"l/U
2

(x t )6Cx") + {a-hCx")}] 

f cr x == x', x' ~ R (4.A.59) 

1 
+ (d e ( x ) I V 2 ( n) J ( d V 2 ( n) ! d w ~ :~ '} ! il] = 

-r'~ 'S e ". 

foT' >~ -= x', x' ~ R (4.A.611 

+ r. d e { x) I I) 2 ( n)] [d V 2 ( n) I d w ( ~( ') !"] = 0 
-II 

for x '* 

These effects are exactl~ identical to the compensated ef-

fects 9iv~n b J equations C4.A.421 through (4.A.48l. Hence 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY OF THE INDIVIDUALISTIC LIFE CYCLE MODEL 

A life cycle model of consumption and work hours un

der uncertain lifetime with actuarially fair life insurance 

and annuities has been developed. A two stage budgeting ap-

proach was used to model the individual's life cycle alloca-

tion behaviour . This new approach offers a clearer picture 

of the life cycle allocation process and therefore provides 

some additional results regarding the l ife cycle hypothesis 

which have not been recognized in the existing literature. 

The effects of anticipated variations in the wage 

rate on wor k hours are interpreted as an intertemporal sub-

stitution ef i ect b y MaCurdy (1981 ) . The two stage budgeting 

~nal ysis, on the other hand, decomposes this effect into two 

parts interpretable as an intratemporal substitution effect 

and ~n in tertemporal al l ocation effect. The intratemporal 

effect is the ~esu l t of substit u tion bet ween consumpt i on and 

l eisur e, gi ven the age specific uti l it y r ate. The inter -

t empora l effect, on the other hand, relates to substitution 

ove~ the l ife c ycle, give~ the marginal rate of subst i t u tion 

between consum pt i on a nd leisure fo r each age. The net ef-

f ect of an anticipated increase i n the wage rate over a seg-
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m~nt of the life cycle is to increasE work hours over that 

segm"?nt. The net effect result3 in increased consumption if 

consumption and leisure are substitutes. Th~s E'):plains a 

positive rel?ti~n between currant consumption and current 

T~js ~el~ti~n ~a5 further refined bj the study of 

It was shown th3t wage induced changes 

ir ccn5umption are always smaller than the changes in earn-

Therefore the marginal propensity to consume out of 

the planned earnings is less than one. 

i\s expected, conSIJmpt i on ; --~ increasing with age and 

wo~k hours decreasing due to a positive rate of interest (or 

a rate of interest greater than the subjective discount rate 

due to an~ ~eascn other than life uncertainty). This rela-

tiD~, coupled with t~e assumption of a conca~e wage profile, 

Nhi~~ is L~r5t increasing and then decreasing with agE, also 

explains the retirement process. I!: ;'1215 shoo-m that, if the 

r?te of interest is p03 it i 'J~ ~ . I ' 
~"1 L ~ 

The rel?tiv~ position of the peak ages of 1ifferent 

~3~~abl~s ~9S teen studied. !f the Nage rat2 is increasing 

wi~h ~ge i~ ~he earlier segment of liLe and d~crea5ing 

W~r~ hcu~s ~ea~ ~2rlier i~ !ife than earnings which i~ turn 



p~ak earlier than wage rate. 

after the peak in wage rate. 
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Consumption can peak only 

Finally, savings out of earn-

ings can peak only before earnings are at a peak. 

Savings and asset holding behaviour of the individu-

al was also studied in detail. A narrow measure oi savings 

was defined as the excess of earnings ever consumption while 

a broad mea$ure was defined as the excess of full income 

(earnings plus net interest income) ever consumption. In 

early years of life when asset holding is negative~ interest 

income is also negative. lherefore the broad measure of 

savings is smaller than the narrow measure. In the later 

years when asset holding, and therefore interest income, is 

positive, the broad measure of savings exceeds the narrow 

measure. 

The life ~ycle model also explains the possibility 

of continuing asset accumulatinn by the reti~ed. If con-

sumption and leisure are substitutes, consumption may b~ 

reduced at retirement due to a declining wage rate. Inter-

est income may b~ higher due to an actuBrially fair rat~s of 

int~re5t an assets which exceed the r3te an bonds (by the 

lnstantaneCU5 ~cnditional probabilIties of death,. fhese 

two factors combined may result in positive savings (in 

broad sense) and the~efore an acc~mulati=~ 0+ ~eal~h during 

some early years ~f ~etirement. 
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The life cycle effects of various parametric changes 

were then studied. Different types of mortality variations 

were analyzed. It was shown that an increase i n the general 

survival rates in the society carries a wealth effect, by 

changing the actuarial rates of interest . But the resulting 

in tertemporal substitution effect is ful l y offset by an 

equivalent change in impatience due to l i fe uncertaint~. 

The wealth effect depends on the savings pattern. An in-

crease in the probability of survival to a young or an old 

age, when savings are negative, will result in lesser con

sumption, more wor~, more savings and a later retirement. 

On the other hand, the effect of an increase in the prob

ability of survival to a middle age, when savings are posi-

tive, is the opposite. If the survival rates through the 

earlier segment of the horizon are held constant, then the 

effect of an increase in a mean preserving spread in the 

distribution of life is to reduce consumption and increase 

work hours for all the f uture ages. 

The effects of subjective mo r tality improvements~ 

ind ependent of the general survival rates in the soclety, 

wer e also s tudied. Since the actuarial rates of in terest 

are based on the general survi val risks in the society, 

these mortality improvements do not affect the actuarial 

rat es of interest. Therefore the lifetime budget constraint 

of the individual is not affected due to t hese mortality im-
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provements. The lifetime allocation decision of the indi-

vidual, however, is affected due to the change in the ex

pected lifetime utility function implied by the changes in 

subjecti ve survival probabilities. Thus, unlike in the case 

of a gener a l mcrtality improvement, a subject ive mortality 

improvement carries onl y an intertempora l substitution ef-

fect on the lifetime allocation decision. An increase in 

the subjective probability of survival to some age results 

in more consumption and less work hours at that age and less 

consumption and more work hours at the other ages. 

The effect of an increase in the rate of interest 

was decomposed into a compensated effect and a wealth ef-

fect. A higher rate of interest on assets creates a posi-

tive wealth effect and thus results in an increase in the 

st ream of consumpt i on ar!d a decrease in t he stream of ",ark 

hours. The compensated effect results in a higher consump-

tion and lower wor k hours at later ages, in compensation for 

lower consumption and higher work hours at earlier ages. 

The full effect is predictable only for the later segment of 

life at which both the compensated and wealth effects are in 

the same direction. 

A parametric change in the wage rate was studied in 

detai I . The effects on consumption and work hours were 

split into three parts , an intratemporal substituti on ef

fect, an intertemporal reallocation effect and a wealth ef-
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fect. The intratemporal substitution effect relates to sub-

stitution between consumption and leisure at each age for 

which the wage rate is increased, given the rate of utilit~ 

at t.hat a91:'. 

at that age. 

This results in more consumption and more work 

The int.ertemporal reallocation effect relates 

to the result.ing reallocat.ion over the life cycle, 9iven the 

marginal rate of substitut.ion between consumption and 

leisure at each age and the lifetime uti l ity. This ,-,ill 

result in more work at the age for which the wage rate is 

increased and less at. other working ages. Consumption is 

affected in the opposite (same) direction to t he change in 

work hours if both consumption and leisure are normal (~ny 

of these two goods is inferior). Finall~, the wealth effect 

of an i~crease in the wage rate results in a decrease in 

I'Jork hours and i3..1"l i ncr·ease i rl consumpt i on at each age. 

The implications of a parametric change in the wage 

rate for the life cycle allocation process are different 

from those of an evolutionary change due to two reasons. 

First , the wealth effects are present in a paramet ri c change 

but absent in an evolutionary change. Second~ even the ccm-

pensated effects of a parametric change are not comparable 

I·lith thE!' effects of an evolutionary change. The compensated 

effects are based on a parametric change in the wage rate 

holding constant the lifetime utility_ The effects of an 

evo luti onary change, on the other hand, are identical to the 
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effects of a parametric change in the wage rate holding con

st~nt the marginal utility of wealth, not lifetime ut ility_ 

To further explain this distinction, the compensated 

effects of a parametric increase in the wage rate were 

decomposed i n to two parts, the ' specific subst itu tion' ef-

feets and the 'general substitution' effects. The specific 

substitution effects are the marginal utility held constant 

effects and ~ therefore, are identical to the effects of an 

equal evolutionary change in the wage rate. 

substitution effects arise due to a compensati ng change in 

the marginal utility of wealth as a result of the change in 

the Nago:> rate. 

It was shown that the compensated effects of an in

crease in t he wage rate for some age on work hours at dif

ferent ages are smaller than the specific substitution ef

fects or the effects of an equal evolutionary change in the 

The compensated effects on consumption are 

gre3ter (sma ller) than the effects of an equa l evolut i onary 

change in t~e wage rate if consumption and leisure are 

norma] (af"!), one o-f consumption and leisure is i nferior). 

This implies that the general subst itution effects of a 

paramet I" i C Nage increase on l'/or-k hours are ne'3at i '" e. The 

gener~1 substitut i on effects on consumpt i on are positive 

(negative) if both consumption and leisure are normal (ei

ther consumption or lei sure is inferior ) . 



PART II 

OVERLAPPING GENERATIONS, DYNAMIC GENERAL 

EQUILIBRIUM AND THE STUDY OF LIFE EXPECTANCY 



CHAPTER 6 

INTRODUCTION TO PART II 

This part of thesis considers the implications of 

mortality improvements for aggregate economic behaviour. In 

particular, the effects of an increase in survival rates 

along various segments of life, on capital intensity, the 

rate of interest and the wage rate are studied. The analy

sis is conducted in the framework of a continuous time ver

sion of a standard overlapping generations model. 

The only available studies which have discussed the 

positive effects of longevity in an aggregate model are by 

Skinner (1985) and Sinha (1986). Skinner calculated the ef

fect of longevity on capital intensity in the absence of an

nuities in a simulation model and found that this effect is 

positive, though negligible. Sinha showed that an increase 

in longevity will increase the equilibrium capital-labour 

ratio if actuarially fair annuities are available. The 

anal yses in these two studies are based on a two period 

model in which longevity can be increased only by increasing 

the survival rate into the second period when an individu

al's savings are negative. 

An examination of survival rates at various ages in 
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different countries reported in various issues of World 

Health Statistics Annual (World Health Organi 4 ation) , shows 

that the actual mortality improvements in the past have been 

a result of an increase in survival rates at al l the seg-

ments of life horizon. Therefore to find the effects of an 

increased longevity on the aggregate economic variables, one 

would have to go into the details of changes in the life 

tables and calculate the net effect of al l the changes in 

survival rates at various points in the horizon. 

These statistics also show that the survival rates 

at various ages differ from country to country. In particu-

lar, while there seems to be little scope of further im-

provements in survival rates at young ages in the developed 

countries, there is enough room for such mortality improve

ments in the underdeveloped countries. 1 

In the light of these observations it seems impor-

tant to distinguish among improvements in survival rates at 

different segment of life horizon while analyzing the ef-

fects of longevity on aggregate economic behaviour. In par-

ticular, this analysiS is expected to provide distinct im-

1 According to World Health Statistics Annual, sur
vival rates in Japan in 1981 at the age of 1 year, 15 yeays, 
45 yeras and 65 years were 0.992. 0.988. 0.953 and 0.808 
respectively. The comarable rates for Mouratius were 0.962, 
0.950 J 0.875 and 0.580 respectively. 
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plications of different types of mortality improvements for 

the classification of a dynamic equilibrium as efficient or 

inefficient. 

In the prese~t research survlval risks are assumed 

to be present at all instants of the life horIzon. Due to a 

continuous time framework, many generations of different 

ages co-exIst at any instant of time. A hump shaped 

savings-age rel~tiQnship is derived from the underlyin9 life 

cycle model of an individual. The effects of mortality im-

provements are calculated in the steady state competitive 

solution. Thus, if an increase in survival rates fer a 

specific segment of the horizon IS assumed to have taken 

place, its effect on aggregate savings or assets wlil depend 

on the savings rates of those In that SEgment of life and 

the impact cf life cjcle r~al10cation decisions en the 

savings rates of different generations in response to the 

mortality imp~ovement. 

The two stUdies on longevity, quoted above~ also as

sume that all the births take place in an individual's first 

p~riod of I1fe and therefore Increases in longevity cannot 

affect the growth rate of population. In the present analy-

sis, on the ather hand, the possible effect of mortality im

provements en the growth rate of population is also recog-

If the growth rate is increased, tne relative pro-

~orticn ~f the young population will increase In the eCQ-
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nomy. This will also affect the aggregate economic vari

ables in accordance with the savings and work habits of the 

young population relative to the old. 

After presenting a sel~cted review of literature on 

overlapping gene~ations models and the studies on life ex

pectancy in chapter 7, we will build-up our analysis in the 

next three chapters. In chapter 8 we assume that the factor 

prices, the rate of interest and the wage rate, and the lif~ 

cycle work plan of an individual are fixed and analyze the 

effect~ of life expectancy improvements on the aggregate 

capital stock and the employment of labour. In chapter 9, 

we relax the assumption of fixed factor prices and analyze 

the eff~cts of life expectancy improvements on the equi

librium capital-labour ratio, the rate of interest and the 

wage rate. Finally, in chapter 10 we also ~elax the assump

tion of a fixed life cycle work plan of an individual and 

repeat the analysis of chapter 9. A summary of all the 

findings of the general equilibrium model is presented in 

chapter 11. 



CHAPTER 7 

DYNAMIC ECONOMIC MODELS WITH OVERLAPPING GENERATIONS: 

A SURVEY OF SELECTED LITERATURE 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The rate of interest plays a crucial role in dynamic 

economic theory. The basic principles of the theory of in

terest were long age laid down by Fisher (1930). But Fisher 

was mainly concerned with household behaviour rather than 

the general equilibrium analysis of the entire economy as 

were later investigators of life cycle consumption ~heory 

such as Modigliani and Brumberg (1954) and Friedman (1957). 

The traditional neo-classical theory of economic growth, on 

the other hand, relies heavily on the production sector of 

the economy and tends to ignore the role of household sector 

in the determination of interest rates in spite of its in

tention to determine a dynamic general equilibrium (See, for 

example, Solow (1956) and Swan (1956». 

The latest theory of the determination of the inter

est rate based on overlapping generations models has at

tracted a lot of attention in the literature. The original 

version of overlapping generations model put forward by 

Samuelson ( 1958) does not include a production activity and 
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hence any role of capital as a productive factor in the 

dynamic equilibrium. Yet, it suggests a realistic approach 

to deal with the capital market. It fully spells out the 

d}/namic process of assets supply by the household sector in 

an infinite horizon model while recognizing the fact that 

human life is finite. Samuelson's consumption loan model 

opened new avenues for research in different areas of eco

nomics like capital theory, public finance, monetary econom

ics and demographic economics. 

7.2 THE ISSUE OF DYNAMIC INEFFICIENCV 

Samuelson demonstrated that in a pure exchange 

dynamic model, the free market system does not guarantee a 

socially optimum solution which requires that rate of inter

est should be ~qual to the growth rate of population, or 

what is known as the golden rule of accumulation. In addi

tion, a free market solution which results in an interest 

rate less than the growth rate of population is dynamically 

inefficient. This aspect of inefficiency of the competitive 

so luti on had also been recognized in the traditional growth 

framewor-k by Mal invaud (1953), Koopman (1957) and Phelps 

( 1965) • 

Samuelson made e}{treme assumptions in his anal)/sis 

in order to make sure that the resulting competitive equi-

librium solution is dynamicall)' inefficient. In his model 
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people receive income in the early period of their lives and 

none at the end. This assumption is exactly the opposite of 

what Fisher (1930) had assumed in his impatience argument 

for a positive rate of interest. As a resultJ in a pure ex-

change model based on the Samuelson (Fisher) assumption, net 

assets of the society on the golden rule path are positive 

(negative). This distinction between the two types of ex-

change models has been pointed out by Gale (1973). He 

called an exchange model based on Fisher's assumption a 

classical model. 

Gale demonstrated that the rate of interest in a 

competitive market solution, or what he called, a balanced 

equilibrium~ is less (greater) than the growth rate of popu

lati on if the model is Samuelson (classical). He also 

showed that, in a two period model a competitive equilibrium 

is Pareto optimal in the classical case and not in Samuelson 

case. This aspect of efficiency in an exchange model has 

also been pointed out by Starrett (1972). He stressed that 

the golden rule path is always efficient and more desirable 

that an y ether steady state path if and only if it is fol

lowed by all the generations in the indefinite past and the 

indefinite future. If, however, the existing path is not 

the golden rule path, a transition to the golden rule path 

may not lead to a Pareto improvement. 
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Diamond (1965) introduced production into Samuel-

son's model and re-examined the issue of inefficiency. The 

single good in his model can be consumed or used as a pro-. 
ductive factor, capital. Therefore, individuals can trans-

fer their resources from the first period to the second by 

lending their savings to firms. If the marginal product of 

capital is positive, a competitive solution guarantees a 

positive rate of interest which in Samuelson's exchange 

model was always negative. But the interest rate may still 

fall short of the growth rate of population. Therefore, the 

introduction of a production activity into the model does 

not eliminate the possibility of an inefficient competitive 

solution. 

Again, like in Gale's (1973) exchange model, we can 

have a classical or a Samuelson model in an economy with a 

production activity. According to Burbidge (1983a), the 

model is Samuelson (classical) if in the golden rule 

household assets exceed (fall short of) the stock of capital 

held by the firms, that is the aggregate credit balance of 

households and firms combined is positive (negative). Or 

alternatively, the model is Samuelson (classical) if in the 

balanced equilibrium, the interest rate is smaller (greater) 

than the growth rate of population. Will i s (1985) further 

generalized the analysis by considering a model with many 

overlapping generations and a production activity. He 
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derived similar conclusions to those obtained by Burbidge 

( 1983a) • 

Several explanations have been given for the pos-. 
sible inefficiency of a competitive equilibrium solution in 

a dynamic model. Samuelson (1958) suggested that the source 

of inefficiency is the limited opportunity of exchange among 

different generations. Cass and Yaari (1966) showed that 

this source of inefficiency is nothing different from the 

usual absence of double coincidence of wants in a barter ex-

change and, therefore, can be observed in a stati c model if 

there is no clearing house or what they called an inter-

mediary. The real source of inefficiency, according to Cass 

and Yaari, is the . e x istence of dead weight in the form of 

inventories. Cass and Yaari assigned an additional role to 

the intermediary in the dynamic model ~ ... hich is not needed in 

a stat i c mode 1. The intermediary must carry negative net 

worth to balance the net assets (or dead weight) of the pri-

vate sector. However, Starrett (1972) provided a counter 

e xample in which there is no dead weight in the sense of 

Cass and Yaari but the competitive equilibrium is st ill in-

efficient. 

Samuelson (1958, 1959) has also suggested that the 

source of inefficiency is the infinite dimension of the 

dynamic model. Shell (1971) further elaborated thi s point 

and demonstrated that a double infinity of traders and dated 
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commodities can result in an inefficient competitive solu

tion. He also showed that, if the number of traders and the 

number of goods traded are both infinite, a competitive 

equilibrium may not be efficient even in a static model in 

which all the traders are present in the Walrasian market. 

'.3 THE ROLE OF SOCIAL SECURITY IN OVERLAPPING GENERATIONS 

MODEL 

A substantial amount of effort in the literature has 

also been directed to sort out some device to restore ef

ficiency in an otherwise inefficient competitive solution. 

Cass and Yaari (1966) suggested that there should be an in-

termediary to support the golden rule path. The inter-

mediary would held a credit balance (positive or negative) 

equal to the negative of the credit balance of private sec-

tor. In a Samuelson model, society is a net creditor and 

therefore the intermediary must hold net debt to support 

golden rule. Cass and Yaari argued that such an inter

mediary, which always remains under debt, cannot be private. 

As regards the classical model, Cass and Yaari suggested 

that golden ru l e path can be attained in this model with the 

help of a privately operated intermediary because the inter

mediary in a classical model will always hold a positive 

credit balance. 
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But Willis (1985) has shown that the 90lden rule 

path in the classical model cannot be supported by private 

market institutions because of the followin9 reason. If the 

intermediary is privately owned, shares in its assets con

stitute additional wealth for the members of society. With 

this additional wealth, the optimal consumption plan will 

exceed the one permissible under the social budget con

straint. Obviously, this hi9her consumption plan is not 

feasible. 

Aside from the credit position of the intermediary, 

there is a basic difficulty in realizin9 the transition from 

balanced equilibrium to the 90lden rule path in the classi-

cal model. In the classical model, both the ba l anced and 

go l den rule paths are eff i ci~nt. Therefore, the transition 

to the golden rule path must make at least one generation 

worse off (Starrett (1972». This transition is not pos-

sible in a free market system. Thus, the golden rule path 

cannot be realized by private l y or9anized market institu

tions, both in the Samu~lson and the classical model. 

Samuelson (1958) suggested two procedures to attain 

efficiency in his model. One of these procedures is to in-

troduce paper money into the economy. Samuelson insisted 

that money is valued for what it will fetch in exchange, 

otherwise it has no utility by itself. Obviously, Samuelson 

meant by money a legal tender which has no real backing of 
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gold or any other valuable durable good. This is essential

ly the assumption of the existence of an intermediary, name

ly the monetary authority, which is supposed to hold a net 

debt equal to the value of the stock of money in circula-

tiona It has already been concluded that such an inter-

mediary cannot be private. 

The other procedure which Samuelson (1958) recom

mended is a social security scheme through which young gen-

erations provide for the old. In return, the young genera-

tions expect that when they get old, they will be supported 

by the young generations at that time. For the enforcement 

of this social security scheme Samuelson allowed government 

intervention in the economy. 

The above discussion suggests that there is room for 

government intervention in an otherwise free market system. 

The government intervention can take the usual form of fis

cal tools, like taxes and subsidies, or a simple one through 

a social security system. 

Diamond (1965) analyzed the effect of an increase in 

national debt on the welfare of a representative individual 

in the steady state competitive solution. With the debt 

growing at the rate of population growth in steady state, 

the excess of interest payments on debt over the increase in 

debt is assumed to be balanced by a l abour income tax, which 

will be positive (negative) if the rate of interest is 
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greater (smaller) than the growth rate of population. 

Diamond showed that an increase in internal debt which also 

creates social capital, lowers (raises) utility if the solu-

tion is efficient (inefficient). An increase i n external 

debt which does not create social capital, lowers utility in 

the efficient case and may lower or raise it in the ineffi

cient case. 

Stein (1969) showed that the mere existence of so

cial capital and a social rule that a generation may not 

consume the social capital or its imputed rent, may produce 

efficiency. If the competitive solution is initia l ly inef

ficient and therefore the interest rate is less than the 

growth rate, the stock of social capital will g r ow less 

rapidly than the labour force. As long as rate of interest 

falls short of the growth rate, the social capi t al per 

worker will continue to decline and the rate of interest 

will continue to rise towards the growth rate. It is pos-

sible that social capital will vanish before the realization 

of the golden rule. Stein suggested that a sufficient 

amount of internal debt may prevent this situation. The ex-

istence of social capital also guarantees that the interest 

rate will never exceed the growth rate because in that 

situation social capital per worker will rise and t herefore 

the interest rate will decline towards the growt h rate. 
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Samuelson (197S) sho~led that there exists an in

finity of social security pr09rammes that can support the 

golden rule steady state path. The reason is that any fully 

funded increase in social capital will drive o u t an equal 

amount of private capital. Therefore the allocation between 

social and private capital is a matter of indifference. 

Bowley (1981) has taken the position that the golden 

rule is not the only optimal allocation. All interest rates 

greater than or equal to the growth rate of population are 

Pareto efficient by this view as they all maximize some so-

cial welfare function. Therefore the rate of interest is 

essentially determined by the 90vernm~nt policy_ If govern-

ment does not intervene, there may not be a Pareto optimal 

equilibrium. But if government intervenes by creating debt 

and choOSin9 the resulting interest rate, it must also have 

chosen the underlying welfare function. 

7.4 THE STUDt OF LIFE UNCERTAINTY 

In r ecent years, overlapping generations models have 

been extended to r ecognize the fact that human life is un

certain. Sheshinski and Weiss (1 981 ) e xam ined the effect of 

social security under life uncertainty on the savings behav-

iour of an individual who has a bequest motive. They showed 

that, if the level of social security is optimally chosen by 

the individual, a fully funded and a pay as you go social 
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security are equivalent in terms of all the real aggregates. 

They also showed that, contrary to Barro's (1974) neutrality 

theorem~ imposed changes in social security may have real 

effects because bequests are not perfect substitutes for ac

tuarial1y fa ir social security benefits. 1 Sheshinski and 

Weiss considered life uncertainty in a limited sense. In 

their' model all the people born at the same time have the 

same life span. 

Karni and Zilcha (1984) considered a 3 period over-

lapping generations model with uncertain lif etimes. In 

their model people receive f ixed income in the first two 

periods of life and none in the third period. Fiat money is 

also included in the model in order to avoid the well known 

possibility of dynamic inefficiency of the type discovered 

by Samuelson (1958). The growth rate of population is as-

sumed to be zero. If life insurance and annuities are not 

available, the optimnl steady state consumption plan in a 

free market results in a zero rate of interest (equal to the 

growth rate of population) which, however, is not Pareto op-

timal because of uncertainty of life. With actuarially fair 

1 Barro (1974) has shown that in the presence of a 
bequest motive an increase in government debt has no net
wealth effect on private capital, the rate of interest or 
current and future consumption. The increased tax burden on 
the future generations will be offset by an appropriate 
change in the level of bequests by the present generations. 
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life insurance, people can share the monetary risk of un-

certain life. The optimal steady state consumption plan in 

this case also results in a zero rate of interest but the 

solution now is Pareto optimal. 

Abel (1984b, 1985) considered a two per i od model i n 

which survival through the second period is assumed to be 

u ncertain. Each consumer earns a fixed labour i ncome in the 

fi rst period and none in the second. Private annuities and 

li f e insurance a~e not available. In case the i ndividual 

dies after the first period, all his / her wealth is distrib

uted to h i s/her children but the individual has no bequest 

motive. Abel introduced an actuarially fair fu l ly funded 

social security, the amount of which is chosen by the go

vernment rather than by the individual. The introduction of 

a smal l amoun t of such social secur i ty causes aggregate pri-

vate capital and aggregate national capital to fall. If the 

ra t e of r eturn en capital is equal to the growth rate of 

population, aggregate consumption is unaf f ected by soc i al 

security. I f the rate of return on capital is greater 

( less) than the growth rate of popu l ation , aggregate con

sumption wil l dec r ease (increase) because of social 

security_ The i ntroduction of social security also narrows 

the inter-cohort distribution of consumption. 

Abel t hen modif i ed t he ana l ysis by allowing ac

tuar i all y fai r private annuities in the model, which are 
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perfect substitutes for actuarially fair social security. 

In this case the introduction of soci~l security has no ef-

fect on the economy. However, the introduction of private 

annuities wh i ch an individual can choose in the desired 

amount has diffe!rent effects than the social secur i ty. If 

the rate of return on capital is equal to the growth rate of 

population, the introduction of private annuities will 

reduce asgregate consumption of the young seneration and in

crease the aS9resate consumption of the old seneration. 

In a subsequent paper Abel (1986) considered a 

situation in which consumers have different survival prob

abilities and they can buy actuarially fair private an

nuities offering different rates of return. A bequest mo

tive is also assumed to be present. Abel showed that, if 

social security does not discriminate on the basis of dif

ferent mortality risks, then the introduction of social 

security will narrow the cross sectional distribution of 

consumption and bequests. 

Hubbard (1984) also discussed the effect of social 

secur ity on sav i ngs, consumption and welfare in a model in 

which life span is certain in the pre-retirement period and 

uncertain in the post-retirement period. Wage income, the 

individua l 's retirement age and work hours are assumed to be 

fixed. A production activity is also included in the model. 

Hubbard simulated the effect of social security for a range 
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of values for the elasticity of intertemporal substitution 

and concluded that, for interest rates 9reater than the 

growth rate of the economy, consumption per head, capital 

stock per worker, the savin9s ratio, output per worker and 

the level of welfare will fall and the interest rate will 

increase. 

7.~ THE IMPLICATIONS OF A BETTER LIFE EXPECTANCY 

There are some studies which also discuss the ef

fects of an increase in life expectancy in an overlappin9 

generations model. The implications of increased l ongevity 

for an individual's lifetime allocation behaviour have been 

studied by Abel (1986), Sheshinski and Weiss (1981) and 

Skinner (1985) and we have already discussed these studies 

in chapter- 2 . 

Skinner (1985) also discussed the effect of an in

crease in the probability of survival into the second period 

on t.he a99re9ate assets-labour supply ratio in the presence 

of a bequest motive and the absence of life insurance or an

nu i ties. Using a consumer expenditure survey for the 

U.S.A., he showed that his model predicts a very small i n

crease i n the assets-labour supply ratio in response to an 

increase in life expectancy. The primary reason for the in-

cr-ease in the a.ssets-Iabour ratio is an increase in the rel

at i ve number of older people who hold more assets but work 
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lesser than the young. The induced change in assets because 

of the reallocation of consumption by individuals is negli

gible. The reason is that an increase in survival probabil

ity will induce more savings to finance consumption for a 

possible longer life, but it will also ~educe the need to 

save for con tingent bequests, the net effect being un

certain. 

In a recent study Sinha (1986) concluded that if ac

tuarially fair annuities are available, then in the absence 

of a bequest motive an increase in longevity will result in 

a higher capital-labour ratio. In Sinha's model the primary 

reason for this result is the decrease in actuarially fair 

rate of interest on annuitles brought about by the increase 

in survival rate for the second period of life. This lower 

rate of interest will reduce the income from annuities in 

the second period of life. Therefore the young generation 

will increase their savings in the first period. 

Arthur (1981) discussed the general equilibri um ef

fects of an increase in the survival rate at various points 

of the life horizon on the welfare of a representative indi

vidual under the golden rule of accumulation. He concluded 

that, given the rate of interest and the wage rate, an in

crease in the probability of survival will increase the well 

being of an individual, as d i scussed in chapter 2. However, 

an increase in the survi val rate during the reproductive 
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years of life will also increase the growth rate of popula

tion. Under the golden rule of accumulation, this increase 

in the growth rate will imply an equal increase in the rate 

of interest and a decrease in the wage rate. Arthur argued 

that in assessing the value of life measured by the increase 

in welfare of a representative indi~idual because of an in

crease in the survival rate, the effect of resulting ~hanges 

in the rate of interest and the wage rate should also be in

corporated. But, Arthur did not introduce social capital, 

or the like, to enforce the golden rule. Therefore, in 

measuring the value of life he did not acknowledge the con

sequent implications of changes in social capital when the 

growth rate of population increases due to increased life 

e xpectancy . 

7.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Overlapping generations models have . been widely used 

in different areas of economics, specially in the public fi

nance literature. In the recent past, the framework has 

been e xtended to random life horizon models. The implica

tions of private life insurance and annuities and social 

secu rity have been studied under alternative assumptions 

regarding the fa i rness (in actuarial sense) of such inter

temporal transactions. 
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There are a few studies which discuss the implica

tions of changes in the distribution of the random life 

horizon. Skinner's (1985) finding that increases in life 

~xpectancy may increase or decrease capital accumulation, is 

of particular interest for the present research. The pos-

sibility of a decline in capital accumulation in response to 

a better life expectancy in Skinner's model, rests on the 

assumption that individuals have a strong bequest motive. 

They must build up assets for bequests at an early age be-

cause survival in the future is uncertain. In the absence 

of contingent bequests, increasing life expectancy cannot 

reduce capita! accumulation. In Sinha's model there is no 

bequest motive and actuarially fair annuities are available. 

An increase in longevity 1n his model results in a higher 

capital-labour ratio. 

Like many others who have studied overlapping gener

ations models, Skinner (1985) and Sinha (1986) also used a 

two period model for their analyses. As usual, consumption 

in the second period is more than earnings. Therefore in-

creasing the survival probabilit y in the second period will 

induce more savings in the first period. 

The two studies also assume that all births take 

place in the first period when there is no uncertainty. 

Th i s model, therefore, can not incorporate the effect of a 

higher growth rate of population resulting from a mortality 
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improvement. On the other hand, this effect is over 

emphasized in Arthur's (1981) analysis of the value of life. 

Arthur considered only the golden rule steady state. There-

fore unless the mortality improvement effects the growth 

rate of population , it has no general equilibrium conse

quences in his analysis. 

Arthur ' s (1981) study does not relate directly to 

our research programme as it is confined to the welfare im-

plications of mortality improvements. But it provides a 

suitable framework to study the positive effects of 

mortality variations. In particular, Arthur used a con-

tinuous time overlapping generations model in which man y 

generations co-exist. In the present research we will fol-

low his framework without, however, resor t ing to the golden 

rule of accumulation. 

We shall assume that survival is uncerta in not only 

at an old age but also at a middle age when savings are pos-

itive. There are many different types of possible changes 

in the life tables which may all result in an equal increase 

in e xpected horizon. Bu t some of these =hanges are associa-

ted with a higher probabili ty of survival to middle age when 

an indi v idual's savings rate is positive, rather than to old 

age when the savings rate is negative. Such a mortality im-

prov ement will carry a positive wealth effect on an individ

u a l' s allocation decision and therefore reduce the need for 
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savings. Thus an improvement in life expectancy may in-

crease or decrease capital accumulation even in the absence 

of contingent bequests. 

The possible effect·of mortality improvements on the 

growth rate of population will also be recognized. If the 

growth rate is ~ffected, it will disturb the age distribu-

tion of population. This in turn may also effect economic 

variables if the behaviour of young and old individuals is 

different from one another. 

Now we move to the next chapter where we formulate 

the aggregate household model and study the effects of 

mortalit y improvements on the aggregate capital stoc~ and 

the employment of labour. 



CHAPTER 8 

AN AGGREGATE HOUSEHOLD MODEL AND THE STUDY OF 

MORTALITY IMPROVEMENTS WITH FIXED FACTOR PRICES 

AND FIXED WORK SCHEDULE OF AN INDIVIDUAL 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of this chapter i s to prepare some 

groundwork for the study of the effects o f mortality varia

tions on the equilibrium capital-labour ratio, the rate of 

interest and the wage rate. First an aggresate household 

model is developed. The main concern in t his context is to 

form aggregate economic variables like consumption, labour 

s u ppl y , savings and assets a nd to relate these economic ag

g regates to thei r economic and demographic determi nants. 

We will adopt a continuous time framewor k of an 

o v e r lappi ng generations model with uncerta i n l if etimes in 

the presence of 2ct uar i ally fair life insur ance and an-

nu ities . This framework has also been used by Arthur ( 1981) 

in hi s anal ysis o f t he val u e of life under the golden rule 

of accumulation. We follow h is framework without, however, 

r esort to the go l den rule assumption which he employed. In 

ot her wor ds, we wi ll consider only the competitive equi

li b r i um fo r our' a n a l ysis as in Diamond's (1965) model. The 
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benefit of adopting a continuous time framework is that it 

alloHs to study the implications of mortality improvements 

which are caused by an increase in survival rates at 

alternative points of the life horizon. 

A simplified version of a general equilibrium model 

is considered which is based on aggregate household behav

iour and a production activity. It is assumed that the pro

duction function relating output to the two fac t or inputs, 

capital and labour is linear in each of the two factor in-

puts. This assumption implies that both the rate of inter-

est and the wage rate are constant (in terms of output) and 

given by technology. With technologicall y given factor 

prices, the levels of the two factor inputs are fully supply 

determined. Thus the analysis in this chapter focuses es-

sentially on the household model. 

Another outcome of the linear production function is 

that the capital and labour markets are isolated from each 

other. Therefore one can study each of these two markets 

separately without reference to the ather. 

The a nalysis is further simplified by assum i ng that 

an individual's work schedule is fixed. Thi s is the conven-

ti onal assumption in the literature on overlapping genera

tions models (See, for example, Diamond (1965l, Skinner 

(1 985) and Willis (1985)). This assumption will be carried 

over to the next chapter where we will consider a neo-
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classical linear homogeneous production function and discuss 

the effects of mortality improvements on the equilibrium 

capital-labour ratio, the rate of interest and the wage 

rate. This assumption will be relaxed, however, in chapter 

10 where we exp l ore the effects of mortality improvemen t s in 

t he framework of a perfectly flexib l e work - leisure cho ice 

dec i sion. This step by step build-up of the analysis wi ll 

help u s to unde r stand the complex nature of our results . 

The effects of small increases in survival rates at 

various points of the life cycle on the employment of the 

two factor inputs are then studied. Because of the assumed 

t echnology , which implies that the two factor prices are 

fixed, the effects of these mortality improvements on 

hou sehold assets and labour supply are fully r ealized i n t he 

respective markets and therefore represent the actual 

changes in the e mployment of the two factor inputs. In 

other words, the effects of mortality improvements on t he 

household dec i s i on can be studied in isolation from the rest 

of the economy. 

8.2 AN INDIVIDUAL'S LIFE CYCLE MODEL WITH ACTUARIALLY FAIR 

LIFE INSURANCE AND ANNUITIES 

The individual ' s life cycle model with an endogenous 

work-le i sure cho i ce has been discussed in chapters 3 and 4. 

The resul t s of these chapters will be used in our more gen-
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era} model to be considered in chapter 10. But in the pres-

ent chapter we need a simplified version of the life cycle 

model in which the individual's work schedule is fixed. In 

all other respects, the life cycle model considered in this 

chapter will be similar to the one discussed in chapters 3 

and 4. 

As before, we assume that actuarially fair life in-

surance and annuities are available. We must emphasize at 

this point that this assumption is crucial for the general 

equilibrium analysis under uncertain lifetimes. If risk 

pooling on an actuarially fair basis is not assumed, we must 

allow involuntary intergenerational transfers because at the 

time of death an individual may be holding positive net 

wealth. The presence of such random involuntary transfers 

requires a detailed consideration of the distributional im-

plications of life uncertainty. Although we are not typi-

cally interested in this aspect of life uncertainty, a good 

discussion on this subject can be found in Desai and Shah 

(1981). A convenient way to bypass this issue is to assume 

that there e x ists a perfect insurance market. With a per-

fect insurance market, at the time of death, the net assets 

of an individual (positive or negative) are equally distrib

~ ted among all the members of his/her cohort as a part of 

agreement. 



An alternative approach would be to assume that 

life insurance and annuities do not exist and at the time of 

death, all the assets of an individual (which cannot be neg-

ative) are passed on to h i s/her offspring. But under th i s 

assumption, as Abel (19SQ, 1985) has shown, individuals 

receive different levels of inheritance, depending on the 

life spans of their parents and forefathers. While it is 

easy to trace such family history in Abel's two period 

model, this exercise is not possible i n our conti~uous time 

model in which many generations co-exist. Besides, in our 

framewor k it is not possib l e to identify any individual riith 

his /her parents or children. 

Another approach could be to assume that assets of a 

d c eased individual are passed on to worthy institutions b y 

the wi ll of the deceased. Th is approach also seems to 

result in complications in our model. Therefore, to avoid 

all the issues r elating to the distributional implications 

of l i fe uncertainty, we assume that a perfect insurance 

mar',( e t e x ists through ~.hich i ndividuals poo l the monetary 

r i s k of uncerta i n lifetimes. 

Under the c i rc umstances considered, t he l i fe c yc l e 

al locat i on problem of an individual is to max imize the 

l i f etime u t i lity f u nction: 

T 
,;' p( ~{) u( c {x » d x 
o 

(8.2.1> 
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subject to the lifetime budget constraint: 

T 
,(' e- rx p(x) [w(x)h(x ) - c(x)] dx ~ 0 (8.2.2) 
o 

where, we have assumed, as before, that the lifetime utilit1 

function is additively separable among age related sub-

utility functions, u(c(x». As usual, the utility function 

u(c( x » is assumed to be strictly increasing and concave in 

c (x) • Therefore u' (c (x)) > 0 and u" (c (x) ) < o. It is also 

assumed that u' (c (x »lc(x)=o = ~. 
The maximizing conditions for this pr'oblem ar·e: 

u' (c ( x}) - e - r xu' (c (0» = 0, an d 

T 
JI e- rx p(x) [w(x)h(~<) - c(x)] dx = 0 
o 

(8.2.:3) 

(8.2.4> 

The solution for c(x) can be expressed in terms of the f01-

lowing continuously differentiable function. 

c( x) = c (x , P, t', W) (8.2.5) 

where, P and W represents respectively the entire age paths 

of survival probabilities, p(x ) : 0 1 x ! T and wage rates, 

\'dxl, 0 $ x $ T. Throughout this chapter, we will assume 

that the individual's work schedule, hex} , is f i xed and we 
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have, therefore, suppressed it from the function (8.2.5). 

This has been done to keep the notation consistent with that 

in chapter 10, where the labour supply schedule is 

endogenous and therefore not an independent argument in the 

consumption demand function. 

The age profile of consumption can be obtained by 

differentiating equation (8.2.3) with respect to x. The 

result is: 

ct x } = - r [u'(cL';:»/u"(chd)] (8.2.6) 

Since u' (c(xl) is positive and u· (c(x» is negative, con

sumption is increasing with age, provided the rate of inter

est is positive. 

We can now discuss the savings behaviour of the in-

dividual in this simple model. First, consider the narrow 

measure of savings, aCx). The solution for o(x) can be in-

ferred from the solution for c(x}, given by (8.2.5), as fol

tONS. 

(8.2.7) 

where, m(x) = w(x)h(x) is the labou r income schedule. 

S i milarly, the age profile of the savings schedule, 

J(x), can be obtained by using (8.2.6), as follows. 
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:,.{x) = ",(x) - i:(x) (8.2.8) 

The lifetime budget constraint (8.2.~) implies that savings 

must be posItive at some ages and negative at others (ex=ept 

in the trivias case: ~(x) ~ 0 fo~ all xl. To dj~term i neo the 

age pattern of savings, we must also know the age path of 

labour income, m{x). It is assumed that work hours and wage 

schedules follows the same age paths as the ones obtained in 

chapter 3. Therefore labour income is in~rea5in9 in age up 

to some point and decreaSing thereafter, eventually becoming 

zero to~ards the 9nd of life hori~on. 

The ase profiles of the schedules m(xl, ctx) and 

;(~) are displayed in figure 8.2.1Ca). Dur i rig the 4,..ar 1 y 

years of life up to age x*, the savings rate IS assumed to 

b~ negative (although it could b~ positive as well, depend

ing on the rate of tnterest and the labour income pattern). 

During the middle years cf life, between age x* and age x*, 

the 5aving~ rate is positive. Finally, during the later 

y~ars of life, after age x*~ the savings rate is again nega

tive. The retir~ment age at which labour in~ome becomes 

zero, is marked R. 

Next, consijer the broad measure of savings, sex), 

and as~et holding, a{x}. According to our analysis in chap-

tel" 3, we can write these two schedules as follows: 
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Figure 8.2.1 The Age Profiles of Labour Income, Consump-

tion, the Two Measures of Savings and Assets 

with a Fixed Work Schedule 

earnings, 
consumption 
and savings 

(a) 

o 

assets 

(b) 

o 

age 

a (x) 

T age 



o 1 ;~) = [ e r- ~~ I P ( x)] ,;' e - r,/ p { 'j } 'J ( 'j ) d y 
I) 

sIx) = ,ex) + fr ~ {q(x)/p(x}}] aex) 
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(S.2.1tJ'! 

The ase prc+iles of the schedules s(xl and a{x) are d15-

play~d in ~igures 8.2.1(~} and 8.2.1:b) respecti~ely. 

Let us now study the effect of a small increase in 

the prcbability of survival to a specific age~ say x·~ on 

t~e life =jcle patterns of con5umption and savings. The 

results of this exercise will be useful to study the im-

plic3ticns of mortality improvements for the asgregate ecc-

n::mic ':J-2haviOIJr. DifferentIating the maximlzing c~ndltions 

(8.2.31 and is.2.4) with respect to pIx", we can ~rlte: 

T 
" -rx 
! e 

I) 
p(:d - r- 7. 

= e :rh,' ) 

,8.2.11) 

Substitut:n'3 fer 3c{x}/3p{x') fr"offi equatian {8.2.1i} lnto 

~9.?12' and r~arran9i~g the terms, He obtain: 

'T" 
I 

:-(:', [l!u"(c(O»)] 

" -2r::::.: 
i e Pl,,() [1/u" (c (xl]] 

o 
d " ,", 
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Finally, substituting for 3c(O)/3pex") from thIS equation 

back into equation (8.2.11), we obtain the desired result: 

;c ~ x) I 3p ( ~; • I = 
-rx' 

e 
t8.2.13i 

T 
, e - 21";, p { ~{ )[ 11 u" \ c ( x) } J d x 

c 

Sln::::e u"ic{x» is noegative ior all _>!', thlS deriva-

thiE? ... ill be positive (negative) for- all x 1f j(~,'} is POS1-

tive {ne9a~iveJ. Therefore with an incre&se In the prcb-

abl1it/ of survival * to an age between ~* and x (below x* or 

-.f 
ebOVI'? :-~ ) \-,he;"! the savin-3s rate, J(x)~ is posItive (nega-

tivel, consumption at all the ageE will increase (decreasel. 

This rasult can be ~xplained in the same manner as 1n chap-

ter ~ and therefere there is no need to repeat the argument. 

'] ( -:) . Sl~ce ~(x) = mIx) - c(x) and m(x) is gi~en exogencus-

1:', the e+fect of an increase in t~e probability of survival 

lo a3e x' en the savings schedule can be inferred from 

13.2.13) as £a!lchs: 

_ V" • .r 

- e ;'~1/un\c!:::}}1 -? 
-r"·{ 

--' <J 

T 
(8.2.14: 

pb:)~l/u"(c(;dl] j:x: 

Therefore in response to an increase in t~e prcbabilit/ of 

SUt""\/l ··,fa} +:0 an (below ~* or above 
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when the savings rate, a(x)~ is positive lnegstive), the in

dividual will decrease (increasel savings in all the periods 

of lIfe. 

This completes cur discussion of the life cycle al-

location beh~viour of an indivldual. 

B.3 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A STABLE POPULATION 

In thIs section we will discuss the dynamics of pop

~lation and other demo9raphic variables under the aS5umptlon 

that ~opulatiQn is stable. The population is called stable 

if the age specif~c rates of reproduction and mortality and 

the normaliz2d age distribution of papulation are all co~-

stant over time (Latka (1 0 56)). This assumption is ImpliCit 

Iii not explicit) in all ~tudies which assume a constant 

Let B(t'~ D(t) and Nctt be the size of births, 

~~aths and population respectively in period t. 

let BCt, ~), D(t.~; and N(t,~) denote respecti~el/ the number 

of births by the population 3ged x, deaths in the ~cpulatlon 

~5ed x and the size ~f the pcpulation aged x in period t. 

B ( t ~:' i f N ( t, :) = :: ( ~ } (S.3.!) 

"'i : t. I ',' i ! ~l ( t i = n ( ,~ ) (2. 3.3) 
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That is, the age specific rates of rep~oduction, the age 

specific death rates and the age distribution of population 

are constant ove~ time. With 1 being the upper bound on 

age. the fallowing reiatlon holds: 

T 
N(t,x) :: n[t+Cy-xl~ yJ dy = B[t-x l ,'D[t+:y-xl, ;.c'] el/ 

o ){ 

In other word~ the size of aged ~ population in perIod t is 

equal to the sum 0+ future jeaths c~ that population. Gr, 

the size of 3ged ~ pepulation in perIod t is equal to the 

number of births in period t-x mi~us t~e past deaths of 

those bern In period t-x. Dividing through by the number of 

births in pe~iad t-~, the above relation can be wrItten as 

foll:lNS 

T x 
N{t,;~) lP<t-'d :: q(yl dy ::: i 

, 
:::t ( )' i d)' .! ! 

., 0 

Because of the 3.ssumpt i on that trle age spec i f 1 c: death .'ates 

are constant aver tima, we have dropped the time ~ariable 

~hich wouli otherWise appear in the death rates, qC;i. 

Notice cae that the ratio Ni~,~';BC~-x) 1S the 5ur-

vival rate for age ~ cut of the total bern. The a.bo'J@ r">?ia-

t :. cn ::;a:'s t ~a. t survl\Jal rates are a:sc ccn-
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T x 
pCx) = q<y> d'i = 1 - .r q{y) dy (S.3.4> 

~ 0 r, 

It may be recalled that at the beginnIng of chapter 

3 we assumed that an individual living in a slzable pcpula-

ticn of i~entlcal members can calculate the probability dlS-

, • r 
... 11"e. Because of this assumptio~ we do 

not d~5tinsuish between the pro~ability of death at ag~ x 

perceived at 33€ 0 and the actual death rate at agE x out of 

the total born in that age sroup. That is why we have used 

the s'/mbol q(::" ta T-epres2nt owth the pr'obability c:J.~ death 

en~ the actual death rate. FQr the same r~ason~ tne symbol 

plX\ ienotes both the p~obability of survival through age ~ 

and the a~tual survival rate through agE X. 

We C3n sho~ that under the assumption of a stable 

populatIon, the number of births and the number of deaths 

are propcrtional to the size of pOpul~tlon. The number of 

births 1~ period ~ can be wrItten as 

T 
E ( t:, = ,; :3! t ~ :~) j ;( = N ( t , [B(t,x} /j',j(t,xl] [NIt} ,,_J ii'/(':i] :1;( 

o 

Or, 



B(t} = b N(t) 

wher-e, 

T 
b = JI b(x) n(x) dx 

o 
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(8 . 3 . 6) 

(8.3.7) 

Likewise, the r.umber- of deaths in per-iod t can be wr-itten as 

T 
D(t) = f D(t;x) dx = 

o 

T 
= N(t) f (DCt,x)!B(t-x)](N(t,x}/N(t)]/[N(t,x)/BCt-x)dx] 

o 

Or-, 

Dct) = d N(t> (8.3.8) 

T 
d = .(' (q(x)n(x)/p(x)] dx (8.3.9) 

o 

Obviously, the gr-owth r-ate of population which is, 

[Bnl - Dft) ]/N(t) = b - d, 

is constant over- time. Since the number- of births and 

deaths ar-e pr-opor-tional to the size of population, these 

also grow at the constant rate at which the population is 

gr-ot-li ng. Let us denote the gr-owth rate by 9. 
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Now we can relate the growth rate of population with 

the rates of survival and reproduct i on. Births in period t 

can also be written as follows: 

B tt) 
T 

= f Btt,x) dx 
o 

T 
= .I' B(t- x ) p(x ) b (x) d x 

o 

With 9 being the constant growth rate of population, we can 

write Bet) = e gt B(O) and B(t - x) = eg(t-x) B(O). Di viding 

B(t-x) by B(t) we can write: B l t- x)/ B(t ) = e-gx or B et-x} = 

e-gx B(t}. Thus, dividing both sides of the above equation 

by B(t), we obtain 

T 
.r e-gx pI x ) b ( x) d x = 1 
o 

(8.3.10 ) 

Thi s is an implicit function which s hows how t he growth rate 

of population depends on the age pat h of survival rates P 

and the age path of reproduction rates b. The partial 

derivative of this function with respect to 9 is 

T 
- ,," X 1::>_ -gx ( ) b I ) d P X \ X X 

o 

which is non-zero. Therefore we can solve for 3 as a f u nc-

tion of P a nd b. Let us write th i s function as 

'3 = g ( P, b) (8.3. 1U 
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The effects of variati ons i n survival and reproduc-

tion rates on the growth rate of population are then as fol-

1 o,,".s: 

9 p dP = 

9 p db = 

T 
It e-g~,< b(x) dp(x) dx 
o 

T 
f x e-gx p(x) b(x) dx 
I) 

T 
,I' e -gx p (x) db (x) d x 
o 

T 
J' x e -gx p (x) b (x) dx 
o 

(8.3.12) 

{8.3.13) 

Equation (8.3.12) says that the 9rowth rate of population 

~Iill increase if the survival rates increase for those per-

iods of life when the rate cf r eproduction is positive . 

Similarly equation (8.3.13) shows that the effect of an in-

crease in the rates of reproduction on the growt h rate of 

population is posi tive. 

9.4 AN AGGREGATE HOUSEHOLD MODEL 

In sect ion 8.2 we have discussed the life cycle al-

location behaviour of an individual. Now we can a9gregate 

the household behaviour over the entire society in which 

many generations co-e~ ist. It i s assumed that all the mem-
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bers of the society have identical preferences. We a. l so as-

s ume that the economy is on a stead y state path and there-

fore the rate of interest and the age specific wage rates 

are constan t o ver time. Since all the individuals face the 

i den t ical d i str i bution of life, the i r e xpected lifetime 

labou r i ncome is also identical. 

Under these circumstances t he age specific rates of 

consumption will also be constant over time. 

gregate consumption in period t can be written as 

o r, 

T 
= f N(t,x } c(x} dx 

o 

T 

T 
= J' B(t- x ) p(x) c( x ) d x 

o 

c a } = B(U ,(' e- g x p ( x) c {x} dx 
o 

( 8.4.1> 

Similarl y , aggregate labour supply in period t can be writ-

toan as follows: 

T 
H ( t ) = B ( t ) ,(' e -gx p (x ) j ( x) h (x) d x (8.4.2) 

o 

The funct i on j ( x) which measures the age produc-

tivity of labour , translates an actual unit of labour into 

an <effective u n it ' . Wit h the normalization j (0) = 1, t he 

f u nction j ( x ) transforms the work hours at age x in the 
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equivalent hours of work at age O. We assume that work is 

rewarded according to effective units, not actual units of 

labour' • The~efcre, if w is the wage rate for a unit of 

labour at age 0, the wage rate for an actual unit of labour 

(or, j (x) 'effective units' of labour) at age x will be 

Nj (x) • That is, the wage rate for an actual unit of labour 

at age x, w(x), can be written as 

l·J(~d = w j (x) (8.4.3) 

It may be noted that w{x) is to be interpreted as 

the same wa.ge t~ate schedule which Ne used in our' individu-

alistic model in section 8.2. Notice that the age profile 

of wage rate is proportional to the age profile of produc-

tivity function, j (x). Thus, if work is rewarded according 

to effecti ve units of labour, the age path of j (x) can be 

inferred from the age path of wage rate. Thus our assump-

ticn in chapter 3 (wh i ch is also car r ied over to section 

8.21 that wage rate is increasing with age at a diminishing 

rate u p to some age and decreasing thereafter, implies a 

similar age pattern of productivity f unction, j ( x ). 

Ne xt, we find the relationsh i p between aggregate 

labour income and asgregate labour supply. 

income at time t, M(t) can be obtained by adding labour in

cernes of all the individuals of different ages at time t. 

Tha.t is, 



T 
M(t) = B(t} ,i' e-gx p(x) m(x) dx 

o 
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(8.4.4) 

Or· , substituting m(x) = , .. Cod h(x) = w j {x) hLd, ~ .. e can 

write aggregate labour income in te r ms of aggregate labour 

supply as follows: 

T 
M ( t) = vi B ( t ) J' e -gx p (x) j (x) h ~ ~< } d x = w H ( t ) 

o 

Now we can write the two measures of aggregate 

savings. The narrow measure, Eet), is defined as the excess 

of aggregate labour income, H(t), over aggregate consump-

t i on, C (t) • That is, 

Z(ti = M(t) - e<t) (8.4.5) 

Substituting for M(t) and C(t) from equations (8.4.1) and 

rB.4.4> respectively and recalling that m(x) - c(x) = a(x), 

we can express aggregate savings, E( l ), as the sum of indi-

v idual savings over all the members of the society. That 

is, 

T 
E ( t} = B (t) ,I' e -gx p ( x) 0" (x) d x (8.4.6) 

o 
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Next conside~ the b~oad measure of savings, s tt). 

These savings can be defined as the net rate of inc~ease in 

aggregate assets. Therefore we can w~ite 

StU = dAn} !dt (8.4.7) 

where, A(t) denotes the stock of agg~egate assets in period 

t~ defined as follows: 

T 
A(t) = Btt} J e-'3x p(x) a( x) d x (8.4 .8) 

o 

Or, substituting for a(x} from equation (8.2.9) 

T ~ 
A(t} = B(t) J' e(r-g }x 1" e- ry ply} cr(y) d)1 dx (8.4 .9) 

o (I 

Since births, B(t) grow at a constant rate 9, it follows 

from (8.4.7) and t8.4.8} that the br o ad measure of ag9~egate 

savings, Set) can be written as 

S(tl = 3 A<t) (8.4.10) 

To further elucidate the broad concept of savings we 

now develop an accounting relationsh i p between the na~r ow 

measure of savings, E~ t) and assets, ACt). This relations-

hip will also be useful to study the e ff ects of mortality 

improvements on aggregate capital sto ck in section 8.6. The 
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aggregate savings, E(t), defined by (8.4.6) can be written 

as follows. 

E(t} = Btt> 
T r'" (r-g) x f e- ~ p(x) a(x) e dx (8.4.11> 

o 

It ' 't t 't (r-g)x, IS convenlen 0 wrl e e In the following form: 

e(r-g)x = - (r-9) 
T 

f e(r-g)y dy + e(r-g)T 
x 

Substituting this relation in equation (S.4.11), we obtain 

T 
Z ( t) = - ( r - '3 ) B ( t ) ,i' e - r x p ( x ) !J ( X ) 

o 

T 

T r e(r-gly dy dx 

x 

.f' e-rx p(x) a(x) dx 
o 

(8.4.12) 

The second term in the above expression is equal to zero be-

cause of the lifetime budget const~aint of the individual 

(See equation (8.2 . 4»). Therefore, with a change in the or-

der of integration, equation (8.4 .12 ) becomes. 

I:(t) = 
l 

" (r - '3) x 
.I e 

X 

{' e - r y p ( Y ) ') ( Y ) d y d x (:3.4.13) 
o o 

Or, using (8.4.9), we obtain our des i red result: 

L<t ) = (g-r) A<t} (8.4.14 ) 
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This leads us to the following well known relationship be

tween savings and assets: 

Theorem 8.4.1: 

If aggregate assets, A(t ) , are positive (nega

tive) then the narr·Ol-l measure of aggregate savings, 

r (t), will be pos it i ve (negat i ve) in the case 9 > r 

and non-positive (non-negative) in the 9 ~ r. 

The case 9 > r has come to be known as the 'ineffi

cient' case while 9 ~ r is known as the 'efficient' case 

{See, for example, Gale (1973), Shell (1971) and Starrett 

( 1972) ) . The above relationship between savings and assets 

has been established by Gale (1973) for an exchange economy 

and b y Willis (1985) for a production economy under certain 

lifetimes. Notice that this classification of competitive 

equilibrium is based on the assumption of given tastes and 

technology. In the context of life u ncertainty tastes also 

include survival probabilities since the lifetime utility 

function of an individual has been obtained by integrating 

age related u tility rates weighted b y the survival p r obabil-

ities over the entire life horizon. Later in this chapter 

we will be interested in the implications of mortality im

provements for the classification of competitive equilibrium 

as efficient or i nefficient. Since mortality improvements 
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will al s o change the utility function, the se implications 

should not be taken as normative consequences of mortality 

improvements. 

Combining (8.4.10) and (8.4.14) we can also write 

the broad measure of aggregate savings, set), as follows. 

Set) = ra> + r A(t) (8.4.15) 

This relationship among the two measures of savings and as

sets implies the following result. 

Theorem 9.4.2: 

The effect of extra interest income (or costs) 

resulting from actuarially fair life insurance and an

nuities which was present in the individual's savings 

schedule, s(x), disappears from t he corresponding ag

gregate measure of 5avings, Set). 

It may be recalled from chapter 3 (equation (3.4.9» 

that the broad measure of savings for an individual includes 

e x tra· interest income from assets due to the actuarially 

fair rate of interest. The fact that this effect disappears 

from the aggregate broad measure of savings is exactly what 

one would e xpect if the life insurance and annuities are ac

tuariall y fair. To further explain t his point, we express 

aggregate savings, Stt), in terms of the individual sav ings 
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schedule, sIx). Therefore, we substitute for E(t) and A(t) 

from equations (8.4.6) and (8.4.8) respectively into equa-

tion (8.4.15). The result is 

T 
Sft) = B(t) (' -gx , e p(x) C:j(}d + r a(x)] dx 

o 

Since s(x) = a(x) + [r + q(x)/p(x}] a(x), the above expres-

sion can be written in terms of s{x ) as follows: 

T 
S ( t) = B ( t ) ,I"' e - 9 x p ("',_ '. [ () r I ) / ( ) ~ ( )] d _ s x - ~q\x P x sa x x 

o 

If a(x) is positive, then t he term (q(x)/p(x)}a(x) 

can be interpreted gs the per capita expenditure on in-

surance premium b y people aged x . The full amount of this 

insurance premium is paid, however, only by those who die at 

age x. Since this is an expenditure item, it will cause per 

capita savings of people aged x to be redu~ed by the amount 

{q(x) Ip(x) }a(x). This is also exact1/, the amount the in -

surance companies distribute as an e x tra per capita interest 

income to people aged x . The full amount of this interest 

income is distributed among those who survive to age x . 

Therefore the e xtr a interest income of the survivors is ex-

actly off~et by the payment of insurance premiums by those 

who died at Bge x. If, on t.he othet-· hand, a (;d is ne '3at i ue 

then the term {q( x ) / p( x )}a (x) constitutes an extra per 
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capita income f or people aged x because it is their 

liability to the insurance companies which will not be paid. 

Accordingly, per capita savings of the people aged x will 

incl~ease by the amount -{q(x) Ip(x} }a(x). With a(x) being 

negative, the extra interest costs b y the survivors in this 

case are exactly offset by the unpaid liabilities of the 

dead. 

At this point we can also confirm the fact that in-

surance companies do not earn any profits. Consider the 

balance sheet of the insurance companies. The cost of in-

terest payments by insurance companies in period t is 

T 
B (tl (' e -gx phd [r + (q (x) I P t x) } ] a ( x) dx 

o 

The interest income on capital held by insurance companies 

is 

r B (t) 
T 

f e-gx p(x) a(x) d x = B(t) 
o 

T 
f e- rx p(x) r a{ x) dx 

o 

Finally, the income from insurance p r emiums is 

T T 
B <t) f e-gXq(x)a( x) dx = B(t) . -gx jt e p ( x) [q ( x) I P ( x) ] a t x } d x 

o o 

It is obvious that sum of these two sources of income i s 

equal to the cost of interest paymen t s. Therefore insurance 
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companies earn no profits (positive or negative) and serve 

only as an intermediary between households and the ultimate 

users of capital, that is, firms. 

Let us now see what factors determine the levels af 

th e aggregate variables consumption , labour supply, savings 

3.nd a.ssets. The individual consump tion and savings schedul-

es, that is, c( x) and J(x~ have been shown to be the func

tions of age, the age path of survival probabilities, the 

interest rate and the age path of wage rates. These func

tions, given by (8.2.5) and (8.2.7) respectively, are 

reproduced below: 

c(x} = c(x, P, r·, W) 

,~ (:'d = ,:r(x, P, r, W) 

The age path of wage rates, W, appearing in these functions 

can be written as follows: 

W = vI r 

where, w is the wage rate for a unit of labour at age zero 

and J represents the entire age path of the age productivity 

pa.rameter·s j ( )') O~y~T. Throughout the analysis we as-

sume t hat the age productivity function, j (x), is fi xed. 

Therefore, we s u ppress it from the above two functions, 

wh i ch can now be written as: 
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chd = c(x, P, r, \-I) 

Substitutin9 these two func t ions into the ap-

propriate places, we can write the aggregate variables with 

~11 their arguments as follows. 

T 
C <t} = B(t} ,j' e-gx ph) c(:;, P, r, 1>0 dx 

0 

T 
H (t) = B <t} f e-gx p(x) j (x) hex} dx 

0 

T 
E(t> = B (t) ,(' -9" e , " p(x) 1(x, P, r ' , ~ .. ) dx 

0 

T x 
A ( t) = B ( t ) J' e ( r - g) X ,If e - r y p ( y ) :: ( )' , P , r , \., ) d y d x 

o 0 

sa) = 9 B (t> 
x 

,j' e- ry p(y) 1(y,P,r' ,lof} dy 
o 

(8.4.16) 

(8.4.17) 

(8.4.18) 

(;3.4.i9i 

dx 

(8.4.20) 

Notice that all these a99re9ate variables depend on 

time only through a factor of propor t ionality B(t)~ current 

births, which grows at a constant rat e, 9. Therefore all 

the ag9re9~tes grow at a common cons t ant rate, g, an outcome 

of the assumption of steady ~tate. With normalization by 
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the current births, the above functions can be written in 

the following compact form. 

A A 

C = Ctg, P, r, w} (8.4.21) 

A A 

H = H(g, P} (8.4.22) 

h A 
~ = £(g, P, r, w) (8.4.23) ~ 

A A 

S = S(g, P, r, w) (8.4.24) 

A A 

A = A(g~ P, r, w) (8.4.25) 

where, ~ indicates that the variable has been divided by the 

number of current births, B(t). 

8.~ A FEASIBLE COMPETITIVE SOLUTION 

First we assume that the production function for a 

single good, which can be consumed or used as capital, is 

linear i n each of the two inputs, capital and labour. Und er 

the assumed competitive conditions, the rate of interest and 

the wage r ate are equated to the marginal products of cap i -

tal and labour respectively. Since , with a li near produc-

tion function, both marginal products are constant, the rate 

of interest and the wage rate are also constant, given b y 

the technology. Let us call t he fixed r ate of interest and 

the fi xed wage rate as ~ and ~ respectively . Under 

these circumstances we can write the production function as 
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- -Y = r K + W H (8.5.1) 

Consequently, profits of the firms (Y - r K - w H) are 

identically equal to zero irrespect i ve of the levels of cap-

ita! and labour employed. In other words, the f i rms are 

willing t o employ as much capital and labour as avai l able i n 

the market. Thus, the level of employment of the tw~ fac-

tors are completely determined by their respective supplies. 

The suppl y of labour is independent of the r ate of 

interest and the wage rate while the supply of assets 

depends on the two factor prices. The equilibri um levels of 

labour and capital , normalized by the number of cu r ren t 

births, are given as follows. 

A A 

H = H(g , P > (8 .5.2 ) 

A _ _ 

A = A(g, P, r, w) (8 .5.3) 

The solution is illustrated in figures 8.S.1(a} and 

8.5.1(b). Notice that in figure 8.S.1(b} we have assumed 

that the assets supply function responds positively to the 

rate of interest. But, with a hori zontal demand funct i otl 

for capital, t his assumption is not v ital for the analysis. 

In any event , in t he nex t chapter we d i scuss the possible 

slope of this function. 
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Figure 8.5.1 Equilibrium in the Labour and Assets Markets 
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with Fixed Wage Rate and Rate of Interest 
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This completely describes the nature 0+ general 

equilibrium for the simple economy u nder considera t ion. We 

are now ready to study the implications of mortality im-

provements in t hi s economy. 

the ne~ t section. 

This a nalysis is conducted in 

8.6 GENERAL EQUIL I BRIUM EFFECTS OF MORTALITY IMPROVEMENTS 

In this section we discuss the effects of increased 

life e xpectanc y on the aggregate capital stock and aggregate 

labour. Th i s wil l be done by introducing a small c hange in 

the survi v al r ate (or, survi val probability) at a specific 

ege, say x ' and calcu l at i ng its effec t on aggregate assets 

and labour suppl y . Then, we will stu dy how this effec t 

depends on the age at which the surv i val rate is assumed to 

i nc r ease. Si nce in t he present mode l t he equilib r i um l e vels 

of capital ~nd labou r are fully dete rm i ned b y t hei r r espec

t ive supplie~, the resulting change i n the supply o f asse ts 

and labou r will represen t the effect of the mortali t y im

provement o n the equi l ibrium levels o f capital and l abour 

r es pect ive ly_ 

8.6.1 The Effects of Mortality Improvement9 on Capital 

Stock 

To find t he effect of an inc r ease i n the s urv iva l 

rate at age x ' on the equilibr i um leve l of capi t a l stock, we 
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need to differentiate the function A = A(g, P, r, wi 

with respect to p(x·). But, first recall from section 8.3 

that the growth rate of population, g, can be expressed in 

term of more basi c variables, namely the age path of sur-

viva! rates and the age path of reproduction rates, by the 

followin g function: 

9 = g(P, b) (8.6.1) 

Substituting this function into the equilibrium level of 

capital stock, we can write 

~, A 

A = A(g(P,b), P, r, ~) (8.6.2) 

The derivative of this function with respect to 

p( x ') can be writ ten as follows. 

A /\ A 

dA/dp( x ') _. 3Ala p <x') + [3AJag] (3gl8p(x')] (8.6.3) 

Thus, the full effect of an increase in the surviva l rate at 

age x' on the capital stock can be split into two parts. 
A 

The first part in equation (8 .6.3), ~A/ap(x '), can be 

ref er red to as the pure economic effect of an increase in 

the survival rate, as will later become obvious. The second 

" part, [3Ai3g][3g/8p(x')], represents a pure demographic 

effect. It measures the change in capital stock resulting 

purely from the shift in the growth r ate of population in-
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duced by the increase in surviva l rat~. We will discuss 

these two effects one by one. 

9.6.2 Th. Eco~om1c Eff.ct on th. Capital Stock 

To evaluate this effect, given by the derivative 
;. 

3A/ap(x'}, consider the relationship between savings and 
... 

assets given by (8.4.14) which implies that for 9 * r, A = 
" E/(g-r). lherefore, for 9 * r, we can write 

A A 

aA/ap(x') = [aElap(x') l/(g-r) (8.6.4) 

A 

Differentiating E 
r 

= l' e -gx p (x) ~ (x) d)( 
o 

with respect to p(x'), we obtain 

... au ap (x' ) 
T 

= e -gx' 11 ( x .) + l' e -gx p ( x ) [ a~ ( x) lap ( x • ) 1 d x 
o 

(8.6.S) 

We know that at age x* and age * x , (l'(x) = o. We 

also know by equation (8.2.14) that [0I1(x)/8p(x')] = 0 for 

all x, if I1(X') = O. Therefore, equation (8.6.5) implies 

* A that at x' = x* and x' = x , the derivative aE/ap(x') is 

equal to zero. This in turn implies, according to equation 
A 

(8.6.4), that aAJap(x') is equal to zero. For other 

values of X"f consider the second part in equation (8.6.5). 

Dividing and multiplying by 
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T 
t e- rx p(x) r3a(x)/3p(x')] dx, we can write this term as: 
o 

T 
,I' e-gx p(x) racr(x)tap(x')] dx = 
o 

T T 
/ e ( r - g) x e - r x p ( x )[ a (j ( x) I a p ( x • ) ] d x .{' e - r x p ( x) [3 C' ( x) 13 P ( x • ) ] d x 
o 0 

T 
l' e- rx p(x) cav(x)lap(x')] dx 
o 

T 
= e <r-glx ,i"' e- rx p(x) UC'{x)/3p(x')] dx (8.6.6) 

o 

where, we use the notation e'r-g)x for the weighted average 

of the variable (r-g)x e , defined below. 

T 
j' e(r-g) x e- rx p(x) [da(xUap(x')] dx 
o 

(8.6.7l 
T 

i' e -rx p (x) ( 3a (x) lap ( x' )] dx 
o 

Notice from equation (8.2.14) that the derivative 

3a(x)/8p( x') depends on the age x' only through a factor of 

- r ' ''' • proportionality, e " iJ(x·}. This f actor cancels out from 

the numerator and the denominator of the weighted a verage 

defined above. Therefore this ~e ighted average is independ-

ent of x ' , the age at which the s urv i val rate i s assumed to 

i!"'1crease. 



Using equation (8.2.12) and noting that 3cr(xl/3p<x") 

= -8c(x)/3p(x"), we can also write equation (8.6.6) as 

T 
J' e-gx phd [3o-(x) tap(x")] dx = 
o 

Substituting this result in equation (8.6.5), we obtain 

A au 8p ( x • ) -0"· = e "J" ~ (x • ) 

Substituting this result in equation (8.6.4) yields 

(8.6.8) 

The above expression has been derived for <3 * r. 

For g = r, we can take its limit as g approaches towards r. 

Applying L'Hospital Rule, the result is found to be as fol-

1 o,,",s: 

... 
3A tap (x") = -rx" e ~(x')[x - x'] (8 . 6.9) 

where, x is the weighted average of x obtained by applying 

the same weighting scheme as used in (8.6.7). 

The derivative~ given by (8.6.8) and (8.6.9 ) have 

been evaluated for a specific age, x', Replacing thi~ 

specific age by the age index, x, we can express these 
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derivatives as functions of the age at which the survival 

rate i~ assumed to increase. Therefore, we can write 

(8.6.10) 

\oJhere, 

for 9 *' r 
(8.6.11) -= x for 9 = r 

for 9 *' r 
(8.6.12) 

= x for 9 = r 

To determine the age pattern of the derivative 
;, 

8A/3p(x·), we first determine the age path of the function 

z (x). The slope and curvature of th i s function are as fol-

IONS. 

z( x ) = e(r-g)x > 0 for 9 *' r 
( 8.6.13) 

= 1 " 0 for- 9 = r / 

z(x) = (r - g) eCr-g)x < 0 for 9 > r 

> 0 for 9 
.- r " (8.6.14) 

= 0 for 9 = r 

-
Next~ since z is the weighted average of the vari-

able z (x} , the latter being monotonic in x , the value of i 

must lie somewhere between z(O ) and zIT). Although it is 
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possible to have z < z(x*) or z ) z(x*) under certain 

age patters of savings, for the detailed study we will con-

- * 1 centrate only on the more likely case z(x*) S z S z(x ). 

However the general characteristics of our results are not 

dependent en this assumption (see footnote 2 of this chap-

ter) . 
<'-. 

The age pattern of the derlvative aA/ap{x') can be 

studied with the help of a diagram. In part Ca) of figure 

8.6.1 are drawn the age paths of the two functions e- rx aCx) 

-and z - z{x). The function i - z(x) has been drawn under 

the assumption: 9 < r. If 9 ) r, the function z - z(x) will 

be convex and with 9 = r, it will be linear. Multiplying 

the height of the two functions i - z(x) and 
A 

obtain the age path of the derivative 5A/ap(x") in part Cb) 

This age path summarizes the main result of 

this chapter. 

1 The age x* at which indi~idua!s start consuming 
less than current labour income, is expected to come quite 
early in life. On the other hand, the age x* at which indi
~ldua15 start consuming mere than current labour inc~me, is 
expectej to come later in life, a few years before retire
ment. T~erefore it seems more likely that the weijhted 
average z will lie somewhere between zex*) and z'x }. 
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Figure 8.6.1 The Age Pattern of the Economic Effect of an 
Increase in Survival Rates cn Aggregate Assets 

(a) 

(b) .---
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Theorem 8.6. 1: 

If the individual's savln9s schedule follows a 

hump shaped age path, an increase in survival rates at 

3. )'OU~9 age tbelOi'1 age ;-,*) Ot~ at the later pcut of 

middle age *' and )~. \ 

a decredse it) the c:a.pital stoct;, ~jher·e x :s -the age 

" such th5.t Z = z { ~) • On the other hand, an in 

sur~i~al rates at the earlier part of the middle age 

(between the ages ~* and ;) or at the old agE (above 

age wi 1 1 result it"! an increase in the ca.pi ta 1 

.... 
s-i:':lck . .t:. 

Let us new see how we can explain thIS rather com-

plex pattern of the effe=t of mortality improvement on the 

capital =toc~.(. C~nsider the 1efinition of assets hell ~/ an 

indi~idual aged v 

r· v = [e .'!p!~(~] i' e - r·y p ( )') 

C 
d'·J .... ;3,.0.15) 

Glven the savings rate, 1(:), an inc~ease :n survlva! rate 

at age v will de=re3sE the actuarlal!y fair ret~rn on 311 

:2 If \.>~e r·ela: the as Sl...lm P"t ion: z L{*) ~ Z :: z \'l::*" 
~he ??E path c~ the je~;JativE 3A/3p(x") will be slmlla~ 
tc ~he cne shewn in fi3ure 8.6.1, e~cept that in case:: ' 
z h.: i, pell nt.: x *" and x .. n 11 be reversed and 1 n cas€~ z " 
- i .. - \ pOl· ~ .. -.. a"''';::; .",1. 11 b-- "'="'::"~s=d _ . " *" 1 , !, '_ ::::> :~ "* .. '"' __ .... _ ~ _ .. ='" ~ . = • 



previous savings by increasing the conditionel survival rate 

at age x 9iv~n age y, pCx)/p(y). Therefore, the absolute 

level of assets accumulated by en individual aged x will 

1ecreCi-se. However, the a3gregate levei of assets held by 

all th~ indIviduals aged x will not be affected because the 

siz~ OL th~ populatlon aged x, Nit, ~) : p(x) B(t-~', will 

increase by the same factor b~ which the absolute level of 

assets of an individual decreases. Thus aggregate assets of 

all individuals aged x~ normalized by the current bi~ths, 

(r-q)x = e -
X 

I' e -r), p{y) d)' u3. 6. 16} 
o 

are independent of the survival rate at age x, p{x). This 

is an obvious outcome of risk sharing on an actuarial:y fair 

basis. 

Next, a higher survival rate at ase y < x implies a 

1 al-ser cc~ditional survival rate at agE x gIven ag8 

p(x1/p(y) and therefore, a highe~ actuariall), fair return on 

sav~nS5 at age y. With this ~i9her return, the assets held 

Ine32~~~e1 Also notice that any change in a sur~:val rate 

~t 3~e, sa~ .{', will have no effect ~n assets helj by an In-
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dividual aged less than x". Therefore, the earlier the age 

at which the survival rate is assumed to increase, the high-

er will be the number of individuals affected by the result-

ing increase in the actuarially fair return on savings. 

Finally, as we have concluded in section 8.2, in 

response to an increase in the survival rate at the age at 

which the savings rate, aCyl, is positive (negative), an in-

dividual will decrease (increase) savings in all periods of 

1 if e. Thus, this reallocation effect on aggregate assets is 

opposite in sign to the effect of a higher return on the 

given savings plan discussed above. 

Combining the two effects, we expect that if the 

survival rates increase at some earlier segment of iife, the 

effect of a higher return on the given savings plan will 

dominate the reallocation effect and the opposite will hap-

pen if the survival rates increase at some later segment of 

life. In other words, if the age at which this pattern is 

reversed is called ~ , then with an increase in the sur-

." 
vival rates in the segment below age x , aggregate assets 

",dll change in the same d ir'ection as the effect of a hi gher 
A 

return on the given sav ings plan. If the age x lies same-

*" where in the interval x* to x then with an increase in sur-

vival rates in the segment: 0 to x* (x* to x), aggregate 

assets will decrease (increase) because in this segment, the 

savings rate, a(y), and therefore, the effect of a higher 
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r~turn on assets with a given savings plan, on aggregate 

s3vings is negative (positive). 

On the other ha~ds with an increase in survival 

r3tes 1n the segme~t above age ~, the resulting change in 

aggregate assets will be of the same sisn as the real1oca-

:iDn effec~. Therefore, with an increase in s~rvlval rates 

A * * in the segment ~ to x ex to TI aggregate ~ssets will 

decrease Il~creaseJ because in this segment, the savlngs 

ra~eJ JC;l, IS positive (negative) and therefore the real-

location effect is ~egative (positive). This age pattern of 

the effect of mortal it; improvement on aggregate assets and, 

t~~re'ore, on the capita! s~ock is exact17 what is shawn in 

figure 8.6.1. 

Let us ~ow see how this result compares rllth some 

SheshlPski and WeIss (1981) shc~ed that 

in the presence ~f actuariall; fair a~~uities, an Increase 

i~ th~ f~action of the retIrement period an individual ex-

~ects t~ s~rv~ve~ will result in more savings in the WOr~!n9 

?35et3, their conclusion lS a~alc30us to our result 
A 

~A!~p!y) 
~ , a fo~ x x ! T. 

Skinner's (1985) simulation analYSis, also in the 

context of a two pe~iod model, shows that an increase in the 

3ur~lv~1 rate in the seccnd period ~f life will raIse the 
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assets-labour supply ratio, though he also concluded that 

this effect 1S negligible in magnitude. Since the worl<-

leisure choice in Skinner's analysis is exogenous and work 

hours of an old worker are positive Calmost 50% of the work 

hours of a young worker}, the increase In the survival rate 

in the second period will definitely Increase agsregate 

labour supply. This implies that in Skinner'S calculations 

the absolute level of assets must have increased by a 

greater percentage than the assets-labour supply ratio. In 

that sense, Skinner's conclusion is also in agreement with 

our result: 8AJ3pex) > 0 for x* < x ~ T, though his model 

is not exactly comparable with ours since he dId not allow 

life insurance and annuities in his analysis. 3 Finally, the 

result aA/3pCx) ) 0 fer x* ( x ! T has also been obtained 

by Sinha. (1986). 

l"he two period model considered in these studies, 

however, is restrictive to study mortality improvements be-

cause it assumes that survival through th~ first period of 

life is certaIn and therefore increases in lif~ expectancy 

cannot be associated Nith an increase in survival r3.tes at 

an earlier age when the savings rate is positive. In the 

3 Recall from chapter 7 that the life insurance con
sidered by Sklnner is different from that considered in cur 
model and by Arthur (1981), Barro and Friedman (1977) ana 
'(aari {1965). 
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present model, en the other hand, mortality imprQ~ements can 

be bro~9ht about by increasing survival rates at a~y segment 

of life durIng which the savings rate may be positive as 

Another cammon assumption in these stuaies as well 

as in ather t;'IQ period mcdels 1S that all the births tai~e 

place duri~3 the first period of Ilfe wh?n there i~ no un-

cer'tainty. Ther efer'e an increase in 1 i fe expectancy ba,s flO 

1~m03raphic effect associated with an i~creased growth rate 

of the population. In the present model this effect has 

been full; recognized and we now turn our attention to that. 

8.6.3 The Demographic Effect on the Capital Stock 

This effect, given by the second term in equatlon 

" PA!8gJ ng/3p('~')] ('3.0.1::-" 

-" 
Fi-st consider the factor 3Ai3g. With A defined as 

f) 

", 
the derivative 3A/~9 is =learlj 91ven by. 

,-, 

~Al?g = 
T 

!',~ e-'3 X p~;;j a,~<} dx 
o 
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x 
SubstItuting ~ = i' dy, we can write this derivativ~ as 

:) 

T x 
f e - g)c. ;J ( x ) a bd ,1 d y d x 

o o 

With a change in the order of integration we can also wrIte 

this expression as follows: 

T T 
r r e-gy pCy) aCyl dy dx 
o x 

(8.6.20; 

Aggregate assets, defined by equatlon 18.6.18), are 

positive because in equilibrium assets are equal to the cap-

ital steck which is positive. Since, in addition, assets o.f 

2n indi~idual are ne~ative at an early age and ~osltive at 

lat?r 33es, the following re!atio~ must hold: 

T 
;' !? - '3:'/ P i ~!) a (~I ) d;,: .~ 'J f ':x all " 

" 
~his implies that the derivati~e ;Aiag 91v~n b/ 

equa~ian (8.6.201 ~ust be negallve. ihe reason 1S q~lte 

straightforward. W~th an increase in the growth rate ~f 

~opulation, the ase di5t~ibutien of pcpula~ien is dlst~rbe~ 

f~cm its initi~: position. In parti=ular the proportlon of 

~;cvn'3er' people ~ncr'eases 2.(;d the pr·opor·t:on c-t ,:Jldel~ peeple 
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deer' eases. From the age path of assets holding of an lndi-

vidual predicted in section 8.2, we know that in a broad 

sense young people hold less assets than the old. There-

f~r~, with the change in the age dist~ibuticn of population 

l~ the direction of relatively more yeung people, brought 

about by the increase in the growth rate of populatic~, as-

sets per new born will decreaSE. 

Next, consider the factor 3g/3p(x") in equation 

U:'.t.17l. ThIS derivative follows directly from equation 

t?3.12>. 

e - g;(" b ( x • ) 

?g/3p(y."! = (:3.6.22) 
T 
" ~_-gx 
I X - pex) b(x) 

o 

This ~upreSSlon shows that the growth rate of populat!on 

will increase if the rate of reproduction, bl~'), is POS1-

ti'n? 3.t the age at \·mich the survival r'ate is assumed b:::l In-

c r".?3. se . 

ra~e of populatIon Nil! not be affected. 

1emC9r3.~hi= effect as a f0nc~io~ ~f age at which t~e 5ur-

2ince o 

"~I e c c n c 1 u d e the f 0 1 low i n '3 :' e s u 1 t . 
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" [SAng] Ugl8p (;d] < 0 if b{x} ) 0 
(8.6.23) 

= 0 if blx) = 0 

Figure 8.6.2 illustrates the age path of this 

demographic effect. In part \a) we plot the functlons e-gx 

and b Cd. It is assumed that the rate of reproduction, 

b(~1, is positive and increasing in ag~ up to some pOInt In 

middle age and decreasing thereafter, eventually becomIng 

zero in lat~ age. In p~rt Cbl we plot the demographic ef-

A. 

fect, [~AtagJ[3'3!3pb)1 bJ m· .. tltiplJing the functlons 

e-gx and b(x), dividing by 

T 
f y e-gx p(x} bex) 
o 

oJ. , 
'.A " 

"' and then ~ultiplyin9 by the derivative ;A/39 < 0 given b; 

equation 18.6.20J. 

An increase in survival rate at an age at which the 

reproductive rate, bCx}~ is zero, will leave the growth rate 

of population unchanged and, ther~+ore, will have no e+fect 

cn aggregate assets. T~us, as shewn in the diagram, an in-

=re3se i~ su~vival rat~ at the beginnlng or to~aras the end 

sf th~ horizon where ~he r~prcductive ~ate 1S assum~~ to be 

equ31 to zero, has ro effect on aggr99ate assets. The 

1i~3ram also shows that t~~ effsc~ of an Increase ~n sur-
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Figure 8.6.2 The AgE Pattern of the Demographic EffEct of 
an Increase in Survival Rates on Agsregate 
Assets 

e- gx 

b(x) 'I 

(a) 

(oA/ag) (ag/ap (x)) 

(b) I 
T age 



Now we can combine the two effects to find the full 

effect of mortality improvement on capital stock. 

8.6.4 Full Effect of Mortality Improvements on the Capital 

Stock 

To fina t~e full effect of mortality imorQ~ement an 

capital st~ck, ~e simply have to add the two ccmponents 

" A 

-3A!3p('.{} and r3A!3'3H::9i3ptx)] as in equation (8.6.31. 

Thus~ by adding the two functions drawn in figures 8.6.1(bJ 

and 8.6.2Cb) we find the relationship between the age at 

which the survival rate is assumed to increase and the 

~esulti~s change in capital stock. This relationship, as 

jrawn in fisure 8.6.3, shows that the effect of increase in 

survlval rates during yeung or middle (old) age is to 

decreaSE lincrease) the capital stock. However, the effect 

of 3_1'1 in=re=..se in sl)x-vival rates at some points in the rnid-

-" 
But 

simplification we assume that this effect is negative as 

3how~ in the figurs. 

8.6.5 The Effects of Mortality Improvements on the 

Employment of Labour 

We first substitute 9 = g(P~ bl in the aggre3at2 

labour supply function 18.4.221 t~ get 
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Figure 8.6.3 The Age Pattern of the Full Effect of an In
crease in Survival rates on Ag9re9ate Assets 

(a) 

(b) 

'" dA/dp(x) 

(c) 

(og/~p(x)) 

I 
o~ 
l~ 

i 
I 

I 
I 
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~-
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age 

/~ 
R T age 



A " 

H = H{g(P,b), P) 

As before, the derivative of this function with respect to 

p(x" can be ~xpressed in terms of two addltive components 

A A A 

~Hnpl:d = 3H13ph) + l2H/:g] i?gl?p(::.::J i8.6.25J 

With the individual's wark schedule given, there IS 

no economic effect ~f mortality impro~ement an aggregate 

1 abCl'.lr supp 1;/. HCFtlever', at! i:icr'ease in sur-vlva.l I~ates 11Jx-

in3 the wcr~i~9 )ears of life will i~creas~ aggregate labour 

su.r-p 1 / b;: i ncreas i fig the number of wo!~ ker's who SUt'V 1 'Ie dut~-

ins those years. This effect is r~presented by the first 

comporl?!'It. in the :?bove .... equs,_lor" It can be calculated from 

T 
H -- I j \:~ J h,xi ('3.6.26 ) 

o 

as follows: 

c, 
~H / 2p (-:() .- e -'3~~ m (;.::) I w 

In accordance with the age pattern of labo~r lncame at an 

f i -3 u reS. 6 • 4 • 

~e~t, consiier t~e efLect af ~crtallt; IMprovement 



Figure 8.6.4 The Age Pattern of the Age Redistributional 
Effect of an Increase in Survival Rates on the 
Employment of Labour 

"-

aH/aPCx) 

o T age 



population given by the second component in equation 

{8. 6.25) . The factor ag/3pex) ha~ already been evaluated in 

/, 

terms of equation IS.6.22>. The ether factor 3H/39 can be 

evaluated from the aggregate labour supply functio~ (8.6.261 

as f 01 1 Ci"S : 

3H /39 = r ;( e - gx p {':d J Ld h (,d d;~ 
o 

Substituting" = I d)' 

o 

and changing the order of integration, we can wrlte thl~ 

derivative as follows: 

T T 
," 

~H,I 3g = i' e-gy pCy} j :j) h(:<1 dy dx 

Since Mcrk hours are positive or zero at ya~lOUS 

points of the c;-c le, the above derl~ative must be nega-

t i \.:e ~ The reason again lies in the change in the age dlS-

t,:bu.tion of pGpUlatlClI br'ought about by the incf'ease :n the 

~ith the proportIon of the 

ti=~, the lower w!ll be the aggregate latou~ 5uppl; ncrmai-
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Multip!/ing this deri~ative by ~9/~p(x) which is 

positive 'zera) if at age x at wh:ch the survi~al rate~ 

pfX}~ is suppo5e1 to have increased, the rate of reproduc-

tio", bex), is positive 'zeroJ J we find the demographlc ef-

fect of mcrt31ity improvement: 

A 

[3H!?gJ [~g!ap(x'J t 0 if b<x) > 0 
(3.6.29) 

= 0 if b{x) ~ 0 

This de~ographic effect is illustrated in figure 8.6.5. 

The full effect of the mortality improvement on the 

employment of labour is ambiguous in sign because there IS 

no a priori reason to decide which of the two effects, name-

A ~ 

ly 3H!3pex) or r~H!3g][Sg/3p(x}] is the stronger. 

8.? CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The effects of mortal it; lmprovements on the capital 

stock and the employment af labour have been studIed under 

the assumptlon that the two factor prices, that is~ the wage 

rate and rate o~ interest are exogenously given. 

cn~clusion5 are o~tli~e1 below. 

qn increase in life e~pecta~cy may increase =r 

decrease the =a~ital stock depending on the nature of the 

mortslit; irnpro~ement. This result is obtained in a pure 

li~~ c:'cle mcdel a~d does net depend on any bequest Motive. 

Thus SkInner's (1 0 85) result that an lncrease in longe'/it; 
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may red~ce capital stock, is possible in a pure life cycle 

model ~ithout a contingent bequest motive. 

Given the growth rate of population, with a hump 

shape~ s~vin9s sc~ed~le, increase in sur~ival rates at an 

old age w111 increase the normallzed level of capital stock, 

~s e~pected. However, the effect of an increase in surVival 

rates at yaung ase is to decrease the capital stock. Final-

1)', the effect of a~ increase in s~rvival rates at the ear-

lier (later) part of middle age is to increase (decrease) 

Actual mortality improvements wlII, In 

general, i~crease survival rates at all the segments of 

life. Therefore, to find the effect of increased longeVity 

on t~e capital stoc!(, one would ha~e to go into the details 

of changes in the Ilfe tables and calculate the net effect 

of all the changes in sur~ival rates at various points of 

the horizon. 

With the i~di~iJual's labour supply schedule e~-

ogenouslj given, inc~eases i~ s~rvival rates durin~ the 

wo~kin9 'reti~ement) period of life ~!ll Increase (have no 

e~~~ct onl th~ normaliz~d l~vel of the emp:o)men~ of labour. 

T~adltionaI two pe~icj models, in Nhl~h 311 the 

~i~ths ta~e place in th2 first period and surVIval is un-

ce~t51n enl; in the second period, ignore the demographic 

effect of a ~ossi~le increase i~ the 3rowtl, rste of pcpula-

If the rates 
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of reproduction are independent of the survival rates, tt:is 

d~mogr3phic ef~ect in our model implies that increases In 

5~rvival rates during the reproductlve years of life will 

1ecrease the normali=ei levels 0+ capital stock and labour. 

ThlS a1ds further doubt to the presumed POSItIve relation 

b?t~e~~ longevlty and capital acc~mulatlon. 



CHAPTER 9 

A NEO-CLASSICAL PRODUCTION FUNCTION, 

ENDOGENOUS FACTOR PRICES AND THE 

EFFECTS OF MORTALITY !MPROVEMENTS 

951 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we generalize our model by introduc

ing a well behaved neo-classical production function. In 

all other respects the model considered is the same as that 

developed in the previous chapt~r. With this more realistic 

production techno!ogy, the two factor prices, the wage rate 

and rete of interest, become endogenous and are determined 

by the interaction of supply and demand in the factor 

markets. The consequence of this modlfication for the anal-

/Si5 of mortality improvements is that the changes in the 

supply of assets and labour brought about by the mortality 

improvement3 are somewhat offset by act!ons in the markets. 

With endogenous factor prices, the changes push thp equi

librium wage rate and ~he rate of inter@st from their ini

tial equilibrIum posltions. As a result, the equilibrium 

l~vels of employment of ~apital and labcur WIll not change 

b:' as much as dictated by the changes in their respecti~~ 

3upplies. 
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This more general model also enable us to study the 

effects of mortality improvements on the equilibrium wage 

rate and the rate of interest. 

9.2 DETERMINATION OF FACTOR DEMANDS UNDER A NEO-CLASSICAL 

PRODUCTION ACTIVITY 

The production function relating the two factor in~ 

puts, capital and labour t~ a singe output, y{t), which can 

be consumed or used for capital accuMulation, is assumed to 

be linear homogeneou$. Therefore we can write 

vet) = H<t) fOdt) (9.2.1> 

where, kIt) is the capital-labour ratio: K(t)/Hct}. The 

production function is assumed to satisfy the usual neo-

classical ~rao~rties of continuity. That is, th~ function 

f<k) is continuous and has continuous first and second 

derivati'les. The marginal products of capital and labour 

are assumed to be positive and dimlnishtng_ 

8Y ( t I 13K ( t) = f' (k ( t i) "> 0 

3Y ( t} I aH ( t) = f {k { t}) - K ( t) f' (k: t}) ;. 0 

32 '( ( t ) I 8K ( t ) 2 = f a (1< { t } ; I H ( !:.) < 0 

82 '( (4:) IdH a) 2 = k (t! 2 f" (k (t) ) I H a) < 0 

Therefore: 

(9.2.2~ 

<9.2.4) 

(9.2.5) 

In addition, the production function is assumed to satisfy 

the following properties. 



y ( t) = H ( t) f ( k ( t» = 0 if H ( t) = 0 or K ( t) = 0 

Limit f' Odt» = ... 
k (t) iO 

Limit f'Odt» =0 
k(t)Hl 
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(9.2.6) 

{9.2.7) 

(9.2.8) 

The markets for output, capital and labour are as-

sumed to be perfectly competitive. Under these circum-

stances, the demands for capital and labour are determined 

by equating the values of their marginal products to their 

respective prices. Therefore, normalizing the price of out-

put at 1, we can write 

f1f1d = r (9.2.9) 

fOd - k f'Od =w (9.2.10} 

Because of the assumption of a steady state, the two factor 

prices, and therefore, the capital-labour ratio are l:.o1'lstant 

over time. That is why the time variable has been dropped 

from the above equations. 

It is obvious that the two marginal pr~ducts are 

functions of the capital-labour ratio. Therefore, for any 

pair of factor prices, it is not possible to determine the 

absolute levels of capital and labour demanded. 

can find the capital-labour ratio demanded. The pair of 

factor prices which is compatible with a unique capital-



labour ratio is given by the factor price frontier, obtained 

as follows. From equation (9.2.9) we can solve for the 

demand for the capital-labour ratio k as a function of r, 

that is, 

k "'" l<.Ir) (9.2.11) 

(9.2.12) 

Substituting the demand function for k, (9.2.11), in equa-

ticn {9.2.10}, we obtain the factor price frontier: 

\0, .- fOdrJ) - k!rl f' (Jodr» (9.2.13) 

This equation determines all possible pairs of wand 

r which are compatible with the giv9n production technology. 

A specific pair of wand r which satisfies this equation, 

corresponds to a unique capital-labour ratiO, whether 

determined by equation (9.2.91 or (9.2.10). The slope and 

curvature of factor price irontier are 

dw!dr = - kCr) < 0 (9.2.14~ 

<9.2.15) 

This completely describes the production side of the 

economy. The household side has already been discussed in 
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detail in chapter 8. We can now discuss the possible exist-

~nce of a general equilibrium and its properties. 

-9.3 A FEASIBLE COMPETITIVE SOLUTION 

As we have already discussed~ the absolute levels of 

demands for capital and labour by firms cannot be determined 

be~ause of the linear homogeneity of the production func-

tiona However, a unique capital-labour ratio can be 

determined at any feasible pair of rate of interest and wage 

rate given by the factor price frontier. Under these cir-

cumstances, the equilibrium levels of the rate of inte~est 

and the wage rate can be determined simultaneously by the 

followjng conditions: 

r, wI = !.dr) (9.3. U 

l-I = rl ~ r i (9.3.2) 

where, * A (9, P, r, w) is the assets-labour supply ratio: 
~ A 

ACg, P, rs w)/H(9, P), k(r) is the demand function for 

th~ capital-labour ratio (9.2.11) and w = w(r) is the factor 

price frontier C9.2.13), wri~ten in compact form. l 

The t~o equations (9.3.1) and (9.3.2~ can be com-

bined as follows. 

1 C~nditions (9.3.1) and (9.3.21 are analogues of 
the functions: w = ~Cr) and r. 1 = ,Cw

t
) in Diamond's (1965) 

two period model. -+ 
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A*Cg, P, r, w(r) = k(r} (9.3.3) 

Notice that this equation contains only one unknown J the 

rate of interest. If a solution exists~ we can find the 

equilibrium rate of interest. Using this equilibrium rat~ 

of interest, we can also find the equilibrium wage rate from 

the factor price frontier (9.3.2) and the equilibrium 

capital-labour ratio from equation (9.2.11). 

It is assumed that a unique and stable solution to 

equation (9.3.3) eXIsts. The solution is illustrated in 

figure 9.3.1. The equilibrium levels of rate of interest, 

- -wage rate and capital-labour ratio are marked as r, W 

and fi respectively_ In the following analysis we will 

provide a sufficient condition for the stability of equi-

librium and ~iscuss what this condition implies for our 

moael. 

We will follow Samuelson's (1943) correspondence 

prInciple to explore stability of equilibrium, assuming that 

a Walrasian adjustment mechanisM is operative in the market. 

The exc~ss demand function far the capital-labour ratlo can 

be writte~ as a function of rate of interest as follows: 

= * Elrl A Cr, wCr'} - k(r} 19.3.4> 

Since 9 and P are only shIft parameters, we have suppressed 

these from the excess demand function for the present 



Figure 9.3.1 Determination of the Equilibrium Capital
Labour Ratio, the Rate of Interest and the 
Wage Rate with a Neo-Classical ProductIon 
Function 
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analysis. Next, the Walrasian price adjustment equation can 

be •. ,j'" it ten as 

~ = RtE) (9.3.5) 

~,ith R' iEl > O. 

Following the standard procedure, we now formulate 

an equation of motion for the endogenous variable, r, which 

describes the necessary and sufficient condition for 

stability in the Walrasian market. 

drldr < 0 (9.3.6) 

Using equations t9.3.4J and (9.3.5) this equation of motion 

c.n be solved as follows. 

dr/dr- = R' (E) (dE/dr) {9 .. 3.7) 

Since R> eE) > 0, d~Jdr will be negative if and only if dE/dr 

~ O. That is, the excess demand function must be negatively 

sloped for Walrasian stability. 

Let us now explore the conditions that are lmposed 

on our mode! by this stability condition. !n terms of the 

supply end demand fUnctions for the capital-labour ratio, 

the stability condition can be written as follows. 

(9.3.8; 
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Since agsregate labour supply is independent of the rate of 

interest and the wage rate, and recalling that A* = A/H, 
this condition can be fUrther simplified as follows • 

• -4. A A-

t lIHJ r (3A/3r} + (3Alaw) (dw/dr}] ') (dtUdr) ~9.3.9~ 

This means that the stahi 1 i ty condition involves the 

total effect of an increase in r-ate of interest on the as-

" sets supply function irlcluding the partial effect 'dA/ar as 

well as the indirect effect through the change in wage rate 

WhlCh is implied by a higher rate of interest with the neo-
~ 

classical production technology, that is, t3Ataw) !'dw/dr!. 

The derivatives dw/dr and dk/dr in the above stability ccn-

dltion are known to be negative. However, it does not seem 

possib~e to determine the signs of the other two derivatives 

" A 

8AJ3r and aA/aw without parametrizing the household 

mode 1. We can assume that 3A*/ar is pOSItive, but this con-

dition alone 15 not sufficient ~or stability.2 Figure 9.3.2 

illustrates the situation. Suppose that the system is ini-

tially in an ~quilibrium position at point tt, with the equi-

librium rate of interest ~, the wage rate w' and the 

2 Using a continuous time framework Euch as ours, 
but with a different income pattern, Summers (1981) has per
formed a simulation 9nalysis ~ith a constant elasticity 
uti1it:;, function and concl~ded that a9gr-e~ate a1s,ets. respo.nd 
pcsltlvely to the rate Qf Interest, that lS~ 3A Idr IS POSI
tive, fer & wide range of the parameter values. 



Fi9ure 9.3.2 An Example of Unstable Equilibrium with a 
Positively Sloped Assets Supply Function 
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capital-labour ratio ktr') = A*(r', w'). The functIon A*<r, 

w'} has been drawn for the given wage rate w'. Now suppose 

that rate of interest is raised arbitrarily to r". At this 

rate of interest, the demand for the capital-labour ratio, 

as determined at pOInt B, is lowered to the level kCr U
). If 

the wage rate is held constant at w', the assets-labour 

supply ratio, as deterMined at point T, would be rai$~a to 

the level A*cr-,w·). One may argue that, since supply is 

more than demand, the rate of interest should be pushed dow~ 

towards the equilibrium position. 

complete. 

But, the argument is not 

The higher rate of interest r a and the lower 

capital-labour ratio k(r-) are compatible with a lower wage 

In other words, given the competitive 

conditjons and linear homogeneous technology, fir~s will of

fer the wage rate wA if they plan to hi~e capItal and labour 

This higher wage offer may shift 

the assets-labour supply function ~ither way. For th~ sake 

of ar3ument, we assume that the new assets-iabour supply 

function A*{r, WU} crosses the horizontal lin~ at r" to the 

ieft of point B, at ~oint S. This means that adjUstl~9 for 

the ~hange In the wage r~te~ the full effect of an arbitrary 

increase in rate of interest to r" is to decrease the 

assets-labour supply ratio to the level A*(r~, w") WhlCh is 

less than the demand for capital-labour ratio k(r a
). Thus 
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the rate of interest will be pushed even further away from 

the equilibrIum position. The reason is that in this illus-

trative example, the assets-labour supply function with an 

endogenous wage rate, passing through points ~ and ;, 15 

negatively sloped and less steep than the demand function 

fer the capItal-labour ratio. This illustrates the point 

that even if the derivative 3A*Jar is positive, which would 

be a sufficient condition for stability if assets were not 

responsive to wage rate, there is no guarantee of stability. 

9.4 GENERAL E~UILIBRIUM EFFECTS OF MORTALITY IMPROVEMENTS 

We can now ~tudy the effects of mortality improve-

ments on the equilibrium capital-labour ratio, the rate of 

interest and the wage rate, assuming that the equilibrium 1S 

stable. lhe equilibrium conditIon for the aggregate model 

15 reproduced below: 

-It A \9, P, r, • .,(1"') = k(r) (9.4.1) 

It is obvious that the demand side of th~ model is independ-

ent of surviva! rates. This means that all the effect of a 

change in surVIval rates w:ll come through a shift in the 

assets-labour supply ratio. Therefore, we first discuss the 

e4fect of an increase in survival rates on ~sset5-1abcur 

supply ratio. 
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As in the previous chapter, the full effect of an 

!ncrease in survival rate at any age x, on the assets-labour 

supply ratio can be split into two parts, the economic ef-

fect and the demographic effect, as follows: 

(9.4.2) 

We will discuss the two ~ffects sequentially. 

As •• ts-Labour Supply Ratio 

Since A* = A/H, the economic effect of an in

crease in survival rates at age x on A* can be written as 

follows: 

* * 3A 12p(x) = A 
~ • A _ 

[{aA/ap(x}/A} - {8H/3p(x)/H}) (9.4.3) 

~ A 

The two derivatives 3AJap(x) and aH/3p(x) were evaluated 

in the previous chapter and their age patterns were dis-

played in figures 8.6.1Cb) and 8.6.4 respectively. From 

these two deriv~tives we can Obtain the a~e pattern of the 

derivative 3A*/Jplx} by us~n9 the relation (9.4.3). This is 

don~ in figure 9.4.1. As snown in the fi9ur~, the age pat-

tern of this derivative sU9gests that the effect of an in-

crease in a survival r3te at a young or middle age (an old 

age) is to decrease (increase' the assets-labour supply 

ratio. However, the effect of an increase in a survival 
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Figure 9.4.1 The Age Pattern of the Economic Eff~ct of an 
Increase in Survival Rates on the Assets
L.abour Supply Ratio 
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~ate at some point in the middle of age x* and age x is, 

in fact ambiguous. 3 But to simplify the diagram we assume 

that this effect is negative. 4 

This effect, given by the second term in e~uation 

(9.4.2), is reproduced beioH: 

r3A*Jag] Ug/3p(x») (9.4.4) 

First consider the factor 3A*/8g. With A* = 

AiH, we can write, 

!9.4.5~ 

The normalized levels of aggregate assets and labour supply, 

given by equatlons (8.6.18) and (8.6.26) respectively, are: 

T 
~ = f e-gx pex) a(x) dx 

o 

r " __ -gx 
H = (' - p (x i j (x) h bd dx 

o 

3 Recall from chapter 8 (theorem 8.6.1 and fi9ur~ 
8.6.1) that at age i, i = zei}. 

4 For consistency, this simplification will be 
carried ov~r to all the subsequent figures. 
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Taking the derivatives and substituting in equation (9.4.5), 

we find the following result. 

(9.4.6) 

-where xa and xm are respectively the average ages of as-

set holding and labour income, defined as follows: 

:x = a 

~ = "m 

T 
f x e-gx p(x) a(x) dx 
o 

T 
I e-gx p(x) a(x) dx 
o 

T 
i x e-gx p(x) m(x) dx 
o 

T 
f e-gx p(x) m(x) dx 
o 

-

(9.4.7) 

(9.4.8) 

Notice that xm is also the weighted average of the 'effec-

tive units' of labour supply. In defining this average we 

have multiplied the numerator and the denominator of equa-

tion (9.4.8) by the age zero wage rate, w, and used the re-

lation Hj (x.h(x) = \ .. (x)h(x) = m(x). 

-The two averages xa and xm differ because of 

the i r different .. ,ei ght i ng !Schemes. The weighting scheme 

based on labour income assigns more weight to the younger 
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age as compared to the weighting scheme based on assets 

holding_ 

than ; . 
m 

Therefore, we expect that i will be greater a 

Consequently, the derivative given by (9.4.6) is 

e~pected to be negative. A common sense explanation goes as 

fo 11 o~,s. With an increase in the growth rate of population~ 

the proportion of younger popul~tion Increases and the pro-

portion of older population decreases. From the age paths 

of assets holding and labour income shown in figure 8.2.1, 

we know that, in ~ broad sense, young people earn more 

labour income and hold less assets than the old. Therefore J 

~jith the change in the age distribution of population in the 

direction of relatively more young people, the aS3ets-labour 

supply ratio will decrease. 

Next, ccnsider the factor gg/apCx). In the previous 

chapter, we concluded that this factor is positive (equal to 

zero) if the rate of reproduction, b(x), is positive (equal 

to zero) at the age at which the Burvival rate is assumed to 

have increased. In particular, this derivative was shown by 

equation (8.6.22) to be as follows: 

-,gi3p(x'} ':: 
T 

-'3)( J' x e - p(x) b(x) d~( 

o 

Comblning the two factors: 8A*/3g and dg/ap{x), we 

can conclude that 
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raA*/og] rag/apex)] < 0 if b(x) ) 0 
(9.4.9) 

: 0 if b(x} = 0 

Figure 9.4.2 illustrates the age patte~n of this 

demo~raphic effect. This figure has been drakn in the same 

way as fi3ure 8.6.2 in the last chapter. In part (a) ~e 

plot the functions e-gx and b(x). The demographic effect, 

[9A*/3g][3g/3p(x)] is obtain~d in figure (b) by multiplying 

the derivative 3A*/ag < 0 (equation (9.4.6)) by the func-

tions e-gx and b(x), and dividing by 

T 
r x e-gx p(x: bCx) dx 
o 

Now we are in a position to combine the two e~f9cts 

to find the full effect of mortality improvement on a~sets-

labour supply ratio. 

9.4.3 Ths Full Eff.ct of MortAlity Improvements on t.he 

Assets-Labour Supply Ratio 

To find the full effect of mortality improvements en 

the assets-labour supply ratio, we simply have to ad~ the 

two components aA*/dp<xi and raA*J8g][8gJ8p<x)] as in equa-

tion (9.4.2). Thus by adding the two functions drawn in 

figures 9.4.1Cc) and 9.4.2(b}, we find the relationship oe-

tween the age at which the survival rate is assumed to 
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Figure 9.4.2 The Age Pattern of the Demographic Effect of 
an Increase in Survival Rates on the Assets
Labour Supply Ratio 

(a) 

age 

(b) 

o~ __ ~/ 



increase and the resulting change in the assets-labour supp-

ly ratio. This relationship, drawn in figure 9.4.3, shows 

that the eff~ct of an increase in the survival rate at a 

young or middle ta~ old) age is to lower (raise) the assets

].b~ur supply ratio. S In this figure we have assumed that 

t he rates of r-eproduct i on become zer!J at age x * at wh i cn the 

individual starts consuming more than labour income tthat 

is, savings schedule ,(x) becomes non-positive). But the 

general shape of the function dA*/dpCx) doe5 not depend on 

this assumption as long as it is assumed that the rates of 

reproductl~n become zero somewhere during late years of 

1 ife. 

Capital-Labour ~atia 

The economic effects of mortality improvements on 

the equilibrium rate of interest can be found by dif-

ferentlating the equilibrium condition 19.4.1J with respect 

5 It may be recalled frl;Jm sub-section 9.4.1 that the 
economic effect of an increase in a survival rate at some 
point in the middle of age x* and age x is ambiguous. 
However, with the demographic effect being negatives the 
full effect of an increase in survival rate at such a point 
is mere likely to be negative than just the economic effect. 
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Figure 9.4.3 The Age Pattern of the Full Effect of an In
crease in Survival Rates on the Assets-Labour 
Supply Ratio 
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to the survival rate, p(x}, holding constant the growth rate 

of population, g. The result is as follows: 

- 3A" /3p t x) 

ar13p (x) = (9.4.10) 

Next, the effect on the equilibrium wage rate can be ob

tained by multiplying the slope of the factor price fron

tier, dwidr = -k (equation (9.2.14», by the derivative 

ar I 8p ( x), 3 i "en above. The r·esu 1 tis 

k ( r) [ ~A *' j ap ( x) ] 

3\-113p(x) = (9.4.11} 

Finally, to find the effect on the equilibrium capital

labour ratio, we differentiata the demand function for the 

capital-labour ratio, klr), with respect to r and multIply 

the resulting derivative, by 3r/3p(x). 

3k j 3p (x) = 
-(dk/dr) [8A*np(x)] 

(dA*/dr) - (dk/dr) 

Thus we obtain 

(9.4.12) 

The denomInator en the right hand side of each of 

the above three equations, (dA*/dl") - (ak/drJ, is positive 

by the stability condition (9.3.8:. It is also know that 

kCr) is positive and dk/dr is negative. It follows, there-

fore, fr'om equations i9.4.10} ~ (9.4.11> anti !9.4.12} that 

the equilibrium rate of int~rest will change in the apposit~ 
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direction to the change in assets-labour supply ratio and 

the equilibrium wage rate and capital-labour ratio will 

change in the same direction as the change in the assets-

labour supply ratio. Thus, as shown in figure 9.4.4, the 

effect of an increas~ in the survival rate at a young or 

middle age 15 to increase the equilibrium rate of interest 

and dec~ease the equilibrium ~age rate and capital-labour 

ratio. If, an the other hand, survival rate increases at an 

old age, the rate af interest will decrease and the wage 

rata and capital-labour ratio will increase. 

It may be noted that the effect of mortality im

provement on the equilibrlum capital-labour ratio will be 

less <greater), in absolute terms, than the effect on the 

assets-labour supply ratio if the assets-l~bour supply func

tion is positively Ine3atively) sloped. The reason is that 

the effect on the assets-labour supply ratio was evaluated 

under the assumption that the rate of interest and the wage 

r~te are constant. Once these variables are allowed to 

change, a rightward (leftward) shift in assets-labour supply 

function will push down {up) the ~ate of interest. If the 

assets-labour supply function is positively sloped~ the 

assets-labour supply ratio will decrease (increase), thus 

partly compensating the initial change in the assets-labour 

supply r~tio. If, en the other hand, the assets-labour 

supply function is negatively sloped, the effect of a change 
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Figure 9.4.4 The Age Pattern of the Economic Effect of an 
Increase in Survival Rates on the Equilibrium 
Rate of Interest, the Wage Rate and the 
Capital-Labour Supply RatIo 
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in rate of interest on the assets-labour supply ratio will 

further re-~nforce the initial change in the assets-labour 

supply ratio. But in any case, if the solution is stable in 

a Walrasian sense, endogenizing factor prices will not 

reverse the di~ection of the effect of a mortaiity improve

ment on the capital-labour ration 

9.4.3 The Demographic Effect of Mortality Improvements on 

th. Equilibrium Rat. of Int.r.st, th. Wag. RAt. and 

the Capital-Labour ~.tio 

The demographic effect of a mortality improvement on 

the equilibrium rate of interest, the wage rate and the 

capital-labour ratio can be obtained in the same way as the 

economic effect. fhe only difference is that we start with 

differentiating the equilibrium condition (9.4.1) with 

respect to 9 and then multiply the resulting differential cy 

the derivative 8g!3p{x). The results are as follows: 

[8r/ag][3g/3p(x}] = 

[dwlagH 3g/3p (x)] = 

- r8A*/8g][og/3p(x)] 

(dA*/dr) - (dk/dr) 

~«I") r3A*ldgH3gl3p<x)] 

(dA*/dr) - (dk/tir) 

- [dk/dr][8A*/ag][3g!3P!x)] 

(dA*/dr) - (dk/dr) 

<9.4.13} 

(9.4.14> 
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The age profiles of these effects of mortality im-

provement are shown in figure 9.4.5. It may be noted that 

the demographic effect of a mortality improvement on the 

equilibriuM rate of int~restJ the wage rate and the capital

labour ratio depends on the age at which the survival rate 

is assumed to have increased <which determlngS the resultin3 

change in the growth rate of population}, the difference be

tween the mean ages of asset holding and labour income 

'which determines the effect of a gIven increase in the 

growth rate of population on the 3ssets-labour supply func

tion}, and the slopes of the functions A*(g, P, r, w(r») and 

ktr}. Figure 9.4.5 illustrates the relationship between the 

age at which survival rate is assumed to increase and the 

~esulting change in the rate Qf interest, the wage rate and 

the capital-labour ratie, given the magnitudes of the oth~r 

parameters involved. This relationship essentially depends 

un the effect of an increase in the survival rate on the 

3rowth rate of population. 

In the following analysis we discuss how a given in

crease in the growth rate of population r~13te5 to the 

reslJlting change in the equilibrium rate of interest. We 

argue that for a 3iven inc~ea5e in the growth rate of popu

lation, the change in the equilibrium rate of interest could 

be small or big in size depending upon the magnitudes of the 

parameter~ involved. This aspect has an lmoortant bearing 
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Figure 9.~.5 The Age Pattern of the Demographic Effect of 
an Increase in Survival Rates on the Equi~ 
librium Rate of Interest, the Wage Rate and 
the Capital-Labour Supply Ratio 
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on the classification of a competitive equilibrium as ~ffi-

cient or inefficient. Figure 9.4.6 shows how a given in-

crease in the growth rate of population may convert an inef-

6 ficient equilibrium into an efficient on~ and vice versa, 

In figures (al and (b) the competitive equilibrlum is i~l-

tially ineffIcient with the growth rate of population S' and 

the rate of interest r'. In both cases the growth rate in-

creases by the same margin (to g-) but the assets-labour 

supply function A*(g, P, r, w(r)} shifts by a bi9ger margin 

in figure (b) than in figure (a) because of a ~ider dif-

ference between the mean ages of asset holding and labour 

income. The result is that in figure (bl, the increase in 

the rate of interest is big enough to overshoot the increase 

in the growth rate and therefore the final competitive equi-

librium aolution becomes ef+icient. In fi9ure (a), on the 

othe~ hand, with a modest inc~~a5e in the ~at~ of inte~e5t, 

the solytion remains inefficient. 

In figure (c) th~ solution is initially efficient 

ana remalns ao after the increase in the growth rat, of pop-

ulaticn. ~i~ally~ in figure (dJ toe solution is Initiall~ 

efficient and becomes ine~fi=ient after the increase in the 

6 Recall from chapt~r 8 that a competitive equi
librium is classified as inefficient if 9 > r and as effi
cient if 9 ~ r {Gale (1973), Shell (1971) and Starrett 
(1972JI. 
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Figure 9.4.6 The Demographic Effect of Mortality Improve
ments and the Classification of a Competitive 
Equilibrium as efficient or Inefficient 
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growth rate of population. For illustrative purpose the 

different outcomes in figures (c) and Cd) are accounted for 

by different slopes of the two functions A*(g, P, r, wer» 

an~ hi~} across the two cases. The shift in the function 

* A (9, P, r, wer», Measured by the horizontal distance is 

considered equal across the two cases. 

In the above analysis we have discussed the rela-

tionship between the growth rat~ of population and the equi-

librium rate of interest. We Know that the growth rate of 

population can be changed only by changing the survival 

r3tes or the rates of reproduction. In the above analysis 

we have considered only the d~mographic effect of an In-

=rease in survival rates on the equilibriuM rate of inter-

est. Alternatively, the increase in the growth rate of pop-

~lation can be viewed as being the result of an increase in 

reproduction rates rather than an increase in survival 

rat~s. 

Another reasen to consider only the demographIc ef-

feet of an increase in surviva; rates in the above analysis 

is to isolate the analysis frcm ~ormutive implications of 

mortality changes. The economic effect of mortality lm-

provements also involves changes in the lifetime utility 

f~nction due to the changes i~ survival probabilities. 

Thus~ if we consider the full ef+ects of mortality improve-

ments, then, for example, an efficient solution ma~ have 
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been converted into an inefficien one while at the same tIme 

the steady state utility may have increased for all genera

tions due to the changes in lifetime utility function as a 

result of better survival probabilities. Tn thIS case a 

transition into an inefficient equilibrium from an efficient 

one may have occurred along with a Pareto improvement rather 

than a Pareto deterioration. We wIll discuss this issue in 

more detail 1n the next sub-section. 

In next section we combine the economic and 

demographic effects of mortality improvements and study the 

implications of mortality improvements for the classifica

tion of a competitIve equilibrium as efficient or ineffi

cient. 

9.4.6 The Full Eff.ct of Mortality Improv.m,ntg on ~h~ 

Equilibrium Rat~ of Int.rest, the Was- R.t~ and the 

C~plt.l-L.bour Ratio 

The full effect of mortality improvements can be ob

tained by adding equations (9.4.10) and (9.4.13) for the ef

fects on the equilibrium rat~ of interest, equations 

(9.4.111 and (9.4.14l for the effects on the wage rate and 

equations 19.4.12) and t9.4.1S} for the ~ffects on the 

~apital-labour ratio. Figure 9.4.7 shows the age pa~tern 0+ 

these effects. 
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Figure 9.4.7 The Age Patter n of the Full Effect of an In
crease in Survival Rates on the Equilibr i um 
Rate of I nterest, the Wage Rate and the 
Capital - Labour Suppl y Ratio 
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Once again we can discuss the implications of 

mortality improvements for the classification of competitive 

equilibrium as efficient or inefficient. An increase in 

survival rates at an old age, when the rates of reproduction 

are equal to zero, has no effect on the growth rate of popu

lation, but it will result in a lower equi l ibrium rate of 

interest. Therefore, if the competitive equilibrium is ini

tially inefficient, it must remain so after the Mortality 

improvement but if the equilibrium is init i ally efficient, 

the mortality improvement may carry it into the inefficient 

region. On the ether hand, an increase in survival rates at 

an earlier age, when the rates of reproduction are positive, 

will raise both the equilibrium rate of interest and the 

growth r ate of population. Since the change in the rate of 

interest can be smaller or larger than the chanse in the 

9rowth r ate depending on the parameters involved, the 

mortality improvement has no predictable consequence on the 

classification of the competitive equilibrium as efficient 

or inefficient. 

Again we remind ourselves that the classification of 

a competitive equilibrium as efficient or inefficient holds 

with given tastes (which also include probabilities of sur-

vival) and technology, etc. If a mortality improvement con-

verts an efficient equilibrium into an inefficient one, it 

opens the possibility of a Pareto improvement (for example, 
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by an intergenerational transfer sch~me), although the 

mortality improvement by itself may . have resulted in all 

generations being better off. Likewise, if a mortality im

provement converts an inefficient equilibrium into an effi

cient one, it eliminates the possibility of a Pareto im

provement, irrespective of the effect of mortality improve

ment on the welfare of different generations. 

This discussion implies that a conversion of an ef

ficient equilibrium into an inefficient one due to a 

mortality improvement does not necessarily imply a welfare 

loss. The new equilibrium is inefficient i n the new state 

(after the change in survival probabilities and, hence, in 

the utility function). Similarly a conversion of an ineffi

cient equilibrium into an efficient one due to a mortality 

improvement does not necessarily imply a welfare gain. The 

new equilibrium is efficient in the new state (after the 

change in the utility function). 

It seems that no definite welfare i mplications can 

be attached with the analysis of mortal i ty improvements. 

The change in the equilibrium rate of interest (or the 

capital-labour ratio) cannot be associated with a welfare 

change unless an explicit analysis of the effects of 

mortality improvements on the welfare of d i fferent genera-

tions is conducted. 

for future research. 

At this point, we l eave this subject 



9.~ CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A linear homogeneous production function has been 

added to the household model to examine the competitive 

equilibrium. Due to the linear homogeneity of the produc

tion function, the market equilibrium cond i tion is defined 

only in terms of the capital-labour ratio. Equilibrium is 

described by a technologically feasible pair of rate of in

terest and the wage rate at which the demand for the 

capital-labour ratio is equal to the assets-labour supply 

ratio. 

The effects of mortality improvements on the equi

librium rate of interest, the wage rate and the capital

labour ratio have been studied under competitive conditions, 

assumjng that the equilibrium is stable in Walrasian sense. 

As in the previous chapter, we have found that these effects 

depend, among other things, on the age at which the survival 

rate is assumed to increase. Given the growth rate of popu

lation, with a hump-shaped savings schedule, an increase in 

survival rates at an old age will increase the equilibrium 

capital-labour ratio and the wage rate and decrease the 

equilibrium rate of interest. On the other hand, the effect 

of an increase in survival rates at earlier segments of life 
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is the opposite. 7 Thus Skinner's (1985) result that an in-

crease in life expectancy may reduce the capital-labour 

ratio, can be found in a pure life cycle model and there is 

no need to introduce contingent bequests to obtain this 

~e5ult. 

Like in the previous chapter, we have also studied 

the effect of an increase in the 9rowth rate of population 

induced by mortality improvements. This effect shows that 

an increase in survival rates during the reproductive years 

of life will decrease the equilibrium capital-labour ratio 

and the wage rate and increase the equilibrium rate of in-

terest. 

Finally, the implications of mortality improvements 

for the classification of competitive equilibrium as effi-

cient or inefficient are noted. An intermediate result is 

that, ignoring the economic effect of variations in survival 

rates, a higher growth rate of population has no implica-

tions for the classification of equilibrium as efficient or 

inefficient. In particular, an economy with a slower growth 

rate of population may be even further away from an effi-

7 If work hours at certain points in the middle of 
life horizon are low, an increase in the survival rates at 
that segment may also result in an increase in the equi
librium capital-labour ratio. But this segment is likely to 
be a small fraction of the entire horizon. 
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cient equilibrium than an economy with a faster growth rate, 

though the reverse may also be true. 

An increase in survival rates at an old age leaves 

the growth rate of population unchanged, but it lowers the 

equilibrium rate of interest. Thus, if the comp~tit i ve 

equilibrium is initially inefficient, it will remain so 

after the mortality improvement and if the equilibrium is 

initially efficient, the mortality improvement may carry it 

into the inefficient region. An increase in survival rates 

at an earlier age raises both the growth rate of population 

and the rate of interest. In this case the mortality im-

provement carries no implications for the classification of 

equilibri um as efficient or inefficient . . 

The classification of a competitive equilibrium as 

efficient or inefficient holds with given tastes (which a l so 

include survival probabilities) and technology, etc. A con-

version of an effic i ent equilibrium into an inefficient one 

due to a mortality improvement does not necessarily imply a 

welfare loss. The new equilibrium is inefficient in the new 

state (after the change in survival probabil i ties and , 

hence, in the utility function). Similarl y a conversion of 

an inefficient equilibrium into an effic i ent one due to a 

mortality improvement does not necessari ly imply a we l fare 

gain. fhe new equilibrium is efficient i n the new state 

(after the change in the ut i lity function), 



CHAPTER 10 

THE MODEL WITH ENDOGENOUS FACTOR PRICES, 

ENDOGENOUS WORK HOURS AND THE EFFECTS 

OF MORTALITY IMPROVEMENTS 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we consider a general equ ilibrium 

model in which t he individual's labour supply schedule is 

endogenous. In all other r espects the model is simi lar to 

the one presented in the last chapter. This is a Si9-

nifi cant departure from the conventiona l l i terature on over

lapping generations model in whi ch an individual's work 

hab its ar~ assumed to be fixed. The study of mortality var-

i ations is a long run issue and it seems to be a st reng as

s umption that these demographic changes wi l l not in duce in

d ivi d~als to change their work habits. 

The construction of our model in this chapter dif

fers o nly s lightly from previous chapters. However, the in

di v idual"s life c ycle mode l which under li es the anal YSis is 

different becaUSE, unlike in the previous analYSiS, it con

tains the work-leisure choice as an endogenous decision. 

Due to this difference we will have to restatE, briefly, the 

behav iour of the household model and the nature of general 

equilibrium. 

page 376 
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10.2 THE HOUSEHOLD MODEL WITH ENDOGENOUS WORK HOURS AND PI 

FEASIBLE COMPETITIVE SOLUTION 

The formation of aggregate household variables and 

their accounting identities are independent of any aS5ump-

ticn regarding household behaviour. However their economic 

determination does depend on the underlying hcusehold behav-

iour. In the present context we have to modify the 

household model developed in chapter 8 to make it consIstent 

with the indIvidual's life cycle model of chapter 3. 

According to our analysis in chapter 3, an individu-

a}'s consumption, work and narrow savings schedules can be 

written in terms of the following functions. 

c:i :~ ) ""' c (~, P, r , Wi 

h (:d = h(x, P, r, 1,..1) 

J(x) = -.:' f ..... ./ ~ .",," J P, " . . , W) 

Since W = w ] and J can be suppressed from these functions 

es being an age path of fixed parameters, we can wrIte these 

functions as follows. 

c(x} '= c ;.~! P, r' , w) 

h Ld = htx, P, r, ~ .. ) 
- ~ ?~ ) = '1 b:, P, r~ w) 

Substituting these function into the aggregate varl-

abies we get the same results as in chapter 8 except that 

t~e a9gregat? labc~r supply f~nction becomes: 
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T 
1-1( t ) = B (tl i' e - '3 x P ( x i j (x) h ( )( , :1x (lO.2.1} 

o 

Or, di'Jiding by the numbe:-- of cur'r'<:;>nt births, B(1:.), \".? can 

write this function in =cmpact ferm as fol~ow5: 

., '" 
H = H ( 9 , P , j-', ", ) 

As in chapter 9, we assume that production PC5-

si~ilities 3re described by a nee-classIcal linear 

homogeneous production functIon. 

the conditions: 

\-,1 : r I) = k:; " i 

\,1 = 'ti (r ) 

Under t~ese conditions an 

1 .f 1l ,..,. .- \ 
\ J.- '-- • ~ •• .,::;, 

~ 10. ::: .. ~ ) 

As before ~e assume that there e~ists a un~que and stabl~ 

equi 1 ibr·ium. Notice that the stabilit; cDndi~icn in the 

present model is a litti~ Mere complicated than before. In 

chapter 0 ~'je concJ'_ided that in a ''';31rtlsi<J;i warl:et the equ.:;.-

{d~:./:ir ) 

',,' i t:-: ;:> J;.:: .. ' e d \.'1 C r-t~ 5 C he oj u 1 e a fan i n d i v i ;j 'JC;!.!, I:. his C Q r~ d i t 1 :J f'I 
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(9.3.9). Now with an end0genous work decision, this condi-

tion must be spelled out in terms of the derivatives of both 

assets 3nd labour su~ply functions as follows: 

~ A ~, 

- {<3Hl3rl +t3H13'<Ji tdw/d,,) }/Hl "> (dl.</dr) \10.2.6} 

Due to complex nature of the comparative static 

results of the In1ividual1sl1c model in chapter 4 it does 

not seem possible to determine the signs of the partial 

"'" A;It. ...... 

d'?r i-,.!at i ves dAl3r, 3Ata"j, -3Hnr and 8H!3w. There-

fore, Ne cannot examine the feasibility of the above 

stability condition. ~e simply assume that this condition 

is met b~ our model. We are now ready to conduct the analy-

sis ~~ mortality iMp~ovements in this model. 

10.3 THE EFFECTS OF MORTALITV IMPROVEMENTS 

The full effect of an increase in sur~ival rate at 

age x on the assets-labour supply ratio has been expressed 

in terms of two additive components by equation i?4.21. 

This equati~n IS reproduced below: 

""A~;" I' "'A~)'" \ .... . ,-,p .xJ = oj. ,Cp\x, (10.3.1) 

First we find the =omponent: 3A*/8p(x) which we refer to as 

the economic effect. 
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With an endo3e~aus work schedule of an indivi~ual, 

the anallsis becomes mare complicated than befo~e. We are 

~ow unatle t~ 1etermine the direction of change in the 

2s5e~~-!3bour suppl~ ratio in response to an increase in 

~llr·\,'j.,:a.l rates .:::It most ages b-;; directly evalu.atir:3 th~ 

Ir the follorilng anal/sis ~e 1iscU.S5 

t~e basic problems in~olved in this regard. HOYje'.:al' 1 ater' 

. , , 
\'J 1 ! 1 9dopt an i~direct approach in our 

ef~art to sol~e thi~ problem by USIng the accounting rela-

As In equation (9.4.31, the ecanomlC effect of an 

i~=rease in sur~i~al rate at age ~ on the assets-labour 

suppl/ ratio, that is, -I'*;~ , ) :1"'1 ,"PIX 

., 

can be written as 

.... ,-" 

r ~ ,A /3p ( x ) I A } ~3Hl3p(x) IH}] 

.... 

{lC.3.2} 

As in chapter 3, the derivatlve aAJap(x) can be expressej 

in terms of the following function. 

~lth the same prcpertlEs as before {see e~press~cns 1~.6.1G: 

through 18.~.141 and the related discussion in chapter 81? 

In particular, the weighted average i is independent of 

thE age at WhlC~ the survival rate is assumed to have in-

T~is average ~as defined in chap~er a as belcw 

isee equation 
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for g ~ r 
(10.3.4) -= x for 9 = r 

where, e(r-g)x is the weighted average defined below (see 

equat i on (8.6.7)): 

r 
r eCr-g)x e-rx p(x) ra~(x}/ap(x')] dx 
o 

eCr-g)x = ---------------------------------------------
T 

f e-rx p(x) [aa(x)/ap(x')] dx 
o 

- -

(10.3.5) 

For 9 = r, z converges to x which is calculated 

by using th~ same weighting scheme as used in (10.3.5). 

From equation (4.3.18) of chapter 4 we can see that the 

derivative aaex)/ap(x"} depends on the age x' only through a 

r v " factor of proportionality: e- ~ a(x') wh i ch cancels out 

from the numerator and the denominator of (10.3.5). There-

fore, as in chapter 8, this weighted average is independent 

of x', the age at which the survival rate is assum~d to have 

increased. 
A 

The derivative aA/ap(x) = e- rx 1(x) [z - z(x)] 

follo~is the same age pattern as in chapter 8. Therefore 

there does not seem to be any problem in evaluating the ef-

fect of mortality improvements on assets supply. 

The effect of an increase in survival rates at some 

ages on labour supply is uncertain in Sign, however. The 
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reason is as follows_ Given the work schedule of an indi-

vidual, an increase in the survival rate during the working 

period of life will increase aggregate labour supply by in-

creasing the size of working population, as shown in figure 

8.6.4. This e~fect may be called the age redistribulicnal 

effect. With an endogenous Hork schedul@, the increase in 

the survival rate (or survival prcbabjlityl will a~so induce 

individuals to change their work schedule. According to our 

analysi~ in chapter 4 an increase in survi~al rates below 

"* l-age ~* or above age x Cbetween age x and age x*) when the 

5~vin9s rate ~Cx) is ne3atlve (positive), will induce more 

(lesserl work hours throughout the life c1cle. w~ call this 

effect the induced effect. The age pattern of the two ~f-

4ect5 is 5hawn in figur9 10.2.1. It is obvious that, for an 

inc~e3S@ in survival rates at the early Dr later part of 

liFe, t~e sign of these twa ~ff~~ts c~mbined is to increase 

However, the effect 0+ an increQse 

amClS~OUS in sign. 

By dir~ctly @~aluati~9 the derivatives, It jces net 

seem to be possible to determine the effect oi mortality im-

provement on assets-la~our supply ratio except fer an in-

crease in survival rates below age ~* which ~ili result in 

less asse~s and more labour 3upplj. Therefore we need some 

a1jitlonal information to determIne the age pattern of the 
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Fj9ure 10.3.1 The Age Pattern of the Age Redistributional 
Effect and the Induced Effect of an Increase 
in Survival Rates on Aggregate Labour Supply 

a~e redistributional effect 
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derivatIve ~A*/8p\x). The following two r.sults will be 

helpful in this regard. The proof5 are given 1n the appen-

di;..;' (section 10,A). 

Thecr.m 10.3.1 

T o.. r t. -' ' ., ~A* . ~ I ) .fle sum:::l~ 112 aerlvat.lve:l (:;p,x ~ 

b), the pr'obabilit), of survival over- the entire lif~ 

cycle is zer·o. That is 

T 
{10.3.6i 

tJ 

Theorem 10.3.2 

" The si':3n ::::If the der'ivative 3{AiH};-3p(x) is l:.he 

same as that of HA!C}/8p(x). In partlcuiar the two 

derivatIves are interrelated as follo~s. 

~ - . ,-
';{AJH] /;p(}<) = l'I~C/"lH}"-: ;{A/C}Jap(x) (10.:3.7) 

New we proceed to determIne the sign of the derlva-

We do this in step precess 

Th.or~m 10.3.3 

o f:Jr .• = ;'*' 
- . 

!"her e " :. 5 t;1e 3.'::;0: such that z -= z (;; \ . 
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Proof 

At age x* and age * x the savings rate ~Cx) = O. Also, 
... _ A 

by definition at a.ge x, Z = z hod • Equation (10.3.3> 

.... 
implies that aAJ!3ptx) = 0 at all thesE- a.ge:;;. Next, 

consider the effect en Jabour supply. ACi:ord i ns to 

the comparative static results found in chapte~ 4, any 

change in the survival rate at age x* and age x* will 

not induce an individual to change hi~/her work plan. 

The only effect remainin9~ therefore, is due to the 

resulting change in the age distributlon of pop·J.la-

tiona This effect is given by e-gx 
j {x) h(x). At each 

of these two a'3~s the savings rate ;:hd is zero. 

Since c:onsullmtio\"! is al'<lays pcsltive, current labou.r· 

income and therefore work hours must also be pcsitlve. 

Therefore, the effect of an increase in the survival 

-gx rate on the labour supply e j Ix) hex) is posltive. 

A " 
A 

Fjna.!ly, at ase :<, 3A/8p(x) = O. Since E = (9 - r) 
A .. A 

A, we also get 3E!3p(x) = 0 at x = )(. Ther<efof'e 
A A 

wdHi:p<x) is equal to aC/3ptx) which can be calculat~d 

as +011 ows: 

T 
::JC!3pLd = e-gx c(x) + I' e-'3)' ::Hy) (3c(;tI tap{;-::)} dy 

o 

The first term em the r-i3ht hand side is obviousl; 

" Si rice ;~ * lies between age x* and age x , 
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.... 
savings rate ".hd is positive at age x and therefore 

according to our analysis in chapter 4, acCy)/8pexl 1S 

also positive. Thus both the terms in above expres-

'" ,. 
sion are positive. ThE'refcl"e aCi3p{x) = w2Hnptx} is 

pos it no? 

Since at age x*, *' A X and x, 
"-

3Alap~x) == I) and 

. *" Since in the neighbourhood of pOlnts x*, x and ~ 

," 
the derivati~e ~AjapCx) is small, the above theorem also 

implies that aA*/3pCx) will be negative in a small neigh-

bourhood around these three points. 

Theor~m 10.3.4 

3A*I?;J{x} ,( (I for- x < 

Proof 
.", 

~_,Je alread)' I< nOl'I that in UIlS range 2Al3p{x) is nega-

" tive. Ne~~t, the der'ivative 3HJ8p(xi i:3 as follc~·.s; 

A 

3H13phd =:: e-gx j (x) hex) 

T 
+ ,l' e-gy p(y) j {y} Uh(y) I3p{x}} dy 

o 

The fi~st term in this equatIon is obviously positive. 

The second term is also positive because for x < x*, 
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IJ'hd is negative and, therefore, 8h(y)/ap(x) is posi-
A A 

tive. With aA/ap(x) < 0 and aH/ap(x) > 0 we must have 

This completes the proof. 

Theor.m 10.:3.3 

8A*/8p(x) < 0 for ~ ( x < '* x • 

Proof 

By theorem 10.3.2 the sign of the derivative aA*/ap<x) 

" A 

is the same as that of 3{A/Cliap(x). We also know by 

theorem 8.6.1 that 3A/ap(x) < 0 for; < x < x*. Next 
A 

consider the derivative aC/ap(x) 

T ... 
aC/ap(:d = e -9)( c: (x) + j' e -9Y p (y) {3c (y ) lap (x)} dy 

o 

The first term in this equation is positive. Next, 
A 

for x < x ( the savings rate lJ'(x) is pos it i '.Ie. 

Therefore key) lap(x) and hence the second term is 

" a 1 so pos it i '.Ie. Thus ac I 3p (x) is pos it i ve. S inc: e 
A A 

8A/ap(x) < 0 and aC/ap(x) ) 0, we must have 

It has been established that aA*/aptx) is negative 

in the neighbourhood of the points x*, x* and ~ and in the 
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... * inter-vals x < x* and x < x ( x. We sti 11 have to e~{amine 
,., 

the sign of this der-ivative in the inter-vats x* < x < x 

and *' ; x "' x ~ T which seems to be uncertain. HONever-, we can 

show the following result. 

lheorem 10.3.6 

!f x* = ~J then 3A*Jap(x) must be positive at least at 

some points in the interval x* ( x ~ T. 

Proof 

T 
Since f p(::d (aA*/3p(x)} dx = 0 

o 

by theorem 10.3.1 and 3A* Iilp (x) < 0 f or x * ix, 

3A*J3p(x) must be positive at least somewhere in the 

interval x* < x ~ T. 

,.. 
Even if age x is slightly above age x*J this result can be 

expected to hold. The reason is that the derivative 

3A*/3p(x) is also negative in the neighbourhood of points x* 

" and x. 

The above discussion suggests that, if the interval: 
,.. 

[x*, xl is small, ~ .. e obtain more or less the same age pat-

tern of the economic effect of an increase in survival r-ates 

on the assets-labour suppl y r atio as obtained in chapter 9 
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where the work schedule of an individual was assumed to be 

fi~{ed. 

The effects on the equilibrium rate of interest, the 

l'1i3.ge rate i3.nd the capital-labour ratio can be obtained in 

the same manner as in chapter 9 and therefore there is no 

need to repeat that exercise. 

The demographic effect of mortality improvements 

does not depend on whether the work schedule of an individu

al is fixed or endogenouse It depends, among other things, 

on the age pattern of asset holdings and the labour income 

of an individual. This age pattern is same in the present 

chapter as in chapters 8 and 9. Therefore the demographic 

effects of mortality improvements will also be the same as 

before. 

10.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

With an endogenous work schedule of an individual 

the analysis of mortality :mprovements becomes quite cornpli-

cated. In particular the effect of an increase in survival 

r·ates i3.t the earlier part of middle age and at old age can

not be easily signed. However, one can find a sufficient 

and conceivable condition under which the signs of these ef-

fects can be determined. It turns out that the effects of 

mortality improvements in this extended model are more or 

less the same as found in chapter 9. 
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10.A APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 10 

10.A.1 Proof of Theorem 10.3.1 

First we reproduce equation (10.3.2) in a slightly 

different for'm 

(10.A.!) 

According to this equation we can write 

A 

(1 i Al 

T 
f p( x) caA*/8p(x)} dx = 
o 

... "T ... 
l' ptx){aA/ap(x)}dx - <1/H) l' p(x){aHJap(x)}dx 

T 

o o 
(10.A.2) 

This equation contains two components involving the deriva-
A A 

tives aA/ap(x) and 3H/ap(x). Consider the first com-

ponent. According to equation (~O.3.3), the derivative 

" aAJap(x) can be written as 

'" 3Ataptx) = e- rx 
1(x) rz - z(x)] 

-Since z is a constant, we can write 

T .. , 
.i' p ( x ) OA I a p ( x)} d x 
o 

T 
= z l e -rx p (x) <7 (x) dx 

x 

T 
- ,(I e - r x p« x ) !J ( x ) z ( x ) d x 

o 
(10.A.3) 
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lhe first term in this equation vanishes because of the 

lifetime budget constraint of an individua l (see equation 

(3.4.7». Therefore, substituting for z ~x) from equation 

(8.6.12) for 9 * r, this equation becomes 

T ... T 
/I p( x ) {aA/ap(x) } dx = [l/(g-r)] f e-gx p(x) ~(x) dx ,f 

0 0 

A 

= i:l/(g-r)] E 

Or, using the identity (8.4.14) we find, for 9 * r 

T '" " J' p(x) (aA/ap(x)} dx = A (10.A.4) 
o 

Next, substituting for :(x) from equation (8.6.12) for 9 = 

r, equation (10.A.3 ) becomes 

T A 

.r p(x) taA/ap(x)} dx 
o 

= -
T 

.(' -rx x e p(:d 1:Y(X ) dx (IO.A.5 ) 

T 
Si nce x = T - f dy 

x 

o 

equation (IO.A.5) can be written as 

T 
,1 A 

" p(x) {aA/ap(x)} dx = 
o 

T 
- T ," -rx 

" e o 

T 
P h d ~ ( x ) d x + ,i' e - r x p ( x ) 0' ( x ) 

o 

T 
,i' dy dx 

v 
" 
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The first term vanishes because of the lifetime budget con-

straint of an individual. With a change in the order of in-

tegration, we caM write this equation as 

T 
,(t P bd 
o 

... 
OA/apbd} dx 

T x 
= ,i' .r e- ry p(y) ~(y) dy dx 

o 0 

With 9 = r, the right hand side of the above equation is 
;, 

equal to the level of aggregate normalized assets, A. 

Therefore for 9 ~ r also we get the same relation as given 

by equation (10.A.4). 

Next, consider the second component in equation 

tl0.A.2}. Let us first write the derivative of aggregate 
A 

normalized labour supply H with respect to survival rate 

" at age x. With H defined by equation (8.6.26), this 

derivative can be written as follows. 

T 
= e -gx j (x) h (x) + .i' e -gy p (y) j (y) {3h (y) lap (x)} d}' 

o 

We know from our comparative static analysis in chapter 4 

that for all y, the derivative 3h(y)/3p(x) depends on age x 

only through a factor of proportionality: e-rx a(x). There-

fore the second term in the above ~quation as a whole can be 

written as: r e- rx 
q(x) where r is a constant definite in-
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tegral of some function of y over the interval [0, TJ. Thus 

A 

3HJ?ptx) = e-gx j Vd hb:) + r e- rx 
:r(;{} 

Multiplying bj p(~l and integratIng o~er x fer the inter~al 

[0, TJ, we can write 

1 
" II p(;d {3H:3p(xi} d::< == 

o 

1 

o 
e-gx pL-") j h::: hC,: dx 

r 
+ r .I' e-t'x p(:.~J J':".) d~~ 

o 

lhe first term in this equation is equal ta asgregate 

normalized labour supplj H and the second term 15 equa~ t= 

vi-::!ua1. Ther·ef Dr'';? 

~qu3t1cn 110.A.21, we 3et 

r 
\' p(.:: i , ).". * . -, ,..' d v = Ct"1.·;p,;/: " - {t1!! .. n 



T 
.(' p ( x) { 8A * lap ( x)} d x = 0 
o 

This completes the proof. 

10.A.2 Proof of Theorem 10.3.2 

Consider the following identity 

~ A A A 

wH - C = E = (g - r) A 

wh i ch imp 1 i es 

k A A 

wH = (g - r) A + C 

;, A 

Therefore we can write the ratio A/H as follows. 

A A A h A A A 

A/H = wA/wH = wA/[(g - r)A + C] 
A A A A 

= w (A/C)/[(g - r)(A/C) + 1] 
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(10.A.7) 

Now differentiating both sides with respect to p(x), we ob-

tain 

A A A A 

[{ (g - r) (A/C) + 1} UtA/C) lap(x)} 

_"" .... A. A 

- { A/C) (g - r) {8(A/C) lap(x)}] 

A A 

a(A/C) lap(x) 

Or using (10.A.7l, 
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(lO.A.a) 

This completes the proof. 



CHAPTER 11 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION OF PART 111 

The implications of alternative types of mortality 

improvements have been studied in an aggregate model under 

competitive conditions. A continuous time version of an 

overlapping generations model Has used for the analysis. 

Actuarially fair life insurance and annuities were assumed 

to be available. Individuals were assumed to be selfish. 

Therefore, bequests or gifts were not present in the model. 

It was also assumed that pensions or social security do not 

exist. Except for the uncertainty of life, there was no 

ether element of uncertainty present in the model. The main 

findings of the research are as follows. 

Given the rate of interest and the wage rate, an in-

crease in life expectancy may increase or decrease the capi-

tal stock depending on the nature of the mortality improve-

ment. This result is obtained in a pure life cycle model 

and ~oes not depend on an y bequest moti ve . Thus, Skinner's 

result that an increase in longevity may increase or 

1 For the summary and conclusion of part I of the 
thesis see chapter 5. 
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decrease capital stock, is possible in a pure life cycle 

model. 

Given the factor prices and the growth rate of popu

lation, with a hump shaped savings schedule, an increase in 

survival rates at an old age will increase the normalized 

level of the capital stock, as expected. However, the ef-

fect of an increase in survival rates at a young age is to 

decrease the capital stock. Finally, the effect of an in-

crease in survival rates at an earlier (later) part of mid

dle age is to increase (decrease) the capital stock. 

The effects of mortality improvements with an 

endogenous rate of interest and wage rate, but fixed work 

schedule of an individual, were also studied under competi

tive conditions, assuming that the equilibrium is stable. 

Once aga i n we find that these effects depend on the age at 

which the su~vival rate is assumed to increase. Given the 

growth rate of population, with a hump-shaped savings sched

ule, an increase in survival rates at an old age will in

crease the equilibrium capital-labour ratio and the wage 

rate and decrease the equi l ibrium rate of interest. The ef-

fect of an inc r ease in survival rates at the earlier seg-

ments of life is the opposite. Thus Skinner's result that 

inc r ease in life expectancy may reduce the capital-labour 

r atio, can be found in a pure life cycle model without a 

contingent bequest mot i ve. 
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The traditional two period models, in which all 

births take place in the first period and survival is un

certain only in the second period, ignore the demographic 

effect of a possible increase in the growth rate of popula

tion resulting from the increase in longevity. This effect 

has been recognized in the present research. If the rates 

of reproduction are independent of survival rates, this ef

fect shows that an increase in survival rates during the 

reproductive years of life will decrease the equilibrium 

capital-labour ratio and the wage rate a~d increase the 

equilibrium rate of interest. This further supports our 

suspicion about the presumed positive relation between 

longevity and capital accumulation. 

The implications of mortality improvements for the 

classification of competitive equilibrium as efficient or 

inefficient were noted. An intermediate result is that, ig

noring the economic effect of variations in survival rates, 

a higher growth rate of population has no implications for 

the classification of equilibrium as efficient or ineffi-

cient. In particular , an economy with a slower growth rate 

of population may even be further away from an efficient 

equilibrium than an economy with a faster growth rate. 

An increase in survival rates at an old age will 

leave the growth rate of population unchanged, but it will 

lower the equilibrium rate of interest. Thus, if the compe-
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titive equilibrium is initially inefficient, it will remain 

so after the mortality improvement and if the equilibrium is 

initially efficient, th~ mortality improvement may carry it 

into the inefficient region. An increase in survival rates 

at ear!ier age will raise both the growth rate 0+ pooulation 

ana th~ rate of interest. In thIS case the ~ortality im-

provement carries no implications fer the classification of 

eqUilibrIum as efficient or inefficient. 

T~e classification of a competltive equilibrium as 

efficient or inefficient holds with given tastes (which also 

include su~vival probabilities) and technology, etc. A con-

version of an efficient equilibrium into an inefficient one 

due to a mortality improvement does not ne~~ssaril~ imply a 

The new equilibrium is inefficient in the new 

hence, in the utility function). Similarly a conversion of 

an inefficient equilibrium into an efficie~t une due to a 

mortality improvement does not necessaril; impl; a welfare 

1he new equi!ib,~um i~ ef4icient in the new state 

(after th~ =hange ~n the utility function). 

The snalysis ~ag tne~ repeated for a more campli

~ated model in which the work schedule of an Individual WBS 

assumed t~ be endogenous. The results were shown to be more 

or less t~e same as cbt~i~ed with a fixed work schedule. 
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Aside from these results relating to the basic issue 

involved in this r esearch , we also noted some other results. 

The effect of a higher rate of i nterest due to ac

tuaria l l y fair life insurance and annu it ies present in an 

i ndividual's savings or asse t s i s absen t f r om aggregate 

sav i ngs or assets. 

The fundamental accounting identities betwe~n 

savings and ass~ts which had been obtained for an overlap

ping generations model under certainty (Gale (1973), Willis 

(198S}), also hold in a model with life uncertainty and ac

tuarially fair life insurance and annuities. 

In a new-classical model with a linear homogeneous 

production function, the stability of a Walrasian equi

l i brium is not guaranteed by a pos i tive relationship between 

assets supply and the rate of interest . An arbitrary i n-

crease in the rate of interest f r om the equilibrium level 

will also impl y a lower wage rate under the neo-classical 

production technology. This decrease in the wage rate may 

reduce the level of assets enough to compensate the increase 

due to a h igher rate of i nterest. Under these condit i ons 

the equi l ibri um solut i on may be unstable despite a positi~e 

relationship between assets supply and rate of interest. 

The present ana lysis has been conducted for a f r ee 

competit ive mode l. In particular no mandatory social 

securit y programme i s considered and the life insurance and 
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annuities mar·ket is a.ssurned to be competitive and free of 

any di~tortions. In addition, no bequest motive is allowed 

in the model. The research can be easily extended to con

sider the effects of these special envi r onments surrounding 

the individu al's l i fe cycle a.llocation decision. The ana1'l-

sis of mo rt al i t y changes can also be repeated for a model in 

which life insurance and annuities do not exist. In addi

tion, one can also stud y the welfare implications of 

mortalit y chanCJes under alternative assumptions reCJardioCj 

life insurance and annu i ties. To study the short term ef-

f ects of mortal i ty changes it l-IOU I d be usefu I to exami ne the 

transition paths in response to changes in survival rates. 

We plan to search i n these a r eas in future. 
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